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STATE OF MAINE. 

To the Honorable Go'uernor of the State of l\;J aine: 

The Forest Commissioner respectfully submits his third 

report as required by the act of 1891, chapter 100, creating a 

Forest Commission. 

ERRATA. 

On page 88, 4th line, for twenty read twenty-four. 

CHARLES E. OAK, 
Forest Commissioner. 

On page 176, 3rd paragraph, 5th line, for 20 read 24. 
On page 34, the fine mountain west of Parlin Pond known as Bald Mountain, is 

referred to. There are several mountains so named in the region, and the name 
does not well characterize this one. The owners of the lancl, therefore, consider
ing these facts ancl wishing moreover to perpetuate thus the name of a former 
eminent citizen of the State, have recently renamed the peak l\It. Coburn. 

ERRATA IN REPORT OF 189,J., 

Owing to lack of expert proof-reatling a number of bad errors got into the pre
vious report. Following are the worst of them: 
.The note on page 28 should be cut out. 
On page 29, top line, for t1centy read twenty-four. 
On page H2, 7th line from bottom, for fifteen read .15. 
On page 34, 3rd paragraph, :2n(l line, for thfrteen read 1.3. 
On page 91, 2nd paragraph, bottom line, for straight read st,0 ength. 
On page m, last paragraph, 3rd line, for effect read offset. 
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REPORT. 

The work of the department for the past two years has dif
fered but little from that outlined in the report of 1894. 

In order that everybody, visitor as well as resident, might 
he familiar with our forestry laws, '· Fire notices" giving 
extracts from the law have been posted beside nearly every 
lake, stream and woods-road in the State, frequented by 
sportsmen and tourists, ns well as in hotels, railroad depot8 
and other public places. In most instances the ,vild land 
proprietors have attended to the work of posting these notices 
and we have supplemented their work by very numerous let
ters and personal appeals, urging fire wardens to attend to 
theu duties, guides and woodsmen to be especially careful 
to guard against fires, and railroad companies to conform 
with the law requiring them to clear their right of way of 
brush, grass and other inflammable material at least once a 
year and also to use tho most approved appliances on their 
locomotives to prevent scattering fires. 

The great necessity of extinguishing camp fires nnd other
wise guarding against forest fires, I hardly think was ever 
fully appreciated until the attention of the people was called 
to the fact by means of these fire notices, but as we no"~ find 
they are generally disposed to observe the law in this respect, 
after having it called to their attention, ·we can but believe that 
the notices have se1Ted their purpose and done a great 
amount of good. 

The season of 1895 was exceedingly dry and very numer
ous small forest fires occurred, but, although every one feared 
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that there might !Jc extensive conflagrations, we fortunately 

escaped. 
For this fortunate exemption the department claims no 

great merit, realizing that extensive fires were prevented in 
the main on account of the people having waked up to the 

necessity of looking after and extinguishing them before they 
got beyond their control. 

I am sorry to be obliged to report, however, that in several 

instances when poor, disinterested men put in considerable 

time and hard labor to prevent fires and protect the property 

of others, they failed to receive any compensation whatever, 
owing to a defect in our law which fails to provide means by 
which they can collect theh· pay in all instances. 

To my mind this needs remedying, as otherwise ,ve cannot 
expect any great assistance from such parties, and they are 
often in position to render more effective service than any 
other class of people we have. 

Also in case of the railroad companies there should be some 
change in the law so that more exact information can be 
obtained and means provided by which they will be compelled 
to more nearly comply with the law than they do in some 
instances at present. During the present season, since early 
summer, there has not been any great risk from fires, owing 
to frequent showers or rains, yet it has been an exceptional 
year in that respect. 

Usually there are two periods of drought-spring and late 
summer or fall. In each season forest fires are very liable 

to do immense damage, and it is suggested that if railroad 

companies at such seasons were obliged to send section men 
over their beats immediately after each train for the especial 
purpose of extinguishing fires set by sparks from the locomo

tive, it would seem to be a great safeguard, and we need all 
reasonable safeguards possible. 

It seems important also that town and county offi.ce,rs should 
report to this office a full list of all fire wardens appointed 
throughout the State and that all such wardens should b~ 
under the direction of the commissioner when he so desires~ 
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A_:-; the hw stands at pr(>;011t, the c011m1issioner 1s power
le:-;:-; to act in ca:-;e of PlllcTgrney-having no men at his com
nrnrnl or mean-; to employ tlrnm, excepting the fish and game 
wardens and these are so few and their heat·, so long, they 
cannot he depended on unless the fire :is in their immediate 
vici1tity. In ::-evernl instan('es of that kind tho past season, 
howe,·er, they have rendrred good service. 

It is with some foe1ing of embarrassment that the work of 
investigation regarding forest growth and supply is reviewed 
for the reason that 1 fully realize that we are venturing on a 
new field of study with little or no trni1iing for the lmsiness, 
or source from which to gather tho necessary information io 
direct our study. In this country it is an almost entirely 
new field for work and thought, and as in the case of all pio

neers the re:·mlt of our labors must necessarily be somewhat 
crude and unfinished. \V-ithont precedent, guide, chart or 
compass, it could not well he otherwise. 

Still as the results of our efforts as published in the report 
of 18D4 were so favorahly received, and more information upon 
the same lines of work earnestly solicited, we have ventured 
on the work again and puhfo,h a portion of the results that 
we hope will he equally well received. 

,Ye find that the interest in the subject is constantly increas
ing as evidenced by the demand for forestry literature, not 
only by those who wish practical information for the manage
ment of their own interests, but also by the students of 
nature searching for all-round information. From nearly 
every state in the Union have come applications for copies 
of our la,vs, reports, literature for distribution and lists of 
best authorities upon the subject of forestry. It shows, 
at least, that although there may not be any great apprehen
sion that we may soon be reduced to the condition of some 

foreign countries in our forest products, yet the necessity of 
learning methods of economy, of obtaining a knowledge that 
can he put in practice if required and of mastering the facts 
necessary to establish intelligent forestry regulation seems to 
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be appreciated. Thus the encouragement received from 
the favorable criticisms of former work has furnished the 
incentive to go on. 

One· serious difficulty we :find confronting us in arranging 
for work at all complete, is the fact that we have no reliable 
maps of our forest region. In fact all published maps are 
of the crudest nature, i:,imply showing on a very small scale 
a checkerboard of township lines with a partiaJly correct plot 
of the rivers, streams and lakes. Many streams are not shown 
at all on such maps and those that are laid down are not to be 
depended on for correctness in locality. 

I also realize that we are likely to offer some conclusions 
and ideas, not fully in harmony with preconceived ideas ot 
certain individuals, whose long experience in caring for for
est lands and handling forest products necessarily gives their 
opinion great weight. 

To all such I wish to say that it is with no desire to antag
onize their opinion, or to prove our own that this work was 
commenced, but simply to deduce the actual facts bearing 
upon the growth and supply of spruce within our State, with 
a plain recital of how the facts were obtained, leaving read
ers themselves in many instances to draw their own conclu
sions. 

In our previous report we discussed spruce growth almost 
entirely, and have continued our studies with reference to 
that wood alone for several reasons .-One being that our 
means have been so very limited it was impossible to cover 
much ground with a sum of money appropriated annually 
that would be but little more than sufficient to explore a sin
gle township in a thorough manner. 

Another reason ·was because spruce is our greatest forest 
product, the most in demand, and the demand is likely to 
increase as the pulp mills multiply. 

Also because the pulp mills consume in many instances, 
vast quantities of undersized lumber, which is causing many 
people to feel somewhat alarmed, fearing as they do, that 
these mills will prove a great injury to our business interests. 
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It suggests the necessity at least of having more complete 
information regarding forest growth, and also the possibility 
of needing some legislative restrictions before very many 
years. 

To such as feel any alarm, I wish to say that the owners of 
pulp mills have such lnrge amounts of money invested in 
their plants, it is a matter of great consequence to them to 
haYe a permanent business, and no class of business men can 
be more interested in having wise, rather than destructiYe 
methods adopted, then these proprietor~ themselves. 

Spruce being our main subject of inquiry, let us review 
the facts, which, partly as a result of earlier work, arc already 
at hand. 

The great supply of spruce for all Eastern America, is 
said to he found in Maine, Kew Hampshire, New York, ,Yest 
Virginia, Eastern Canada, New Brunswick and Norn Scotia, 
with possibly small tracts in Vermont and Pennsylvania. 

,Y]rnt the total acreage is, the average yield per acre, or the 
total consumption, it is impossible for the State department 
to ascertain, yet the necessHy of collecting these facts through 
some source seems of the utmost importance, for wW10ut 

them it will be impossible to ever make any very close calcu
lations with reference to the prospective values of our Maine 
forests, or those of any other state. 

It would seem as though the national department of forestry 
could well afford to devote a part of its energies towards 
collecting this most valuable information rather than towarda 
collecting purely scientific data. 

The distribution of spruce within our own border can best 
be indicated by first referring to our greut natural features and 
characteristics. 

The great topographical features of this State were clearly 
apprehended hy vY alter vV ells and admirably stated in his 
ww ater Power of Maine." The whole territory of the State 
he divided into two slopes, a northern and a southern. 

The division between these two slopes is not made by a 
well defined line or water-shed, but by a great body of elevated 
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land reaching across the Staie from we:;t to ea:-;t, a high and 
uneven country on which the head waters of all our great 

rivers interlock. 
This great plateau whose axis, starting with the .. White 

)fountains of New Hampshire, pa:-;scs across the Rangeley and 
)Ioosehead lakes to Mars Hill, carries all the considerable 
mountains of the State, and is itself elevated through more 
than half its area to a height of over 1,000 feet above the sea. 

--X ow this plateau may be considered the chosen lwbitat of 
spruce. Sprnce clothes the mountains and mixes with other 
trees in the cover of ridges and low lands. 

From the Kennehec west, the well defined southern hmm
dary of the high lands marks as sharply the distribution of 
spruce as an important portion of tbe native timber. On the 
northeast, in the same way the lmver lying and deep-soiled 
Aroostook county hns a far les::, proportion of spruce, the 
characteristic timber of the region being the hard woods which 
there reach their greatest perfection. 

Between these two limits, together with the northern slope, 
is the sprnce country of the State, stretching eastward to the 
New Brunswick boundary, turning south to cover the whole 
of 1Vashington eounty and extending thence ,vest along the 
heatllands and islands of the coast. 

Turning now to the characteristics and life history of 
sprnce, it was shown in the report of 1894 that the age of the 
trees which furnish the merehantahle sprnce logs of the State 
is ~omething like 200 years, w111ch is too small an estimate 
for large logs and old growth timbers. The logs involved in 
this study, numbering over 1,000, were taken at random on 
the drives and mill yards of the State and averaged only four
teen inches at the butt, with a length oi thirty feet and top 
diameter of nine inches. 

Concerning the biological nature of spruce it was shown 
from a number of considerations that it. is hard to suppress 
and that it requires little from the soil. It covered formerly 
.ae rocky islands along the coast, and it thrives on the steep 
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2T[t:!e . ...; arnl cxtrcmclv thin ~oil of our mmrntnins. ::-;tarti1w 
( - "-' ;-::, 

readi1y and rapidly in ope11 ;'.,!'rnnnd, it ,r:11 yet :-,urYini <len:-o 

slrndinµ: in the forest. The wma1 rcpro(1ndion of :-:11rncc 

is n1·L·onling to this latter nwthod. Secdlinr2:s start in the shade, 

grow very slowly throuµ:h a lmrn1re(1 yen rs or more of snp
pression, hut retain their Yitality and take a<lvantag·e of the 

first ncce:--sion of light and air to thicken np tlwfr cTo\vns and 
hogin a vigurou:, growth. 

Firnling this to he a characteristic of the tree wo are assnrecl 

that, nnhke the pine, spruce can 11e\·er he killed ont of our 

woods, that snpplics from the great fore:~t areas of the State 

will always be in some degree maintained. 

l.Vith this information regar<ling spruce to commence with, 

our next inquiry in onler to lay out our work seems to he 

how much standing sprnce have we 'Within the State. It is 

not necessary for our present work that we should he exact 
in this matter, yet in the near fntnre, if it becomes certain 

that spruce growth is becoming exhausted, it wm he of the 

utmost importance to know how much we have, and how 

11111<.:h wo arc diminishing tho snpply annually if at all. 

If decreasing can we hy any practical methods increase the 

supply? 
In general our feeling in regard to supply is conservatfro. 

"\Ve do not antieipatc exhaustion of our forest supplies for a 
long period of yean,. Yet should it become certain after a 

fow years that the tot:,] supply was he:ing exhausted values 

must nccessari]y be appreciated considerably, and in that case 
investments in wild lands will show quite a different rate of 

increase from that ·which comes from natural growth. 

In arranging the work of investigation I 'iYaS extremely 

fortunate in socnriug the assistance of .M.r. Austin Cary of 

Bangor, a gentleman who is making the subject of forestry a 

life study, and "·hose ·work in collecting the scientific data 

required by the national department peculiarly fitted him to 

grasp the practical ideas of ·which we ·were in search. 

To him in a large measure is credit due should this report 

prove of merit. In fact without hjs assistance we should 
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have been able to accomplish but comparatively little, for I 
know of no other person in the United States with his prac
tical experience. The results of his studies, explorations_, 
investigations and reasonings wiJl be found written in his 
own language as the principal part of this report. 

In arranging the work with him it was decided that it was 
only in the woods themselves that the specific information 
which we already -had on our list as necessary to obtain, 
together with many other facts relating to growth, could be 
obtained. Accordingly it was arranged tbat he should under
take a trip on the drainage of the Kennebec river, but in our 
various consultations as to \Yhat particular line of work he 
should follow, we found ourselves confronted with so many 
different problems, each seeming of some degree of importance 
and worthy of considerably more time and attention than we 
could afford to give it, that it seemed impossible to arrange 
any definite plan of action. Consequently when he started on 
his long cruise his only specific directions were to avoid for the 
present, as far as possible, all purely scientific matters, but 
direct his efforts towards collecting wholesale practical 
information, facts so necessary for the individual owner in 
the management of forest lands, as well as bearing on the 
commercial interests of the State. 

I almost said that it was facts desired very much by the 
individual owner, but that would hardly be true, for I regret 
to say that the large majority of land owners pay little or no 
attention whatever to the management of their lands other 
than to collect all stumpage dues. Unlike all other business, 
comparatively little study (the word intelligence might almost 
be allowed) is ever given to the care of wild lands, excepting 
in a few instances. 

Many of our land owners are non-residents and their actual 
knowledge of their own property, excepting as to what reve
nues it yields, is very little. Many such owners hardly know 
one kind of forest growth from another and seem to think, if 
one can judge by their actions, that the revenues they have 
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yielded in the past will be constant for all time to come. Can 
it be a matter of wonder then, when the cnvner himself is so 
indifferent, that the operator-the person cutting under a 
permit-is even more so, and that the lumber is cut in a very 
-wasteful anrt indiscriminate manner? 

To bring out a little more prominently the matter of waste, 
I will quote what I've heard said repeatedly by our best 
and most practical lumbermen. They state that if to-day we 
could have what lumber was actually ,vasted in cutting our 
old stock of pine for which the State was once so noted, it 
would he worth more than was received for the stock utilized. 

In most cases no restrictions whatever are placed on the 
operators and they go to the woods, cut what they want, 
destroy whatever comes in their way in shape of young grow
ing timber with little or no attempt to save a thing that will 
interfere with their work in the least. In fact operators who 
work under a permit as far as I have been able to observe 
their methods, are absolutely indifferent to the interests of 
the land owner. 

Nor is this to he wondered at very much when the facts 
are considered. The proprietor is mainly interested in secur
ing the largest possible revenues at the smallest possible 
expense, and charges the operator the largefit ::.;tumpage rate 
that he can be made to pay. The operator on the other hand 
during recent years has been obliged to sell his lumber at a 
very limited price and con::.;equently has been obliged to cut 
his lumber in a way and manner that is most likely to yield 
him a profit on his immediate work regardless of future 
intere::.;ts. 

The land owners fail to incorporate the needful restrictions 
in making their permits for the simple reason that neither 
they nor any one else really know what is necessary in the 
way of restrictions. The subject never has been studied 
enough in this country so that anybody can really be called 
an authority upon it, and the results of foreign investi
gations are not applicable in this State. There is actually 
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no source from which to dt~rivc the information here unless 

we gather it our:selves. The -whole policy thus far seems to 
have been a "penny wise and pound foolish" one, but we 

hope the time has arrived when more intelligence will be used. 

\Vhat then is the practical information we need? ,Yhat are 

some of the practical questions necessary to have answered? 
The matter of waste is certrdnly not fully understood and 

ranks among the first things of importance. 

To what extent is it carried on and whether it is practical 
to introduce other methods of lumbering, not so expensive 

but that the saving -will more than offset the outlay, are facts 

worth knowing. 

No one disputes hut that tho present rnethodi:l of cutting 

are ~rasteful in the extreme, such, for instance, as felling with 

an axe instead of a saw and cutting off tops with reference 

to where the log will scale best; yet if our supply of lumber 

is good for all time, except to tho indiYidual owner, there is 

no reason for the public~ at least, to be at all alarmed at the 

\Yaste. 
How does the matter stand in the State of Maine? Are we 

h1creusing or decreasing our stock? If increasing we cau rest 
quietly, while if decreaE'!ing at all rapidly, then waste is one of 
the matters to immediately consider. The situation demands 
that we know of the consumption of our miJls, the standing 
resources of our timber lands, their condition and growing 
power. How much of the Yirgin lands still remain? On 
lands that luwe been cut through, how much was left to cut 

again or to grow? 
Some conclusions regarding these c1uestions will he offered 

after the r2ader has had a chance to examine the result of :Mr. 

Cary's ,•rnrk. 



REPORT OF AUSTIN CARY. 

IInx. CIL\l~LEs E. OAK, Stutc Fm·est Omnniissiona: 

Srn-1 n accordance with your desire that I shoukl work 
out in the study of our forest resources a large share of the 
fuml:-3 lying at yom dispo~nl for such purposes, in the spring 
of 18!1!> I retmned to the State, and of the work ,vhich 
ousue<l make the following report : 

::\Ieeting you by appointment at Augusta, and ;
1
~(\

1te\~i\t 
arranging that the snhjeet of the work should be thi"' stmty. 

spruce, jt bejng <kterminecl too that the Kennebec, as tlrnt 
one of the larger river basins of the State which had been 
longest and hardest cut on, was the heE,t field for study, no 
fone was lost in getting into the woods. ::\I y outfit was com
pleted at Sk(nvhegan, where also I profited by consultation 
with Hon. Tnrner Bn:-s,,·ell, manager of the lancb of the 
Coburn estate. From that point I started on tTnno 13th for 
the sprnce woods of the Dead river. 

As the job was entered upon, very indefinite ideas were 
held a:-; to what woul<1 come out of it. Your instructions 
agreed ,vith my own inclination that the ohjocts of the ,vork, 
whaternr its nwthmls, should he of a thoroughly practical 
nature. Certain minor problems indeed were clearly in mind, 
and it m1s hoped, furthermore, that as a result of the stmly 
reliable wholesale infer01w0s as to the lumber business of the 
region could he drawn. But just what shape these would he 
in, or for how large a territor.'· dcriv..ec1, could not he hefure
hand determined. That had to he left until through the 

clcYclopmcnt ant1 progress of the ,rnrk itself it should appear 
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what was most worth while and what it was possible to 
accomplish. 

Starting out in this way with partially unformed purposes, 
and with no precedent, hardly even in the way of method, to 
guide, first efforts were of necessity largely tentative. Fol
lowing the leadings of the field work, however, and hardening 
up ideas gained by means of correspondence with yourself 
and others interested in the project, the possibilities of the job 
were at length more clearly apprehended. It appeared after 
a few weeks that we might make an all-round survey of the 
spruce resources and prospects of the Kennebec river. From 
the first, estimates of standing timber had been collected, burnt 
and waste areas had been mapped and close study made of 
the condition and growing power of cut-over land. These 
elements were all unified and given meaning by the purpose 
named, and it was soon adopted. Travel was therefore 
directed with this end in view, and detail work so spread as 
to tell in the solution of the general problem. 

A survey of the Kennebec drainage for spruce, with refer
ence not merely to present but to future supply, was, then, 
the great object of a large portion of the season's work. 
Later on, the .Androscoggin was taken up in much the same 
way. For the facts required, direct observation was, as far 
as possible, employed. About three months was spent in 
travel and field work, between the 13th of June and the 19th 
of November. Sixty-four days were spent in actual woods 
exploration, during which I covered by foot travel some 700 
miles. Office work-the arrangement and calculation of field 
notes, prosecution of inquiry by letter, and the literary labor 
involved in this report-have occupied rather more time than 
did the field work. 
Methods 
and minor 
purposes. 

To any who fully grasp the problem stated it 
will be clear that it is a new and difficult one. 

Experience teaches us that simply collecting estimates of 
standing timber does not solve it, though that is an impor
tant, and by no means easy, part of the work. Growth is 
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already in some regions more than stand the key to future 
supply, and growth is a subject on which no reliable inform
ation is now to he had. Current ideas of it vary very ,videly, 
ancl seldom are they based on record or reliable observation. 

Growth, then, not merely in detail but in the gross-the 
production of the country-is one of the main objects of this 
study. In that field \VC are pioneers. The figures upon 
spruce growth embodied in the last Maine report, worked out 
from data collected in the employ of the United States 
Forestry Division were a starting point in this present work. 
Only a starting point, however. )Iuch more work of the 
same kind had to he done, and a great body of areal and 
other facts collected before we could arrive at any general 
conclusions. Particularly was it necessary to examine at first 
hands the condition and growing power of a \vide extent of 
cut-over lands. Growth is to he the· source of our future 
supply. ,Yhat have we left on the land to grow? 

The field work which is behind this study was a work of 
great variety and spread over a wide extent of country. On 
the Kennebec 8ix townships were somewhat carefully exam
ined, while about half the total number of those that are 
spruce-bearing were personally visited.. The burnt lands 
were mapped from observation and hearsay; mountains were 
climbed for the general view; and week after week spent in 
cruising the country, making detail studies of its growth, and 
ascertaining in what shape cutting had left it. This field 
work has been supplemented whenever possible by inquiry. 
Much indeed has had to he taken in that way ,-estimates of 
merchantable timber rest almost entirely upon information 
that was so gained. Very much is due to the men who have 
assisted in this direction. Lumbermen, scalers and others
inquiries have almost always met -with appreciation, and the 
work furthered to the fullest degree. 

All who have any knowledge of the conditions As to accu

will of course understand that the results of this racy. 

study cannot lay claim to exactness. The subject is a great 
2 
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and a new on~, while from the nature of the case investiga
tion had to be hasty and methods rough and inexact. Yet 
this fact does not deprive our work of its value. Approxi
mate information, if it is to the point, will be great gain. 
General rmmlts are what is needed, not fine figuring on any 
particular problem or piece of ]and. 

1'he inaccuracies and incompleteness of this work are to no 
one more apparent than to the writer. That the results in 
every direction fall far below what could be desired, that the 
percentage of possible error is great, that questions are asked 
which cannot be ans-wered, that in the field work corners 
have been skipped and very much left to judgment or taken 
at second hand, can be regretted by no one more than by 
him. These shortcomings, however, there is no desire to 
conceal. The narrative form is employed in this report 
because it serves best to bring out the many side issues and 
break up the information conveyed into comprehensible 
form. It is welcomed, however, for frankness' sake, that it 
may be plainly seen how conclusions were arrived at and 
from how firm a basis of fact. So guarded, our work 
should carry no undeserved weight, should present no appear
ance of accuracy that could not be attained. 
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SPRUCE ON THE KENNEBEC RIVER. 
Provided with a com11act outfit of necessary Growth on 

lower Kcn-
clothes, papers and instruments, I started from nebec. 

Skowhegan on ,June 13th for Flagstaff on the Dead river. 
Spruce being the subject of inquiry I was on the watch for it 
from the start. None 'Nas seen, however, for a long distance. 
Pine was the original coniferous timber of these down-river 
towns along with some hemlock and cedar and these were 
mixed and alternated ·with hard wood. It is the latter ele
ment of ihe original forest that is most prominent to-day, 
though groves of young pine, lineally descended from the 
ancic>nt crop, are hy no means lacking. Along here the 
standard hard woods of Maine, heech, maple and yellow hirch 
were noted to he mingled with those belonging to only its 
warmer and lower portions, oak and bass-wood. 

Stopping over night at N e,v Portland, a town ?:iEit·aphy 
which possesses an interesting industry in the shape Lexington. 

of a spool and novelty mill, the stage started north again 
next morning bound for Dead River via Lexington and High
land. Lexington village is in a big flat., ::.preading each side 
from Sandy stream. Mountains lie on the east line of the 
town and another range, thrown across Highland plantation 
and down the east side of Jerusalem, separates Sandy stream 
from the drainage of the Deud rirnr and Carrabas:,;et. Over 
this last range the road goes in the best pass it can find, 
climbing on the passage to a height of 1,000 feet above the 
flat, and descending thence to the lernl country east of 
Bigelow on the Dead river. 

Here, on the high lands about Lexington, spruce fi~i~iti16:-U 
to any amount wat-5 for the fir::-t time seen. The :~;~~~:~. 

lower slopes of the mountaint-5 to the north and eat-5t of L<>x

ington are covered mainly with white birch* grown up thickly 

*White birch in the mouth of a Maine man always means Betula papyrucea 
B. populifolia is called gray birch. Yellow birch as commonly usell includes 
B. lutea and B lenta. 
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after some early fire. The original growth comes down in 
lohes and patches, however, while to the west the country 
has never been burnt. A large basin to the north west was 
filled with hard woods, among ·which after cutting but few 
evergreen tops were showing, while on the height~ and 
steeper slopes the spruce stood nearly pui·e, running up 
:finally to where it was stunted and unfit for lumber. Five 
months later, when the circuit of travel was nearly complete, 
I got another look at this same country. Tramping down 
the Carrabasset from Eustis and Coplin, I climbed to the 
highest point in the east part of Jerusalem township, and got 
from there a bird's-eye view of the whole surrounding country. 

Here, let us note, is one point established in the to-be 
fore8t map of the State. The high lands in Lexington, Con
cord and Highland are, in this longitude, the southern bound
ary of the region· in which spruce was and is a prominent 
feature of the forest growth. 

DEAD RIVER. 

Passing around the east end of Mt. Bigelow, the road 
strikes the Dead river not far from Bog brook, the upper end of 
the old and historic carry ; thence it follows the smooth land 
along the river up to Flagstaff and Eustis. The elevation of 
this valley is, as near as I can learn, somewhere about 1,200 
feet above the sea. Elevated to that extent, and separated 
from the country south by the mountain harrier mentioned, 
the region loses some of the forest trees which characterize 
the southwestern portion of the State. Pine wa8 the timber 
of the lower and richer lands. Ha;.'d woods and spruce clothed 
the slopes and the mountains. 
~~~f:~~?;t Here again the native character of the growth 
fires. has been disguised by fire. The first settlement 
on Dead river is sai<l. to have been made in 1818. Mr. Caleb 
Stevens, of Stratton, says that in January of that year his 
father hauled his wife and nine children through the woods 
from Kingfield on an ox sled, and the clearing fires of those 
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early settlers wern doubtless the cause of the destruction of so 
mnch timher. In 11':22, according to Mr. Stevens-and in 
this matter his memory is confirmed hy th~ country and its 
trees-a great fire started in at Eu:--tis, swept south into north
ern Coplin, ai1d thence east, buming all the south side of l\lt. 
Bigelow and some of the lower land at its foot. In 1844, 
again, another fire started in the same locality and ran east 
dmrn the Dead river, leaving in its wake a burnt strip hventy 
miles long and of varying hut considerable width. Now 
these old burns are hy no means waste land. They bear con
siderahle pine for instance, rapidly growrng, and some of it 
now of merchantable size. Large areas also are well timbered 
with white birch, which, when near enough to raihvay, is as 
rnlnahle as almost any stand of old growth timber. But from the 
spruce point of view, these lanch; have to he thrown out of 
account. Some pulp stuff, and scattering trees of larger size 
arc now to be found, hut practically their significance in regard 
to the spruce supply must for many years be shght. 

At Flagstaff one main purpose in going there ·was fulfilled 
in meeting ,John IL Viles. ::\Ir. Viles is an excellent example 
of a chu,s of men who urn very essential to the lumber lmsi
ness of the State, men who combjne abiljty for hu:-;iness 
management with the capacity for knowing thoroughly a 
piece of country. -:\Ir. Vilm; in the course of two 01· three 
hours conversation po::,te(1 me on the character and condition 
of the towns about; gave me an idea of the lay of the l:md 
and recounted in general the history of the cut-all valuable 
and pertinent information which it would. have tnkcn weeks 
of detailed im1uiry to gain. The Dead river was tf..,\ti~~ff of 

the- earliest of the upper waters of the Kennebec to Deallrivcr. 

h(' cut for lumber. This ·was true of both pine and spruce, 

and h1 the recent scouring of the country for pulp wood it 
has again figured prominently. The main reason for this is 
the fact that the river, though rough, is comparatively easy 
to chive. The whole Kennebec is favorably fixed in that 
respect, and among its tributaries, the Dead river possesses 
some advantages. The average cost of its drive for the last 
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sixteen years from the forks of the river in Eustis has been 
bnt thirty-five cents per }U., while the main river drive to the 
Riverside boom in Vassalboro costs on the average about as 
much more. Cooperation having greatly improved the river 
and reduced booming and storage charges also to the lowest 
figure, logs are carried to Kennebec mills, and particularly 
from the Dead river region, at a comparatively small expense. 

Recent cutting on the Dead river has been of a very severe 
kind, and so sweeping in area that but small regions, those 
far back on the difficult streams, are still uncut. The best 
of the pine, of course, was years ago cut from every town
ship on the drainage. Spruce began to be cut about 1850, 
beginning with the best and hanchest timber. Of late years 
the cut has been systematic and severe. The average drive 
from the Dead river for the last ten years has been forty-eight 
millions, of which probably eighty per cent has been spruce.* 
To get this timber Dead river, Flagstaff, III R. IV, Coplin, 
Lang, East and vVest Eustis, Jim Pond and Chain of Ponds, 
have been drawn on heaviest, these towns having been drawn 
on, according to :Mr. Viles, for an average cut of three millions 
a year. This is more than they have been able to stand, the 
treatment to which they have been subjected leaving some of 
them with extremely little of merchantable timber. Other 
towns vary much in their condition, but the drainage as a 
whole has been very hard cut, and the tracts which have not 
yet been cut through for spruce are neither large nor many. 

Another thing which has damaged the Dead river tremend
ously as a source of spruce supply is fire. The early fires in 
Great Eustis and Coplin, running also twenty miles down 
recent fires. the line of the Dead river, have already been men-

tioned. They must have covered on the Dead river drainage 
a territory of more than seventy-five square miles. Three 
also of the most destructive recent fires in the State were on 
this river. They all occurred according to my information 
in the year J 886. The largest started in Chain of Ponds 
town and burnt up 50 ,000 or 60 ,000 acres of very irregular 

*See appendix for figures bearing on this point. 
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shape centering on Jim pond. At the same time another 
fire burnt across the middle part of Coplin and up through 
the east part of Lang. The third was further down the Dead 
river, to the north of it, on both sides of Enchanted stream. 
Thus nearly or quite 100,000 acres were burnt over on the 
Dead river in this one year. 

Eustis, Lang and Coplin have been the scene of frequent 
smaller fires, ,vhile other tmvnships have suffered more or less 
severely. The effect of these fires on future spruce supply 
is not more exercised through the timber they burnt up, than 
through their depressing effect on the growing power of the 
country. 

From Flao-staff villao-e Mt Bio-elow lies three Timb~r on 
b e ' · :::, Mt. B1ge-

m iles to the south, rising to a height of 3,800 feet low. 

above the sea and stretching out about twelve miles of length 
in an east and wee.t direction. The timber on Bigelow is 
called better than most mountain spruce, and from what was 
seen in the day spent on the mountain, that certainly seemed 
to he the case. The north slope of the mountain was once a 
great timber country, and in places the original stand still 
remams. The lower and easier slopes like those of all moun-

HALF ACRI<J ON 1\IT. BIGELOW, SOMERSET COUNTY, MAINE. 

ON SLOPE 2,'5° TO NORTH, EXPOSED, VERY LITTLE SOIL, 2,800 FEET ABOVE SEA, 

"" C) 

1

·1:.1 ~ ~ 
zj 

SPRUCE. 

*Over 18 ........ \ 3 230 

* 14-18 ......... ·1 I 14 lilO 
t12--14 inclusive . 15 360 
10 an(l 11......... 12 120 
6-10......... . . . lf< 135 
3~; .. .. .. .. • • • • • • 23 4ii1 

Under 3.. . . . . . . • - • lOi 
'I'otal ........ , . · 85 1,510 

OTHER SPECIES, 

11 
A bout 70

1

110-12........ 1 .-) 40 
55-70 6-10....... 35 18 270 
50-651 3-6 ...... ". 61 18 150 
40-55

1 

Untler 3.. . 11 10 

Tota.l. .. \ --97 --50 ~ 

I , J\Iany small spruce ancl firum,cored. 
Several mountain ash. 

* Five lleatl in these classes. J<'ew birches over forty feet high. 
t Two of these trees -..vorthless. Several of larger ones seamed. 
Estimate(l scale of stancl cut for saw logs (S inches at 24 feet) and scalell as 

usual here about 3,500 feet. 
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tains in the region, were covered with a mixed grmvth of ever
greens and hard wood, while the higher and steeper parts are 
black with their cloak of spruce. In the tram1J on the moun
tain an aneroid barometer was carried, as indeed all through 
the summer's travel. From notes taken with this on ·what 
was seen during the day, the pai:'lsage from predominant hard 
wood to predominant spruce may he set at somewhere about 
1,000 feet above the river, while the limit of merchantable tim
ber could hardly have been less than 1,000 feet higher. Along 
from 1,600 to 1,700 at any rate, or nearly 3,000 feet above 
the sea, the spruce ·was large, of long hody and good qualjty. 
Along at that height, trees from twenty to twenty-seven 
inches in diameter at breast high were not infrequent, while 
a fair kind of half acre run out tells much about the size and 
development of the trees, and the relation of different species 
in the stand. The hard wood at this height, it is particularly 
worthy of note, is mainly white birth. The relation of this 
species to spruce in its distribution is a very interesting topic 
of study, and other reference to it is made in this report. 
cut over This first day's tramp of the season was ended 
lancl. in a noteworthy and somewhat prophetic way by a 
violent shower which lasted for an hour, and drenched with 
great impartiality everything out of doors. The blueness of 
the weather perhaps had more or less to do with the id!:'a 
gained of those portions of the ground traversed ·which had beeii 
cut over. The lower slopes of the mountain had, as already 
stated, been cut through for spruce. The work appeared to 
have been done very cleanly, while wind follmving had 
knocked down most of the remaining trees on large areas and 
left the land in no shape to yield more spruce for a century 
to come. 

NOTE-Cubic foot in this report means exactly that in standard measure, that is, 
a cube 12 inches on a side or its equivalent in whatever shape. Cubic contents of 
a tree means the contents of its whole trunk fn,m the ground to the tip, but not 
the branches. Unless .otherwise statecl, it includes bark. 

Diameter of a tree means in this work diameter breast high, or about 4& feet 
from the grouncl. That is the stsndanl of comparison used in the investigations 
of the United States Forestry Division. It will also be found, I think, for practical 
purposes a much more satisfactory measure than stump diameter which is now 
more frequently employed. 
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"Thocver goes north from Flagstaff g:oes across Flagstaff 
pond and not around it. The reason for this is that two 
great hogs border the pond on the east and west. Of these 
the westerly one, lying along the main inlet, is the larger, 
reaching nearly 01· quite to tho Eustis line. These two bogs 
cover, together, an area of several square miles, and make, 
with the pond, a big hole in the timber-bearing area of the 

tmvn. 

A tramp of two miles nortlnvest from the pond ~~i~~g~ 1886. 

brought us out into the burn of 188G, h:ttely men- upon it. 

tioned. Here there was nothing to interfere with the view
for ten miles in the northerly dfrection was one unbroken 
bum. ..As to the trees growing up on this l urnt land, woods
men need not he told that those most in evidence were white 
birch and poplar. Clumps of maple sprouts were plentiful, 
coming up from old stems that had not heen entirely killed. 
The growth of all these species is rapid. Poplars particularly, 
in the eight year15 since the fire, had, some of them, reached 
a height of fifteen fret and a diameter of two inches. This, 
however, was only on regions possessing a liberal soil. 

A tramp of about eight miles through the burn Much lailll 

brought us to Bartlett pond. Securing board in ~\1~;1;~~-

h l l 1 d Blowtlown. t e sportsman's camp ocatec 1ere, two ays were 
spent on the Pratt tract so-called, a tract of 11,500 acres in 
III R. V, whi.ch except for the pine taken from it thirty years 
or more ago ha<l never yet been cut. But if not cut it has 
by no means been free from destrnction. StrHdng into it on 
an easterly course, thinking by systematic travel to see a fair 
sample of its timber, the first half day'15 tramp led through an 
alternation of hard wood growth with hlowdown. The timber 
when it was reached was not even or large. It stood on little 
rocky knolls or ridges alternating with swampy ground filled 
with trees of little value and almost every kind. In fact it 
seemed probable after tv.rn days looking around that almost 
all the spruce and pine timber on this tract stands on not 

over a third of the land. A big ridge coming in from Hobhs
town on the north is almost pure hard ,vood. Recent fires 
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have clipped its north west corner and burnt a small piece 
along the outlet of Spencer pond. vVater, swamp and blow
down occupy a large proportion of the remaining area. Yet 
the Pratt tract is considered one of the best pieces of timber 
in the region. Anyone who listens to timber talk at Flag
staff or Eustis will be sure to hear a lot about it. Its actual 
condition is a striking comment on the way in which spruce 
stands in this portion of the State. 

Percentage A digression must here be made in order to 
of growth. explain a method of investigation which was first 
made use of on this tract. The determination of the per
centage of growth of trees is a most important matter. 
A method for that purpose ought to be in use among 
lumbermen in determining their cutting policy. By its 
means they could tell what timber is least thrifty, and 
what, on the other hand, might well be left to grow. In 
this study, the percentage of growth has a wide use, in 
fact, it is at the bottom of its most far reaching conclusions. 
A method of obtaining it on large numbers of trees was 
essential, a quick and handy method, less expensive and 
laborious than the cutting down and sectioning of any con
siderable number. 
rressler's Such a method was at hand, devised by the Ger-
tables. man Pressler. He constructed a bit, for the pur-
pose ot horing into a tree and taking out a little core of wood. 
On this the thickness of any desired number of the yearly 
rings can be measured, and the ratio of this to half the diame
ter of the tree gives, with tables devised for the purpose, the 
percentage of present growth. The correctness of the tables 
of course is the crucial matter. They were calculated from 
detail measurement of great numbers of trees, the way in 
which the yearly layer of wood is put on being minutely taken 
into account. More assuring, perhaps, is the fact that their 
availability for use on our own trees has been tested in the 
course of this present investigation. About sixty trees ~.rnre 
at one time and another, in the course of the season, chopped 
down and subjected to careful measurement. The figures 
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have been carefully worked up, and the tables proved, for 
our trees and conditions, approximately true. A better 
statement of the case would he to say that the tables are all 

right, based on exact measurement and calculation ; what 
has been done here is simply to find out how to work with 
them. 

In the course of my season's cruising several men 
have been met who on hearing of these tables have 
expressed the greatest interest and been provided 
,vith copies at their own request. Anticipating the 
same interest on the part of others, an extract 
emhodying those figures which have proved best 
adapted for use on our cut-over spruce lands is 

Col. I -\Col. 2 
Ratio. -%. 

5 I 5.1 
5.5 4.H 
6 4.2 
(5.5 3.9 
, 3.6 
7.5 3.3 
8 3.1 
8.5 2.9 
ll 2.7 
H.5 2.6 

here given. i~ tg 
}Tor use, these tables 1nust be accon1panied by i~ i.o 

the following rules: Cut into the tree somewhere i~ U 
rn 1.5 from four to five feet from the ground, avoiding 1, u 
18 1.3 

any bunches or depressions in its surface, and rn 1.3 
:20 1.2 

measure the thickness of the outer ten rings. '-~·
4
1, 1.1 

1.0 

Measure the diameter of the tree at the same ~~ J5 

height and make a fair deduction for bark. Into 30 
·
8 

the diameter of wood so obtained divide twice the thickness 
of the rings, and find the number so obtained in column 1. 

The number opposite in column 2 is the desired rate per cent. 
Thus suppose a tree measures thirteen inches in diameter 

four and one-half feet from the ground, and the outer ten 
rings at that height measure three-eighths of an inch, or 
approximately .4 inch, thick. Twice that thickness, or the 
growth in diameter in the last ten years is .8 inch. Now in 
a thirteen-inch spruce an inch is a liberal allowance for the 
bark on both sides, so that the diameter of the tree for this 
purpose is twelve inches. 12+ .8 is 15, and 15 in column 1 
stands opposite 1.6 in column 2. The tree then for the last 
ten years has been growing at the rate of l.G per cent com
pound interest. As to the accuracy of results obtained by 
use of these tables it should he said that single trees may 
depart widely from them. It is designed for use on consid-
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erable numbers of trees, thrifty and unthrifty together, the 
run of whnt stands on cut-over land. Used in that way, the 
table ought to give good practical results. 
Value and This method of obtaining the l)er cent of growth, intended ._, u 

use. and, given the volume of the tree, its actual amount 
has been used on many hundred trees during the summer's 
exploration. Being so many in number, and scattered 
through a large section of our timberlands, arranged too, 
·with relation to the soil, drainage and other biological con
ditions of the trees involved, the results obtained, checked 
as Yrns lately described, are thought to be a safe basis for 
sweeping and important deductions. I propose to use them 
for no less a purpose than to estimate the growth of spruce 
upon all the country covered by this study. 
f

1
:~\~\{

1 011 
Let us now, for the sake of practice, engage in a 

Pratt tract. little percentage calculation on the subject of the 
Pratt tract. Men who haYe explored it set its stand of spruce 
and pine at sixteen million feet, which amount, let u~ say, 
stands on 4,000 acres. Now all things considered-the stand 
and the estimate-it is probable that board feet of merchant
able timber cannot, in this case, he converted into cubic feet 
of wood in the total stand, at a l:nger ratio than two to one. 
That makes an average stand-hard wood species left out of 
account-of 2,000 cubic feet per ncre over the 4,000. At one 
a~1cl one-half per cent a year, which probably is quite enough, 
in a thick and not particularly thrifty stand like this, to allow, 
the yearly growth is therefore thirty cubic feet. This is the 
gross amount, in trees of all sizes and qualities. If we could 
assume that all the trees in this stand ·will some time reach 
full size and be harvested, we could convert this figure into 
board feet at the ratio of four to one, and the yearly gain in 
lumber would be set at 120 board feet per acre. As a matter 
of fact, that supposition iE; not a fair one. In cutting a stand 
like this, many small trees will be destroyed and not taken, 
while as it stands much of this growth must be offset by 
death and decay. The calculation, however, is worth mak-
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ing, for the sake of illustration if not for its own. It shows 
what the factors in the problem are and hmv they go together. 

Finally let me pre::-sent a f;ample half-acre from ~~~~~~;:i'heir 

this region, one of a num her that were run out and value. 

studied. It represents a ,rn1l-covered piece of ground, 
thoroughly typical of the bulk of the timber on this tract, 
and of considerable small and thick spruce timber in other 
localities. Some things about it seem to indicate that this is 
a very old second growth which started up after some prime
val fire or hlowdown. The great number of small trees, 
many of which are crowded out and either dying or dead, 
indicates that. So does the mixture of sapling pine and 
white birch. Such records as these may seem to many of 
little account, f'Ven childish perhaps alongside of the sweep
ing conclusions which it is sought to establish. This area 

HALI<-, ACRE O~ III, R. V, SOJ\lERS]<jT COU~'l'Y. 

THICK SPRUCE TIMBER OF SLOW GROWTH. LITTLE SOIL BUT ROCKS. COVER OF 

GROUND Moss. 

SI'.RUCE. OTHER SPECIES. 

1i 
~~ 

~ 2.d =:o 
rt ~ t! E~ 
~ ~~ >S 

i ' :~~:~---fi 5.j-70 -- 2:1olllloverlS.. - If . 70 
12 anl113 . • . . 14 ~5-~~ 3.50 14-18 . • 11 120 
10 and 11.... 22 ;JO-ha 340· 10-14..... 4 5[ HlO 

6-10. .. ...•.. 7H 40-55 !i8(111 li-l0.. ... 1 - 2 51 70 
3-6.... ... • 31 - fiO I :-l-(-i. • • • - - 5 51 20 

Unller 3 ..... _ * _ - rn;
1

urnler 3.) s _ * __ 7 _ - ~ 

Total.... 152 i - I 1,670! \ Total I 15 - H 16 I 500 

* Very urnny. 

Estimatetl scale if cut to standard of 8 inches at 24 feet, about 2,.300 feet. 

work, however, served one purpose in training the eye of the 
observer in the field, while there may be a time and a place 
where exact records of how the timber in Maine naturally 
stood will be of interest and value. 

From a canoe on Spencer pond, a dear idea is obtained 
of the topography of the two townships in which it lies-
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III Range Y and Hohbstown. :Mountains run up the east line 
of the tlwns, rising, some of them, to a height of 1,500 feet 
above the pond and sending a couple of spurs towards it which 
divide the intervening territory into great basins. "\Vest of 
the pond, a similar lay of the land is Reen. On each side, 
the hills converge at the head of the pond in very abrupt 
slopes, while north of that, the country opens out again into 
the flat and comparatively smooth land of towm,hip V, reach
ing through to Attean pond and the Moose river. This con
formation gives to Hohbstown several square miles of waste 
land for mountain top, in addition to the water, while fires 
have run into the town on the southwest and north, and cut 
out considerable areas. 

Though some of its timber was practically inaccessible, 
most of Hohbstown, from the lay of the land, was easy to 
lumber. The Bradstreets of Gardiner some years ago cut 
through it, and from what was seen and heard, it was judged 
that their cut was pretty systematic and thorough. This 
proved to be the case at any rate in the east portion of the 
town, about the pass from Spencer pond to the Enchi:lnted 
country, while travel through its northwest portion disclosed 
a very bad condition. Two of the peaks northwest of the 

. pond were climbed for the general view, while travel was car
ried across the basins to see at close range ·what the country 
was like. The devastation seen there was remarkable. It 
points several lessons about timberland which are only to be 
obtained in the woods. 
~ife';c1own From the first hill climbed it was plain that the 
cutting. country was in very ragged condition. Very few 

evergreen tops could be seen. Areas of hard wood timber 
stood scatteringly about, but most of the near country was 
covered with dense deciduous foliage which seemed to be 
close to the ground. Striking across for the next mountain, 
what this appearance meant was plainly seen. A large crop 
of spruce had been taken from the land. The cut had been 
followed by blowdown, in most places very thorough, after 
which there had come up a thick growth of young hard 
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wo0ds. More or less evergreen growth was to he seen, fir 
with a little sprnce rnixed in, hut the great bulk of it was of 
hard wood species. So clean was the hlowdown that in places 
half a mile could be travelled -without passing an old growth 
tree. A little area of small standing spruce that we came 
across was so much of a rarity that we stopped a few minutes, 
ran a twine string round quarter of an acre and counted up 
the trees that stood on it. The stand of spruce foots up in 
all about 1,400 cubic feet per acre, the yearly addition to 
whiclr might perhaps be twenty-five or thirty. This it is 
understood is for the place a very exceptional area. If thi8 
northwest portion of Hobbstown could be proved to have 
standing on it 200 cubic feet per acre, or wh1t amounts to 
much the same thing if it would cut on the average two cords 
of spruce wood per acre, I should be surprised. 

QUARTER ACRE ON HOBBSTOWN CUT TEN YEARS AGO AND PARTLY BLOWN DOWN 

SINCE. SPRUCE LAND, ROCKY, DEEPLY l\10SSE.D, OF SLO-\\' GROWTH. 

NUl\IBER TREES. 

j I l 
~--~~~c--------

13.: ......... · I 1 - - - I - - II 

!'l-12 ....•.••• I 11 - - - - -

tt::::::::: l~ = - b - 2_ ~ = 
Uncler 3..... 41 s_ * 241 48 31 

Total ... ~---:a;--*- --2-6[---5-1 ---3 

I 

* Very many. 

24 
150 

90 
100 

20 

384 

The pleasantest memory I have of Hobbstown is of the 
spring we found. -w-e had been up among the hills for five or 
six hours of a hot June day looking, travelling and sketching, 
had eaten a dry lunch, and finally got pretty uncomfortable 
for lack of water. Along in the middle of the afternoon we 
struck north off the mountain, intending to get near the town 
line, then swing east across the inlet, and so on down to 
camp at the head of the pond. Scrambling down through 
the blowdown, up and down through the fallen timber, forc
ing a passage through the young hard woods that had grown 
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up through it, w~ were thinking more of coming across some
brook than anything else when suddenly to our great delight 
we ran full tilt upon a spring. A little brook ran from it, 
but we were at the fountain head-could look way down into 
the gap in the rocks through which the water issued cJear 
and cold from the sides of the mountain. Such an illustration 
of the wholesome bounty of nature in this northern country 
it was well worth half a day's thirst to obtain. 

In this connection I am reminded of an incident in the 
same general line that points a moral too valuable and of too 
wide application to be left always to the chances of word of 
mouth narration. It occurred in the spring of 1883, during 
the progress of the first job I ever undertook for the State, 
while I was measuring logs and counting rings on the drive 
of one of our smaller rivers. The lower landings of logs 
were just being rolled in, and they, with the big wing jams 
along the river, were the scene of my work. I boarded dur
ing my stay with Uncle Billy 11Jones,'' a very fine old gen
tleman, who besides performing all the ordinary duties of 
citizenship, serves the State in the unenviable capacity of 
game ,varden. It was in April, the river was at flood pitch 
and running brooks were everywhere. A man could ask 
nothing better to slake his thirst with than that water just out 
of the snow hanks of the neighboring mountains. 

Now Uncle Billy had a well. It stood under the cover of 
one of his numerous open shed~, where the hens and the pigs 
had free run. It was just outside the limits of the barn yard. 
The sink spout discharged in its immediate vicinity, and the 
various other sources of contamination attending a human 
habitation stood conveniently near. And the water showed the 
effects of it. ·when a little of it was taken into a glass, it, 
appealed to a majority of the five senses. Now Uncle Billy 
noticed me one day drinking out of the brooks, and he 
remonstrated with me for so doing. (rw e don't think much 
of that brook water," he said. 11 We don't think its fit to drink; 
but we've got a well up to the house that gives us the every 
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best of ,rnter ." I didn't try to convince Uncle Billy that he 
was at all wrong. I recognized the fad that it was all a 
matter of individual liking, hut I did feel that if Uncle Billy 
had been pre::,;sed with it, he would havi::~ had to admit that 
his was an acquired tu::--te. 

Finding at Spencer pond that I had unknowingly got over 
nearer Moose River settlement, than I was to Flagstaff, my 
Dead River guicle, who however had for some duys been off 
his hearings, was discharged, and I started out alone, carry
ing pack and calipers, over the buckboard road that runs 
from here to Parlin Pond. Keeping note roughly of direc
tion and distance, constant observation, aided hy an oc
casional side trip either to some high point or up a tree, 
afforded a pretty good idea of the lay of the land and the ex~ 

tent of the burns. A big area of rough and elevated land 

lay to the south, while northwt1rd the land lay comparatively 
flat, most of it tributary to the )loose river. The difference 
h1 topography was a clue to its timber condition. Town
ships IV and V have hee.n mostly cut off for the Gardiner 

mills, while III, rough with 1i10untains and protected by the 
difficulty of the Enchanted strPam which drains it, is, much 

of it, in its primitive condition. Coming from Yiruin 

Hohbstown the contrast was a marked one. timber. 

Mountain sides covered not with little hard wood sprouts, 
but dark with spruce tops through \vhich was sprinkled lib
erally the lighter color of pine, the contrast was most pleasant 
and relicvrng. Looking over such land as that one can read
ily understand how the early explorers could never imagine 
such a thing as a scarcity of timber. 

In this locality there seemed to be a good opportunity for 
two or three days close study. Here was a considerable body 
of virgin timber like I y soon to he brought into the market 
through engineering skill, while alongside of it, on land of the 
same general nature, were cuttings of various kind and age. 
By study of the two in comparison, it was likely that something 
was to be learned of value for the future. 

3 
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In the first 11lace then as to the land and its Specie!> and 
elevation. original cover. I have already mentioned the high 
proportion of evergreen trees in the natural stand. In this 
connection, note in the first place the elevation of the territory. 
Parlin Pond by surveys for the Somerset Rail way is known 
to be 1,610 feet nbove the sea. Above that, Bald mountain, 
on the East line of III and two miles south of the corner, rises, 
according to independent observations by .Judge Buswell and 
myself, to a height of rather more than 2,200 feet. South of 
this is the body of elevated land known as .Johmon mountain. 
The whole north half of township III is high, running on the 

· west into the mountain area ,vhich centers on the east line of 
Hobbstown. The country then, for one thing, is elevated, 
and elevation and exposure in this region tell against hard 
woodR, and in favor of spruce. 

Species ancl Soil too has much to do with it. The better 
wn. soils in ·all this region tend to hard wood or mixed 

~rowth. Now in this locality there is little soil of any kind. 
Ledge rock and boulders are everywhere apparent, and these 
are covered, not generally by mineral soil, but by moss and 
mold, one the product of vegetable decay, the other the living 
plant which grows upon it. This condition of soil, as lumber
men know, is one in which spruee thrives and which it helps 
to create. This is the black land, or black growth, of our 
woodsmen, a term derived doubtless from the color of the 

Black 
growth. 

foliage as seen from the outside. It is contrasted 
especially with the mixed or hard wood land which 

through the country as a whole constitutes perhaps a larger 
area. Not generally characterized by rapid growth, nor pos
sessing trees of the largest size, it is yet the land on which 
the largest stands of spruce occur per acre. Variations in it 
seem to he mainly due to drainage. Land that is well broken 
in surface may be very thrifty. It produces timber of good 
size and quality, frequently, as in this case, mixed ·with con
siderable pine. Land that is flat and therefore poorly drained, 
is apt on the other hand to produce the thick growths of 
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small and stunted spruce with which all wanderers m the 

Maine woods are familiar. AIJ stages of transition are of 

course to be found. 

HALF ACRE ON III, IL SIX, SOJ\IEl{SET COUNTY. 

ON ROCKY LAND, l\loss-COVERED, of SLOW GROWTH. 

~-----------================================= 
PINE. SI'HUCE. FIR. 

Over lt- ....... I [ 8 ~~o(li i 41 - 1401 
14-18 .....•..•.. 1 4 "'"' 
rn and 14 ...•.. I 7~ 1~1 4?0! 
1t~g_<~.:~:::.:: I 

2
··1 i~ i1~1 

3-6. • • · • • . • • . I I 44 HO 25 40 
'rotal .... -1----15_1 

___ 1_,0_20] ---138 -- 1.4001 ___ 2_5_, ____ 4_0 

l\fany very small fir ancl spruce. 
Pines about HO feet tall. Lumber imperfect. 
Tallest spruce about 70 feet. 
Numerous cleacl spruce anLl pine. 

STAND PER Ac1rn. 

Pine, 2,040 cubic feet, about 6,000 feet B. M. saw logs. 
Spruce, 2,800 cubic feet, about 6,000 feet B. l\L saw logs. 

The half acre, notes on which are here presented, was 2,000 

feet above sea on nearly level and not specially exposed 

ground. It is not to he taken as representing the average 
stand of timber in the country. It has altogether too much 

pine on it for that. In respect to spruce, too, it represents a 
large stand, as much in fact as could well grow on the ground 
in this size of trees. The trunks stood pretty closely together, 

and their crowns shaded the ground about as densely and 

evenly as spruce ever docs. 

In the neighborhood of this area a test was made which 

illustrates what I said of the value to lumbermen of a means 

of determining on standing trees the percentage Testing rate 

of growth. I wished to test the thriftiness of thjs of growth. 

particular stand, so selecting large and well crowned trees, 

running about fourteen inches in diameter, ten of them were 
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cut into at breast high, the thickness of the outer six rings 
measured, and the percentage of growth determined by the 
use of Pressler's tables. The average of the ten trees was 
1.2 per cent, the thickness of the six rings running from one
eighth to one-fourth inch, and averaging a little over two
tenths. Happening soon after to be in a more open growth 
of mixed hard wood and spruce,-this on a well-drained slope 
and with something of a soil-the idea struck me that com
parative figures would be very interesting. Choosing, there
fore, ten representative trees of the same average size as the 
others, they were treated h1 the same way. The result is 
striking. The six rings here average over four-tenths inch 
in thickness, and the percentage of growth, according to 
Pressler's formula, is just twice as much as in the other case, 
or 2 .4 per cent. It is possible that this difference is not 
trustworthy to the fullest extent. Little circumstances and 
unconscious selection will sometimes affect a result a good 
deal. But in this case we can deduct considerable for leeway, 
and still retain a very significant result. Now if a man were 
planning how to cut a township and found parts of it charac
terized by as great a difference in thrift as this, it ought not 
to take him long to decide where it was best to cut first, and 
what portions should he left for growth. 

cut-over Let us next look over the cuttings in this coun-
lancl. try and see what may be learned thereby. First 

as to growth succeeding the cut. The adjacent part of No. 
IV, the country lying a mile or so north of Horse pond, was 
cut through for saw logs, as was found by inquiry at Parlin 
Pond, seventeen years before. Here there was a chance to 
find out just what the growth on trees left had been, as well 
as to ascertain what was left on the land to grow by the 
method of cutting practiced. By this means ideas could be 
obtained which perhaps might. by proper allowance, be made 
general. So taking an axeman from Parlin Pond, part of one 
day was spent in cutting and measuring a few sample trees 
and the balance of it with the next in looking round, counting 
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trees and measuring and estimating their contents, and also 

by means of Prcssler's method lately described, in determin

ing the rate per cent at which the thinned timber was grow

mg. The cut on this land had been light, not taking trees 

as a rule that would scale less than about :WO feet. There 

certainly did seem to be on the land a considerable amount 

of growing timber. 

I was particularly anxious at this time to get t;~:;g:;;1_ 
some detinitu figures that would compare with esti- ~'.~.~\~~h~f 
nrntes of gr<nvth on spruce land made by Mr. George T. 

Crawford of Boston. l\fr. Crawford is said to know the wild 

lands of New Hamp::-;hire better than any other man, and 

groat areas have been bought and sold on his judgment. He 

is also acquainted with the Rangeley region in Maine, and 
with the timher of tho Canadian provinces. A judgment as 

to growth from such a man, even though 1t is empirically 

ba...;e<l, is entitled to a great deal of respect, and I was anxious 
to check up with him in my own work. His idea is that the 

growth upon thinned out spruce land is about four per cent 

on the timber left, and in absolute amount makes an average 
of perhaps 140 hoard feet per acre. It was a matter of great 

interest to find out whether any such figures were going to 
hold here. 

To cut a long story short jt may be srdd at once Growth 

that on this land the standing trees proved to be here. 

growing al,out 2 per cent on their volume, while after con

siderable counting, mea:-1ul'ing and looking roun~l it appeared 
that something like 400 or 500 cuhic feet of spruce per acre 

was standing on the ground. In hoard measure this might 
amount to say one and one-half thousand feet. Now 2 per 

cent on 500 is 10, the pre::-;ent yearly growth per acre in 

cubic feet, which at a fair e<1uivalent might he called 40 

hoard feet. The difference between these and Mr. Cra,v

ford's figures is very evident, not to say striking; hut it is 

quite as much apparent as real. The facts have been borne 

in mind throughout the season's work, and it may be said 
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without further explanation at present that the difference in 
percents is largely due to a difference in terms and their use 
which will be explained later on, while in respect to abso
lute amount much is due to special circumstanceR and to 
locality. Later in the season when I got over into the spruce 
lands of the Androscoggin I found out the conditions from 
which Mr. Crawford's ideas were derived. 

fife';~~~~n One other lesson of importance remains to be 
ting. drawn. As soon as one got out of the roads in 

this country he had it very forcibly impressed on his mind 
that not all the spruce on the ground was standing in a verti
cal position. However straight one might lay his course by 
the compass, a multitude of deviations was required to get 
round the upturned roots, while a vastly greater number in 
the up and down direction was required to get by the out
stretched trunks. There was no doubt but that in the seven
teen years since the cut, more than half the timber left stand
ing on the ground had fallen. Making up now an account 
with the land we shall have to include this important item. 
The 500 cubic feet now standing seventeen years ago probably 
was not more than 350. This, however, is not the first charge 
against the land, hut enough more must he added to include 
the timber blown down. This the growth upon the remain
der is not near large enough to balance, so that the whole 
account shows a loss, not merely of interest bnt principal. 

ACCOUNT WITH LAND DURING SEVENTEEN YEARS SUCCEEDING CUT. 

Cubic feet. 
Left stan<ling at cut.......... . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . .. . . . . • . . . . . . .. . . . . 850 
Blown down since . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 500 

Re rnaincle1·...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 350 
Growth on It during 17 years....................................... 150 

Now standing...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . ... . . .. . . . 500 
Balance lost . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 350 

~~~\s~1~:n. Business conditions at the time when this land 
Why? was cut perhaps did not warrant the cutting of the 
smaller timber. If so, conditions have now changed. Trees 
down to a very small size have a market value and are gen-
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erally cut, and the point of the considerations here presented 
is that on land like this-nearly pure spruce land, where the 
trees are not firmly rooted-as a matter of both public and 
priv~1te economy they should be cut. It is a waste to leave tim
ber to blow down, and until lumbering methods are revised 
from top to hottom, until land and cutting have been studied, 
and foreman and chopper have been so instructed that timher 
can he left with reasonable assurance that it will stand up and 
grow, such land as this had better be cut clean. I heard of 
the desire of owners of land in this locality to cut with refer
ence to future growth, allowing only trees that ·would scale 100 
feet to be taken. If they arc willing: to t:1acdfice something 
in the way both of im111e<liatc profit and of effort, if they will 

study their land thoroughly and introduce new and economi
cal methods of cutting, training men to carry out their icleas
in a word adopt forestry in place of lumbering-then their 
pnrpose is to he highly commended. If, however, they 
simply mean, a:-, no douht they do mean, to sell stumpage 
·with the stipulation that only trees scaling 100 feet and over 
shall he cut, then the results of their policy I am sure will be 
highly unsatisfautory. They might never know it. Profes
sional land-owners often have no acquaintance with their lands 
except what may be derived thrnugh contemplation of a sturnp
aµ:e account. But the real loss from such a policy will be 
coru.;i<lerahle. 

There is nothing exceptional about the fact::;; presented, 
nothing misleading: when the kind of grmvth is taken into 
account, and it is al:-,o remembered that this is a mountainous 
country, more fmhject as a rule to blowdowns than more even 
land. ~Io::;t of the hlowdown previously seen on Dead river, 
all of it probably that was seen on virgin land, was due to 
one great gale, that of November 1883, which covered a larger 
territory and destroyed more timber than any other gale of 
which I have been able to hear. The great fires of 188G ah;o 
followed in its wake. But ·what was seen at this point was 
only the usual and normal thing. Cuttings only three years 
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old showed almost as large a percentage of destruction. On 
this kind of land the blowing down of thinned out growth is 
to he expected. The roots of the irees cannot anchor into 
the ground, but are spread out upon it. The trees of virgin 
growth mutually shield one another and are braced and inter
locked in their crowns. And when after cutting, this support 
is lost, when each tree stands by itself, open to the foll force 
of the winds, the chances of our ordinary weather can he 
counted on to upend it. I was myself camped out once in 
growth of this kind during an October gale. It was on Bald 
mountain on the Moxie, in the first timber beneath its top. Our 
fire-place was solid, for it was a faulted ledge four feet high, 
that served to throw the heat from our fire under the hirch
hark shelter that ,ms our protection from the rain. But 
everything el~e was afloat. The posts of our habitation were 
waving round, and the floor, with the -whole surrounding 
surface of vegetable mold knit together with spruce roots, 
was going up and down with much the motion of an old swell 
at sea. 

·waste in 
Lumbering, 

Before leaving this topic and locality it will be 
well to bring forward the notes of the sample half 

acre, suppose an ordinary saw log cut to be made through it, 
and see what the sequences will be. All the pine of course 
would be taken out. Of the spruce we will say that all trees 
are cut which will yield a log scaling eighty feet by the :Maine 

SAMPLE ACRE (SEE PAGE 3:i) CUT TO A STANDARD OF 9 IN. AT 24 FT. 

KATURAL STAND. 11 

I 
Disposal of same. Cu. ft. 

Diafoete,· 1 Numbec I Yolurne 
inche:o. trees. cu. ft. 

12 and l 52 1,360 ) Logs hauled ...................... 1,020 
over Stump,,; arnl tops-25% ............. 340 I One-thircl clestroyecl in cutting ... 480 
3-12 214 1,440 One-half remainder blown down, 480 

Left to gro,v ........................ 480 

266 2,800 2,800 

Utilizecl ...................... 1.020 cu. ft. .•............... .,.... 36% 
Wastecl ............................ l,800cu.ft •... .................. 4i% 
Left to gro,v ..................... 480 cu. ft.... .. . ... . .. .• .. . . . . 17% 
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rule, or about nine inches in diameter at t\Yenty-four feet. This 

will include trees down to about twelve inches four feet from the 

ground, except crooked and seamy specimens, which hmrnver 

we will not for present purposes take into account. Enough 

tre(\S to make up nearly half the volume of the stand are 

taken as merchantahlc. One-third the remainder is supposed 

destroyed in cutting, and one-half of whnt is left is supposed 

to blow down. The upshot of the matter shows thirty-six 

per cent actually taken from the ground and utilized, forty

seVl\ll per cent wa,;,ted in one way or another, and seventeen 

per eent left on the ground as a basis for growth. This 

seems to the ,,Titer conservative figm·j ng, and the results 

of it a pointed comment on the ,rnstefulness of present 

mcthocb of lumbering. The reader must not jump to the con

clu-.ion that there is this proportion of waste everywhere. 

Larger timber and more open growth cut much morn econonn

cally, while a mixture of har(l ,voods will generally save most 

of the blowdown. But there are large nreas where jt is fully 
believed that a cut for good sized saw logs hy present methods 

-will he attendecl by as great a waste as that here set forth. 

In dosest connection wjth these figures I wish to put for reflec

tion the follmving question: \Y oul<l it work to the promotion 

of economy in onr fore:-ds if the State should pass a law as 

some have suggested pro hi biting the cutting of small timber? 

IIALF ACRE ON lff R. vr, RO,IEHSET C<HTNTY, ON ROCKY LAND, Moss-COVERED 

OF SLOW GROWTH. 'l'HIJ'.NED BY CUTTINC,, BUT NOT BLOWX Dowx. 

II Rl'RUCE. 

Diu_rneter 11
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The last observation I will record about this country is the 

nutes of a half acre which had enough trees on it so that it had 

escaped damage by winds. It is in shape to be compared 
with the sample half acre on page 35. 

Very little had been cut from this ground-three or four 
pines and a very few of the largest spruce. It was in fact 

rather an openly covered piece of ground with short trees, 

than thick growth like the other thinned out. However, it is 

worth something in the connection. 

Kenne bee 
topography 

MOOSE RIVER BASIN. 

The best way that I know of to acquire, indoors, 
an idea of the topography of the State is through 

the study of vV ells' '' 1Yater Power of Maine" in connection 
with the best maps. Take for instance the Kennebec drain

age. The colored map of the State in the book named 
shows the area drained by the river, and its relations to other 

river systems. The text gives the height of certain points 
upon it; while the maps ( of which Hubbanl':,, and Stuart's 
timberland plan number six are for the upper country most 
accurate and available) give the location of some of the 
water::;heds and mountains. 

Most of the larger tri hutarics of the Kennebec run into it 
from the west. The larger tributaries on that side are in 
their regular order up stream, the Sandy river, the Carra
basset, the Dead and the Moose rivers. Of these the Dead 

River drainage is first in size (832 square miles-vVells) 

and .Moose river second ( 650). The basins of the Sandy 

River and Carrahasset, while together nearly equal in area 

Tributaries to that of the Dead river, are in -great part less 
t~i~~~e dis- than 500 feet above sea level, and so smooth and 

fertile moreover, that they are largely covered by deciduous 

trees. Only about a third of the territory drained by these 
two rivers, the higher and rougher lands about their head 
waters, has to be taken into practical account in connection 
with the spruce supply. East of the main river only the 
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country from Moscow and 1\fay field north has to be so con

sidered. 

(~nite different from the region that was last Moose river 

under consideration is the greater part of the drain- topography. 

age of Moose river. A good place to begin nn examination 
of that region would he lVIount Kineo, from ·which on a clear 

day with map and compass a general idea of the country can 
be gained, and considerable learned about its minor features. 
From that point of view the conception of the Moose river 
towns as one topographical basin is very distindly gained. 
You can see its northern and southern boundaries, and turn

ing west can look for forty mi le:s over the comparatively 

smooth land that forms the hody of it. To the north west, 
across northern Middlesex and Revolutionary Soldiers, lies 
high ridge or mountain land, separating the Moose river from 
the "Test Branch Penobscot. This runs finally, on the west, 

into :Moose River Bal<l mountain. Just across the lake, and 
south of the mouth of the river, i:-:; the Blue Ridge. It is 

knife-edge shaped, yon are looking at it on end, and beyond 
it in the same range, or a little ,vest of southwest, is the long 

high ridge called 1Iisery mountain, ending abruptly at Misery 
pond and prolonged beyond it in the ridge called Cold Stream 
hill. Maps do not show this relationship-indeed the con

tinuity of the feature is broken at two points, l\fo,ery pond as 
noted and the pass of which the Canadian Pacific has taken 
ad qmtage ,-hnt the courses of the streams in the region will 

bear out "·hat is here said. Thi:::i is the dividing water::-hed 
bPtween the lower ~loose river and the main Kennebec. 
Each side of it is a big area of mainly flat and spruce covered 

land. 
A good deal of forestal mapping may be done from Mount 

Kineo. Just across the lake in southern Tomhegan, stretch

ing across the township to Brassna pond, is a big hard wood 

country in which as a rule, but little spruce is found. North 
of that, reaching around across southern Middlesex, and west, 

is a large area of black growth-that is, land in ·which ever-
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greens, generally spruce, predominate. Sapling township, 
Taunton and Raynham, and Sandwich, appear mostly, except 
for the Blue Ridge, to he of the same general character. 
Such notes as these, supplemented by inquiry, were al1 that 
could be obtained as to many of these towns. They could 
not all he personally explored. But inquiry, directed toward 
the original character of the country and its growth, the history 
of cutting, and whenever it seemed likely to be profitable, the 
standing timber on the land, discloses much that it is highly 
desirable to know. It may not only tell us the am0unt of 
merchantable timber now standing, but, checked by the 
careful study of similar areas, permits a judgment to be 
formed as to the growing: power of the land. 
~~~:~ Coming to the Moose river via the old Canada 
River. road tlfrough Parlin Pond one gains a tolerable view 

of part of the upper l\foosc river.. Large water areas are to 
be seen. A burn cros~ed north of Parlin Pond is followed 
by another in southern .Jackman, from which .Jacknrnn settle
ment and a large part of Long Pond, Mouse Hiver, Dennis 
nnd Attean townships come into view. Here is a great con
trast to he noted with Nos. III and IV. The growth here 
appears to he largely hard wood. The country was in fact 
originally well s1,ruced, but the large coniferous timber hav
ing been cut out, what small stuff there is left makes but a 

· small showing when the cover is viewed from outside. That 
there was originally a good stand of spruce is learned from 
several sources. Cuts of 100 millions have been made off 
some Moose river towns, while the stumps and looks of the 
growth inside, and the liberal amount of young spruce found 

nearly everywhere that I travelled, is the best of evirlence to 

the same effect. And there are great advantages in this kind 
of growth-mixed spruce and hard woods-one of which, com
parative freedom of culled growth from damage by ·winds, 
"vill be at once inferred from what has gone before. 
~;1;~~~~~ges The Moose river is a rapid-growing country. 
River. Underneath it for the most part are slaty rocks, 

such as produce soil of moderate fertility, and which them-
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selves furnish rooting and nutriment to trees. There is con
siderable good farming land on the drainage, n0t all of which 
by any means is yet utilized. The land lays ,veil too. 
vVhile seldom rough, it is always uneven, lying generally in 
swells and ridges which conduce to good drainage. Even the 
spruce lands as we shall see later are n :-Jt of the flat, deep
mo::;sed, slow-growing character which spruce lands else
where frequently present. They are broken in surface, full 
of knolls and pinnacles, and therefore well drained. ..While 
rocky, they seemed seldom to he entirely destitute of a min
eral soil. 

The Moose river in fact seems to be from the spruce point 
of view the best portion of the Kennebec drainage-and 
this not only in regard to present but future supply. For 
while distance from market has saved. the Moose river to 
such an extent that according to the estimates obtained, it 
has now as much standing timber as the Dead river which is 
a third larger, there are other things about it, relating both 
to its character and its history, which will operate to its per
manent advantage. First of these is its greater average 
thrift,. due to causes just enumerated. Second the smaller 
proportion of its area which has been burnt. Third-and 
not likely in the connection to be over-estimated in impor
tance-is its comparative freedom from blowdown due to the 
mixture of growth, to the presence in most places of a soil 
in ·which the trees can firmly root, and to the comparative 
fewness and distance of mountains ·whose abundance in a 
region seems to be a sure sign of frequent destructive winds. 

The plan adopted for getting an idea of the upper Exploration 

Moose river towns, was to take a man who was f~v~~nnis-

aC(]Uainted with the whole region, explore with him one town
ship as near as might he representative of the whole, and 
then, when he understood what I wanted to learn, and we 
could talk together from a common experience, and with the 
assurance of each understanding what the other said, to sit 
down with him and learn what might be of the stand, cutting 
history and condition of the whole region. For this purpose, 
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Dennis waR the town selected, and Mr. Isaac Newton of 
Jackman was the man,-a man, by the way, whose knowl
edge of the country traversed was, from its minuteness and 
accuracy, a frequent matter of surprise. 

So, loaded with provisions for a stay of three or fou1· days, 
Mr. Newton and I on the first day of July tramped from Jack
man up the tote road along Sandy stream, through a burn 
about twelve years old, to an old camp on the stream about a 
mile and a half from the north line of the town. The growth 
along was mixed in its character, the most prominent element 
from the outside being the hard wood. The town lays nicely 
for lumbering, being broken up into a number of easy ridges 
trending generally in a southeasterly direction between the 
different streams. 

Stowing our dnnnage away in the camp, and a substantial 
dinner inside ourselves, we talked ahout territory to travel. 
All except the northwest quarter of the township had been 

t~~1~t:~:i!n cut through at least once. Some of it had several 
strip land. times been cleaned, as was supposed, of merchan-

table timber. I heard of one piece thut had been gone over 
no less than eight times by different operators, each of them 
doubtless thin king J ike his predecessor that he had "got all 
there was on it." In the district about our camp, Mr. New
ton had himself been the last to cut, obtaining the previous 
winter, spite of many a prediction of failure, ~)00 M. feet of 
nice logs on about two and one-half square miles of land. He 
claimed really to have got it all-neither did he think there 
was much growing. There was in particular a hard wood 
ridge country just east of camp where Mr. Newton felt sure 
that not more than two or three small spruce of any size or 
Mr. Newton descrir)tion would be found per acre. I took note all(l young 

timber. of this, and glad to tackle any definite problem 

which as well as another would tell in working out the more 
general one had in mind, ·we concluded to go up there. 

No sooner had we got into the territory aimed for than :Mr. 
Newton was ready to acknowledge that his judgment had been 
badly at fault. It was not that the cutting had been loose, 
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leaving much merchantable timber on the ground. It had on 
the other hand been sy::-tematic and to a low standard for this 
part oj the country. Our cross-country travel disclo~ed only 
occasional large trees, these being so far from roads that it 
would not pay to go after them. It was Mr. Newton's eye 
for small timber that was off. In his lumbering operations 
he had never bestowed any thought directly upon it, and his 
recollection and chance impressions proved to be all astray. 
After looking round a ·while I got 1\lr. Xewton to pick out a 
piece of ground that seemed to him not to have more than a 
fair amount of small spruce on it. This he did, the11 we ran 
out half an acre of it and counted up the trees with a result 
that ,vas more or less of a surprise to both of us. 

HA LI<' ACRE OX DI<.:XSJS-S01\1ERSET COUNTY. 

1\IJXED GROWTH CUT FOR Sl'RUCE WITHIN A YEAR. ElOIL COVERED 'l'HINLY WITH 

LEAVES. VERY THRIFTY LAND. 

\ 

OTHER SPECIES. 

I~~~~~~ 

SPRUCE. 

Diameter-inches. 
I 

I Diameter-inche8. 

I 
12 ancl rn ............ / 5ll 1201 \ovcr IS . • . • . • • • . 5 3 - 1

1 uso 
]() anrl 11. •••••••••• ·I 2 :-lO 14-rn.. .. ... ... . .. . . 5 4 4- {i:-lO 
8anllH .......•••..• _ 8 70'1'110-14............. .. 2 7 fl, 350 
~i a_rnl -_, ............. , ~1 30. !i-~O........ • . . . . . . . - 2_ 8 101 150 
.~-6 .••.•••••••..••••. 1 fo 3(1, :1-b •·••·••• ····- •• 16 4 5 5 2,5 

Under 3 •.....•..... ! 4il 5 1 IUn<ler 8 ........•... _ 5::1 _s

1 

*io *113; 15 

84 28,il 6\l 2(i 1031 1401 1,850 

* Most of tbei:le in two ol<l logging road8 ·which crossed the area. 

It was easy to see where his cut of between 500 and GOO 

board feet per acre had come from-just as easy to predict 
that before many years he could get another crop of the same 
size. Grmvth was the key to the matter. Not only was the 
land extremely thrifty, but the stock of young spruce was 

such as to keep a crop continually renewing on the land. 
Such timberland as this, rapid in its growth, well stocked 
with young trees, of growth f--O mixed that cutting out of the 
spruce does not leave it subject to blowdown-is very desira-
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b]e property to have. No matter how hard it may be cut, 
the value cannot he entire1y taken away from it. 

And yet the growth upon such land might readily he over
A mount of estimated and it is ea;;;y bv continued hard cut-yeat'ly ' ' · ' ,J . 

growth. ting, to keep it insignificantly smal1. The fond it 
was said is extremely thrifty. Determinations hy Pressler's 
tab]es indicate that a fair percentage of growth for trees 
between six and twe]ve inches diameter is three and one-half 
per cent. But the question turns upon the base. Three and 
one-half per cent on 500 cubic feet is seventeen and one-half 
cubic feet of yearly growth per acre, an amount that per
haps may be turned into current measures as seventy board 
feet of lumber that may some time be utilized. This is, to 
be sure, a very resp(~ctable growth. It means that 1,000 
feet of lumber every fifteen years may he taken tfom the 

!:1~;~u~~ land. But suppose Mr. Newton had been cutting 
~;~~v~J~. pulp stuff, and that instead of stopping when he 
did, he had cut all the trees down to ten inches diameter at 
four feet from the ground. Three hundred cubic feet more 
are thus removed, the stand of trees six inches and over in 
diameter is reduced to :iOO cubic feet, the yParly growth on 
which, reckoned in the same way, is only twenty-eight feet 
B.M. 

A hard cut then reduces the growth upon land for a time 
to very low figures. If thi:-:1 kind of treatment is maintained
if as soon as trees get up where they are beginning to grow 
something worth while, they are cut down-this unproduc
tive condition becomes chronic, and the long-run yield of 
timber from the lantl insignificantly small. To treat land 
that way is like raising children only to have them die before 
they come to do anything on their own account. It is killing 
the goose that lays the golden egg. It is like fishing a trout 
stream to death till nobody can catch anything, whereas a 
,policy that is not too greedy to leave a supply of 8tock fish 
would maintain a condition from which all could take a rea
i:;onable abundance. Small trees, while they grow a big per-
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centage, grow a small amount. If land 1is to produce well in 

the long run, it mu:::1t not be kept forever in a run-down and 
played-out condition. 

So much for that side of the question. Let us ~~~~~~~~;f 

now look at the matter the other end to and see i!·~~tment. 

how much might be made of this territory. At the rates 
percent soon to be presented, we can figure the growth of }\fr. 
Kewton's half acre for the next twenty years, see what is 
grown in that time and ascertain the rate per cent which is 
then characteristic. The results of the computation are given 
in this little table, :-;ide by side with the present stand. The 
spruce in twenty year::-; time has nearly doubled in volume. 
An annual growth of 23 cubic feet per acre is seen to have 

Diameter 
inclle::;. 

12 aml 13 

10 and 11 

8 and 9 

!land 7 

IlALl<' ,\cRE ON DENNIS AFTER CUTTING. 

STANDHW Now. 

Xnmher 
tree::;. 

Yolume 
cu. ft. 

TWENTY YEARS HENCE. 

Diameter inches. 

14.5 and 15 

13 and 14 

10.5-12 

7,5- \l.5 

6 and 7 

Volurr1c 
cu. ft. 

Hl3 

54 

145 

60 

28 

480 

been maintained, which for general purposes we may convert 
into D 2 hoard feet. At the end of the period the yearly growth 
is 27 cubic feet or 108 feet in hoard measure. Thus, by 
leaving more on the land, or tifter the accumulation due to 
lapse of time, the procfoctimi is made to increase. According 
to the extreme suppositions made, the yearly growth of our 
sample area therefore varies between 28 and 108 feet. 
These are figures which both relatively and in their absolute 

4 
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amount are worthy of the attention of all who have anything 
to do with timberland.* 

vVith these facts in view take next the notes of a sample 
half acre in the northwest part of this town where the timber 
never had been cut. The stand upon it is not like that from 
which our sample area of thinned-out growth was selected. 
It is rather a piece of spruce land, without even the proportion 
of hard wood which is there common. But it will illustrate 
as well as another the principle which has been brought out. 
Should this area he cut down to a standard of six inches at 
twenty feet, with the destruction wrought it would hardly be 
left in shape to produce twenty board feet per acre. On the 
other hand, should careful cutting methods be employed and 
only those trees taken which are over fourteen inches in 
diameter, the timber that is left seems entirely sufficient to an 

*This contrast might, with justice, be further heightened for the man who is 
selling stumpage by the Maine rule. A stick G inches at 20 feet scales only 21> feet 
B. M., while a tree yielding such a log has about 10 cubic feet actual wootl con
tents. '.rhat is, the seller gets a scale of only 2! feet for each cubic foot in his tree. 
On the other hand a tree 16 inches in diameter 4 feet from the ground and 70 feet 
high has, on the average, about 46 cubic feet in it. From a tree of those dimen
sions on which I happen to have full notes, a log was cut by the lumbermen 32 
feet long, with a top diameter insicle bark of 10! inches. This log constitutes 69% 
of the total volume of the tree, ancl scaled as 2 16 foot logs, giving the butt one an 
inch rise, gives 169 feet B. M. This is 3.7 board feet for each cubic foot in tlie whole 
tree, which shows that the man who lets his timber grow to a fit size, not only by 
so cloing gets an increased growth on his lancl, but he gets a better scale on his 
trees when he does cut them. That, however, is prett:i.: generally understood. 

Tlie ratios between board feet and cubic feet here statecl, seem to require a 
justification of the ratio generally used in this discussion for converting cubic 
feet of growth into board feet, the ratio namely of 4 to 1. 'l'hat ratio is based in the 
:first place on the assumption that the increment on all trees of a stand will some 
time be utilizefl; secondly, that trees are not cut till they are larger than about 
12 inches in diameter 4 feet from tbe ground; thirdly, that tbey are utilized up to 
6 inches in diameter, and the log scalecl in 16 foot lengths with not over 10% dis. 
count. These are assumptions that do not hold now. To meet the average of 
present practice a better ratio probably would be 3 to 1. Some uniform rule was 
necessary and it seemed better to use one which represents the most careful prac
tice and is therefore more likely to hold in the future. 

A word further about the scale of the tree above mentioned will be of value. If cut 
off at 40 feet,it would,as known from caliper measures taken every 4 feet,have given 
a log !'l inches in diameter at the top. Ordinary practice again scales this as 2 20-foot 
logs, giving the butt one 2 inches rise. So cut and scaled, the tree yields 168 board 
feet, one less than before. And set the second log contains l6 per cent more wood 
than the first. This example, whicl1, as practical men know, is thoroughly typical, 
shows clearly one of the beauties of current methods of measuring lumber-shows 
how use of the Maine scale rule, or any scale rule which measures diameter at 
the top end, puts a premium on lumber waste. This matter is commended to 
consideration. It is more fully dealt with on later pages of this report. 
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annual production of 100 feet. And yet the most and the 
best would have been taken,-somewhat more than half the 
total stand of spruce in cubic feet, two-thirds or more in 
value and scale. 

HALF ACRE OX DEN"XIS-SOl\rnRSET COU:N"TY. 

SPRUCE LAND, UNEVE::-., WITH MOSSY COVER, OF RAPID GROWTH. 

------·-----·--~----------- ·------------------------------

SPRUCE. OTHER SPECIES, 

..3 I µ 
I :... I C) 

J:s 
C) 

~'8 71 
C,)C) 

a;, ;:: (l,) ~'H 

]z s~ c.=:: p.. ~v 

g] 
0 .::: :s -~ - ... d ?::i C),,.., is r.. ~-~ '""' ..... 0 "'1 

Over 18 ...... . 
14-18 ........ .. 
12-14ilH'.lusivc 
10 and 11 .... . 

S aml () ...... . 
6 and 7 ..... . 
X-H .. • . ••••. 

Under 3 ..... 

270!!(i-10..... .. . . 12 4! 3 ! 1:30 
740\Hi........... 48 l:!

1

1 
- ! 120 

17 41·01 Under 3.. . . 32 27 18 i 10 
10 180 --- ---- --- ---
14 ]I() ()2 43 21 260 
10 35 
34 701 
SO 10

1 Talle:-:t spruce, 75-80 feet. ~1;
1 

1,825 1 Average of larger trees, 60-70. 

There is an evi<lent contrast between what is Contrasted 

here said and the policy that was recommended in policies. 

regard to Nos. III and IV. Contrast is sometimes exag
gerated for the purpose of bringing out distinctly the prin
ciples involved. In the present case, however, no exaggera
tion has been intentionally used. The conditions in the two 
localities are entirely different ancl they dictate different 
policies of management as most de:-,irahle for the land. 
Growth in the one case is twice as rapid as in the other. In 
the one ease small timber may be left with confidence-in the 
other it blows down. One piece of land then, as a matter of 
practical policy und0r current lumbering methods had better 
be cut clean, though no more spruce need he looked for 
under seventy-fiye years. The other will do best if kept 
stocked with young trees up to twelve or fifteen inches in 
diameter from which the largest may at periods of say twenty 
years be cut. The greater natural stand of spruce was on 
one piece. The possibility of steady and considerable pro
duction is with the· other. 
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Before the results lately arrived at regarding growth can 
be made general, I must digress long enough to explain a 
method of estimating the amount of small timber which had 
all along up to this time been the subject of consideration and 
experiment. J\fost lum berm en's estimates I find are made 
not by aid of careful determinations, but by a spot judgment. 

~~l:rl~K1 of :Much timberland exploring is done by topographi
estimatiug cal districts. A man wants to know what amount 

of timber can be hauled into a given stream, so he sets to 
crubing the territory tributary to it and after having been 
hrough it sets down without reference to acreagt~ or averaget 
stand a lump sum for the amount of timber standing and 
available. This looks like, and is, a very primitive method. 
It has given ri:-:;e to tremendous errors, and those without 
experience can do nothing by menns of it. Men of good 
judgment, however, -who have seen much spruce cut, and on 
land with the nature of which they are familiar, can reach 
generally pretty accurate results. 

Some explorers again look for more things and make their 
estimates in a more careful and systematic way. Some use 
a system of counting to assist them, standing in one spot and 
counting the timber trees to a distance of about seven rods in 
every direction. Only a few of the more careful men I have 
met, however, use any such method, and few of them I think 
really depend on it. Fewer still study the soil or other con
ditions of grnwth, or pay attention to the hard wood or to 
young timber. On the last point, J\fr. Newton's ideas were 
for accuracy probably quite up to the average. 

For· the present purpose some method of getting approx
imately at the amount of young timber was essential, and it 

was made the subject of much consideration and trial. In
stead of the circle the square seemed to be the best form of 
surface. The advantage is that one side of this can be paced, 
and the distance so measured used as a check in estimating 
~!~~n1

;- the perpendicular sides. This measurement by 
~ri;st.ing pacing is so satisfactory for many purposes, and 
yet in our country is so little used, that it may not be amiss 
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if we devote a little space to it. In a rough country, and 
through undergrowth and hrush heaps, it may be thought 
that such a method would not work. Such is not the case 
however. Some all(nvances of course have to he made, but 
those learned by practice on measured distances and in dif
ferent kinds of country, a man travelling on his natural gait, 
who counts his steps directly or by use of a pedometer, 
can learn to keep close nm of his distances. One caution is 
essential however. _.:\.._ man ought always to travel with the 
same purpose. If one day he travels simply to get over the 
ground, and another slowly, looking ahout much to examine 
the country, his re:-:;nlts will not he likely, unless allmvance 
is made, to check up. 

In the exploration of the past summer, a brief experience in 
surveying timberland m1s very helpful. In retracing lines, 
I u~.ed to keep nm of my distances in this ·way, noting when 
a station was pn::3sed how the count tallied with the chaining. 
Twenty-four hundred steps to the mile used to come pretty 
cloi:ie to it, an extra allowance being made on very rough land 
or in thick undergr(nrth. At that rate it takes ninety-five 
steps to the side of an acre. 

Hut an acre is too big a piece of ground to look Estinrnting 

over thoroughly-at any rate from one side, nnd ~>~~~~ 11 tim

·when the leaves are on. One would get fooled on distance 
and on the size of trees. The count of small trees too, 
would he uncertain. Half the dist:mce is much more managea
ble, and a quarter acre an area on which neither for size nor 
stand can a man's eye be much deceived. So the plan was 
adopted of traveling in straight lines across a country, count
iug trees to one side to a distance of about forty-eight steps, 
estimating at the same time their cubic contents and noting at 
the end of the same distance the results obtained. In this 
way, long lines of travel and count were run through the 
towns explored, in some cases systematically and for such 
long distances that pretty accurate lrnowledge of the towm,hips 

::;o traversed is considered to have been gained. More often 
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the work has not been so thoroughgoing. There was too 

mnch ground to cover. A township would be crossed once 
or twice to get a g-eneral idea of its character and condition, 

or the effects of different kinds of cutting and in different 

kinds of growth would he examined. In the systematic 

explorations, too, such counts were not generally continuous. 
After I had trained myself for a while and began to feel 

some confidence, the plan was adopted generally of count

ing for half a mile or a mile in a given growth, averaging 

up the results, and then depending on the· eye so 

assisted for a further stretch of country. This allowed 

more ground to be covered, and had the advantage at 
the same time of affording opportunity to examine the 

land from other points of view-in respect to other kinds 
of trees, to undergrowth etc. Count of steps and of tree~, with 
frequently those of log size seperated, with an estimate of the 

contents of the trees in cubic feet, was quite enough while it 

was in progress to occupy the mind. 

The results of this work on Dennis ·were not so tmtisfac

~i~~%atell tory as they were later, after further practice. 
gTowth on Tl lt · 1 l t 1 1 t l l Dennb- 10 re~m s so g:nnec rnve o )e supp emen ec. )y 
town. general notes and comparisons. Dennis certainly 
is a region where the production of spruce seems in a fair 

way to be maintained. Almo::;t everywhere I travelled a 
good deal of small spruce was to be seen. This was so 

throughout the mixed growth which covers the body of the 
town and of which in the three days travel considerable areas 

were seen. Only one area of pure hard wood land was 

crossed. Then in different parts of the town there are a 

number of patches of ground amounting in the aggregate to 

several square mileH in which spruce predominates. Part of 

this was still uncut, part had been culled for spruce one or 

more times. On cut-over lands of this nature more spruce 

on the average was standing than in the mixed growth. 

Almost all of it was broken in surface and very thrifty. 

Consideration of all the facts and figures gathered, however, 
would tend to set the average amount of spruce somewhat 
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below that standing on our sample area. Probably thirty 

trees per acre over six inches in diameter, and a total stand 

of aoo to 400 cubic feet ·will be a safe average for the cut
ovcr portions of the town. That at the best allows only a 
very few hundred of merchantable saw timber per acre. 

Now out of the total area of the town there arc some 

deductions to he made. A twelve-year-old burn in the east 

half of it cuts out two and one-half sqnare miles from the 

total area. "\Yater and bog it is thought occupy as much 

more, while unproductive swamps and hard wood areas cover 

a little. Perhaps lD ,000 acres may be considered as bearing 

on the average as much spruce as stated. Bringing these 

facts together, using again the percentage of growth found 

to he characteristic, and converting cubic into boar<l feet at 

the ratio of four to one, we get as the yearly growth of 

spruce lnm her on this township from three-quarters of a 

minion to a million feet. To be sure it is not all grown in 

merchantable form. Some of it is put onto trees which will 

require many years of further growth before they will be tit 

to cut for saw logs. But sometime they will reach that 

cornJition. The yearly growth on all it::;; trees is the only 

safo basis for reckoning the production of lan<l. 
lt will be ,vell at this point to introduce some ~

1
1~~;<{ 11 on 

general tigures relating to growth. On page 27 of t\~~:~\~c~Z~{1 
1 · J> l ' tl l f' d t · · tl lane!. t 11s report rc::;;s er;::; me -we o e ermmmg 10 

percentage of growth on standing trees was described. At 
convrnient tinws during my cruising trees were cnt into for 
the purpose of making thi:-i determinn tion. Diameter and 
height of trees were noted, factors which give approximately 

the volnmc, and the general conditions of the trees as well. 

The tahle herewith presented gives the results for country 

such as is the most of Dennis, good land, covered with mixed 

timber, with all conditions favorable to rapid growth. 

Behind thi::; table arc determinations on about 120 trees, 

ahout one-third from Dem~is, the re;::;t from similar land at 

other points. In the fieid whenever notes of this kind were 
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GROWTH ON SPRUCE IN CUT-OVER LAND. MIXED THIBER, BEST CONDITIONS. 

GROWTH DcmING LAST TEN GROWTH PER .. ,::: YEARS, YEAR. 
ill ill 

~~-
--~-..... 

illoo 

s~ ............ In diameter •r-<:::J'+-< 

-~ g .... ~. 4 feet from I In %at com· In vohnne 
00 0 :;::J ground (in.) pound interest. cu. ft. i::i.,-< ~ > (.) 

I 

8 7,5 1.2 4:: 

'! 
,315 

9 10,5 1.35 4.1 ,43 

10 14 1.4 3.9 .55 

11 18 1.42 3,5.'j ,64 

12 22 1.42 3.2 ,70 

13 26,5 1.35 2.8 ,74 

14 31 1.31 2.5 ,78. 

taken, trees between seven and fourteen inches diameter 
'\Yere cut into as they were come to without selection, the 
only precaution taken being to get no unrepresentative 
trees-none, that i:-:;, that were very badly suppressed and 

none that had a very unusual crown development. In 

arranging results, however, the tree8 have been grouped 
~r;acr~f/es according to their diameters, and examination of 
Inferences. the table will Hhow why. Compare the last two 

columns for in8tance. Note the steady decrease of percent
age as you go up the scale of sizes. Note the opposite 
tendency of the growth in actual volume. Note by study of 
the last column that trees have just begun to lay on wood 
profitably at ten or eleven inches in diameter, and see how 

much is lost if they are not allowed to stand longer, but are 
cut at that time. Mark also the column which shows the 

rate of diameter growth. This is most rapid at ten and 

eleven inches diameter, amounting then to an inch in six and 
one-half years. Above that it shrinks gradually to an inch 

in eight and one-half years. The growth in volume, however, 

still increases. It is only that a somewhat larger volume of 
wood spread over a much larger area makes a thinner layer. 
This table, alone and in comparison with others of the same 

nature, given later on, will bear close and repeated examina
tion. 
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The next township to be looked over-and it was ~1~P1t.~~~~~a~ 
th 11 1 l · conc1ition of more . oroug 1 y cove rec t 1an any prev10us-was township. 

Brnssua. This town was pjtchcd on because it was considered 

to have been very thoroughly cut. Mr. Edward Cullens of 

Greenville has cut half the township for its owners. He was 

met at Greenville, and opportunity taken to learn ahont the 

territory. About 1,000 acres on the town owne<l hy an heir

ship has not been cut on for twenty-five years and now has 

considerable timber. The remainder has been cut over, 

mostly within the last ten years. Only saw timber has been 
hauled, hut )fr. Cullens said his standard had been six inches 

at twenty feet. He said, too, that he had done the work 

thoroughly. The hunches of timber that he knew of on his 

pnrt of the town were few in number and none of them of 

any great amount. It was therefore an interesting study to 

find out just what shape this tmrn was in. ·what was it in 
the way of producing? This township is in the shape that its 

neighbors will soon be in. \Vhat is the future of such land 

to be? 

During the five days spent on Brnssua I was the guest of 
Mr. Cullens in his haying crew. On August tenth, I struck 

out from the camp on Brassua stream for my first day's 
exploration. Going up stream far enough to get off the 
timbered lots I mounted the ledge of slate rock that bounds 
the stream valley, and struck south by the compass through 
the old works. It was a very ragged country that I got into. 
There had been a heavy stand of timher on the ground (Bras
sua is a town that in its day has yielded a hundred millions) 

and the cut consequently had made a vast change in tho looks 

of the land. Big gaps had almost no trees standing except 

the small stuff grown up since the cut. Of what was standing, 

crooked and deformed hard woods, or, in regions where the 

spruce timber had been thinner, a respectable hard wood 

growth, was the most to he seen. 

Spruce of course was not ahsent-indeed, I think if what is 

actually there could be piled up before Mr. Cullens or any 
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other lumberman its amount would be a matter of great sur

~l~e'; ;~~t~~g prise. I do not here refer altogether to pulp stuff, 
leave:> small trees which in a cut for saw logs it would be 

impossible to take. I mean trees large enough to make saw 

timber, which for one reason or another not related to their 

size and quality are passed hy in the cut. How many there 

are one only discovers when he guides his eruising by the sun 

or the compass and disregards roads. Near his main roads 

every lumberman cuts cleanly.* Off on the knolls and ridges 

at the end of his twitch roads, on the often difficult land 

where works from different directions meet, bunches of timber 

will generally be found. It takes nice planning of logging 

works, and exceedingly close watch of crews besides, to pick 

up all that might he picked up on the land. l\Ien cutting on 

stumpage never do it, and most men cutting their own land 

think it does not pay. So with Mr. Cullens' works. His 

cut was what he said it was, close and systematic-probably 

few tmvnships on the upper KPnnebec have been cut as 

closely-yet occasional bunches 0£ timber were found 
throughout it~mnning from a few trees up to several thousand 
feet, always at the heads of the roads and frequently on some 
pinnacle or piece of broken ground. In addition to this 
enough trees were scattered along through all parts of the 
works to make up an average stand of several hundred feet 

of a good quality of logs, such as any operator would be glad 
to have. 

* Even this statement must be moclifie(l. Half tlle operators on all our rivers 
don't know what it is to really clean a piece of ground of merchantable timber . 
.Most, of course, is left where men go to the stump with slecls. I have been in new 
works of this kin(l, where on not difficult land 2 or 3M feet of lumber stood per 
acre in the shape of logs of all 1:,izes, and yet the operator thought he baa cut it 
clean. Every man says he cuts clean. You Jrnve got to know your man to tell 
what he really means. 
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A transcript of my count and estimate for a 

specimen half mile may not he without interest in 

this connection. Strn ight across country the comse 

was taken, through brm,h heaps or whatever else 
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CUT LAND ON 
HRASSUA. 

SPlWCE 
STANDING 

PER QUARTER 
ACl{E, 

might be in the way. As the ground was covered I~; a 
close ·watch ,vas kept to one side for an estimated -f ~ [-2 I~ 
,vidth of 10:"> feet, and at the end of the flame dis- ~~;.; I~ Ji i 

. . . 11' . . . 1 1 s.~i 1:1~2 
ta nee, or m fall' _travc mg of ±orty-e1g 1t steps, t rn g i_§_ .. 1f.·

31
_ ~ 

rcf,ulb ,,·ere not0d in the i--ha1>e of the number of . , - ..... 
~ o-:: ~1~-:) 

spruce trees over six inches in diameter, their ~~-L-1 

-

cstinrntccl contents in en hie fed, and the numhc1· 1:1
1
1 ::! mg 

of tree~; of such a size that any 1nmherman would ;1 ~1 ~g 
call them saw logs. Of tlw latter, (lou htlc:-;s some il:11ll 1~g 

I' 4 1::,0 
were hollow or unsom1<l trrcs which were inten- 71 :21 <"O 

[j -I 50 
tionally left. A fair allowance fo1· this, howe,·er, 71 -

1 

70 
}()1

1

1,_ l(J() 

leaves us still a very considcrahlo amount of sa,v 2 1 :-io 
• 1:) 21 l(j() 

timhcr on the ,2.TOLmd. Lookin~_).· carefully (ffcr the t-1 ::; 125 
, , , . .'ii -1 fiO 

l 1 1 . , . 1:: 

1 

2, w_·o notes of my four cay:-;' tran~ , < urrng wrnch a hout :i _

1

1 20 
n_, :1 ·."o __ seren miles of this careful count in different parts ::, -! •3.J 

!ii -1' !)() of the township was ma<le, I am cornpelled to 111 - :so 
:?:! -I };j() 

1wlieve that not less than i>,000,UOO to 10,000,000 181-11.'io 
-
__ J(i -1 _1 __ :_l<_l 

feet of fir:-:;t-class logs arc so left standinLg. Tlwv ~ 
' · J To'l 20t< 1 :?H 21\10 

would not ti.~nue in an ordinar.v estimate of the [ I 
~ .I Per +' 

country. They may he worth bnt little in their acre 35
- 1 41 3155 

detache(l posjtion. Bnt ttlC'y arc there, and they ban~ signifi

cance at any rate in connection ,vith the future of tl1e land. 

The count:-, giyen above also indicate the amount of young 

sprnce on the grnu ncl. The average of the half mile given is 

not greatly different from that of tho whole seven miles of 

count-docs not differ from it as much as it is likely to Yary 

from the actual fact. Ahout thi 1ty-three spruce trees per 

acre over six inches in diameter is the average of the whole, 

these trees containing about 400 cubic feet. For the small 

spruce, under six inches in diameter, an addition of perhaps 

fifty more cubic feet should he made. Not much Wina in 

suffering from wind was noted on the town, though this region. 

the remaining trees on much of it were very much exposed. 
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There was a gale in 1882 all along the west side of Moose
head Jake which broke off the pines and firs, and upset the 
spruces; but otherwise than that, damage has been small. 
Spruce and pine in the original stand formed so large a pro
portion that the towth,hip as a whole might be called black 

Soil and 
thrift. 

growth. Yet it is not such black growth as is some 
other land that has been referred to. It has not 

the deep moss cover of some territories, and there is generally 
some little soil. Except two or three small areas of swamp 
the township is well broken in surface, and good drainage 
being thw, furnished, the growth as a rule is thrifty. On 
about 120 trees the percentage of yearly growth ,vas ascer
tained, and the land thus found to rank with what I have 
called spruce land of first quality. 

HRASSUA-AREA, STAND AND GROWTH, 
Sq. mi. 

Gross area . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :36 
Waste land-burnt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 1 

,vater .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . 2 
swarnp ....................................................... 1 4 

Net area for tirnber .......................... . 32 

I 

·g i, ]SPRUCE-CUBIC FEET. 

! i Per acre. / Total. 

Tirnbered lots ............. ,. ......... . 

Hardwood land-cut ........... , ...... . 200 680,000 

Sp1·uce land-cut ...................... . 

1,080 I 2,000 2,rno,000 

3,401_, I 

lG,OfJO 

2-

450 7,200,000 

Total .............................. . 32 I 20,4-80 i 10,040,000 

Stand on 30 sq. mi. cut over .............................................. . 
Cu. ft. 

7,8&0,000 

23<J,400 

945,<JOO 

Yearly growth on Sarne at 3o/o •••••.••.••••..•••••••••••••••••..•.•.•••• 
Yearly growth in board feet ............................................. . 

J1~~'~\11 Putting together all facts learned about the terri-
f;~~i-~~le tory, the results of exploration, as well as inquiry 
from Mr. Cullens, the account with the township may he 
reckoned up about as here given. No reckoning with hard 
woods is attempted. Of spruce the yearly growth on the 
thfrty square miles cut over is figured at 941:> lVI. feet. This, 
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it is to he noted, is immediately after cutting. Time, as it 
adds to tho volume of the trees now standing, will add also, 
as a rule, to their growing power. As regards future cutting, 
definite prediction is risky because it involves not only bio
logical, but business conditions, which it is much harder to 

foresee. But it certainly seems that this land, with the hasis 
fo1· growth that has been left on it, will be in shape within 

twenty-ti ve years at the outside so that it will he again gone 

over for spruce. Probably methods will then be much differ

ent. Small crews for one thing will doubtless be the rule. 
Let us hope al'3o that less wasteful methods of lumbering, 
those at least which cost no more if men are only trained to 
use them, will then he in vogue. 

Now the lower Moose river a::, near as I can learn Lower 
J\loose river 

is mostly of the same general nature as Brassua. in general. 

That is, evergreen trees predomirrnte in the cover, while the 
surface of the ground is uneven, provided with some soil and 
favorable to tree growth. It is naturally a fine timber country 
and to say nothing of the hard and soft -wood lumber still on it, 

may be expected to produce always a considerable yield, which 
yield by intelligent treatment of the country could be greatly 
increased. Something was seen of Tornhegan in the Eras::,ua 
trip. The southern portion of the town is mainly a hard 
wood ridge with a varying amount of spruce which has, where 
thickest, been cut out. Two-thirds of the town, however, is 
s~Lid to be black growth. This part of the township was 
crossed, and the land seen appeared to he well stocked -with 
small spruce and fairly thrifty. The township has heen 
cut on longer than Brassua. Thirty years ago the operators 

of that day reported it cleaned of practicable timber, but not
withstanding that Mr. Oliver 1famell of Greenville has oper
ated on it each winter for the last twenty-seven years, cutting 

all the -w.1y from two to five million. I.ong ago the town was 
cut through. :;\fr. :Mansell never knowH beforehand juf-t where 
his winter's work is coming from, but he builds his camp, 
starts in his crew, and always so far has come out all right. 
The fact seems to .. be that Tomhegan is one of those towns 
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that won't stay put. The small timher never was taken off 
it, and it grows rapidly. Probably the town with Hs forty 
square miles of area, nearly all of which is productive land, 
is growing towards two millions of spruce every year. 

The condition and prospects of Tomhegan arc quite a con
trast with Sapling township, that part of it at least which lies 
between Churchill stream and Indian pond. Lath· in the 
summer that district was cro:::;sed a couple of times in passing 
between Misery farm and Squaw mountain. The land had 
been cut very hard, but over and above that it was flat and 
slow growing, with large swamp areas and much ,vorthless 
growth. The black land of Sandwich and Misery is of a 
much better type. Thorndike is probably intermediate in 
the character of its growth between Brassua and Dennis, at 
any rate very thrifty land. Middlesex and vV, except the 
mountainous portions in the north, link themselves with Tom
hegan. These townships, of course, vary much in the amount 
of merchantable timber standing. The comparisons made 
relate to the natural character of the timber, and the growing 
power of the hwd. 

So much for the lower Moose river. The upper portion of 
the drainage I have had to take more at second hand. The 
fr~~:~ hard wood on these towns must, before very many 
River. years, be a valuable resource, and there is hard wood 
of quantity and quality there. But as producers of spruce 
al:::;o these townships are of value. Spruce formed a consid
erable proportion of the original stand in all parts of the 
drainage, and all who were inquired of testified that there is a 
good deal of small spruce scattered over these lands to-day. 
Probably in this re:::;pect, as also in topography and thrift, 
Dennis is somewhere near what it was chosen for-a repre
sentative town. Its yearly growth of spruce, however, we 
have set at not much below a million feet. 

· Yearly pro- It will give us easily remembered figures and auction of '---' .__, 

~~~~: probably fairly sum up the results of our study 
,of Moose river lands if we should say that after an ordi
narily hard cut for saw logs they ar" left in shape to 
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grow fifty board feet per acre or one million feet to every 
thirty square miles of productive land. Now the total 
area drained by the river figures up from the map 650 

square miles. "\Yater areas and bog as near as I am able 
to ascertain, amount to forty-eight square miles, burnt 
lands amount to fifty. "\Ve will add twelve more for 
the cleared land at ,Tack.man and elsewhere, combined with 
unproductive mountain top. One hundred and ten square 
miles of waste arc so found, leaving the net producing lands 
on the drainage at 540. At thirty square miles to the million, 
we therefore get eighteen million feet of spruce as the yearly 
growth on the drainage, the amount which as a yearly cut, the 
land would permanently maintain. At the present time the 
yearly growth is probably greater because much of the terri
tory is not yet cut as severely as the land upon which our 
figures have been based. On the other hand by closer cutting 
the yearly growth might he pushed down. I have been 
speaking of the yearly growth on the drainage were it all cut 
to the same standard as the harder cut towns, and were this 
cut followed up at not long periods by others of a similar 
character. 

Now the saw timber standing on the drainage of 
:Moose river according to the best information I have Forecast. 

been able to get together, amounts to something like 400 
mmions. This is lumhermen's estimate, and it may be counted 
on tounderrun the truth. It includes spruce and pine. The logs 
cut on Moose river, ascertained from the log-driving company, 
have averaged for the last seventeen years between thirty-nine 
and forty njl1ions, which gives u::,; standing about ten years' sup
ply. Growth considered, however, it will be some years 
later before this cut, even if confined to its present standard, 
will of necessity shrink. The time is not far distant, how
ever, probably not more than twenty years at the mo:::;t, when 
the yearly cut will have to come down--if the figures stated 
in this study prove correct and no change is made in the 
policy maintained toward the land-to about half its present 
figure. The time might, of course, be postponed still further 
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by stripping the land of small stuff-robbing the mine, as a 
coal miner would say-but that fate, let us hope, is never to 
overtake the Moose river. It could only be at great expense 
to future supply. 

This shrinkage of the annual cut seems inevitable, but it 
will hardly be so disastrous a matter as many now seem 
indined to think. Pulp mills, it is likely, will then use the 
great bulk of the spruce, saw mills gradually yielding place 
to them with little loss of property or distress to labor. This 

is so because a saw mill is a comparatively cheap affair, while 
the conver:,,.ion of a thousand feet of spruce log~ into pulp
to say nothing of paper ,-costs several times as much as does 
its manufacture into long lumber. Then, too, it seems highly 
probable that within t\venty years our hard woods will be 
largely utilized and their manufacture offer full remuneration 
to capital and labor. If that is the case, the region of Moose
heacl lake and the Moose river towns along the Canadian 
Pacific Railway cannot fail to share in the new development. 
All-round lumbering of that kind might be so managed as to 
work to the advantage of spruce. 

It will do no harm to repeat some of the things that have 
been said in general about the .l\fom;e river basin. 

~~i~1~;~11el'is- The country is in the first place comparatively 
R1~:0 ~J river smooth. There is, therefore, little waste land in 
sunnnar- h h f' . 1 'l l d. ized. t e s ape o mountam tops, w 11 e t 1e stan mg 
tim her is easily brought to water. There is a further ad van
tage, too, in less danger from destructive winds. 

Secondly. ·while the country is not rough in its major 
features, in its detail it is almost always uneven. Good 
drainage is thus provided, and this feature aided by the pres
ence of the softer rocks and of soil which almost always is 
abundant for spruce and frequently deep and rich enough to 
produce good farming land, makes the territory as a rule 
very thrifty. 

Third. In addition to these features the Moose river basin 
has a -great advantage, from the point of view of the future 
production of spruce, in the mixture of its growth. The 
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lower towns on the river tend to hlack grnwth. The upper 
towns on the other hand are covered predominantly ,,·ith hard 
wood. Generally, however, there is a strong mixture, the 
proportion of young spruce on the upper territory heing so 

far as could be learned almost uniformly high. Continued 
production of spruce is thus assured, Yrhile there is the further 
and very great advantage that cnlled-out growth does not so 
much hlow clown. 

Fourth. The growth on the 1frer if it "'ere all cut by 
current methods to a close saw log standard and kept :,,o cut 

has been set at a little Jes::,; than twenty million feet per year, 
or about a million feet for a foll town. Probably growth at 
the present time ha lances more than half the cut. By a little 
management for the purpose in :-;ystemafically leaving young 

tim her to grow and in ~mch favoring of young trees as would 

cost no more if only men are trained to it, this yearly growth 

could, I believe, he largely increased.* On the other hand 

harder cutting if introduced and continued can push the 
yearly growth down till it reaches a very small figure. 

Growth is like interest. If a man's investment is small, no 

*A year later, after a season's stwly of the German rnetborls of hantlling- forest 
lanrl, I feel like being bol<ler nnrl more (lefinite in all statements of this character. 
I think that by the intro<lnction of eco1101uieal and earefnlly stutlie<l rnnnnge-

1nent, the principles of which might well approve themselves both to German 
experience antl American common sense, that the pr0tluction of the ::\loose river 
drainage could be kept at double the figure namecl. That means two million feet 
per year per township instead of onP, arnl ft permanent marntenance of the 
rece11 t average cut of the whole drainage. This I 111ean as a practical proposition. 
I clo not have in mind tree planting or pruning or sny other such expensive 
proct::sses as are attacherl in the popular mind to European forest mctl10th1. I 
mean only economical, conservative, studied handling which it ·woultl be for the 
interest of the owners of expensi\'e mill plants <lepentlent for their raw mate
rial on spruce to maintain. It seems :strange, yet I fully believe it to be true, that 
the recent yearly cut of 1:20 millions on the Kennebec, a cut that has strippe<l the 
drainage of its old spruce timber, that has sent men scouring parts of the river 
after poles that won't near hold a man's weight above water, that has shoved 
the proclucing po,ver of the lancl down to a fraction of what we take from it
strange to think that this amount of lumber the same country if from the begin
ning it harl been treate(l with conservatism and care coulll readily grow. Yet it 
seems certainly to be l"O. The recent annual cut of spruce amounts to less than 
sixty feet per acre on the total mitural spruce-pro<lueing area of the drainage, 
while the total cut thus far can barrlly make an average of more than two l\f, 
These facts speak strongly for the way in which we have wastell the resources 
and (lamagerl the capacity of the lancl. 

5 
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matter what the rate, his income is of little amount. Hard 
cutting of one species indeed might he so continued as 
almost to blot it out of the country. 

The Moose river finally is a highly favored timber country, 
the most valuable for its area that there is on the Kennebec. 
Its economical treatment, the careful use of its natural resour
ces ,its protection from fire, and the utilization of its capacity 
for growth are matters which not only concern its legal 
owner::-;, but are of moment to the people of the State. 

ROACH RIVER BASIN. 

The Roach river which runs into :Moosehead from the east, 
drains the greater part of six townships, an area of about 125 
square miles. Compared with the Moose and Dead rivers it 
is, therefore, but a small basin, :md as from previous visits I 
had a fair idea of its topography, I had intended to take its 
timber history and condition on hearsay. Dissatisfaction, 
however, ·with the work already done, a sense of its inaccu
racy ,and the feeling that some piece of land ought to be explored 
in a more systematic and thoroughgoing way than had yet 
been done, kept me longer in the Moosehead country than 
was at first intended. Ground could not be re-traversed~ 
however, so boating across Moosehead and then striking 
across country from above Kineo to the farm on Lower Roach 
pond, three of the townships on the river were subjected to a 
somewhat careful examination. 

J,0~0:;:phy, First and most thoroughly covered was I, R. 
etc. XIV, made up of the Blake and Spencer bay tracts 
so called. This is a town of uneven though not rough topog
raphy. The only mountains near are the Big and Little Spencer 
lying just off the town to the north and northeast, too far off 
to make the town at all mountainous in character, while lifting . 
its northern edge into two waves of high, hard-wood land. 
In this report we will confine our attention to that portion of 
the township which lies north of Roach river and east of 
Spencer bay and pond. Of this territory, the northwPst por-
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tion, about eighteen square miles in area, with a considerable 

territory of :Middlesex, drains into Spencer bay and pond, the 

southern portion, in respect to both water and timber is tribu

tary to main Roach river, while a considerable district in the 

east hauls into Lazy Tom stream. As to timber a great variety 

of conditions is exhibited. Cutting of all dates and kinds is 

found, while a considerable tract in the northern portion never 

wa:,; cut and is in its original condition. 

Coming from the west and crossing Spencer ~l~~;~1~ 
stream to enter the tract, the first thing that is seen early ffre. 

is an old second growth after fire. The bounds of this are 

perfectly evidenced to the practiced eye, not indeed as might 
be supposed, hy the sb-:e of the trees, but by the kinds of 

trees that are of large size. There are no large sprnce and 

hemlock on the tract, neither is there any of that old growth 

hard wood so characteristic of our country. Beech, smallish 

yellow birch and maple there might he in places, but a far 

more abundant growth was white birch. Trees of this species 

were noted as large as twenty inches in diameter and seventy 

feet and more in height, about as large a size probably as they 

would ever attain. Indeed, the white bireh on this tract had 

long ago paf;sed its prime. Numerous birch trunks lay rot

ting on the ground, while of its companion species, poplar, 
the same thing was to so much the greater extent true that far 
the larger part of the original stock of trees appeared to have 
died. Conclusive proof that thi~ was second growth existed 
in the even numher of rings seen in the stumps found, while 
the cause of it was indicated by blackened pine stubs that 

careful looking disclosed on the ground. Plainly the pre
hi::;toric forest was by no means free from fire. 

From the looks of the country and the grain of the trees, 

it appeared cert:dn that about 110 years ago fire swept over 

this land, and that a new growth came up after it, in nll prob

ability much different in character from the old. Much of 

the territory as has already been noted, came up predomi

nantly to hard woods, in which white birch and poplar were 
prominent features. More of it, however, was spruce with a 
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mixture of pine. The latter on liberal soils and in fairly thick 
growth, had reached a height of ninety to one hundred feet, 
and had furnished already logs of considerable size. The 
spruce, on the other hand, had just reached in such places a 

pulp-log size, ten to twelve inches in diameter by about sixty 
feet high heing a fair size for the larger and more open trees on 
such ground. On rocky and poorly drained land both 
species shrunk, the injury, however, being especially evident 
in the pines. 

But the value and producing power of second growth like 
this is a problem by itself, quite different from the main one 
we have been considering. Statement and discussion of some 
:figures gathered at this point will be found in the appendix 
to this report. 
Explora- The township was really :fir.-,t attacked from the 
tion, charRc-
i;; ~~

1
~oun- east. Coming off Spencer mountain which had 

stand. been climbed for a bird's-eye view of the country 

round, on the evening of August 21st my temporary com
panion and I reached an old camp not far from Lazy Tom, 
assembled enough of an old stove to build a fire in, and tak
ing the chances on some ragged pieces of blanket we hit upon 
obtained a sheltered and comfortable night's sleep. In the 
morning we struck directly north through the old works, 
counting and estimating, completing then and later a line of 
exploration up through the east side of the town, a mile from 
its eastern boundary. 

On this course a portion of the uncut timber was passed. 
In this there was great variety, due principally, as it appeared, 
to the lay of the ground. The ground was seldom level, so 
that there was little of the thick, stunted spruce often seen, 
due apparently in most cases to defective drainage. Much 
of the country was broken in surface, with very little soil, 
and on such ground a thick stand of smallish spruce timber 
was generally found. Situated as it was, most of the terri
tory was fairly thrifty, and if opened up by cutting a good 
increase on the timber left could be expected. 
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Leaving a considerable hody of such growth to the west, 
northerly travel led us next into mixed growth on rougher 
land, with generally a more liberal soil. A stand here or 
perhaps half as much spruce as was characteristic of the other 
territory was made up of larger and finer trees, which also 
were mor~ rapid growing. Passing on, we got into the 
northeast angle of the township, lifted up on the hips of 
Spencer mountain and covered with a fine growth of hard 
,voods in whicl1 only scattering spruce was found. Some 
areas were nearly devoid of it. ~Tudging from count of trees 
over a considerable portion of the distance travelled, it was 
judged that for the northeastern square mile of this town the 
spruce standing in this it:::; virgin condition was about one 
thousand feet B .. M. and 300-400 cubic feet. Should the 
saw log:::; ever be cut out cleanly, perhaps 150 cubic feet might 
he left. 

Catching the middle cast and west line of the town in the 
course north, and keeping run of the distance travelled _by 
pacing, when the north line was approached the course was 
turned west and the same tactics followed. My com pan ion 
wm, an experienced explorer and lumberman whose judgment 
wa:::; good on merchantable timber. I was training myself 
on that by him and using besides my own methods of 
observation on small growth. The first mile or so was, as 
mentioned, through hard woods. Then a swamp area with 
mixed and valueless growth was passed. Following this came 
again the helt of timber, swung round from the southeast 
where 1t had been passed in the morning. A quarter of a 
mile of thick spruce on mossy land, was followed by a fine 
heavy growth of mixed spruce and hard wood in about equal 
proportions. ,Just a mile this was travelled, the amount of 
spruce varying as was judged from two to five thousand 
per acre. A strong mixture of it was everywhere present, 
an<l standing as it did on smooth land sloping easily to water, 
this was valuable timber. lt is just f'Uch mixed land, land 
with a good stand of merchantable timber, and yet with 
enough hard wood to prevent blowdown when the spruce is 
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cut out, that according to my ideas is most valuable for 
growth and as a source of permanent spruce supply. 
Old cut- About a mile and a half from the west end of our 
tings. Great 
difference line on the southeast c'orner of Spencer pond, cutamong 
them. tings were met with. Right about here the cut had 
been for some reason extremely close. The country ~presented 
an entire contrast with the original growth that had just been 
passed. Great gaps had hut a few trees standing per acre, 
allowing a long unobstructed view. Out of what must have 

originally been a fine and heavy stand of timber it was esti
mated that in the cleaner cut regions not over 200 cubic feet 
were left on the ground. Other and earlier cutting, while 
perhaps full more wasteful in its way, had not gone over the 
ground so closely and left standing perhaps double that 
amount. As little actual care for the future propably had 
been exercised in one case as in the other. 

~t!!~ri~:~ It would be useless to weary the reader with 
tion. long accounts of the detail work. The result of 

it is the thing wanted, while certain principles which guided 
it are well worthy of distinct formulation. The latter are as 
follows: Cruising a town, if it is not guided by lot lines, 
and especially if it is hurried and merely aims to get at, in a 
general way, its stand and condition, is best done in straight 
lines. Three or four trips across a town will give a man a 
good idea of how the land lies, and even though it may be 
hacked and gashed in cutting that much systematic travel can 
be depended on, cheeked in the ways \Vhich common sense 
will suggest, to give an approximate notion of the amount 
and character of the timber. lly that means, too, the explorer 
is kept out of roads. Much, no doubt, may be learned by 
the thoroughly practiced eye from roads, but the man who 
wants to learn what timber there is on a township had better 
keep out of them. No man in a strange country can keep 
run of his whereabouts if he is fol lowing the veerings of a 
logging road. Furthe1· than that, he does not sec a fair 
sample of the country. Cutting is al ways cleanest along a 
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main road, while between systems there is sure to be left 
more or less of standing timher. These the explorer, unless 
he strikes out regardless of the traveling, will be sure to miss.* 

So it is that a guide who knows a town is often a disadvan
tage to a stranger who wishes to get acquainted with its feat
ures and condition without the expenditure of too much time. 
Such a guide takes a man either where there is no timber or 
into the best bunches. He knows the short cuts and the good 
travelling too well, and while he may sometimes save his man 
a needless swamp or brush-hole, an<l he will more times by his 
knowledge hinder than help the work of getting a clear idea of 
the land. I found it quite as well, when it was possible, to do 
alone the exploring that I wanted to do. My conscience 
always troubled me as long as I was in a road, while to drag 
a man who didn't see the point of it out through the swamps 
and brush piles partook too much of the nature of cruelty to 
he comfortable. 

AR to the ex1)loration of this 11articular tract and Further 
- · < explora-

the results obtained, somewhat more remains to be tion. 

said. Some four days were spent on it one time and another. 
The line already run was followed by another, carried across 
the township south of the first, while from Roach River House 
a couple of days were spent in study and travel in the eaEitern 
and southern portions. After this the tract and its spruce 
was summed up about as follows : say five square miles in the 
northea8t part of the town which has never been cut into. Of 
this, about one sc1uare mile is hard wood land with a small 
mixture of spruce, while most of the remainder is covered 
either with thick spruce grnwth, standing on mossy ground 
or else with mixed timber, in which spruce hears a large pro
portion. Some three square miles of irregular shape in the 
west part of the town is covered with second growth about 
110 years old, of which area perhaps a half is covered largely 
with spruce. The southeastern corner ol the tract with the 
neighboring country on I R. XIII, is flat, rocky land with 

* Ju(lgc Buswell of Skowhegan first gave me these ideas about exploring. They 
were thoroughly tested in my own work. 
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deep moss cover. The spruce that stood on it has been cut 
through, but never cleanly and most of it some years ago, so 
that considerable timber, mostly of the smaller sizes, still 
remains. The average stand of spruce here was set at 800 
cubic feet. Perhaps six square miles, more recently cut, is 
broken land, well drained and of thnfty growth, while the 
three required to make up the total area of eighteen square miles 
is land in which hard wood predominated, which has been cut 
through and which now has on the average some 000 or 400 
cubic feet of spruce per acre. This too is of course quick 
growing land. 
i~fi~t!tecl The same facts and estimates are next put into 
;~,~~\~~cl tabular form.* They may mean little to the reader, 

I, R. XIV, NORTH OF ROACH RIVER AND EAST OF SPENCER BAY AND POND. 

AREA, CONDITION, AND ESTUIATED STANDING SPRUCE. 

Hard wood lanfl, etc-uncut.................... 2 1,280 
Mixefl land, cut out . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 2 1,280 
Second gro,vth . . . . . . . . .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . . . . 3 1,920 
Timbered land, uncut................ . .. . . . . . . 3 1,920 
Spruce larnl, flat, slow growth, cut .... ,....... 2i 1,280 
Spruce land, uneven, quick growth, cut . . . . . . 6 3,840 

-----
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . IS 11,5:.W 

1£STIMATED STAND 
IN CUBIC FEET. 

Per acre. J Total. 

400 
400 
600 

1,500 
800 
700 

512,000 
512.000 

1,152,000 
2,SS0,000 
1,024,000 
2,688,000 

S,768,000 

but such facts are essential if we are to ascertain the amount 
of growth on our country. In this connection it is not so 
much the amount of merchantable timber stan<ling which tells 
the story, as the amount of small timber and the thriftiness 
of the land. The growth calculation will not in this case be 
given in detail. I will only say that as near as I can judge 
the yearly growth on the ten square miles of cut-over land, 
made up of items two, five and six, is somewhere between 400 

and 500 1\1. feet B. :M. This is considerably more per acre 

* Thls computation is later upset by a fire which ran through the tract in the 
spring of 1896. Territory covered and amount of damage not yet known to the 
writer. 
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than the production of Dennis and Brassua, a fact Practical 

which is due, not to greater thrift, hut to the larger inferences. 

amount of timher which looser cutting has left on the land. 
This is thought to be about twice what it was in the former 
case. The fact points what was lately said about the allowance 
one has to make for the man and his methods when told that 
a piece of land has been cut clean. 

The next two townships to be explored are of Con~rast in euttmg 

particular interest from a new point of view. These mPthods. 

are the Bradstreet town and No. I, R. XIII. They lie next 
to one another, and are not specially unlike in topography 
and other natural conditions. Both, on inquiry. will he called 
cut-over towns. Yet note the difference in their condition as 
shown by a brief account of travel upon them. 

The Brad.street town so-called is the north half Land cut by 

of A R. XII, and the south two miles of I in the Hs owners. 

same range. It is owned by the Bradstreets of Gardiner, 
and was cut by them for saw logs for the supply of their own 
mill. After some desultory cutting by previous owners it is 
said to have furnished to them a cut of six millions a year for 
ten years. Uneven in surface, even rough in the southern 
portion, there is a considerable variety of land on the tract. 
It is, however, finely ~itnated for lumbering. The Roach 
river and ponds lie ac1·oss the middle of the tract its longest 
way, and all except perhaps a couple of square miles of its 
area comes easily to some part of this vrater with a tiaul of at 
most three miles. But the main point for the present is that 
the township was cut by the owners, with their own crews, 
for their own mills. 

The effect of this was seen at once in the close, systematic 
work done. The first jaunt on the town took me south from 
the farm on the second Roach pond onto the mountains which 
lie south of the second and east of the first Roach pornl. The 
mixed growth on these mountain slope~, had been well cleaned 
of spruce. Scattering logs only were to he seen, these being 
mostly in some deep brook gully or on precipitous slopes 
where teams could hardly get them. Climbing onto the 
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nearer peak, which, unles:-; my aneroid served me a trick, is 
nearly 1,300 feet above the ponds, the old works were still 
found, coming slantingly up the steep ground to near the top 
of the mountain, as far, in fact, as any lumber had ever 
grown. Looking the country over from the top of a tree, an 
east course was next set, which carried me across the Katah
din Iron vVorks' tote road (the old highway of supplies for 
Chesuncook and Chamberlain before rail was laid to Green
ville) and through to the shore of Trout pond.* Thence a 

turn north and another west took me back at night to my 
pleasant boarding place at Mr. Stirling's farm. All the way 
it was the same. Up on the mountains and everywhere else 
the crews had been sent, and their cutting was systematic and 
hard. Bunches of loO' trees were few and small. Covered e 
originally with rather a heavy and even stand of timber, the 
400 cubic feet remaining in all sizes could hardly have been 
more than a quarter of the blJruCe that w~ts originally on the 
land. 

So in that portion of the tract lying north of the river and 
pond. Two days travel were put in here, and the larger part 
of it found to he in about the same condition. The best of 
supervision had plainly been employed. The men who cut 
the land owned it, and the lumber they wanted for the supply 
of their own mills. 
Land cut on Great was the contrast seen on I, R. XIII. stumpage Who 
permit. the owners of this township are I do not know. 

* One of the largest forest fires of 1895 occurred in this region, and a record of 
the circumstances attending it may be of some interest and value. The writer 
was on a portion of the burn August 26th, and roughly mapped its western por
tion. The fire was still smouldering, even after frequent and heavy rains. The 
following facts are learned from l\Jr. F. H. Stirling, who lives on the shore of 
secontl Roach pond, within a few miles of the burnt area. The fire started ,June 
13th in old burnt Ian<l between Trout pond and thir<l Roach pond, being set, in 
all probability, by lightning. lt ran swiftly that day bnt the next was checked 
by a heavy rain and could then and for some time after have been hanclled by a 
·crew of men. Mr. Stirling notifie<l the owners of the land in which the fire started, 
also tlrn nearest fire warden. Neither, an<l no one else, paid any attention to the 
matter. 1\fr. Stirling, with his two hireL1 men, saved the supplies store<l in a camp 
that was burnt, all(l spent some little time trying to prevent other damage. Up 
to the <late when he wits seen he hall receivetl nothing from any source for his 
labor antl time. The burnt area, so far as it was oyerlooked by the writer, was 
thought to be at least 10,000 acres. The rains of late summer put the fire out. 
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Certain it is they are neither lumbermen nor mill owners. The 
township has been cut on stumpage permits. 

This town was not systematically explored, but at odd 
times and by the way a good deal was seen of it. The road 
between the two Roach river farms goes across the south end 
of it. Leaving the lower farm, the country for the first two 
miles is field, pasture or else small second growth which has 
come up after clearing an~ fire. Several square miles, in fact, 
in the southwest portion of the town are second growth. 
Further east on the road one enters timber. Years ago it 
was cut through, but never systematically, and there is now 
standing a very fair amount of spruce timber. 

But the real condition of a township is not to be seen from 
roads. The points that I want to make here will best be 
brought out by recounting some of my travel. For instance, 
on the morning of August 19th, I started out from Roach 
River House, and traveling up the Grant farm tote road to a 
short distance beyond that backwoods edifice which is locally 
known as the 4-mile shanty, I struck off into the woods in 
order to see a little of the country. Holding an east cotm,e 
by the compass, the first 400 t:iteps took me through very old 
cuttings where only the best of the tirn ber had been taken. 
Detail count by quarter acres indicated a stand of 100 spruce 
trees six inches and over in diameter per acre, in volume 
about 1,500 cubic feet. This means probably 3 or 4 M 
of smallish saw logs. Then a new road was crossed, hauling 
south, the builder of which perhaps thought this hunch of 
timber beneath his notice, or more probably was saving it for 
another winter. Mixed land followed in which, however, the 
count diseloscd some 50-GO trees, or 800 cubic feet of spruce 
per acre. This lasted to a distance of half a mile from the 
main road. Then for a quarter of a mile the course took me 
down hill, through hard wood land whose mixture of 1 to 2 
M feet of saw logs the operators had thus far entirely passed 
by. This brought me to flat land and black growth, ·where 
for a third of a mile stood an average probably of f> :\I of 
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spruce, mixed with scattering pines of large size, but poor 
quality. No axe had ever been struck into it. 

To this black growth succeeded a genuine swamp. It was 
full of poor cedar, hackmatack, and stunted spruce, was a 
quarter of a mile wide, and extended N. N. E. and S.S. W. 
as far as could be seen from the top of one of its tallest trees. 
Getting out of that, higher ground was struck, again a spruce 
country, where cutting had for a space been followed by 
clean blow-down. Clambering through this, virgin timber 
was soon seen to the right and after several hundred yards 
my easterly course brought me into it. Then for a mile I 
travelled in ground of varying character and value which, 
however, had never been cut. Most of the ]and was mossy 
and rather flat, covered with an open stand of spruce and 
pine running several thousand feet of saw logs per acre. A 
little had spruce and hard woods mixed. An area was flat, 
deep-mossed land, with poor drainage and stunted timber. 
How hig a territory there wa::, here I cannot say. The swamp 
was not very far to the left. Old cuttings, too, were some
where to the right, for at two points the head of the works 
barely touched and crossed the course I was running. No 
impression, however, had been made on this timber. The 
lumberman, working on a stumpage permit which left him free 
to go where he chose, probably driven, too, hy the price of 
stumpage anrl. of logs to use every advantage of his position 
in order to come out of his little enterprise whole, had sim
ply struck for the bodies o'f timber which were thickest and 
most available, leaving the corners and thin places to take 
care of themselves. Yet this town, like the Bradstreet town, 
men will tell you has been cut over. It is being cut now for the 
second time. 

}~i~·W1~es The facts just stated-and they are thoroughly 
~~~\~t~~i. typical-throw light on several matters that it i~J 
worth while to point out. For one thing they help us to see 
how the rule arose that land can be cut over every twenty 
years and a crop of lumber obtained. Of courtie that is so if 
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a man cuts in the way described. The same thing could be 
done every two years for that matter as long as it lasts. Of 
conrse the cut of timherlund has overrun all estimate when 
that has been hasod on such inadequate methods of lumbering. 
The first explorers, and some of more recent date as well, 

made no account of timber unless it was both thick and large, 
and when in the course of time all timber became valuable and 
was utilizl~d, men laid to growth what really had always been 
on the ground. In that way men have fooled themselves 
about the supply and growth of timber, vastly depreciating 
the one and often as greatly multiplying the other.* 

But we should miss the main point if we stopped here. 
These facts, when rightly interpreted., contain a lesson for 
onr census makers aiH1 our other official and scientific authori
ties. In their investigations of our timber resources, they 
have so far for the most part contented themselves with 
second-hand information. The partial knowledge and rough 
guesses and notions of :such lumbermen as ,vere handiest have 
been put together, stamped with an official seal or the 
authority of a well known name, and passed out upon the 
country as tim her statistics. And the point of this little 
study of two tracts lying side by side, of which one by 
inquiry would get much the same account, is that facts gath
ered in that way, unchecked by actual knowledge of the 
woods and of lumbering, are actually of not the least 
account. If any man doubts that let him go to the tenth 
census, to that great volume on forest trees which lays claim 
to monographic completeness, and see how the figures for 
Maine and the foreca~t to he based on them have come out. 
The difficulties of such census work of course are great. But 
if those difficulties are not to be met, if the only result of 

* As an example of this, also as illustrating the accuracy of current ideas as to 
growth, I will recount the estimates of a wealthy land-owner and successful 
business man of Calais on the growth of the St. Croix river. Taking as a starting 
point the original estimates of the St. Crofx townships, with the date, he reckoned 
up the amount of timber cut on the same townships to the present time, added 
the estimated present stand, and by subtraction obtained the amount of growth 
meanwhile. It amountea to too feet board measure per acre and year. 
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such work is to mislead and to sea re us, then we certainly will 
he better off without it. 

That what has been said about this township is not at all an 
exceptional thing, all careful observers, especially those on 
the Penobscot river, can testify. My trip across the north 
end of the township showed the same thing, this being taken 
not so much for this purpose as to get onto Spencer mountain 
for the bird's-eye view of the country. This time I had a 
One way to companion in the shape of a youno- and active 
collect e, 

!t!W:i\cs. Penobscot lumberman. He carried a tent and blan-
kets in the most compact form known - that of an axe 
namely; I had my caliper~, while the crackers, pork, tea, and 
extremely suspicious looking: meat with which we had been 
provided was divided between us. We climbed the moun
tain, traversed the Lazy Tom country, crost:!ed Spencer Bay 
town to 1\foosehead lake as already noted in these pages,
spent, in fact, four very active and delightful days together. 
vVhen night came on we would pick a chance beside some 
brook, get down enough wood to keep a good fire going all 
night, and 1 ie down under the open sky, firBt to talk and then 
to sleep. I recommend this·style of camping to all who want 
to thoroughly enjoy the woods. The only drawback about 
the sleeping accommodations lies in the fact that if the weather 
is cool, and one is at all uneasy, he is likely to roll over in 
the night and stick his feet in the fire. 

But to get back to business. Returning on the Grant farm 
tote road to a point within I R. XIII, and striking westerly 
by the compass so as to keep well within the limits of the 
town, hard wood with very little spruce was traversed for a 
mile. Then we waded Bear brook, after which came a burn 
of twenty years ago, noted the day previous where it crossed 

I can illustrate by another example the untrustworthiness of hearsay in regard 
to timber. A mountainous tonwship was was cut through some years ago for its 
best ancl handiest spruce. Plenty of men, men that helped cut it, think and say 
all the timber was got; an<1 conversation with the owners, unless with a view to 
purchase, will not reverse that idea. As a matter of fact no portion of it, was cut 
clean, while great bodies of high and rough land, covered with magnificent 
spruce, were lett entirely untouched. Parties have desired to buy it on the basis 
of estimates of more than forty million. 
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the tote l'Oad. Next came a strip of spruce timber left by 
some combination of circu111::,tances on the north line of the 
township, to which succeeded a territory that was once 
heavily covered with pine, where, after the cut of many years 
ago, the little remaining timber had blown down. Much the 
same thing was to he seen for three miles, and it had also 
heen found on large areas the day before. The early cutting 
of pine or spruce as the case might be, had left the remain
ing growth in such shape that the winds had levelled it and 
the ground was left to cover itself afresh. There wa::;, let me 
say, no need of planting trees there. Mixed hard woods, among 
which white birch was mo:-:;t prominent, filled in under
neath with small fir which here as almost always was mixed 
with a proportion of spruce, formed generally a dense cover 
to the ground. 

Finding at length that our westerly travel had brought us 
nearly south of Spencer mountain, we shifted course for it. 
The blowdown was soon left behind, then a spruce country suc
ceeded which had been once and lightly cut through. 
Thi8 soon and rapidly improved, and very soon we found 
ourselves in wh·tt must have been a sample of the finest and 
thickest spruce timber that ever stood in the region. On 
smooth land easily lumbered, with soil fairly liberal : 1~~ ~1)~1t. 

and moss-covered, the grmvth was large fine spruce ~i~t' town. 

with only an advantageous mixture of other species. My 
man was in the air right away. If he could only get a permit, 
he would go into business for him~elf, and thought he could 
soon make a fortune. Accu~tomed to cut only saw logs of 
large size, on the rough and distant lands of Sourdnahunk 
and the East Branch of the Penobscot, he thought thi~ country 
would run seven thousand such log::; per acre. Cut and scaled 
as I have seen lumber cut and scaled within the limits of the 
State, I am confident this territory would yield twice that 
amount. 

It was not our business to trace up bunches of timber like 
this. '\Ve had no time for it. For a mile in a straight line 
it lasted, and there was no great variation. At last, on the 
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skirts of the mountain, we ran out of it into a growth pre
dominantly hard wood. This piece of timber ·was located 
where it could be hauled either way,-into Penobscot or 
Kennebec waters,-and that fact perhaps, complicated by the 
owner's preferences, had saved it to the present time. It is 
introduced here mainly because it shows what may he on 
what is called a cut-over town in some portions of our State. 
One never knows till he looks it over what a township treated 
like this has on it. A second cut, if thorough, sometimes 
yields more than did the first. 

vVhat further inferences different reader~ may draw from 
this record of fact observed I may not be able to guess. To 
many lumbermen this will seem a perfectly natural and fit
ting condition. Forestry agitators on the other side may 
adopt quite as extreme a view. There certainly is great waste 
in our methods of lumbering. Some directions in which this 
takes place have not yet been referred to. The waste which 
~1~~t:s is here most plain on the surface is the cutting of 
:;~:iii~ge timber in such a way that what is left blows down. 
Great values are lost in this way. As I think over what has 
been seen during the season's travel, it certainly seems that 
the loss through wind in the great forest areas of the State is 
greater than that caused hy fire. Study of our forests and edu
cation of our lumbermen will remedy much of this loss. Much, 
however, cannot be remedied, and in one sense does not 
require remedy. · The bounty of nature in setting at our hand 
greater supplies, when all are considered, than we are yet 
able to utilize, forces into our business methods much waste 
and loss. To talk of European economy for the State of 
Maine is folly. 

But there are wastes here which are needless and glaring, 

and the conditions under which they occur must not be 
allowed to escape us. Not only is timber cut without regard 
to the future of the land, but with little reference to getting 
the full benefit of what is now on it. Little more than half of 
what is killed is utilized. The land is hacked and gashed, 
not sytematically cut. The thick bunches are taken and that 
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nearest to water. Other land covered with timber which 
perhaps needs the axe to save it from decay, is allowed to 
lie fallow because it is more distant, or its timber is scatter
ing. If taken out later, that is done at greater expense. 

Now much of this again is unavoidable, for the reason just 
stated. As om· lumbermen have moved back on our waters, 
carrying the border of profitable operation gradualJy back on
to more distant and difficult land, they could only take at 
each step the best and the nearest. But now that all our 
timberlands have gained a value, now that we are inquiring 
and with need if our supplies of some kinds of lumber are 
long to he maintained, some of these wasteful methods ought 
to be abandoned. Much of this is due merely to our lmsi
ness organization, to the fact that the interests of the man 
who cuts the lumber are divorced from the interests of the 
land. I trust I have made clear by concrete example the 
difference there is when the man who owns the land cuts it, 
and when a land owner sells stumpage to a man who cuts the 
logs without hindrance or supervision. From the mere state
ment of the case it must be so. The operator strikes for the 
bunches and leaves the scattered timber. He cuts the land 
for the best only and butchers the rest or leaves it to blow 
down. He tops his logs off :.:;hort for scale, *and leaves the 
tops to rot in the woods. All this the man who owns the 
land and cuts it himself avoids. Wherever there is timber that 
will pay for hauling he gets it. His interest prompts him to 
leave the land in as good shape as he knows how. If he is a 
mill man, and modern economy has been fully followed, he 
can use the knotty top logs. vVhen we come to the Andros
coggin these matters will again crop out. If after that I 
could give the facts about a genuine Penob~cot town, could 
give the history of the cutting and utilization of its lumber, 
rP.c<mnting also its present condition, the contrast would be 
more marked than any which has yet been brought out in 
these pages. 

*See page 50, note, for an illustration. 

6 
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g1~
1
~\ the I cannot leave this subject without warding off 

woodsman. blame from the head of the lumberman, the hauler 

of the logs. The fault, if fault there he, does not lie there. 
The style is set for him, and one man cannot change it. He 
is generally a poor man, the weak party financially in the 
trade. Ground between an upper and a nether millstone of 
price of logs and of stumpage, threatened, too, by a method 
of measuring timber which keeps him in uncertainty and very 
likely may more than offset his stoutest efforts, he has to use, 
to assure himself of a profit and a living, all the advantages 
of his position. The cause lies with the land owners and 
the system of absentee landlordism which they maintain. 
Men of capital who have found out that timberland is a safe 
and paying investment, in most cases their lands have been 
bought on other men\; judgment. Oftentimes they have 
never seen their property, and many of them would not know 
what to make of it if they did. The connection they main
tain with it is simply to charge and collect the highest market 
price of stumpage. 

Now there is no way in which this matter can be externally 
remedied. Knowledge of the facts, however, may help to some 
extent. Knowledge of what is lost may cause land owners 
to look after their property more carefully. But there is a 
further idea to be drawn. All who desire the economical 
utilization of our forest lands should welcome their movement 
into the hands of those who are to cut and utilize their prdcuct. 

Y:~~~~ ~i- Readers, if any have followed thus far, have 
ploration. learned the main principles and a share of the 

facts on which judgment is based as to the spruce pro
ducing power of the Kennebec river. Not that all facts 
observed in travel have been recorded, nor that travel on the 
drainage was confined to that which has been described. The 
Roach river exploration was followed by a visit to Misery 
and Sapling, while two days were spent on different parts of 
Squaw mountam. Exploration for that time ended at Parlin 
Pond, whence stage was taken for the railway at Bingham. 
Later in the season again, in November. after the exploration 
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-011 the Androscoggin, the townships of Reddi~ gton and Coplin 
were traversed, a jaunt taken over Kennebugo mountain to 
Tim pond, and Eustis visited, thus covering part of the upper 
waters of Dead river, which had been skipped in the spring. 
Then three days were spent in travelling afoot from Stratton, 
round through ~Jerusalem and Kingfield, to Salem on the head 
waters of the Sandy river. On this route the burns and 
second growth were mapped, some of the spruce territory 
hastily looked over, and enquiry made of residents as to the 
timber condition of the country. This was essential to the 
statistical portion of the ·work, while here as everywhere 
else dmfog the season's travel points full of interest and sug
gestion were always outcropping. 

It may be worth w hj le to relate a little incident :~rt~\~~-n 
which forcibly illustrates the effect on climate pro- perature. 

dnced by a few hundred feet of elevation. At Stratton l was 
delayed for two days by the long postponed fall rains. 
When the rain stopped it was followed by colder. weather. 
Startjng out again on Monday morning, the 11th of November, 
the first thing I did was to climb the western peak of Bigelow, 
whence a fine view and one very useful as well to my map
ping work was obtained over the whole surrounding country. 
The value of the second growth here, by the way, is well 
worthy of remark. A considerable area of pine in Eustis and 
large quantities of fine white birch all through the country
this growth having sprung up on the hums of many years 
ago-both promise and possess a large lumber value. :Now 
when I got perhaps 1,200 or 1,500 feet up the mountain, 
I found the trees covered with ice. At the top of the moun
tain, every twig- and blade of grass had an icicle about it more 
than half an inch thick, while the limbs of the firs and spruces 
were solid clubs. Plainly, during the last of the rain, it had 
been enough colder up here on the hms so that the drops 
froze as they fell. 

On each of the next two days I climbed to a point about 
2,000 feet above the general level of the country. The 
first day it was the highest peak in eastern Jerusalem or Tread-
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well township. The second day it was Black N ubble near the 
northwest. corner of Kingfield. Locating myself in one way 
or another, the burns could be sketched and the condition of 
the country approximately noted. But each day when I got 
up about so high, I found the ice. It remained as long as I 
was in the country. 

I couldn't help thinking of Mark Twain while I was up on 
those mountain tops. If he had been there about noon some 
day, when the trees were dripping both ice and water, and a 
man couldn't stir without being1 wet to the skin, we might 
perhaps have had a striking postscript added to his descrip
tion of a New England ice storm. 

This of course is but one of a thousand perfectly plain 
demonstrations of the effect of elevation and exposure on 
temperature. The general effects of these conditions on the 
distribution of tree growth are no less evident and \Yell 
known. Many notes relating to it, rendered much more 
worth while by aneroid observations, were taken during the 
season's cruising. There is hardly enough of them yet to put 
on record, and they do not strictly harmonize with the utili
tarian nature of this report. 

SUMMARY ON THE KENNEBEC. 

Probablv as much has now been said as can well be . "' 
put in narrative form. It remains next to gather statis-
tical information, and draw such conclusions in regard 
to the lumber business of the Kennebec as it appears may 
safely he drawn. After that we shall go on to other territory, 
returning later to the discussion of some topics and sugges
tions which have not yet been sufficiently followed out. 

The first thing that is essential is statistical knowledge as 
to area and condition. The total area drained by the Kenne
bec river, according to Well's survey, is 5,800 square miles. 
~~~~f;g Of this only about half has to be considered in con-
area. nection with spruce-its more northern and higher 
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portion. By this it is not meant that there is no spruce south 
of the line of division drawn. Spruce goes clear to the south
western corner of the State. The question is one of practi
-cal timber supply for the Kennebec mills, an<l with that in 
view our dividing line is approximately correctly drawn. 
Whatever may he derived from territory below it is not great 
in amount. _Most of it probably is wanted for local con
sumption. It can be estimated by those familiar and con
cerned with the country in question atl supplementary to the 
area dealt with here. 

The northem s1)ruce-1n·oducing !)ortion of the 8 b 
1

. . 
<--- kU -(lVl-

KennebeC has, exclusive of Moosehead lake, an sion. 

area of 2,820 square miles. This area has, for the purposes 
of this study, been divided into five districts, the names and 
.area of which follow: 

Sq. miles. 

1. Drainage of the Moose river. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 655 
2. Drainage of Roach river and Moosehead lake. . 430 
3. Drainage of Dead river . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 820 
4. Tributary to Kennebec river below Moosehead 

as far south as Moscow and Mayfield 580 
.5. Part of drainage of Sandy river and Carra-

hasset * . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 335 

2,820 

In the further development of the subject the next De<lnctions 

step i::, the deduction of those areas which, so far as to be ma(lt'. 

the spruce supply is concerned, are waste land. For the 
present purpose the following table gives us the essential facts. 
Among the items of waste land, water and bog areas are classed 
together, old burnt lands and settled land as well. Most of the 
newer lmrnt lands were burnt within the last fifteen years. In 
this connection especial attention is called to the amount of 
burnt land on the Dead river. The waste from mountain top 

is a pretty unreliable figure. 

* Northern and more mountainous portion including on the south Lexington, 
Kingfield, Mount Abraham, l\laclrit"l, Letter E and No. 6. 
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Dead river .. . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. 8201 33 218 86 19 464 .57 

Main river below lake . .. . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . 5801 31 2 102 442 .76 

Sandy and Carra basset..... . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . 3351

1 

4 23 143 15 150 .45 

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . • . . . . . . . . . 2,820 J 135 315 351 55 1,964 .70 

These figures are worthy of careful study, the figures par
ticularly for the different sections of the country, to those 
whose interests attach to them. Detail figures for each town
ship are behind these summary ones. For various reasons it 
is not intended to give these publication in this report. That~ 
indeed, could best he done in map form. 
Area har<l In addition to the facts here tabulated there are 
wood anct 
blowdown. others which affect the problem of growth materi-

ally. Among these may be mentioned the area of blown ,down 
timber, which is very considerable, and the proportion of the 
country which is pure or nearly pure hard wood. In~regard 
to these matters no tabulation will be attempted. For areas 
which were explored the facts are approximately known, and 
they have been allowed for. For other regions the re
sults of inquiry have to be taken, supplemented with what 
could be learned through occasional views from mountain 
tops. For all facts of this nature relating to the quest10n of 
spruce supply-the proportion of hard wood land, the:mixture of 
young spruce in the cut-over lands, the proportion of black 
growth and its degree of thrift-constant watch has been kept 
thoughout the season. Of the several districts into which the 
Kennebec drainage is divided, the territory tributary to the 
river below Moosehead is the only one of which not enough 
was seen to form a pretty good general notion at first hands 
of its character. This whole matter, however, must be 
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brought into the problem more in the way of judgment than 
as statistics. 

Next in order comes the timber condition of the ~
1
~i~tof 

territory. In regard to this, the first question that timber. 

meets us is the proportion of the total producing area which 
remains uncut. The figures presented on this point are to he 
somewhat qualified. Those who have followed the narrative 
which precedes in this report will perhaps understand what is 
meant when I say it is often doubtful what should be reckoned 
as cut and what as uncut land. A.gain, of that which n~ay be 
left uncut, it may be a question how much has a large enough 
proportion of spruce upon it to be worth taking into account 
in the connection. In this, as elsewhere, it has seemed well 
to be c011::-,ervative, and only uncut tracts of some considerable 
extent have been counted into the list. From the area of 
these, no deduction has been made for regions which, though 
reckoned in the account as producing land, may have little or 
no spruce upon them. 

Alongside the figures on the last-named point are put such 
estimates as could be obtained of the amount of merchantable 
timber now standing. The::-,e are in almost all 
cases Iumbermen's figures. Such figures have a 

VIRGIN FOREST AND l\IERCIIANTABLE TnrnER. 

--------·---- -- -------~---~---· 

Amount of 
n1ercllanta
ble saw 
timber. 

-------~--- ----- ------ ·--------------

Moose river .... 655 140 21\ 380 

Roach river and lake . .. .. . .. .. . .. . . .. . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 430 60 14'\ 250 

Dead river . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 820 140 li *390 

Main river below lake . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . 580 10 21 140 

Sandy and Carra basset ............................. , . ~ ~ __ 15\ 100 
2,820 400 u\ 1,260 

* Includes a considerable amount which the business developments of 1896 turn 
over to mills on the Androscoggin. 
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general tendency to underrun the truth. They designate, as I 
understand it, the amount of saw log timber on the tracts in 
question, meaning by that, trees that will yield logs say eight 
inches in diameter at twenty or twenty-five feet. Pulp is not 
included, and unavailable lumber is not included-meaning by 
that again lumber that is so distant from water or so scattered 
that according to current metl-.'1ds and standards it is not 
worth getting. Reason has beei shown in this report why 
such timber, on the upper waters t least, cannot be reckoned 
at less than several million feet of aw lumber for each town. 
This is not included in the estimates, yet in thinking of the 
future it must be allowed for, aside from its bearing on the 
growing power of the land. The estimates vary greatly, too, 
in the care with which they were made, while the vimvs and 
lumbering methods of different men have very great influence 
upon them. Considering these facts and the history in gen
eral of such figures, I think it highly probable that the same 
lumber brought to the test of actual cut, or even viewed 
standing by the more careful Kennebec explorers, would 
come to as much as two billion feet. 
~l~~;}~n In regard to the amount of pulp in the country-
spruce. the small spruce, that is, which is too smal I to cut 

for s~w logs, but which the pulp mills can very well utilize,
lumberman's estimates are only in a few cases to be had. I 
shall prefer not to consider this material in the present con
nection, to consider it not as available lumber, hut as mate
rial which is left on the land for growth. An estimate of its 
amount, hmrnver, is essential even from that point of view. It 
is best given not in board feet, the common but variable term 
of lumbermen, hut in cubic feet, a scientific and unvarying 
measure. I suppose if I set the total amount of spruce stand
ing on the Kennebec drainage at 1,000,000,000 cubic. feet, 
made up one-half of available saw timber and one-half of 
material which from size, quality and location cannot be 
so considereq, that will mean very little at first sight to any 
who read it. Certainly little can be claimed, for any such 
figure, only, in fact, a probability of proximity to the truth. 
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Such a figure, however, js -worth setting. If itt, absolute 

amount hi too great for the comprehension, yet relatively, to 
put alongside of similar figures for growth and for consump

tion, it has a use. 

In order to arrive at it all that has heen learned of the 

country has been put together-the total area of spruce-bear

ing land, the nature of the growth upon it, the severity with 

which in different parts it has been used. Pulp Area cut for 

cutting, I may say, has so far been confined prac- pulp woo(l. 

tically to the Dead river and to the main river below Moose

bead. Some of the towns near the main river, as for instance 

The Forks and Carratunk are said to have been systematically 

stripped. The same kind of cutting has partially gone oYer 

other::,. Below The Forks of the Kennebec, there are only 

one or two tracts said to have now standing upon them saw 

logs of any considerable amount. 

1Vholesale fornres on the amount of growth simi- "' 1 u ._____, 1-ear y 

larly are as much dependent on estimate as on growth. 

computation. On the :Moose river drainage in our estimate 
on this matter we allowed a million feet of yearly production 
to every thirty square miles of productive land. The same 

ratio may fairly be extended to the country tributary to 
Roach river and the lake, a basis of reckoning which sets the 

yearly growth of the 36 7 square miles involved at about 

twelve million feet. Perhaps the same will hold on the 

Sandy river and Carrabasset. 1V c will at any rate set the 
yearly growth of this region at five million feet. 

For the other regions into which the basin of the Kennebec 
,vas divided, no such production, L feel confident, will hold. 

The Dead river at any rate it- Jes::. evenly timbered with 

spruce than the Moose river. Neither is it as a rule so 

thrifty land. It has, furthermore, where it has been cut been 

cut harder, which, according to principles earlier developed, 

runs down its growing power. The same things are true in 

general of the country tributary to the main river. 
Perhaps we shall not be far out of the way in setting the 

yearly growth on these territories at a million feet for each 
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fifty square miles of producing land. This gives us for each 
of the regions named a yearly growth of about nine million 
feet. The total production of the river therefore is set at 
fifty-three million feet. 

What is meant by these figures must be as near as possible 
defined. I mean by it the probable yearly production of 
each territory named, should cutting continue all over it to the 
standard and by the methods at present used, but not pro
ceed to a lower standard or to closer methods. Thus the 
Moose river drainage we will suppose cut all over to a stand
ard of eight inches at twenty feet as cleanly as practical 
lumbermen now cut. This cut may be followed by others at 
intervals of ten to twenty years, but not to a lower standard. 
The Dead river and iwarer drainnge of the main river may be 
cut all over closer, and still, according to the supposition, 
produce the amounts set against them. Harder cutting, if 
followed up, can, it is well understood, greatly decrease the 
growing power of the land. 

In another direction these figures need qualification. All 
these figures, whether relating to area, stand or growth, con
cern only our old-growth tracts, tracts, that is, that were never 
burnt or cleared. Now the older burnt lands, a considerable 
portion of which are about seventy years of age, have more or 
less small spruce upon them, some indeed of even a saw-log 
size. It is believed, however, that this is not now of much 
practical account and that many years must elapse before it will 
he. The pine upon these tracts is greater in amount and 
value. The old burnt lands of the Dead river region, Moxie
gore and other tracts of land in different localities are more 
or less well stocked with it. This class of tim her has been 
left out of account in this djscussion, which has been almost 
entirely dealing with spruce. The pine, however, on the old 
growth lands is included in the estimates of merchantable tim
ber from those lands, and in the explorations and computa-
tions made, distinction between pine and spruce was not drawn. 
The pine in these original forest lands, however, is not great 
in amount. The best of it was cut years ago on almost 
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every township. Probably not over ten per cent of the present 
stand of merchantable coniferous timber on the Kennebec is 
of that species. Its proportion in the estimates on that point 

and also in the estimates of growth is far less than the liability 
of either to error. 

Next we turn to another phase of the general fi~~sgi\fi;e 

question-consumption. Some st~tistics on this Kennebec. 

branch of the subject are given in the app~ndix. Here it is 
only necessary to introduce general amounts. From the 
books of the Kennebec Log Driving Company, I learn that 

the cut of the river exclusive of the Sandy river and Carra

hasset, whose cut is usually taken care of before. it reachPs 
the main Kennebec, amounted in UHl4-~)5 to about 105 ,000 ,000 

feet.* The average for the last ten years is 137 ,Gl 7 ,000 feet. 

Both amounts include all the soft wood timber cut and driven 

down the river-spruce, pine, cedar and hemlock. The cut 

of ::,mall mills at various pointti, getting their logs from nearby 

and selling to a local market, is not included in these figures 
and has not been ascertained. It can be but a small amount, 

not over one or two million feet. Neither is the cut of the 

mills at Lowelltown on the Canadian Pacific included. These 

are sawing at pretient nearly twenty millon feet a year, and 
are entirely capable of taking care of the lumber on the two 

or three townships in their immediate neighborhood. These 

and the mill at Reddington, recognized as temporary, for the 
consumption of the lumber in their v1cinity, though it is an 
item amounting to from twenty-five to thirty millions, it will 
be easiest and fairest to leave out of account here. 

In the lumber driven down the Kennebec, the exact pro

portion of spruce it would take much labor to learn. Inquiry 
at the mills, and some figures relating to the cut of the Dead 

river which are given in the appendix seem to indicate that 
eighty per cent would not be far out of the way. This 

leaves us with 84 millions for 1894-95, and 110 as the average 

spruce cut of the main river for the last ten years. Of this 

* Including about five millions in ISM and nine millions in 1895, brought from 
the Penobscot at Northwest Carry. 
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amount about 40 millions, exclusive of some mill waste, is at the 
present time used for pulp. 

Final con- Putting these figures alongside those for growth 
clusions. recently derived, it is found that according to our 

statistics and estimates about half the yearly spruce cut of 
the Kennebec is balanced by growth, while the yearly pro
duction is more than sufficient to stock the pulp mills. As 
th~se are now the strong mills in bidding for the lumber, the 
mills too that by reason of the labor and capital employed 
are of greatest value to the country, this conclusion has great 
practical importance. 

Now it is certain that of the great rivers of the State the 
Kennebec is that whose timber condition is most critical, the 
only one about whose immediate supply there has been any well 
grounded <louht. True the cut has in general for many years 
past been increasing steadily, but it hab been uncertain whether 
it could be long maintained. Some pressure has indeed already 
been felt. Some vvood has been hauled by rail to the pulp mills 
of the Kennebec. 1Vithin three years a chain carrier and 
sluice have been built at Northwest Carry on Moosehead 
to convey to Kennebec mills timber that grew on the Penob
scot. Another very significant ~ign of the last two years is 
the hauling of spruce pulp wood by the Canadian Pacific from 
Canada to be thrown into the river and floated to the milh, at 
Madison and Solon. These movements seem to be true signs 
of the times, for pres::mre in the market and shrinkage in the 
yearly cut of the Kennebec is not far distant. vVhat the 
steps of that shrinkage will be, how much pressure and dis
turbance will accompany it, remains to he seen. Personally, 
I cannot believe there will be much, for rea::;ons that have 
already been partly indicated. The process will probably be 
slow, and largely offset by developments in entirely new 
directions; Some of our saw mills no doubt will have to be 
abandoned, but many of them are old and cheap affairs. To 
labor I cannot think the loss will be great. To convert a 
thousand feet of spruce Jogs into pulp or fiber costs in labor 
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alone, according to my information, somewhere from five to 
six dollars, several times the labor cost or manufacturing a 
thousand feet oflumber. The work too is carried on under bet
ter conditions, is of a higher grade, and has the advantage of 
1asting all the year round. This, moreover, is saying noth
ing of the paper manufacture which, in order to save trans
portation, is working nearer and nearer to the woods which 
are its final source of supply. Taking everything into 
account, 1t is probably safe to say that the conversion of a 
million feet of spruce into paper is worth more to the labor 
of the State than five millions converted into long lumber. 

Above all, in concentrating attention on one kind of lum
ber, we must not forget other resources which, though they 
may at present have little or no market value, possess, never
theless, great utility, and will certainly have value and make 
business in the not distant future. Chief among these are 
our lrnrd woods. A survey of the country for spruce is a 
very partial and one-sided affair, dictated by the limitation of 
time and money. The uniform tendency of the past we have 
no reason to think will be reversed in the early future. Our 
forest resources have been taken a piece at a time, and they 
are yet but partly utilized. The increase of population, the 
development of transportation and of the arts have given to 
our timberlands in the run, and in spite of the searching pur
suit of some kinds of timber upon them, a co1wtant increase 
in value. 

,:vith so much in the way of forecast and of explanation, it 
remains now merely to assemble and put in compact form the 
major results of this study. As this is done, the qualifica
tions that have been made on previous pages must not he for
gotten. This work cannot be held to close accuracy-there 
may indeed prove to be considerable errors in it. The facts 
obtained are seldom the result of exact record. Sometimes 
they are in terms which are variable and not uniformly under
stood. Judgment almost always forms a considerable ele
ment in them. Not only is this the case with those facts 
which were obtained by inquiry, but those which were 
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determined at first h:mds as well. The work has been hasty. 
Methods have been crude. The subject is a great one, for 
handling which there is no precedent. Conscious of many 
defects in our work, acknowledging chances of error at every 
point in its execution, the results are presented for what they 
are worth, with considerable confidence, however, that they 
will not seriously mislead, in the hope that they will prove of 
great and lasting value to the business interests of the State. 

SUMMARY OF FACTS RELATING TO SPRUCE SUPPLY OF KENNEBEC RIVER. 

AREA-SQUARE LUMBER-1\IILLION FEET 
l\IILES. BOARD l\IEASURE, 

bo ""'. PQ.l Q.) aJ .s 00 ~~ cl. 
""'~ C) 0 Q.)'"' ~.9 

>,..0'0 

~ 
OP >,P. 

I 
;:;; ~ p';j aJ 

cl~ a2 o~ ~2~ 0 >cl 
E-1 if) i::i.1 z .... ~aJ ..-1:1)-::; 

J\foose River basin ..... ····· ........ 655 541 140 380 18 

Dead river ...... . ~ ......... ........... 820 367 140 390 9 

Roach river and M~,osehead lake ...... 430 464 60 250 12 
l\Iain river below l\Ioosellead .......... 580 442 10 140 9 

Sandy and Carra basset ... ············· 335 150 50 100 5 
-- ---- -----

2,820 1,964 400 1,260 53 

* Not including cut of Lowelltown mills. 
t Excluding Reddington. Estimated from very imperfect data. 

Estimated stand, growth and consumption in cubic feet: 
Stand (! in available saw logs) . . • .............................. . 
Growth, present yearly, in virgin timber offset by rtecay ..•..... 
Permanent yearly, equivalent of 53 millions B. M. above ....... . 
Consumption, comes yearly to mill (equivalent of 114 millions 

above) ............................................................ . 
Equivalent in standing trees .....•.•.....•......•..•••.•....•....• 

-~·1 .. ~o; -g~-;;; 
O Q.) Q.l.;, 0 cl 
hl:O;>. a;IQ.)-,:i:,rg':'l 
~Q.).;, :;:;_..~ 

~~~ ~~~ 

*37 

48 

53 ! 
t5 
----
143 114 

1,000,000,000 
22,500,000 

15,000,000 

33,000,000 

44,000,000 
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SPRUCE ON THE ANDROSCOGGIN. 
The AndroscoaO'in drainaO'e is considerably smaller Area, topog-

et:J :::, rapby and 

than that of the Kennebec, wlnle it is less than half timber. 

as large as the basin of the Penobscot. According to Wells' 
""\Vater Power of Maine," the Androscoggin drains in the 
State of Maine about 2, 7 50 square miles, and in the state of 
New Hampshire about 850. Of the whole, however, only 
about 2,200 has to be considered in relation to spruce, for in 
the southern portion that species can hardly be said to occur 
as practicable timber. All of the Andrnscoggin drainage in 
New Hampshire is, or was, spruce-bearing, while in :Maine 
the region of its distribution may be bounded roughly by a 
line beginning in Gilead where the river finally enters the 
state, and running thence northeast to about Phillips on the 
Sandy river. This line encloses a gross area of about 1,300 
square miles. 

The connection of the distribution of spruce with the eleva
tion of the land is more evident here than in any other portion 
of the State. North of the line indicated the country is moun
tainous. South of it, especially south of the Androscoggin 
river, the land is comparatively low and much of it even and 
sandy. Here small second growth pine is found in great 
abundance. It extends south indeed as near as I have been 
able to learn over the whole southwest corner of the State. 
The original growth too was largely pine, ·while spruce, 
except for bunches on the mountains and in the swamps, 
seems not to have occurred. 

The same relations hold good to some extent north of the 
river, as in Newry and Andover in the low lands bordering 
the streams. Parts of thm,e towns are mountainous, however, 
and those portions except where they have been burnt over, 
have a liberal mixture of spruce. Weld is another rough 
town from which the spruce has been mainly killed out by 
clearing and fire. But the line of division in general is pretty 
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clearly marked. Riley is about all mountainous, and is a 
heavily spruced country on which much of the original growth 
remams. Grafton, Andover North Surplus, Letters D and 
E and No. 6, no one on seeing could have any doubt about. 
They are mountainous in the extreme, and those mountain 
slopes, except where burnt or cut, are heavily and evenly 
covered with spruce. 

These townships that I have referred to form a barrier 
separating the upper from the lower course of the Androscog
gin. To the south is the lower river flowing approximately 
east for fifty miles, catching streams from both sides of its 
course. To the north of that barrier lies the Rangeley lake 
system, again with its axis east and 1Vest, and about thirty 
miles in length. The lakes, therefore, situated as they are 
close under this mountain harrier, receive only trifling tribu
taries from the south. Their volume is chiefly maintained 
from the country to the north which drains into them by 
three considerable streams, the Magalloway, the Cupsuptuc 
and the Kennebago. The outlet of the system is at the west, 
where the river forces a way for itself close under the eastern 
face of the ·white mountains. At the east on the other hand 
the upper lakes are closely approached, on high but elevated 
land, by the head waters of the Dead and Sandy rivers, which 
run into the Kennebec. 

Now as the Rangeley lakes, with the exception of Umba
gog, are about 1,400 feet above the sea, while the country 
about is, much of it, considerably higher, this upper Andros
coggin country is more elevated than any other area of equal 
size within the limits of the State. 

Here then on the headwaters of the Androscoggin is the 
chosen home of spruce. Continuous with the high land ofnorth
ern New Hampshire, a part of the great White Mountain pla
teau, this region in its elevation, its uneven topography, and 
l'inest its climate seems to afford that combination of spruce in 
Maine. conditions which ministers to the perfect develop-
ment of this species. The timber of the Appalachian moun-
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tains further south is not known to the writer. No other 
part of Maine, however, ever had any such spruce stand, and 
probably no portion of New York or New England as is 
found from here across northern New Hampshire. Only 
patches of timber elsewhere stand as thick as does the coun
try here. The timber too is much of it of the finest quality 

and size. 
A paragraph in general regarding the cutting on Cutting 

this drainage will be of service before starting in history. 

on its detail examination. Brunswick was the center of the 
early lumber business on the Androscoggin, and much of the 
early pine cut was sawed there. It was after 1850 that the 
bulk of the business was shifted up river. About 1852 mills 
were built at Lewiston, while at the same time the Grand 
Trunk extended to Berlin, N. H., and mills were located on 
the falls at that point. In 1852 also dams were built on the 
lakes, and drives from the lake region, which up to that time 
had been small and uncertain, became regular and consider
able in amount. But all this early lumber was pine. Pine 
was originally on almost all the drainage mixed with the 
spruce. Spruce, however, through all this upper region was 
al ways the most abundant coniferous timber. 

It is only within forty year::.; that spruce has been cut on 
the Androscoggin, while from as far up ai::i the lakes no spruce 
was driven out till the first years of the war. The length 
and difficulty of the drive has saved the timber, and kept the 
river much behind the Kennebec in the utilization of it::,1 lum
ber resources. 

To understand the course of the spruce cut, another glance 
at the map is necessary. This will show that the middle 
course of the Androscoggin-which is its lower course in the 
spruce belt-is within the limits of the state of New Hamp
shire. Much of the cutting up to the present time, therefore, 
ha8 been on the New Hampshire side of the line. That por
tion of the Androscoggin drainage is indeed comparatively 
severely used, and hard cutting has extended about up to 

7 
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Parmacheenee lake on the Magalloway river. About the 
Rangeley lakes light cutting has been going on over accessi
ble lands all the way along for thirty years. The Cupsuptuc 
and Kennebago, saved by the length and difficulty of the 
drive, have never been seriously cut into, and are now 
practically in their primeval condition. South of the lakes, 
too, considerable country is in the same shape. The Bear, 
Ellis and Swift rivers nre small and quickly falling streams, 
which it is scarcely possible in their upper portions to drive. 
The territory about their head waters, therefore, is virgin land, 
a part of which, on the advent of railway facilitiPs, is just 
now beginning to be utilized .. 

It thus appears that about half the Androscoggin spruce 
country is in its original condition, while a considerable por
tion of the remainder has been very lightly used. In pro
portion to its area the Androscoggin drainage is the most 
valuable spruce land in the State. Its provident treatment, 
meaning by that both the economical use of its natural re
sources and its conservation as a timber producing country, 
may we1l he one of the prime objects of public forestry in 
this State. 
scope of In a month's cruising in the Androscoggin spruce 
this study. lands no man could cover the entire territory, or 

see as much as could be desired of its timber. Certain things 
it wa::,; necessary to do, ,vhile others had to be left undone or 
the facts taken at second hand. 

As to the stand of merchantable timber, there was little 
cause to worry. I was particularly fortunate in securing the 
voluntary cooperation of Mr. fJ. A. Pike of Berlin, the man 
who more than any other was qualified to furnish reliable in
formation 011 that matter. A man of sound judgment and 
conservative temper, Mr. Pike has had the best of opportu
nities for their exercise. For twenty years he has been an 
explorer and surveyer on the Androscoggin. Probably half 
its townships he has looked over carefully himself, while as to 
many of the others he has access to the most reliable informa
tion. His judgment on timber has been tested in all kinds 
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of circumstances, and checked many times by the actual cut. 
More Androscoggin timberland has heen bought and sold on 
his judgment than on that of any other man. Mr. Pike's 
figures, therefore, must he considered as the best obtninable, 
and as trustworthy within narrow limits. They will be found 
in their proper place in this report. 

Certain things had to ho done, however, to make any such 
survey of the Androscoggin as had already been carried out 
on the Kennebec. One thing necessary was to map the burnt 
lands, and so with the water areas to throw out from the total 
acreage the proportion that is not producing spruce. It was 
next neces~ary to go over enough of the cut-over country to 
see in what shape the different companies leave their land, 
how badly it hlows down and what shape it is left in to grow. 
The rate of growth of cut-over land had next to he studied, 
for which purpose the old lake cuttings of twenty years or 
more ago furnished the best opportunity. Lastly it was 
necessary to go to the virgin timberland for the determination 
of some facts which have a most important hearing on the 
manner of its treatment. These were the purposes which 
directed my travel and observation. 

Starting in at Berlin, N. H., and loading up Grafton & 

with local information from my friend, Mr. Pike. Riley. 

the first start into the woods was into the neighboring lumber 
operation on Riley, Grafton and Success. A logging rail
road built from Berlin out into the district named had opened 
up a rich spruce country, in which cutting had been going on 
summer and winter for the last three years. Riding out to 
the camps and starting in to look around, the heavy stand of 
spruce was soon evident. As with all timber countries, 
there was considerable variation in the stand-far less, how
ever, than would likely have been the case in central or east
ern Maine. Of mountain land there was enough certainly,
to the east lay the mnge formed by Speckle mountain, 
Mahoosuc and Gooseye, of which Speckle comes near to 
being the second highest in the State-but these were well 
timbered high up on their sides, while under the lumbering 
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methods practiced, little, except the bare ledges, was waste. 
To the left again, lay a swamp area of considerable extent, 
but this was not without its timber, while all intermediate 
land was covered with a heavy mixed growth in which was a 
strong mixture of spruce. Much of the timber, t00, was of 
the finest to be found. Good drainage and sufficient soil are 
the almost uniform attendants of these rough lands, and except 
well up in the mountains the spruce in this region gains its 
largest size and finest quality. 

The cutting here practiced was of especial interest. Most 
lumbermen say that in an ordinary chance, with any distance 
~~~~ine whatever to haul, trees less than ten or twelve 
cutting. inches at the butt are not worth handling. Neither 

would the average lumberman go 1,500 feet in vertical height 
up a mountain side for the little stunted spruce found on such 
places. Owning the land himself and charging himself no 
stumpage whatever, merely the difficulties of lumbering would 
stop him from so doing. He would say it didn't pay, that that 
timber under present conditions of business was out of reach 
for human use. Not so here however. Berlin, consuming 
in its different mills a hundred millions of spruce per year, 
provides a market for logs of all sizes and grades. The thick 
stand, and the evenness of it, requiring that roads be put in 
thickly and everywhere, induce:; the closest cutting, while 
organizing ability of the first order overmatches the hardest 
natural obstacles, and brings to market at a profit a quality of 
timber which for ordinary operators to handle would be finan
cially ruinous. Carloads of logs have been hauled into Berlin 
which ran as high as forty sticks to the thousand. 

But we must see in what shape cutting leaves the land here. 
If this report, like some publications 011 the subject of forestry, 
were a picture book, and the selector of choice landscapes had 
by any evil chance got as far as ten miles a way from commo
dious cars and a soft bed, this volume would no doubt have been 
adorned with several views from this locality. It is the hardest 
cutting ever seen by the writer outside of a woodlot. When 
the operation was first started, cord wood was cut as well as 
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lumber, and here the surface of the ground was an almost un
broken brush-heap, out of which there stood erect only the 
few crooked and scrawny yellow birches which were not 
worth the dynamite that would have heen required to split 
them. Plenty of ground that started with fifty hadn't more 
than two or three cords of wood of any kind standing upon it. 

Cmising round in the newer works, it was evi- Future of 

dent that so far as spruce was concerned quite as tllis lan<l. 

complete devastation had heen wrought. The hard woods 
had here been left, hut the future prospects of the land per
haps were even worse on that account, for the hard woods 
left standing, ·which now at any rate are undesirable and value
less species, will be sure, as many time3 seen in old cuttings 
elsewhere, to spread out their crowns and largely appropriate 
the ground. They are in position too to shower the ground 
·with seed, and ;;;o put competing species at a disadvantage. 
A hundred years will not :mffice to grow another crop of 
spruce logs on that ground, and at two hundred it could not 
fail under the circumstances to he much smaller than the 
original stand. I agree ,vith the owners of the land in think
ing that if fire could he controlled the best thing to do for 
this country would he to burn it clean, and take the chances 
on an entirely new crop. 

Some determinations of the spruce left on this Amount of 

land will he of interest. Considerable territmy spruce left. 

was cruised, and selecting two or three pieces of representa
tive g:round a count was carrie<l for morn than a mile and a 
half ~cross the works of all spruce trees big enough to show 
above the bru~h piles. So far as seeing ,vas concerned, one 
might sometimes have counted for a quarter of a mile each 
way. My strip, however. in order closely to estimate it, was 
confined as mmal to a width of ahout forty-eight l'lteps, or the 
side of a quarter of an acre. Prnceeding thus, the count 
for 3,900 ste11s, covering an area of about twenty D1

2
·a_m. No. 

~ ~ ~ 

acres, gave me the trees recorded in the accom- ! :: !~ 
panying table. Of these the larger were often ~ :: ~i 
forked, crooked or otherwise deformed. But few i :: i 

9 " 4 
trees above six inches had been left intentionally. over fl 10 

Trees down to seven inches at four feet from the Total. 193 
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ground had been regularly cut to haul a way, and smaller 
ones if they were in the roads. Many too of the smallest 
sizes were smashed down, as is evident from the small number 
found standing. Altogether the count gives me between 
nine and ten spruce trees per acre, about thirty cubic feet, 
which as near as I can tell is about one per cent of the 
original stand. 

What now is eoming up on that land to replace the timber 
cut off? In the first place it will bear repetition that the 
ground will not be altogether left to a new crop, hut will be 
largely occupied by the trees left in cutting, the undesirable 
ones in species and quality, whirh will spread out and largely 
cover the ground. As to the new growth, it b certain that it 
What spe- will not be mainly spruce. ·white birch, I think, 
cies form 

i1:i~\1e_ is the tree that will be most prominent in the 
their value. new growth. On this ground and in other places 

where hard spruce cutting had left the ground nearly bare, 
the prominence of this species was many times noted. On 
old yards and bluice-ways it is apt to be especially abundant. 
And this is what would be expected from the biological charac
teristics of the tree. It requires a great deal of light, and so, 
while it is not abundant in the virgin forest, it does spring up 
freely on burnt or abandoned land, being aided in its diffusion 
by the extreme lightness of its seeds. Heavy cuttin,~ or a blow
down again afford the necessary conditions for its growth, and 
here too it is abundantly found. 

Not uniformly or alone however. Dwarf maples, Acer 
pennsylvanicum and A. spi"caturn, are very apt to fill up gaps 
caused by cutting. Cherry is another tree that shows a simi
lar propensity. Twenty or thirty years, however, is about as 
long as these will last. They die out finally, crowded out by 
the longer-lived trees, yellow birch and maples, which are 
almost always mixed with them. 

Evergreen trees moreover are not absent. Small fir is one 
of those things that is almost sure to be seen whenever in the 
woods one looks ahout him. There is generally a lot of it on 
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the floor of the vindn forest, and when the over- Relative 
'--' persistence 

growth is cut it still persists and sends its leaders ~~~PJ'~~.ce 

up through the brush and tops. A new growth of it may 
start too. And it is especially noteworthy that mixed with it 
in both cases there is almost ::;ure to he a proportion of spmce. 
This may be numerically small, but potentially it is quite 
otherwise. Fir, we all know, is a short-lived tree \Vhich only 
in very favorable circumstances reaches a merchantable size. 
Spruce on the other hand is long-lived and persistent. Its 
infant mortality must be small. Its presence on a piece of 
ground is sure to mean something. 

Perhaps the most valuable combination possible Spruce an<l 

is white birch with spruce. This on old yards and white birch. 

sluice-ways was seen not infrequently. A thick mat of birches, 
perhaps mixed with other species, covered the ground, run
ning at say three years of age from two to three feet high. 
Among these was a generous sprinkling of spruces of the same 
age hut only six to eight inches high. Now the future of 
such growth is not uncertain. The birch will bring a crop to 
maturity in fifty or sixty years, a crop that if spread exten
sively over the country would he not greatly inferior in value 
to its predecessor. At that time, however, the young spruce 
will not have reached even pulp log size. To do thb! in 
thick growths -which alone produce much material on the land 
-thnt is to ~Tow log~ ten to twelve inches through at four 
feet from the ground-at lea~t one hundred years will be re
quired. Observations on this point ure recorded in another 
portion of this report. 

To return to the land immediately in question-mixed 
grnwth I will repeat from which the spruce has been cleanly 
cut, the spruee having formed so large a proportion of the 
original stand that the land is now in very ragged shape,
the new growth springing up is quite prominently white 
birch. \Vith this are other hard woods, prominently some of 
dwarf size and short life which have little bearing either help
ful or harmful on the future of the land. The cleaner the 
cut, the larger the ratio according to my observation that the 
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birch bears to the other species. In places a good deal of fir 
and spruce is springing up. The latter seldom makes any great 
showing on the ground at present, but given sufficient time it 
may be counted on to regain a fraction of its old standing in 
the cover of the land. 
::ri1~~n Here is one way to treat timberland, and much 
of it? as it has been clamored against, there is something* 
to he said for it. At any rate the men who lumber in this 
way are not to be indiscriminately howled at. They are 
keen business men, endeavoring through the purchase of 
land and the cuttmg and marketing of its timber, to build up 
a fortune for themselves and their heirs. Every stick of 
timber standing on their land that can be cut and marketed 
at a profit, they cut and sell, and invest the proceeds in more 
land and a bigger operation. And as business men of the 
sharpest kind, taking into account, too, the facts of growth 
and the future of the market so far as they are known or can 
be judged, there is little doubt that their decision is finan
cially sound. If they were mill men primarily, with a big 
capital invested in plant and a vital interest in its perma
nent supply, they would look at the matter differently. Were 
they investors of money looking for a moderate assured return 
on capital invested, their cut would doubtless have much more 
reference to the steady output of spruce from their land. If 
they were not logging by rail, but driveable streams kept an 
outlet for logs continually open without expense, even that 
might determine them to leave the young timber to grow, 
with the purpose of cutting over the land again in twenty or 
thirty years. Neither of these things is the case, however, 
and as things stand, their judgment is not at fault. Every 
dollar that they can make will bring in more invested in their 
business than the growth of timberland will pay. They do 
what every other business man would do in the same circum
stances if he were as strong in his purposes and as sharp in 

*Perhaps the reader wonders what that "something" is. It lies just here-in the 
complet6 utilization of the original stand of timber. There are here none of 
those great wastes through slack methods, blowdown of timber left, etc., that 
were so often noted in our earlier study. 
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his calculations. Under these circumstances I submit that 
complaint about the rapacity of lumbermen is both futile and 
foolish.. If the State's interest is different from that of pri
vate owners, then let the State in some efficient and bm,iness
like way look after it. 

But is the State's interest different from that of private 
owners? After much field study bearing directly on this point, 
and considerable thinking .over the questions involved, I for 
one am not entirely clear on that point. There are balanced 
and complicated considerations here, ~1 multitude of circum
stances and possibilities coming in from every direction which 
render a decision very difficult. The rapidity of growth and 
the requirements of different trees, the risk of fire and insects 
and the liability of thinned growth to hlowdowns, the future 
of the market in regard to different kinds of woods, depend
ent as that is on the discoveries of science, the development 
of business, and the amount and accessibility of the world's 
supplies-all these affect the question materially. To reckon 
in such circumstances is not within the limits of possibility. 
A lump judgment, fallible as that must be, is the only open 
course. 

TREER STANDING ON AN ACRE OF LAND IN GRAE'TON', OXFORD COUNTY, MAINE. 

Diameter
inches. 

SPRUCE. i OTHER SPECIES. 

1--------- 1------- ---- -

1 J ~i I" i j • " I j I~! I . - ;.;3 §] .... I H .3o I ~ '"' .... p·~ ,a; 
~ ; ll ~ s ~ i ~ ~ -~-::;_~ __ 1~--~-c-~-~_i __ ~_~ 

Over 18 . . . . . . . • . • • 6 75-85 500 1 800 1 3 4 430 I I 
15-18 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24 65-80 1,200 4:200 1 3 - 2 250 
12-14..... . . • • . . . . . 10 60-70 290 1,160 6 61 1 X50 
10 ancl 11 . . . • . . . . . 12 55-65 225 8371 2 12 2 240 
8 arnl 9 . . . . . • . . • 24 40-55 265 795 3 6 5. 14 2 270 
6 anll 7 • . . . . • . • • 21 35-50 120 - I 2 - 7'\ 12 2 135 
3-ti . . . . . .. . . • . • • . ~~ -40 1~~ - 10 10 42 2~ - 17~ 

Uncler 3 . . . . . . • . . . 366 - ;~.> - , 105 30 20 16 4 fo 

526--- 2,760 S,7921120 ~ ~182 ~ 1,860 2,000 
I I 

This study, however, has to do only with those factors of 
the problem which can be studied in the Androscoggin woods. 
In order to get some more facts of that nature before our 
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view, let me, after presenting the notes of a sample acre of 
virgin land at this point, conduct the reader to some new 
territory. 

As to the scale put on these trees it should be said that for the 
hard wood and the largt spruce (those above fourteen inches 
diameter)the figure was se" at what it was judged the trees would 
yield as ordinarily cut and scaled in the locality. A reasona
ble discount for imperfections has to be made. In regard to 
the small trees it was necesi;;ary for the calculations to be 
made later that they should agree relatively. A method of 
.conversion from cubic feet into hoard feet had therefore to be 
devised, as true as might he to the usual or the best practice. 

The same is here used as was used in the case of the Ken
nebec. This supposes the Maine log rule to be employed in 
.scaling and not the Blodgett or New Hampshire rule which, 
however, is now somewhat extensively employed on the 

. Androscoggin this side of the line. For the principles of this 
method of conversion see page 50 and also the discussion of 
scaling in the third section of this report. 

The Blodgett rule gives a larger scale on small logs than 
does the Maine rule. The ratio between cubic feet standard 
measure and hoard feet as read off from the rule is in fact 
nearly constant in logs of all sizes. This would affect the 
percentage rates of increase as worked out in the following 
discussion, h1 most cases to depress them to a slight extent. 
The calculation has been worked through on the basis of values 
given by the Blodgett rule, but for clearness' sake it is thought 
best not to puhlbh results. 
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EXPLORATION ON THE MAGALLOWAY. 

On Friday the eleventh day of October, at Cambridge, 
N. IL, I met by appointment Mr. ~John C. West of Berlin, a 
trusted explorer for the Berlin Mills Company and others, 

whose local knowledge and experience in estimating I was 
anxious to profit by. Procuring a leaky sail boat at Cam
bridge, we made the most of a stiff breeze up Umbagog lake, 
and tramped through the woods from the head of the lake to 

the Brown farm on the Magalloway river. Next day, hiring 
a canoe at Aziscohm;, we IJaddled twelve miles UJJ The 

1\Iagallo-
the river and in mid-afternoon in a cold drizzle way. Topog-• · raphy and 

reached the Parmacheenec Club's , ,camp in the timber. 

Meadows." Here we were in the middle of "Parkertown," 
or V Range III, and engaging board for a few days we made 
the camp our base for a partial exploration of the township. 
This township was seleeted for exploration, not only bee:mse 
its mvners are among the largest owners and operators of 
timberland in the region, hut because the woods superin
tendent of the company, a close student of woods and mill 

economy. had recently inaugurated some improvements in 
cutting, and I was desirous, by looking the land over and 
talking with the operators and men, to see how the changes 
worked. 

The Magalloway country has been and still is a great 
spruce preserve. Ahove Aziscohos falls its course is nearly 
parallel with the State line and from two to three miles dis
tant. Five townships in the northwest corner of the State 
thus have the :Magalloway flowing down their middle, an ar
rangement 'which, except in the most northerly of the five, 
avails to make their timber completely and readily acces::iible. 
This basin is hounded on the east by a high, rough ridge, 

broken with one or two mountain peaks, which follows very 
nearly the east line of the towns. On the west, similar land 
separates it from the Diamond and the Connecticut. An area of 
about two hundred square miles is thus enclosed, exclusive ol 
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the country below Lincoln Plantation. This country was 
naturally heavily timbered and for spruce but little of it was 
waste land. The water areas by the maps foot up about seven 
square miles. Of burnt land there is, as near as I could 
learn, about five. Of waste in mountain top and bog there 
was to he seen but little. Perhaps all items may foot up in 
land which is not producing spruce ten per cent. of the 
whole. 

Parkertown is perhaps the most typical township of the 
five. The river flows through its midst, winding back and 
forth in a belt of alluvial land. Into the river from each side 
run a number of brooks. These reach back to the divides, 
and since they are themselves separated by high land, the 
town is divided into six or eight different basins, each of 
which is, for purposes of lumbering, a district by itself. Out
side of the flat land along the river the country is uneven, 
much of it pretty rough. Drainage therefore is excellent and 
while there is seldom much of any soil, there is amply 
sufficient for the production of spruce. The mountains were 
covered with it nearly pure ; the ridge country had mixed 
growth in which spruce almost al ways hore a strong propor
tion ; the alluvial land along the river and the small areas 
of flat land on the brooks have generally a considerable 
mixture. In the virgin condition of the township acres 
without their two or three thousand of spruce must have been 
infrequent, while the average stand would have been con
siderably greater. 

!;f~r1~~zl~n Thi::i particular township, however, is now largely 
fl0 ~~serva- cut through. The day after our arrival bringing 

weather in which woodsmen feel called on to be up and 
doing, we left camp in the morning and struck east by the 
compass to see what we could find. A few rods travel car
rying us out of the alluvial land, we struck next a ridge-coun
try in which spruce formed originally about half the growth, 
mixed with fir, yellow birch and some white birch and muple. 
The land was cut ten years ago, not as closely as in work 
of more recent years. Travelling long enough to get an idea 
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of the country ,-the lay of the land, the nature of the origi
nal growth, its thriftiness and the character of the cut-my 
companion and I started together our systems of count and 
estimate on which was to he based a judgment of the grow

ing capacity of the land. vVest's purpose in estimating had 
al ways been chiefly to ascertain the amount of merchantable 
timber on the ground. He counted trees therefore that were 
of size to cut, setting his limit at the lowest notch, and esti
mated their contents in board feet. His practice, moreover, 
was to count over a circle of seven rods radius around him. 
My idea, on the other hand, was to get at the growing power 
of the land, and my count stopped with six inch trees only 
because the smaller sizes could not be taken in with accuracy. 
My examination of the ground, moreover, was to one side and 
to the width of a quarter of an acre. Our practice was to 
count this way for half a mile, distance being determined by 
count of steps, and then compare notes, talk over what we had 
seen· and pursue on the spot any suggestions received. Then 
,ve would travel on further, looking the country over more at 
liberty, studying the young growth coming up in the gaps, 
and comparing our observations and experiences in general. 
During the course of our ten days together I learnt a great 
deal from -:\fr. 1Yest, and I have al ways thought that the gen
ernl agreement of our estimates spoke well for the work 
of hoth of us. 

As was said earlier, the first ground ·we got into Amount of 

was covered with mixed growth cut out ten years fl~~1ii~i~ 
before, yielding a large cut of spruce. The hard woods on 
the grnund, however, had been plenty enough to keep the stuff 
left from blowing down much. As for the amount of spruce 
standing, West's count for the first half mile averaged eighteen 
trees and 1,300 board feet per acre. My count took in thirty
four trees six inches in diameter or over per acre, and set 
their contents at 525 cubic feet. The stand of all species was 
set at something like 1,200 cubic feet. 

Passing soon over the ridge into the basin of :e~~1~;~rn
Linco ln brook, a territory of heavier hard wood down. 
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was entered which probably never possessed more than three 
or four thousand feet of spruce per acre. The spruce now 
standing after a cut six years old stood in a similar small propor
tion. A short distance through this brought us to a piece of 
rough ledgy country which offered no firm rooting to trees, 
while in the original condition it was covered with nearly 
pure spruce. The cut, therefore, had left the land very ragged, 
and especially subject to winds. A detailed count here 
yielded West about 700 hoard feet per acre, while by my 
count there appeared to be standing twenty-six trees whose 
contents was set at 27 5 cubic feet. The stand of all species 
was perhaps 400 or 500 cubic feet, while a much larger 
amount of wood lay flat on the ground. After that we came 
into well mixed growth standing like that first described. 
Here we took occasion to cut down a couple of trees for detail 
measurement and to test in quite a number the percentage of 
growth characteristic of this typical, thinned-out ]and. 
A thick _ A little matter that came to our notice here is ring. Its 
cause? worthy of mention. The writer was doing the 
measuring and taking notes, while vVest made the shoal cut 
necessary and counting in marked the tenth ring from the 
bark. Now having his attention directed particularly to this 
ring, he soon noticed that it was thicker than its neighbors to 
a very perceptible degree. He found, in fact, that he could 
by this mark put his pencil on the tenth ring without count
ing, and that in almost every tree. The same thing I believe 
I had previously noted in Grafton, though it is not down in 
my note book. We afterwards found it, however, at Bemis, 
and about the Richardson lakes. 

This little fact is one of those sugge~tive things which sets 
everybody to theorizing, but which to carefully follow out is 
a very different matter. A thick ring, let me say, found 
regularly and over a considerable extent of country is some
what of a novelty, at least to the present writer. Thin rings 
are not infrequent, constant or nearly so in their position, 
and found throughout a large range. Often they are known to 
be due to cold and inclement seasons. For this other occur-
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rence, however, I have not yet discovered either a parallel or 

a cause. 
About Lincoln pond in the northeast 1mrt of the ,vi d rnre goo 

town is a considerable body of virgjn timber. This roa(ts pay. 

of course cannot be hauled to the river at its nearest point, 
but must go down the brook through which the pond dis
charges. This was a four mile haul and as a good many mil
lions of timber had to go that route, a good road was the first 
thing in order. This ,ve crossed on our easterly course, find

ing it the best ever seen by us in the country, cut out wide 
and carefully graded before freezing. Probably when the 
hauling is good, five thousand feet of lnmher will go down 
jt at a load. 

Passing the road and the brook nearby, old works were 

again found in growth like that first entered, but more recently 
cut. Turning south, count for half a mile gave ,vest twelve 
merchantable spruce trees to the acre, footing up about 1,000 
feet. My count yielded twice the number with a total stand 
of 400 cubic feet. This timber, readers will understand, 
has not grown since the cut. A spruce tree six years old 
could hardly he much over a foot high. The trees classed as 
merchantable in the count were mostly between eight and 
eleven inches in diameter four feet from the ground which 
when the cut was made may have been an inch smaller. They 
were trees which partly from their small size and partly from 
their scattered position were skipped in the cut. The original 
stand from which they were left probably stood five or six thous
and per acre of spruce, or an equivalent of 2,000 cubic 
feet. 

After travelling south for a mile or more, a turn ~f~;r~~~t'-"th 
to the west was made. This course finally brought ting. 

us to the river, up which the drivers' path carried us to camp. 
On the way a sample of the alluvial land was seen, while a 
little burnt area was passed, and its extent approximately as
certained. vVhen we got in we compared notes finally on 
what we had seen relative to young growth corning up in the 
cuttings. On half the land seen we agreed that young fir 
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mixed with spruce was the most abundant growth. On the 
remainder, mixed hard woods, in which at present dwarf 
map]es are most prominent, hold the ground. The two things 
were mixed largely, but in general this proportion was thought 
to hold. The significance of these different elements, their 
permanence and prospective value, has already been indicated. 

The reader of course cannot he burdened with a mass of 
this kind of detaH. It has seemed well, however, to explain 
and illustrate the methods of inquiry used. If these are ap
proved of, if the methods devised appear to be adapted and 
sufficient for the purpose, a presumption will be created that 
they were used with good judgment and discrimination. As 
to the amount of timber left and consequent inferences as to 
the growing power of the l:1nd, little more than the final 
statement of conclusions remains to be said. 

Where cut- There were, however, some special objects con
ting should nected ·with the exploration of this town Strik-be unspar- • 

ing. ing out on Monday morning to the west, the valley 
opposite camp was traversed, then we struck over the ridge into 
the basin of the next brook north. On the divide was found 
what is not so infrequently seen on high ground, a piece of 
flat wet land, in character approachin~ bog. The ledgy 
ridge crown was flat and al most devoid of mineral soil. 
Vegetable material, however, moss and decayed leaves, formed 
a stratum from which there had grown up a heavy stand of 
spruce. The cut here had been heavy, but it might well have 
been heavier, for most of what was left had blown down. 

Ledgy land, where the trees simply sit on the surface and 

are not anchored into soil, can be treated in one of only two 
ways, if its value is to be reaped. Either but few of the trees 
should be cut, the largest and tallest, leaving enough for 
mutual protection from the winds, or else every stick that 
can be handled at a profit should be taken. Half way meas
ures are most wasteful. The winds of our ordinary seasons 
will destroy in five years after opening such timber more than 
will be replaced by the growth of the next fifty. The prac-
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tical thing to do, when it is determined to touch such timber 
at all, is to cut it clean. 

Thi::i is the first locality where I ever saw spruce ~~~~:~~1g 

sawed down. At this particular point the logging timber. 

was done by jobbers, but under close inspection by the own
ers of the land and mills. Stumps were cut from a foot to 
eighteen inche::i high, in most cases down to the flare of the 
roots, and tlwre certainly did appear to he a saving of tim
ber. Saving in cost and time is a different matter. Opera
tors so far as talked with gave the method a bad name, while 
the representatives of the owners of the land thought it had 
worked well, and that the inevitable objection to change 
was being gradually oYercome. At any rate they required 
it of their own men. There seems to he a difference on this 
point between small and large timber. In the pineries ahout 
Rice Lake, vVisconsin, as I learned on a visit there, sawing 
down was introduced because it saved in time, not for its 
economy of timber. In the compu,ratively small timber of 
our own State the facts may he different. Sawing down 
involves more tools to carry and more clearing a\vay and 
fu::ising round before men actually get to work on a tree. 
Altogether there seems to be an economy in the use of the 
new method in our own woods. 

In this connection another feature of the cutting ri~t~i top 
all about Berlin should receive attention. This is logs. 

the way in which logs are run up into the limb::,. Berlin is 
very economical in its use of timber. There is no waste from 
its mills unused. On all the trihutary country logs are cut 
very long. Big trees sealing 200 to 400 feet are run up to 
seven or eight inches at the top; small trees are cut off at 
four to six. The knotty tops are some of them sawed into 
scantling. :Many also go into pulp. sawed up into lengths for 
the barker and only the largest knots split out. It is news
paper material mainly that is made at Berlin. For finer 
grades of paper that quality of wood could not he used. At 
any rate most pulp mills in Maine, an<l the saw mill::, too for 

8 
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that matter, have their timber topped off at the lower limbs, 
wasting in this way from fifteen to twenty per cent. of their 

available lumber.* About the first step, it would seem, in the 

preservation of our forests should be the securing of greater 

economy in the use of their products. The waste mentioned 

is the more unjustifiable because it is very largely due to our 
faulty and unjust methods of scaling timber. A discussion of 

this matter wm be found elsewhere iu this report. 

~
1
;i~Yf1lfi

11
_ The most interesting topic of inquiry pursued on 

ber to grow. Parkertown was a system 0£ cutting inaugurated 

within two years, designed to save the small timber for 
growth. The woods work of the owners of Parkertown is 
very carefully looked after, and the superintendent of the 

company, backed up by his chief assistant, having regard for 
the future of the land, had hit on the scheme of leaving trees 
twelve inches and under on the stump. It was stipulated in 

contracts with jobbers that trees of less size should be left 
unless they stood in the line of the roach,, while the same rule 

of cutting was impressed on the minds of the company's own 
men. I wanted to see how the scheme had worked, how the 
men viewed the new regulation and what effect it had had on 
the growing power of the land. 

There was hut one criticism on the scheme that I had to 
make a priori, and the justiee of that was readily assented to 
by its author. A stump diameter is a very variable and 
unsatisfaetory measure. A standard of ten inches diameter 

fou1· feet from the ground woul<l accomplish about what was 
desired, and be a much more reliable and handy rule. Other 

considerations suggested were of a more fundamental charac
ter, not urged with a view to their immediate adoption, hut 

rather formulated for consideration during the study of the 
land. A practical woodsman, of course, had not to he remindPd 
that in many places it \\'as of no use to leave small timber, that 
such as he did leave would he almost sure to blow down. In 
another way, however, the plan seemed inadequate to accom
pfo,h its purpm;e. The course determined on, while it is a 

*See appendix for figures bearing on this point. 
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step in the right direction, seems not to go far enough. Not 

enough is left to make the succeeding growth of much 
account. In a good growth of virgin timber the trees between 
ten inches in diameter four feet up and the smallest size that 
wonl<l anywhere he cut are not many in number or large in 
volume. Little is sacrificed and little gained hy leaving them 
standing. If a man really mearn, to cut for fnture growth, he 
should, in virgin land at lea::;t, leave more on the ground. 

Thi:, was the view taken off-hand. At the time, as was said, 
it ·wa8 only stated tentatively and for consideration. The 
point was held in mind throughout my exploration, and it will 
be again referred to in the detailed discu-;sion fnrther on. 

As to the results of the scheme in practice. now it 

however, I could not see that it had yet made works. 

any difference in the way the land was cut. This was due 
not so much to defect:, in the plan as to the men who had to 
carry it out. The old habit of cutting everything they came 
to, leaving only such tree:, as were off by themselves and 
therefore required extra effort to get, was too strong to be 
overcome in a year. The men didn't appreciate the pur
pose of the regulation, and unle:::;s constantly remin<led, would 
pay it no attention. The man in charge of one camp, I found, 
didn't remember how his contract read on that point,-ten or 
t\velve inches at the stump, he wasn't sure which, was the 
limit set. Certainly that man was not efficiently carrying out a 
,vell planned fore:::;t pol icy. Among the sawyers, there was a 
corresponding indetinitenes:,; and laxity. No noticeahle effect 
on the cut could indeed he seen. vVhen timber that this far 
from the mill could he considered merchantahle had been left, 
it seemed to he left because it wa8 hard to get at. 

The same thing was true in the work o:f the company's own 
men. In my note book I find record of one spot where at 
the end of a twitch road four stumps, 12, 11, 11, and 10 

inches in diameter were found. Twenty feet down the road 

was another thirteen incheR in diameter and two more below 
about the same di:::;tance apart. These seven trees were what 
the road was cut for. At the end of it was the little hunch 
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of four, and when the men came to it they cut it, though 
under size. Now if land is to be cut with a view to growth, 
it is just such trees as this that should be left standing. 

Difficulties ,vhat is here said is not said from an unfriendly 
to be met. or dit--couraging attitude. Every attempt to man-

age land with a view to the future should be aided to the 
fullest degree by the State. But attempts of this kind should 
not be rnacle blindly. unmindful of the real difficulties that lie 
in the way. vVhat is here said will call attention to the fact 
that when a saving cutting policy is determined on in the 
office of a big lum her company, that is not the end and execu
tion of the matter. The axemen and men in charge have still 
to be considered. Their wasteful ha bits must be checked, 
their old methods so far as they conflict with the new policy 
corrected. And this is not the work of a day. It will take 
time and the sharpebt. kind of superintendence to effect it. 

Let it be clearly understood that before any great saving 
can be effected in our lumbering, new methods mui:;t to a cer
tain extent be developed, and men trained from the top down. 
The training up of a professional class of head men and 
choppers is especially desiruble, men who shall chose trees 
and protect young growth to as good effect as they now plan 
their roads and the felling of their tim her. Thi::, is a long 
labor, one in which the experience of other countries can help 
some, but not much. The brunt of it must come in our 
own woo<ls. With all genuine efforts in this direction, the 
co-operation of State forest commissions should be of ihe 
heartiest. 

~'\:~~r~~~i Returning again to Parkertown, let me present 
}h~~~~~i~. some figures that will be used in the further dis
cussion of the problems arising in connection with the mH,n
agement of these Androscoggin lands. First, is a detailed 
statement of the trees standing on a sample acre that, fairly 
repre:,entative of the country in its stand of mechantable spruce 
timber, was thought to be approximately such also in re::ipeet 
to the propo~tion of hard and soft woods and· large and 
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small trees. Note particularly the number of large spruce 
trees as compare<l with those from six to twelve inches 
in diameter. Their relation is no chance or insignificant mat-

-TREES STANDING ON AN ACRE OF UNCUT LAND IN 'IOWNSHIP 5, R. 3, OXFORD 

COUI>.'TY. 

Over 18* ... 

15-18 * .... . 
12-H ...... . 

10 and 11* .. 

8 an<l fl ..... 

6 an<l 7, .... 

3-6 ······ ... 

14 

14 

18 

32 

SPRUCE, OTHER SPECIES. 

70-!JO 

70-8() 

60-75 

50-6ii 

40-50 

35-4ii 

-40 

600 400 

3,5(J0i Over IS.... 11

1 

2,000114-IS .. .. . . . 6 

210 S4ol

1 

I 12-H....... 2! 

135 502 '10 arnl 11. , . 4,

1

1 

170 510j 8 ancl 9..... 3 3 13 200 

1,000 

200 

300 

60 3-6 .. .. .. .. 10 4 44 130 

Uncler3 ... 90 

3fi II 6 and 7. • • . 3 50 

__ 1_0 ---1 Under 3... _ _± ---=11_1 16fi ___ _:_o __ 

2,2:W 7,3fi21 41 491 40 2141 2,300 4,000 Hll 

* One worthless tree in each c'lass. 

AN ACRE OF LAND OX S,BIE TOWNSHIP FROM WHICH SPRUCE WAS CUT FOUR 
YEARS AGO, 

STANDING, BLOWN DOWN, 

-------------------------~-----~~-~--------

Over 18 .•...••..•. 65 

14-18 .....•.••.•..•. 5 200 

10-1 l ............. · 1 10 220 

6-10...... . .. . .. .. 9 7 30 370 

,, .......... ··· 1----ie~+,~ .::-
2 6 

3 

1 

1 

4 

60 

45 

80 

5 

190 

Very small trees not counte<l. Original un<lergrowth largely fir and spruce, 
which still persh,t. The rmuls arc full of raspberry bushes and white birches, 1-3 
feet high, among which are many fir and spruce 4-8 inch high. This acre left 
unusually open. 
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ter. Much study has shown it to be characteristic of typical 
Androscoggin spruce land, while from it are drawn hereafter 
important practical conclusions. Beside this virgin acre, are put 
the notes of an acre not far away from which the Rpruce a few 
years ago was very cleanly cut and which has since been 
visited by winds. 
t~

0
°~1

~
1Jri~n As to the amount now standing on the cut-over 

cutting. portions of this town, it appears after getting 

together the notes of three and one-half days' travel which 
include the detail count and estimate of the growth for about 
five miles, that a fair figure for the spruce left after cutting 
on the mixed lands which certainly comprise four-fifths of its 
surface is 350 or 400 cubic feet. In this amount a fair allow
ance has been made for the small trees under six inches not 
included in the count. Three hundred cuhic feet. however, is 
probably in the shape of tree six inches and over in diameter, 
which number ahout twenty to the acre. Of these enough 
might be considered merchantable to make up an average of 
1,000 feet board measure on a close scale by the Blodgett 
rule. All the spruce left, as near as I can estimate it, 
amounts to some fifteen or twenty per cent of the original 
stand. 

Thb; is a hard cut, but it is characteristically a systematic 
cut. The even mixture of spruce made it worth while to go 
all over the land. The cutting was done by the owners of the 
land who also manufactured the lumber, or by jobbers who 
were under strict contract and close supervision. It is va~tly 
different from the work that will be seen in the bunchy tim
ber and stumpage-cut lands of the Penobscot river. 
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THE Rf\NGELEY COUNTRY. 

One more set of facts remains to be brought out before we 
shall begin to discuss the question-how should the spruce 
lands of the Androscoggin be used to get the most and the 
best out of them? 

Up to the present time lumbering in l\faine has ;~~·~i ~~[t 
been guided almost entirely by the ,vater-lines. road. 

The amount of spruce logs transported hy rail has been insig
nificant compared with the quantities that have been driven 
down the rivers. This sfate of things on the Androscoggin 
is soon to he changed. The new railway from Rumford north 
hauled its first logs into Rumford in November, 18H5. Com
pletf'd to Bemis in 18~)G, if extended to :Megantic as intended 
it will open up, it is thought, not le~s than a thousand mil
lions of sprnce timher. This new movement ii'l justified and 
needed. Large areas of land have so far remained uncut, 
with very little value except a prospective one, because of 
their position and the difficulty of the drive. So jt has been 
with most of town:,,hips D, E, and G, the barrier of mountain 
land which separates the lower Androscoggin from the great 
lakes on its upper course. So in a Je.-;s degree it still is with 
the townships on the Cupsuptuc and Kennebago. Railroads 
are essential to the development of their re:::;ources, either to 
take the lumber to the milb or to place the mills nearer the 
lumber. All that country north of the immediate vicinity of 
the lakes is, except in respect to pine, in its primeval condi
tion. Spruce has never been cut, and the country, so far as 
I could learn, has not been touched by fire. 

The towns bordering the lakes have had a dif- ~~~~~1~~e 
ferent history. From here, driving hy river was lakes. 

not prohibitively expern,ive. The land lay, too, in shape for 
easy logging, with a Rlope generally that would help bring 
loads to water, but without a precipitous character. 

The original spruce stand in this country can hardly have 
been anywhere excelled, and. as the cutting upon it has sel-
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dom been either systematic or heavy there is no lack of spruce 
at the present time. A good idea of the country can be 
obtained from the lakes in a steamer or canoe. Etipecially is 
this the case if one\; visit occurs as mine did in the late fall, 
when the hard wood leaves are off and every evergreen top 
shows ,vith perfect distinctness. There is little hemlock in 
the country. The scattering pines are distinguished by their 
height or by a light and shining tint of green. The spruce 
tops show out <lark and strong, a fit feature seemingly in the 
landscape of this high and rugged country. 

A practical explorer learns very much about his country by 
these general views. The thickness of evergreen tops tells 
something about the amount of timber, while its distribution 
is very readily a~certained in this way. If not at too great a 
distance one can tell if land has bPen recently cut. In that case 
the cover does not present an even surface, but i:-; ragged and 
one can look down into the trees and see the limbs. Lastly 
the distribution of waste land and the location of burns, even 
though they may be sixty or seventy years of age, can be in 
this way approximately ascertained and charted. The fine 
white birch which comes up most abundantly on all burnt 
lands in this region can be told at a distance, whether in leaf 
or not, from the yellow birch, beech and maples which are the 
staples of the original hard wood growth. 

The growth about the lakes is not especially different in its 
nature from that already described. Everywhere, except on 
the old hums, there is spruce. The mountains are clothed 
with it nearly pure. On the slopes and ridges, it is mixed in 
varying proportion with hard woods. From some of the flat 
lands, as I learned, tremendous cuts have been taken. The 
ubiquity of spruce i:-; the secret of the large average stand. 

~t1;/~~;~th The cut on these lands, as already stated, has 
ting. been light. Striking out from any point on the 

lake shores, the old roads if one chooses can still be followed. 
They are clear enough overhead, but underneath are full of 
young growth, generally a mixture of birches and maples 
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with often much dwarf maple and cherry, the last"'of which 

in cuttings over twenty years old will be found on their last 
leg·s, soon to he killc(l ont hy the longer lived species. Some 

young fir an<l spruce also is generally present, but except in 
the areas of mossy land with soft wood growth, it is seldom 
predominant. I cannot think that the young spruce on the 

ground i::i sufficient to maintain the proportion the species 
held in th~ original growth. 

Su1>11osc ,ve strike into the woods from Bemis, tI~nrly cnt-
1ng "·a~ 

over land cut through twenty yE'ars or more ago. 100
"

0
• 

Following the roads back from the water, or better striking 

off auross country in ::-;ome uon::itant direction, the method of 

cutting is soon reveaic(l. Only the largest and best was cut. 

The roads strnck for the thiukcst and best of the timber, 
leavfr1g untouched the regions of thinner stand. Strips are 

passed with scattering spruce in which no cuttibg was ever 

done ; then we may come to a pieue of ground a half acre jn 

extent ,vhiuh wa:-; nearly c1cared. It is covered now with a 

thick growth of hoop-po1c size, through which a man has to 
force his way, while out of this mat rise occasional big 

yellow birches and the small or defective spruce which at 

the time and under the circumstance::; were not worth the 
taking. Of the amount of the cut the stumps on the ground tell 
the story. Tops and brush at the end of twenty year::; are all 

rotted out, and trn vel except for young growth is nearly 
clear. The ~tnmps, however, pcr~ist for twiue that time and 
by their number and size give an indiGation of the amount 
cut and original condition of tlw land. 

Here then, in these old cuttings abont the lakes, our 

is the place to find out what the results of a ccin- Problem. 

servative cutting policy will be. Spruce tirnberlan<l thinned 

out by light cutting hns h:1d twenty years to grow in. What 

has been the result? Railroads will soon give a market value 

to the small and scattering timber, not only on these lands but 

on the whole Androscoggin drainage. Should the small 

timber be cut, or will it pay better to let it stand and grow? 
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What method of cutting should be put on these lands to get 
the most out of them in the long run? 
Rate of The first thing necessary to determine is the 
growth. amount of growth upon individual trees. The 

methods used for this purpose have already been stated in con
nection with the report upon the Kennebec drainage, hut they 
will bear retelling here. The real basis for this is the detail 
study of trees, including the count of annual rings and meas
urement of their thickness at different points in the trees' 
length. More than 300 spruce trees have been thus meas
ured by the writer in the employ of the U. S. Forestry 
Division, and during the course of the season's work some 
fifty otlrnrs, cut into shorter sections and selected in accor
dance with the purposes of the work in hand, have been 
added to the number. From this work one main result is the 
determination of the rate percent at which trees are growing. 

A short cut to the same result, allowing more trees to he 
orought into view without multiplying the labor in the same 
ratw, is furnished by Pressler's tables. These, which are 
based on measurements similar to those just mentioned, give 
approximately, merely from the diameter of a tree 4 to 5 feet 
from the ground and the thickness of the outer rings at the 
same point, the rate per cent at which the tree is growing. 
Checking the use of these tables by exact measures on our own 
timber, they furnish us with very valuable information. 

During the time spent on the Androscoggin, some 300 
trees were tested for this purpose, and the percentage of their 
growth determined. The trees so examined ran from 7 to 13 
inches in diameter, and were of all degrees of thrift. It 
seemed necessary for present purposes to ascertain the growth, 
not of thrifty trees only, bnt of average trees through the 
country, and in order to do that, I made it a practice, ,vhen
ever I set out to fill a page with these notes, to take every 
tree of the desired sizes that was come to. The trees so 
studied were well scattered over the country, and they are 
sufficient in number, it would seem, to furnish a reliable basis 
for drawing general conclusions. 
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The full results of this work will be found tabulated in the 
appendix to this report. The upshot of it for present pur
poses is embraced in the little table herewith presented. 
This may again he condensed into the following: trees 
between 12 and 14 inches in diameter grow at the rate of 
about 2 per cent compound interest; between 10 and 12 
inches they make 2 1-3 per cent; from 8 to LO inches, about 
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t;,3.;:i c ..... .:.,;:, .::: .::: ::: ~ ~o 
"'"'"-' 'H 

..... ::: ...... ..... Cl) 0 

5.5 .bS 2.9 • If> 

8 8 .91) 3.1 .25 

9 11.5 .\'13 2.!'l .33 

10 15 .. 5 .93 2.65 .41 

11 20 1.04 2.4 .48 

12 24.5 .HS 2.15 .52 

13 28.5 fl•) 1.9 .54 

These tables are too im,tructive to let any opportunity go of pointing out the 
thing-s they show. Repetition is of no account alongside thP possibility of failing 
to 1]rive home important 1n·ineiples. Seo how the growth mounts up, as shown in 
tlw last column, from nine to tt'll anfl eleven inches. Smaller tlrnn nine inches 
trees pr()(luce comparatively little, after that point urnch 1nore. It was indo
pen<lently conclmle<l, from observation in tho woocls, that it is at about that size 
on the average that trees in uncut lan<l rise above suppression of neighbors and 
gain a full crown. ::-.;ote too that the amount of growth keeps on rising as long as 
·we have record of it. In the fifty years between nine arnl fourteen inches diame. 
ter, trees grow more woocl than in the l:iO which it took them to reach that size. 
Eight to ton inoh trees starnl to n crop of sprucelumber almost as a seed cloes 
to a fielcl crop. 

2.8 per cent. Another very handy figure is that for diame
ter growth. In regard to this, we may say for short that 
trees from 8 to 14 inches grow in diameter about one inch 
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in 10 year8. That is one answer to the constantly recurring 
question-·wlrnt is the growth on cut-over timberlands?* 

*Mr. Crawford on looking over the manuscript of this Amlroscoggin report 
points out that the diameter growth here given is much less than that which 
according to his observation is characterh,tie. In fact in reckoning on the growth 
of cut-over spruce land in his letters he :figures the cliameter growth at an ineb 
in :five years. 

l\Ir. Crawford cloesn't mean by this criticism to <1~spute my facts any more than 
I mean to clispute his. The question simply is which figures are repre:,;entative 
or most nearly so. On this poi.nt we must leave the reader to jU<lge. On the two 
or three pages precedeing it has been clearly stated how the reconls which stand 
behind these statements were obtained. The effort was ma(le to obtain :figures 
representative of the country and to that enrl tlle effects of conscious ancl uncon
scious clwice were guarded against by taking, when notes of this kind were being 
takPn, every tree which came in my ·way. 

Still I am inclined myself to think that the figures for growth here given are 
somewhat too small. Tliat has been in my mind ever since the :field notes were 
:figure<l up and com11arison made witl1 the figures of the same nature from the 
Kennebec. 'l'hat the Kennebec averages a rnucl1 more thrifty country for spruce 
than the Androscoggin I cannot believe, yet from tlwse :figures it would appear so. 

For further stmly in this direction I refer to the appendix. As affecting the 
representative clu1l'acter of the figures in this table, the follo-wing is to be said:
The :figures were taken from trees stan<ling as a rule in mixed growth-that is 
with a consitlerable proportion of hanl woocls ·which impede the growth of the 
spruce left to :some extent. Tllid is the usual stand of timber on the lands that I 
traversed. Perhaps l\lr. Crawford's ideas arc gained from purer spruce lands 
which, while not in tlie long run an<l on the average more thrifty, yet after cut
ting give freer room to tile trees left. Another thing that ten<ls to reduce rny fig. 
ures, while perhap:s not to make them unrepresentative of present conditions, is 
tlie fact that it is nntbrifty trees in many cases that are for tlrnt very reason left. 
That is the cause of their being small uncl so left bebtn<l. Again my :figures were 
g»thered in some cases not many years after the land had been cut. Thus the 
trees may not l1ave recovered from their earlier shading and gained the tllick 
crowns m1cl high rate of growth which later woul<l be characteristic. This it was 
thought at one time might seriously affect the results, until in fact I separated 
out from all my :figures those against whicb no such objection could be urged, 
those namely from the old lake cuttings of twenty years ancl more ago. The 
average. of these figures is substantially the same as that of the whole bocly. 

These :figures at any rate are conservative. I prefer to let tl1em staml as they 
are on that understarnling. Perhaps their scale should be raised somewhat for 
the present purpose. 'l'l1ey certainly are not high enough to represent what 
mignt be attained under a carefully studied system of forest management. At 
the same time it is only right for me to say that I think l\Ir. Crawford's figure is 
too high to hold as an average in either connection. 

This matter of getting representatlve :figures is a very important one. For 
instance, to the :figures for age of merchantable spruce trees gJven in the l\Iaine 
Forest Commissioner's report for 1894, exception was taken in some cases by men 
who knew of facts widely varying from the statements ma(le. They ha<l cut 
spruce logs from Janel which they luul the best of evidence to believe seventy or 
eighty years before was fiel<l or pasture. 

Now those facts, are valuable as are all facts, but how about their representative 
character? In this respect it will l)e clear, after a moment's reflection, that they 
cannot by any means be held to represent the average growth of spruce in the 
country. In the first place such trees professe<lly grew up on cleared laml, where 
from the start tlrny had free access to light and air,-a con<lition by no means hold
ing of the spruce in our great areas of timberlancl. Secondly they were, even for 
their own conditions, picked trees. 
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The value of these figures will be be1-,t underE.tood, 
when they arc applied to an area. On the second 

Snmplenrea 
in old cut
tings. 

of November, on the hills south of Bemis camp, I ran out in 
typical mixed growth, cut through more than twenty years 
before, an acre that will serve as a fair sample of the country. 
Consiacrable spruce stood on the ground originally, and two 
regions of it had been pretty well cleaned off by the cutting . 
.Ebewhere cutting was lighter, and some trees of log size and 
quality were, as will he seen in the score of trees, left stand
ing. Between twenty-five and thirty spruce stumps could be 
counted, indicating a cut of probably six thousand feet of 
lumber. Enough of the old tops could still he seen to 8how 
that the logs were topped off generally at from nine to twelve 
inches diameter. 

TREES STANDING UPON AN ACRE OF LAND IN TOWNSHIP 3 R. 1, OXFORD COUNTY. 

LAND CUT 'rHROUGH TWENTY-FOUR Yi;ARS AGO. 

Diameter
inches. 

19 ................ , 

17 .••.•••.••...•.... 

]6 .••••••.•••••••..• 

15 ..••.. ••·••··•• .•• 

14 ................ . 

13 ................ . 

12 ...•••.•••••.•••. 

11. ..•.•.•.•••.••.•. 

10 .••••.•••..•..... 

9 ••••.••.•••••.•••. 

8 ••..•••••..•.•... 

7 ..•.......••..• 

6 .•••....•..••.••• 

3-6 .....•. ·•••••••· 

Under 3 .......... . 

6 

6 

11 

5 

8 

2 

3 

25 

SPRUCE. 

150 

265 

1501 
I 

60 

45 

65 

10 

10 

50 

Diameter-
inches. 

17010ver 18 ......... . 

500 14-18 ............. . 

1,126 10-14 ..•••......•... 

850 6-10 ............... . 

936 3-6 ............... .. 

fiOO Under 3 .... . 

1,033 

570 

21\'l 

HS 

OTHER SPECrns. 

13 

12 

6 

5 

42 

2 

2 

1,100 

350 

300 

36 300 

135 250 

171 2,300 

1 
Trees of smallest size were not counted 

75 
on this area, nor those of the young second 
growth in the open places. The latter 
were mainly dwarf maples and yellow 
birch, with a small mixture of fir and 
spruce. 

96 1,700 6,387 
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Twenty Now confining the attention to the spruce, and 
year;; 
growth fol- of these to sueh trees onl v as are between six and 
lowing a .J 

cut. sixteen inehes in diameter, the problem js to find 
how much of their volume has grown in the last twenty years. 
Remembering first the rule just established relating to diame
ter growth, we may in the first place say that twenty years 
ago all trees were on the average (this applies best to those 
now between ten and fourteen inche::,) two inches less in 
diameter. With thi::, figure and the use of Pressler's tahles, 
or by employing compound interest tables with the several 
rates per cent which were determined earlier, the volume of 
the trees at the beginning of the period can be ascertained. 
The details of this calculation need not be here given. The 
little tabulation presented herewith gives the diameter, 
volume and scale of the trees then and now. As to scale the 
same rules were used as earlier. Scaled hy the Maine rule, 
the larger a tree is, the better scale comparatively it gets. 
Trees eight inches and over at four feet from the ground are 
considered merchantable. 

6,.,. ... . 

5 ....... . 

8, ..... . 

6 ..... . 

11. ...... . 

8 ...... . 

5 .... . 

5 ....... . 

8 ...... .. 

2 ••••.•.. 

3 ........ 

67 ........ 

DIAl\l ETER-lNCHES. 

~ 
c z 

16 

15 

14 

13 

12 

11 

10 

9 

8 

7 

6 

12 

11 

10 

8 

H 
65 

VOLUME-CUBIC FEET. 

~ 
0 z 

265 

200 

240 

150 

265 

150 

60 

45 

65 

10 

10 

1,460 

200 

144 

166 

100 

167 

90 

34 

25 

36 

962 

~ 
0 z 

1,126 

850 

!Hl6 

600 

1,033 

570 

219 

148 

175 

5,717 

SCALE. 

Incrense per year-cnbi.c feet, 25; rate at compournl interest, 2,1%. 

830 

576 

647 

380 

610 

297 

92 

25 

3,457 

Increase per year-feet board measure, 113; rate at compound interest, 2,6%, 
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The upshot of this calculation is sumnmrized in few words. 
Cou]J this acre of land have been staked out twenty years 
ago, after the cut, about sixty-two spruce trees * six inches 
aml over in diameter would have been found standing upon 
it, containing a total volume of about BGO feet. In twenty 
years these trees have added fifty-two per cent to their volume 
and five more trees have passed the six inch limit. A yearly 
increase of twenty-five cuhic feet per year has been made, and 

a gain in volume at compound interest of 2 .1 per cent. 
Similar reckoning with the merchantable timher, putting the 
limit at the lowest notch, shows a yearly gain of 113 board. 
feet, or a rate of 2.6 per cent. 

PROBLEM OF BEST MANAGEMENT. 

In what immediately precedes one more step has been taken 
in a::,;certaining the growth upon ou1· culled-out spruce land. 
,v e have been gaining at the same time light on the problems 

that surround the que::-;t.ion of the best sy::item of management. 
We are now ready to go back to the sample acres of virgin 
growth that were studied, to suppose them to be cut ,vith 
different degrees of sPverity, and to study the subsequent 
gr<)\rth. Let us take first the acre upon Parkertmvn, the 
trees on which were recently scheduled. 

In the estimat€'d scale put upon that sample Right to cut 

acre-about 7 ,400 feet-.J,500, or three-quarters old trees. 

of the whole was in tho shape of trees ornr fourteen inches in 

diameter four feet from the ground. That is a fact to be 
distindly marked. Three-quarters of the total spruce in the 
natural stand of the country is mature, ready in the natural 

course of things to be cut. This is not merely the lumber-

* The four trees over sixteen inches in diameter are left out of the calculation. 
It is an accident an,l not by de,;ign that they are standing. 
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man's interest. It is the State's interest.* In timber like 
this, growth is balanced hy decay. Dead trees stand scat
tered throughout it. Upon this very acre there was one, 
several more ,vere dying or imperfect, while several doubt
less of the twenty-eight full grown trees scored are every 
year decrea::;ing in their value. These large old trees too 
cum her the ground. Producing ]itttle themselves, they yet 
by their shading keep l,lown the young growth which could 
make good use of the room. No one can dispute the lumber
man's 1ight or interest in regard to these trees. It is only 
the small timber, a quarter of the total stand, that we have to 
take into consideration. Let us ha vc this material directly 
before us, disregarding again for clearness' sake the trees 
below six inches in diameter. 

12-14 inclu. 

10 and n .. 
8 and 9 ... . 

6 and 7 ... . 

S:'.'11ALL TREES ON THE PARKERTOWN ACRE. 

STANDING Now. 

9 

8 

18 

6 

41 

210 

135 

170 

35 

550 

840 

502 

510 

1,852 

A:FTER 20 YEARS. 

14-16 

12 and 13 

10 and 11 

7.5-9 

6 

295 

210 

290 

63 

15 

873 

Yearly growth in cubic feet, 16; at rate of 2.3% compound interest. 
Yearly growth in feet, board measure, 74; at rate of 3% compound interest. 

1,239 

829 

1,078 

189 

3,335 

*'l'empered of course with the iclea of business stability. Thrifty trees of 
medium size might too be left in a carefully con:;idered management to obtain 
what the Germans call the Lichtungszuwachs, that i:-i tile growth to the largest 
size in an opened stand. Such a cout·:;e in general would aJ::10 tend to maintain 
the proportion of Urn species on the land. 

So gres.t a self-Llenial of present profit I have not thought it practicable to 
advocate or discuss in this report. That it i:; however not to be dropped entirely 
out of our consideration, the mention of it by :\lr. Crawford in his outline of a 
conservative cutting policy, quoted on later page:-i, must prove. l\lr. Crawford is 
a practical man, and he wonhln't broach such an idea if it were not within the 
bounds of possibility. 
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Less than 2 ,000 feet hoard measure,or 5.50 cubic feet, Growth a)in volume 
is ~mpposed to be left on the ground. After twenty b) in scale. 

years succeeding a cut, this timber would grow into 873 

cubic feet or 3 ,335 board feet, an average yearly growth on 

the land of sixteen cubic feet or seventy-four feet board 
measure. At compound interest the yield is in the one case 

2.3 per cent, in the other 3.0. This difference in rate is due 

to the fact that the larger a tree is the Larger the scale it gets 

for each cubic foot of its contents. 

------ ---~- ·--~---- - ------ ------ - ~-----~----~----·------ --------~------

ACRE AFTER CUTTING TO A 10-INCH STANDARD. SAl\lE TWENTY YEARS A:FTER. 

~-------- --------------------- ---------------

Diameter
inches. 

8 ancl !! ........... . 

6 ancl 7 ...•.•••.... 

;.. 
Cl) 

::;.'I) = Cl) 
::i(l) 

z;: 

18 

----
24 

I 
Cl) 

= ;.~~ 
'2-;:g 
> ~ .... 

170 

35 

---
205 

~~ I ;.. . 
0;.. ~ 

cl 9,) 

I 10; ,..,::i 
0 .......... 'I) Diameter- ,... 0 (l),000 

";;t § ~:o~ - .... cl inches. 
~g~ 

c;(l)(l) 
O Cl) i:; rE~S w ....... 

510 10 and ll 290 1,078 

7 .5-9 ..... 63 189 

6 antl 7 .......... 15 
--- ------

510 ................. .. 368 1,267 

Yearly growth in cubic feet, 8.1; at rate of 3% compound interest. 
Yearly growth in feet board measure, 38; at rate of 4,7% compound interest. 

Let us now SUf)pose the cut to be to a standard. of t~eavy
1
. cut-

mg c epres-
ten inches breast high. 205 cubic feet in this case ses growth. 

grows in twenty years to be 368, while 510 board feet grows 

into 1.267. The average yield is 8.1 cubic feet, being at the 
rate of three per cent compound interest-in board feet 38, 
at 4,. 7 per cent. Comparative results here are too important 

to be allowed by any means to escape. 1'he little table 
annexed will, it is hoped, receive careful examination. The 

AVERAGE GROW'l'II DURING TWENTY YEARS AFTER CUTTING OF LAND, 

Cut to fourteen inches ........................ "I 16 I 
Cut to ten inches..... . .. . . . .. .. . . . . • . .. .. . . • • . 8,1 

9 

2.3 

3 
I 

'C 
~~ 
0;.. 
p::l 

t~ 
(l)<l) ;;.. s 

74 

I 38 

...,'O 
!~. 
:::1::l..., 
1> 0 ~ 
~ §'ti"J 
~§:S 

4,7 
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point of it is that while much the same percentage growth is 
found, the land absolutely produces jar less after the closer · 
cut. The side which has the greater rate has on the other 
hand a hasp, that is so much smaller that the resulting growth 
is only half as great. This is the great objection to a hard 
cut-it puts the producing power of the land for many years 
after the crop is removed down to a very low figure. Land 
cut to a standard of ten inches at the end of twenty years of 
recuperation isn't up to the condition in which a fourteen 
inch cut would have left it. 

A practical The value of this principle will be best seen by 
illustration. an applieation. A certain township on the lower 

Androscoggin was bought within a few years by the owners 
of a pulp mHl plant who count on it for a large part of the 
permanent stock of their mill. Their idea as I was told was 
to go over the land piece by piece, cutting about four millions 
a year, expecting that when the ground was all cut over, it 
would be ready for another cut of equal size in the same rota
tion. 

If they do have the idea that that or any other township of 
land, treated as timberland is in this country, will grow four 
millions of spruce timber a year, they are, I am confident, 
some time to be much disappointed in their expectations. 
But very much depends, as we have just seen, on how they 
cut their town. If they cut the mature spruce only, the 
large, full-grown trees which however make up two-thirds or 
three-fourths of all the wood on the ground, the resulting 
growth will be one thing. If they cut down to the smallest 
size marketable, while they will get perhaps u fifth more 
timber, they will lower the producing power of their land to 
a very small figure. As a matter of fact I understand the 
limit set in their contracts is seven inches at twenty feet. 
This is rather lower than the twelve inch stump limit set in the 
cutting on Parkertown. Just what the growth following that 
will probably be, may be seen in the calculation presented 
herewith. Using the same per cents as before, the base is the 
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actual stand of trees left after cutting, as judged from com
parison of the sample area with the results of our exploration. 
There will be little inducement to go back over lands 
cut in that way after twenty years of recuperation. That 
isn't half time enough for them to recuperate in, and peo
ple who really want a steady yield from their timberlands 
should take it to heart. 

ACRE ON PARKERTOWN. 

SPRUCE STANDING AFTER CUTTING TO A SAl\lE TWENTY YEARS AFTER. 
STANDARD OF TEN INCHES, BREAST HIGH, 

I 
;... 
a;, 
.µ • 
a;>w s~ 
:~~ 0.,... 

12-14 

10 aml 11 

Sand 9 

6 an<l 7 

;... 
a;, 
p. 
;::"' 
rl a;, 
::ia;> 

I'< .t 

4 

10 

4 

24 

I 

I 

I 

....; 
a;• 

a)~ 

;::"'"' 
5.8 
f '5 ..-o 

100 

100 

so 
20 

300 

~ 
a;, 

~ a;, .... ;... 
........... ~ 

e,:)';-,'7) 
.......... i;;: 

~g~ 
w:::iS I 

I 

I 
Ii 

.,:;-
;.. a;, <l) C,) 

Q;)C) a;, ..., . :y~ C.>m. ;::"'" 
:;:;c,;i rl <:.) 

::i ..... 
~g~ .;:fO .-p 

c"' 1=1.;:: >O if!P S 

14-16 142 603 

12 anu 13 155 6U 

10 aml 11 136 506 

7,5-9 36 89 

6 :m<l 7 1.5 

484 1,810 

Yearly growth in cubic feet, 9.2; at rate of 2.4 % compounrl interest. 
Yearly growth in feet boar<l mea;,ure, 40; at rate of 3% compound intere,;t. 

But as Lessing':-; innkeeper said--it is not The Grafton 

good to stand on one leg. Let ns again take up acre. 

the sample acre from Grafton, the stand on which was ::-ched
uled on page 105, study for a moment the relations of its trees 
to one another, and then, supposing a eut, fir8t to 14 inches 
breast high, then to 12, and lastly of everything merchanta
ble, or say down to 8, sec what the effect on the future of the 
land will be. 

BrinO'inO' forward the score of Sf)l'Uce on this Prop0 rtion 
o i:: of small nnct 

acre, attention should first he again called to the large trees. 

relation of young to mature trees. Trees over fourteen inches 
in diameter number thirty; including those down to twelve, 
forty. Trees between six and twelve inches number fifty-seven. 
This, I feel confident, i8 approximately a representative ratio. 
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Considerable oh::,ervation of my own on this point is confirmed 
by the experience of Mr. Pike and others. It may be summed 
up in the rule that in ordinary stands of virgin spruce the 
trees between six and twelve inches in diameter do not greatly 
out-number those of larger size. This rule, I think, will hold 
true not only on the Androscoggin, but on representative 
stands of spruce everywhere. In connection with this matter, 
I invite the attention of the reader to the record of sample 
areas given earlier in this work, which were not selected 
with reference to this principle.* 

SPRUCE ON THE GRAFTON ACRE, 

Diameter. 

Over 18 inches ......................... . 

15-18 ................................... . 

12-14 inclusive .......................... . 

10 and 11. ..•.••••••.•.••..••••••.... , .••. 

8 and 9 ............................... . 

6 and 7 ••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••. 

3-6 .................................... .. 

U1Hler 3 ......•........•................•. 

24 

10 

12 

24 

21 

63 

366 

526 

500 

1,200 

290 

225· 

265 

120 

125 

35 

2,760 

1,800 

4,200 

1,160 

837 

795 

8,792 

Of full more general interest is the relation in regard to 
volume and scale. Leaving out trees under eight inches, the 
trees over fourteen inches in diameter on this acre comprise 

* Reason for this may be seen on considering the relative age of trees of these 
different sizes. A six-inch tree in virgin growth like this is probably on the 
average 100 to 125 years of age. Mr. Pike in several hundred trees examined by 
him, found no eight-inch tree less than 125. The period of growth from six to 
twelve inches (see rule for diameter growth in thinned timber on page 123) must 
represent as much as seventy-five years. Trees pass the twelve-inch limit therefore, 
at not far from 200 years of age. Now they seldom live-as was shown in the last 
Maine Forest Commissioner's Report-to over 300. Therefore considering the 
hardiness and freedom from disease of spruce ordinarily, it seems reasonable 
that the trees between 125 and 200 should about equal in number those from 200 

to aoo. 
Of course there are exceptions to this rule. There are thick growths of small 

trees. There are areas of young timber, grown up probably on old fires or blow· 
downs. I am speaking of the usual well grown stand only. 
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68 per cent. of the total stand, while those twelve inches and 
over make up 81 per cent. This is a confirmation of the idea 
before developed that to leave the small trees for future 
growth cal ls for no very great sacrifice on the part of the 
operators of the land. To keep land in constant bearing cer
tainly is one measure of productive forestry, and this, in 
woods of this kind, is the way to assure it. 

:Extracting now from the total score of trees on g~:~~ta
this sample acre those between six and fourteen i~~;1\~: 

inches in diameter, supposing in other woods a cut of this 
country for its full-sized tree;;, only, the growth of the twenty 
years succeeding is then figured, using methods already 
.explained. Next a cut including the twelve inch trees is 
supposed, and lastly one taking all the merchantable trees, or 
those down to eight inches at four feet from the ground. 
Readers of this report, unless they are close students, had 

Ac1rn ON GRAFTON-CALCULATION OF U-ROWTH SUCCEEDING CUTS OF DIFFERENT 

DEGREES OF SEVERITY. 

(a) Cut to Standard of Fifteen IncheH Four Feet from the Grouncl. 

STANDING AFTER CUT. 

I 
I~ ;.... 

Q ;.., 
~ -8 ..c,. Q 

Q 00 P;,_ 2.2 s;:; 
do So "'=,=. 
A.::: ~? :: ~ z~ ..... Q 

12-14 10 2HO 

10 and 11 12 2:2·5 

8 and ll 24 2(,;"j 

(j and 7 21 1::W 

67 fJOO 

,... 
8Q 

.2 ~ 

11~ 
l,lGO 

837 

70.5 

2,792 

! SAl\lE TWENTY YEARS LATER. 

I 
..; 

8 i, Q 
C,.JC) c;... ,... .... 

iii a.~ 
.-p 
2~ 
..... 0 

40H 1,725 

349 1,379 

450 l,H74 

216 600 

1,421 5,378 

\JOO cubic feet grows to 1,421-per year, 2fi. Rate of growth at compound interest, 

2-3%. 
2,7()2 feet board measure grows to 5,378-per year, 120. Rate of growth ttt com

pound interest, 3.3%. 

better skip this computation, paying regard only to its results. 
The upshot of the matter is embraced in the following state
ments: The closer the land is cut the bigger the percentage 
of growth upon the trees left, while the actual growth in 
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volume or in feet board measure is smaller. The growth in 
merchantable material increases at a somewhat higher rate 
than the volume, partly because large trees waste a smaller 
percentage of their contents than small trees, partly because 
they scale better, partly because at the end of the twenty 
year period trees which at its beginning could not be con
sidered merchantable have grown into the merchantable class. 

(b) Cut to Standard of Twelve Inches Four Feet from the Ground. 

STANDING AFTER CUT. 

10 and 11 

s· ana 9 

6 and 7 

12 

24 

21 

57 

225 

265 

120 

610 

837 

795 

1,632 

SAME TWENTY YEARS LATER. 

349 

450 

216 

1,015 

1,379 

1,674 

600 

3,653 

610 cubic feet grows to 1,015-per year, 20. Rate of growth at compound interest, 
2.6%. 

1,632 feet board measure grows to 3,653-per year, 101. Rate of growth at com
pound interest, 4.1%. 

(c) Cut to Standard of Eight Inches Four Feet from the Ground. 

STANDING AFTER CUT. SAME TWENTY YEARS LATER. 

6 and 7 l 21 120 O 
II 

216 600 

100 cubic feet grows to 216-per year, 5. Rate of growth at compound interest, 3%. 
O feet board measure grows to 600-per year, 30. Rate of growth at compound 

interest, infinite. 

It will be well, finally, to state here, what indeed must be 
perfectly well known to all readers, that, as a matter of fact, 
the cut of land to a stated limit does not remove all the trees 
above that limit and leave standing all the trees below. Con-
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siderable departures on both sides will be found. Scattered 

trees above the limit are left, while some below, if handy or 

in the roads, will be cut. Lastly, numerous others will be 
smashed down. To this last method of debtruction, spruce 

and fir, being less pliant, are more liable than the small and 

slender hard woods. Perhaps the variations in these ways 
from the theoretical cut will balance one another approxi

mately except in the case of a very close cut. A cut to 7 or 
8 inches in thick timber will, as was seen in the exploration 

of Grafton and Success, leave almost nothing on the ground. 

It was stated along back that on ordinary well- ~::cf~;!~~g 
timbered land in the Androscoggin country the large ery. 

trees, such as wm bring, so far as size goes, the large:.;;t market 

prices form two-thirds or thereabouts of the total stand. This 

timber is fully matured and it is proper from all points of view 

that it should be cut. No one questions the lumberman's right 
to it unless indeed those who have regard to the esthetic value 
of the forest. These do not appear to he many, nnd real con

sideration of theirviews,carrying them out to the fulle~t extent, 

would not to any great degree interfere with the use of the for

ests for their economic advantages. Perhaps a digression on 

this topic will not be amiss. If anyone has followed the thread 
of argument through the previou:3 pages he will probably by 
this time consider himself entitled to a rest. 

The winter of 1893-4 was spent by the writer in the woods, 
living in lumber camps, measuring trees for the U. S. Divi
sion of Forestry. After two months spent in central and 
eastern :Maine, I went over by rail into New Hampshire in 
February and started in work near Fahyan's on the western 

slope of the Presidential Range. Getting at what I wanted 

there in the course of several days, I was ready to move to 

the next objective point, which happened to be in the Glen 

valley just across the mountains. Now a journey there by 

rail would be slow, cxpensi ve and uninteresting. A trip 

across the mountains would be quicker and cheaper, and in 
mid winter enough of an exploit to possess considerable extra 
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attraction. So, February 27th the day after I was through 
work proving clear, and while cold without much wind, I got 
Mt. Wash- the man in charge of the Mt. vYashington base 
ington in u u 

winter. station to go along to help with my pack, and 
assure me of getting into the right road for the descent on 
the other side. Together then we snow-shoed up to timber

line, sweating profusely, though the mercury was away~below 
zero, then up over Jacob's ladder and to the summit we made 
a highway of the sleepers of the railway, or even of the bolts 
of the central track, where the gales of the summit had blown 
them clear of snow. Higher and higher we went, the hand 
of my aneroid going round the circle once and part way 
round again, a hove the tim her, above the old car side-tracked, 
up by height after height of the surrounding land till we 
stood on the highest summit in New England. The country 
lay before us, but little that was satisfactory was to he seen. 
vi\Tater areas and cleared land were indistinguishable under 
their coat of snow. A strong wind ·was drawing across the 
mountain, and it was piercing co]d. Twenty minutes was as 
Jong as I cared to stay there. Then paying off the French
man, I swung on my pack once more and started down the 
east side for the Glen House. First on the hard driven snow 
of the summit, later following the turns of the rc>ad which 
now in many places was blown full to an even slope both up 
and down the mountain, lastly through the timber on snow
shoes or sliding clown the stretches of glare ice where the 
brooks in warm weather had overflowed the road. It was a 
delightful trip, just a pleasing variety for an active and cool
headed man. Arriving before night at what was left of the 
old Glen House, next day I took up my work and my abode 
in the concern of the Libby's of Gorham. 

The valley of Peabody river in which the Glen House was 
located, is a deep gorge between Mts. vVashington, Jefferson 
and the others that make up the Presidential Range, and the 
lesser range to the east, in the direction of vVild river. At 
the outlet of the valley, at Gorham, are the mills of E. 
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Libhy & Sons, and their supply of logs comes from this local
ity. Beginning at the lower end of the valley and on the lower 
slo1)es of it;-; sides they had gradually worked l\I t . 

~ (._, oun a1n 

back and up until they had nearly cleaned the valley lumbering. 

of spruce hack as far as the Glen House and up to a height of 
2,000 feet above the stream, which was about as far up the 
mountains as lumbering by present methods could go. It 
was a hard country to lumber. A fall of 2,000 feet in two 
miles makes a pretty steep road, one on which bridling and 
snub-warp and all the other devices of rough-country operators 
are required. 

Cutting, it was said, had gone up to about 2,000 feet on the 
mountains each side. The spruce had naturally been thick, 
and the land "'as consequently left in pretty ragged condition. 
The destruction was evident, not only from the inside, but, to 
a practiced eye, from the outside also. But few places had 
been cleaned of trees entirely, a fe,v very steep spots where 
the spruce wa::; pure and from which it had to be sluiced, but 
on the cut-over portions of the country there was an absence 
of evergreen tops showing, in marked contrast with the con

dition of the virgin country. From the hills on one side of 
the valley, the best idea could he gained of the condition of 
tlw opposite slope. Not only the ahsence of evergreen tops, 
hut the broken surface of the crown cover, and the way in 
which the snow showed up through it, indicated with perfect 
distinctness, the honndary of the region cut. Further up the 
valley, however, the timber had not been touched. It was a 
magnificent stand. Along the road up the mountain, particu
larly, wa~ a considerable stretch of country in which. except 
to cut the road, no ax had ever heen ~truck. In fact, lum
bering had then only crossed it in one place. 

Not long after I got out of the woods from this ~1~:11
1~fit~i 

cruise, I happened to meet an old and frequent man. 

visitor in the ,Vhite rnotrntajns. It was a la<ly whose general 
love of nature was highly specialized in the direction of trees. 
In fact she loved trees very much, she was highly interested 
in the agitation regarding the destruction of ,vhite moun-
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tain forests which was then going on, and her pet and· par
ticular ambition was some time to see a piece of forest in its 
primitive condition, untouched by the hand of man. At that 
point in the conversation I began to evince a rather particu
lar interest. I inquired particularly to what points she had 
been, where her rides and walks had taken her, and then I 
informed her, very much to her amazement, that she had seen 
and traversed many miles of virgin timber. 

About that time I got an insight into the White mountain 
agitation that tallied very well with impressions received from 
the reading of numerous magazine articles then cunent. I 
thought of the arfo;t that Frederic Remington mentions who 
painted a picture called --The Forest Primeval" but inconsist
ently chose his scene in second growth. Opportunity again 
occuring to learn the impressions of vVhite Mountain visitorR, 
I gladly availed myself of it. 

This time it was a gentleman of prominence, a college pro
fessor whose intelligent interest in all around him and whose 
powers of observation, too, one would think, must have been 
much greater than those of the average visitor. He had 
spent many summers in the mountains. vVithin a year or 
two he had ridden from tT effer::;on round the north encl of the 
Presidential Range to the Glen House, passing thus through 
the very region where I had been at work in the spring. I 
inquired as to his impressions of the valley. Plainly it had 
not been hurt for him. b or all he knew it might all be virgin 
growth. In short, those mountain sides from which lumber
men had taken everything they wanted, at a little distance 
and for scenic purposes were just as beautiful and satisfactory 
to this intelligent tourist as virgin timber would have been. 

That in fact seems to be the case in general. Certainly 
as long as evergreen trees are the staple of the cut the inter
ests of the lumbermen and of the sight-seer will not at many 
points clash. For scenic purposes hard wood is as good as 
spruce-even second growth, which in this climate quickly 
covers almost every stripped or burnt piece of ground, is 
after a few years and at a little distance quite as satisfactory. 
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Along travelled roadR and close about places of resort of 
course the gashed-up country and the debris left by a logging 
operation are not ornamental. At such points however pro
tection could be secured without great cost or sacrifice. 

This ·white mountain problem, I may be pardoned for 
saying, was in its time made too much of. It is a good thing 
that it has been dropped. Doubtless the country owes much 
to those who carried on the agitation. That agitation, how
ever, was doomed from the start to hear no direct fruit, 
because those who carried it on failed for one thing to get at 
the lumberman's point of view, for another to master in detail 
the real facts of the problem wjth which they attempted to 
deal. 

It was shown some distance back that two-thirds Amountand 
value of 

or three-quarters of the original stand of spruce is small trees. 

in the shape of full grown trees which it is right should be 
cut. Their growth pays the owner of the land little or noth
ing. The interest of the community runs to the same effect. 
The other third or quarter only is the subject of debate and 
inquiry. If the greater part of this he cut in addition to the 
mature timber, the effect is to almost blot out the spruce 
growth upon the land for many years, and also generally, oy 
Ieavmg other species in special prominence on the ground, to 
give them great advantages in recovering it. The spruce growth 
for a period of years is blotted out, while the prominence of 

spruce on the land is damaged for all time. This effect the 
lumberman greatly enhances by adding, say, a third to his 
cut of timber. 

But though these trees may add that proportion to the 
amount of the cut, they do not similarly increase its value. 
The small trees which make up that last third cost more to 
handle because of their small size, and they are not worth so 
much in the market. Saw mills are still predominant on all 
our rivers, and their demand for logs of good size keeps up 
a difference in the price of large and small timber. Just 
what this amounts to no one can absolutely say. It seems to 
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vary at different points on the Androscoggin, the difference 
in price being variously set at from one dollar to two dollars 
per thousand. 

Similarly with cost of logging. Some men say that when 
their roads are in, they can cut down to the smallest limit of 
trees (to eight or ten inches at breast high) as cheaply per 
thousand as they can cut the larger lumber. Yarding* they 
say costs the same-the only way in which a difference comes 
in is on a long haul. On these points I have to take the 
testimony of those who have had experience, and this is what 
most of them say. 

The question now aris~s-how much comparatively are 
trees of different size worth as the axeman steps up to them 
in the woods? Certainly on land cut on stumpage the small
est could hardly be handled at all, for they cannot, over and 
above expense of handling, pay an even rate of stumpage 
based on the value of the larger trees. }\,fost lands on the 
Androscoggin, however, are not operated in that way. The 
]and owner and mill owner are one; frequently lumbering, 
too, is clireetly run by the same party. The values that we 
must set are simply the difference between the cost of cutting 
:i~~li t~·~es and getting to market and the value of the timber 
stamling. when it is there. Putting together what facts I 

could learn, and especially assisted by my friend, Mr. Pike, 
it seems that the figures set below are not far from represent
ing the general conditions of the country. If trees over four
teen inches in diameter are worth standing three dollars per 
thousand, those from ten to fourteen may be worth two 

* Yarfling, it may be well to state for the l)enefit of readers who are not familiar 
witll ~ew England lumbering, is buncl1ing the logs from allbtrict together along
side a main roa(l. 'l'he lumber from a few acres or from a large district may be 
so brought together a1Hl rollecl up into one pile. This work may be clone in 
autumn or summer, the logs being dragged hy horses one or a few at a time from 
the stump to the yard. 

Hauling from the yarcl in most cases has to wait for snow, not only because 
sleds transport easier a heavy load than any othet· kind of horse vehicle, but 
because snow gra<les and levels the roads. Or<linarily, the lumber i8 hauled from 
tile yarcl to a stream or lake and i.s carrie1l to the mill by water. Logs may also 
be yarcle<l to a railway. What in l\Iaine is called a yarcl, in Michigan is known as 
a skidway. 
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dollars, while trees smaller than that might lw considered to 
net one dollar. 

H this were exactly true, it would establish two critical 
points which would have to be specially considered in dis
cussing the growth of land. Such points there are, though 
not generally sharply defined. They cannot all he taken account 
of in this report, hut it is hoped that with the figures deter
mined by this work and the illustrations of their application 
that are ahm given, men will be able to figure for themselves. 
The figures for value in this case materially affect the growth 
calculation. Applying them to the acre from Grafton, I find 
that while trees fourteen inches and under form about one
third of the total amount of merchantable timber hy scale 
they form only one-fifth of its value. Of the stand of the 
Parkertown acre trees of the same size form twenty-six per 
cent of the stand while comprbing at the rates named but 

8ixteen per cent of the value. l\fore striking is the contrast 
when the cut is supposed to go down to twelve inches at 
breast high. On the Grafton area the trees between eight 
and twelve inches comprise twenty-one per cent of the timber, 
while they form but eleven per cent of its value. On the 
Parkertown acre the per cents are fifteen and eight. These 
figures show that comparatively small values are involved, 
that the sacrifice of present profit the lumberman has to make 
to secure to himself a com,iderable future growth upon his 
land is but small* 

Nor is this the only point to be considered. ~!~!~\\~ 
The increased value pe1· volume which added size I~~~~1~:tter 

· ff 1 h l f t 1' t for volume gives a ects not on y t e va ue o s am mg rees, antl scale. 

but it materially adds to the value of growth. The trees left 
standing at a cut if in twenty years they have grown two 
and one-half per cent. in f::iize, in scale may have grown 
at three and one-half per cent., in value at four or five. It is 
value of course and not amount that men are concerned with 

*I have it on the best authority that in a clean cut to 7 or 8 inches breast high 
the logs of first quality-that is, those of large size exclusive of seamy and very 
rough logs-form a fair land about two-thirds of the cut. 
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in studying the growth of land. Let us take the Grafton 
acre, suppose it cut evenly to a standard of twelve inches, 
and find out the growth in value on the land. I bring over 
the amount of scaled timber standing after the cut and the 
amount after the growth of the next hventy years, and to 
them apply the values per thousand that have recently been 
stated. The same thing is next·done for the Parkertown acre 
supposed cut down to a standard of fifteen inches. The 
increase in value from these various sources figures 4.5 and 
5.2 per cent.* 

ACRE ON GRAFTON CUT TO STANDARD OF TWELVE INCHES FOUR FEET FROM 
GROUND. VALUE OF GROWTH UPON IT IN TWENTY YEARS SUCCEEDING. 

STANDING AFTER CUT. SAME TWENTY YEARS LATER, 
------~ ---~ 

I I 
..., 

I 
..., 

;... Q) 
Q) 

Q) 

Q) 2. I~ <l) <l) 
...... ;... i'Oa <l)OO k]~ 

I 

s Q) I .a. Value. Value. o:i,Z s~ 
I 

~~~ :::l<ll 5 0;; "'"'.:: Z'" ~2s Ci . .., I ..., rn.a.:: 

10 and 11 B 83i1At$2 per l\I. .. i $1 6i l,3i9 At $2 per l\I.. .. $2 76 

8 and 9 24 795IAt $1 per l\L.. 80 1,6i4 ~t $2 per M .... 3 35 

6 and 7 21 - - 600 At $1 per M .... 60 
--- --

1,632 $2 47 3,653 $6 71 

1,632 feet board measure grows to 3,653-per year, 101. Rate of growth at com
pound interest, 4,1%, 

$2.47 in value grows to $6.71- per year, $.21. Rate of growth at compound 
interest, 5,2%, 

* One matter has been omitted from consideration here. It seemed impossible 
to bring it into the computations, and yet it ought to be clearly stated. Two 
thousand feet of lumber standing on an acre of land is not as a rule worth two-fifths 
as much as five thousand standing on the same area. The reason is that being 
more scattered i.t costs more to get it. Thus two thousand of small trees taken 
with a larger stand are worth more to cut then than they are afterwards, until at 
least a considerable stand has been replaced. So the 3653 feet of the Grafton acre 
twenty years after the cut might not be worth the same per thousand as the 1632 
feet left in the cut would be to take it away with the rest of the original stand. Of 
course an increase of values might reverse that, 
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ACRE ON PARKERTOWN CUT TO STANDARD OF FIFTEEN INCHES FOUR FEE'r FROM 

GROUND. VALUE OF GROWTH UPON IT IN TWENTY YEARS SUCCEEDING. 

STANDING AFTER CUT. 
----~ II 

i 

11 

\'nlue. 

I ------~---~-·----------

12-14 inclushel nl 840i At $2 per i\I ... 1 $1 68 

5021At$2perl\l ... 100 

l~ 510

1 

At $1 per l\I... 51 

10 and 11 

Sand fl 

6 and 7 
- --[ 

1,8521 $3 191 

TWENTY YEARS LATER. 

Value. 

1,239 At $B per i\I.. . . $3 7.l 

829 At $2 per l\l.... 1 66 

1,078 At $2 per 1\1.... 2 Hi 

189 At $1 per l\I... 19 

3,335 $7 73 

1,852 feet boanl measure grnw,; to 3,33,'i-per year, 7-L Rate of growth at com-

pouml interest, 3%. 
$3.rn in value grows to ;37.7il-per year, $.23. Rate of growth at compound 

intere,,;t, -i.5%. 

La8tly the value of growth has to be considered ~[~~;i~-its 

in still another way, in relation to the value of the land values. 

land. Land that has been cut through rules at a very low 
rate oftentimes, becau~e most every operator thinks he has 
cut everything it will pay to cut, and most have but very 
hazy ideas of growth. Yet such land, examined as the coun
try has been in the course of this study, may be proved to 
have considerable small or scattered spruce upon it. l\fost 
of the land explored on Parkertown for instance, while cut 
only with the idea of getting all the timber off it that could 
be got, yet ,vas shown to have enough spruce remaining on 
it to grow an average yield of some thirty-five board feet 
per year. If now, in the computation of the value of growth 
upon it, we fake as a base, not $1.78, the value of the 
standing wood at the rates just used, but one dollar 
as the market value of the land, the product of twenty years' 
growth bears a far greater proportion to the starting base. 
A gain of seven per cent. at compound interest is thus put on 
the land by growth. Perhaps of all the figures given this is 
the one which is most applicable. The value of growth in 
its relation to the market value of land is the thing which 
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men most frequently want to know. It is an entirely different 
matter from the rate of growth of trees in volume, though 
it is dependent upon it. 

Summaryof It Wj}l be well, probably. to sum up the results 
results. which have been worked out in the preceding 

pages in connection with the two sample areas name<l. At 
the same time it must be said that no example or pair of 
examples can possibly meet the conditions of all cases. The 
factors vary in each case. Cutting and scaling methods m,ed, 
rates for timber of different sizes, methods and cost of trans
portation, all these matters are different in each ca8e, and 
they influence greatly the value of growth and consequently 
the attitude that should be maintained toward it. The most 
that work of the nature of this can do is to furnish some of 
the general factors in the calculation, elements, however, of 
great value that have not up to this time been determined. 

The following statements embrace the results of the fore
going computations. The examples used were meant to be as 
representative as might be of Androscoggin conditions in 
g8neral: 

Growth on small timber left in a moderately hard, sys
tematic cut of land may be set at the rate of two to three 
per cent, compound interest, when volume alone is con
sidered. The rate rises or falls as the cut is more or less 
severe. 

Measured at start and fini:,h by the Maine scale rule, the 
same growth in volume might mean an increase in scale at 
the rate of from three to five per cent. It might mean a 
much larger rate, according to the ideas of the person 
viewing it. 

Putting a fair relative valuation, size being taken into ac
count, on the timber standing at start and finish, the increase 
in the value of timber so left due to growth might be at the 
rate of four to six per cent. 

The rate per cent that annual growth hears to the market 
value of land is a very different matter. It may very 
greatly overrun the figures which have just been set. 
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Quite as important as these rates per cent, both for imme
diate and private consideration and in connection with the 
long-nm productiveness of land, is the absolute amount of 
growth, especially as affected hy the severity of a cut, the 
amount of timber which cutting leaves on the land. A hard 

cut not only decrease::,; so much the more the visible stock of 
timber, but it affects future supply often to a greater extent 
by depressing the grmdng power of land. 

These ge1,1eral statements the reader i::; asked to interpret 
in the light of the example::; and the qualifications that have 
gone before. Careful consideration of "·hat has preceded, 
pieking out essential factors as they have been determined 
and modi(ying the variahle ones to fit, "·ill enable men, it is 
hoped, to work out for themselves their own individual 
problems as regards the growth of tirn herland. 

The c01n11utations which have lH'eceded not onlv Fnture of 
' J tlle A 1Hlros-

hol d relatively among thernselves, but they have cog~in. 

v:i lue because, used with goocl jwlgment, they tell very much 
ahout the production of the country and the prospects of 
future supply. 

In nrnking general the resnlfa, worked out, the first thing 
to he considered is the relation of the sample areas dealt ,vith 
to the average stand of the country. In this compari~on l\lr. 
pjJ~e's e"tim·ttes COlllC in l>lnv \\'ith ascertained fiff- Standing 

'- " ' ' J' ' .::, i-lfll'Uee 

u res as to the area of the :'-pruce-hearing country. resources. 

Mr. Pike·s estimate puts on the Androscoggin drainage in 
Maine 3 ,fi00,000,000 feet of spruce lumber. Now the 
spruce-hearing area as early defined foots up according to my 
reckoning about 1250 square miles, :from ,vhich must be 
thrown out for water areas, settled land, burns of greater 
or less age and other items of waste about 400 square miles. 
830 square miles, or 5:H,000 acres, therefore, must hear the 

total stand of spruce. This makes the average stand G, 800, 
and as just about half the area has to some extent or other 
been cut through, the average natur.al stand of the country 

should probably be set as high as H ,000 feet. Our sample 
10 
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areas, therefore, scaled as near as could be judged to their 
actual yield, appear to be representative of the country in 

general. 
~~~P!~J:~11 These figures, however, must be qualified before 
rivers. they can be compared with similar figures from 

other parts of the state. Mr. Pike\; estimates include trees 
down to the smallest size cut in the region, the cutting there 
being in fact much closer than that practiced in most other 
parts of the State. Of the trees cut down, too, Androscoggin 
lumbermen are as a rule much more economical than others, 
while on the average they give their timber probably a some
what more liberal scale. Mr. Pike's three and one-half 
billions of spruce, on the upper waters of the Penobscot or 
St. John would hardly be set, I think, as high as two billions. 
In other parts of the State it would pass for a varying inter
mediate amount. 
Outline of Our samr)le areas, however' are thoroughlv tvr)i-a conserva- '--' J J 

~ii1c~~tting cal. From consideration of them it appears that con-
servative cutting, cutting that has reference to the steady 
production of spruce on the land, would stop probably with 
trees somewhere about fourteen inches at breast high, taking 
thus the full grown trees, those of full size and greatm,t value, 
leaving the smaller for a period of at least twenty years 
untouched on the land. By this means an annual growth of 
somewhere about one hundred board feet per acre could he 
derived from the land. This gain could be permanently 
received supposing a similarly conservative cutting policy to 
be continued, supposing too, the natural proportion of spruce 
in the stand to be permanently maintained.* Scientific forestry 
of course, could largely increase that production, but of that 
we arc not now speaking. The desirable condition is to 
have the land well stocked with sm~ll and medium sized trees 
from which at intervals the larger can be taken. The future 
cuts, if land were to be used in this way, would take out 
trees probably at from twelve to sixteen inches. 

* A question is raised here whose discussion for clearness' sake is deferred. 
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One hundred feet per acre then mny be taken as the upper 
limit for growth upon the land, the reward of a cutting policy 
which is practical and business-like but which has regard not 

merely to immediate profit hut sacrifices something in the pres
ent to the future value of the land. The yearly growth of a full 

township at this rate is about two millions, and that of the 

whole drainage of the Androscoggfo in i\foine from fifty to 

sixty. Certainly, as things are running now, and as they are 

likely to run in the immediate future, no such yield i.-, to he 

expeeted. On much land, and for many years, not half of 
that amount. The close and systematic cutting practiced, 
equalled nowhere else in the State so far as I have seen, 
shoves down the proclncing- capacity of the land to an ex

tremely small fignre, and defers to a period distant from forty 
to one hundred years the time -when it will be worth while 

to again cut ::-;prnce from the land. But this condition is not 

without its hopeful aspect. It is due to the thorough-going way 
in which business i::- carried on on the A_ndroscoggin, to the 

system and or~anizing ability of Androscoggin husmess men. 
Those men when the facts are known, if they warrant it, will 

be far more likely to apply them to advantage in the shape of 

a conservative cutting policy than those who still practice the 
wa:-,tefol and hap-hazard methods of forty years ar~o. 

The Androscoggin drainage from the spruce point of view 
is the best worth study of all the rivers of the State. It is 
also the one in my judgment on which a conservative forest 

policy is likely to go first into effect. 
As to the future of the region further and more' definitely, 

that i.-; so much a matter of the future, as one might say-so 

much depends on the development of business and the deter

minations of a fow men-that prediction must be made with 

very large conditions. The Androscoggin mills we know 
are highly favored in position. Even now they bring from 

Canada by rail a portion of their pulpwood supply. As to 

their own nutural territory, however, this can he said-and I 
cannot believe that any man who knows the volume of spruce 
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consumption on the Androscoggin and at the same time has 
any actual knowledge of its timberland and lumbering methods, 
will dissent-if cutting methods, the most sweeping and 
thorough anywhere practiced, are maintained, and especially 
if the volume of the pulp and paper husines::; keep~ on increas
ing at the rate of recent years, Androscoggin business men, 
however bright the prospect seems now, will at the end of but 
a very few decades find themselves face to face with a blank 
wall. Prediction as to the Kennebec is difficult and uncertain, 
because of the variety in the stand of tim her, the size of the 

drainage, the length of time which it has been worked, the 
variety of lumbering methods practiced, both in its past and 
present. On the Penobscot the same things, operating to a 
prolongation of its supplies beyond all expectation, are to a 
much greater extent true. On the Androscoggin no such 
things hold. Its resources are great, hut they are in that 
compact shape which in rendering them open to accurate esti
mate, leaves them liable to total extinction by the lumberman 
as well. There can be no doubt about it. The problem here 
is little more than one in simple division. \Ve mw,t choose 
between having our calm '.md eating it, or, better, adopt that 
third alternative which growth and reproduction in all living 
things render possible-take and use such as is grown and 
fit, and assure ourselves by conservatism and moderation in 
leaving the stock necessary for reproduction and growth, of 
a steady future supply. 

statistical Nothing remains now but to record the statistical 
summary. material relating to the Androscoggin river which 
it has been possible to collect. First is Mr. Pike's letter 
relating to the stand of spruce timber on the drainage. Next 
comes the study of the acreage of the region so far as it relates 
to the problems in hand. In regard to vrnter areas, the fig
ures given in "\Vell's 11\'Vater Power of Maine" have in this 
work usually been followed. In the case of the Rangeley 
lakes, however, the manuscript map of the region compiled 
by Daniel Barker, a copy of which, along with other valuable 
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data, was kindly famished from the office of E. S. Coe, has 

been taken as authority, a:::; it embodies la f('r and more 

accurate survcyR. The outlines of the burns and similar data 

were recorded on maps as they were obtained in the field or 

by inquiry, and they are ready for publication in that form 

whenever the State provides means for the purpose. Much 

of this information, however, would have little meaning on 

any other than a topographical map, ancl whoever believes in 

study of our forests, or the study from any point of view of 

the natural resources of our State, should concentrate his 

eucrgies on the inauguration of such a survey. A topographi

cal map iti the ba::;is of all study and record of the natural 

features and resources of a country. 

La::;tly, against resources in hand and the prospect of 

growth, is set the consumption of the miils. These are 

divide<1 into saw and pulp mills. Both lines of business are 

yet on the increase. 

Letter of Mr. J. A. Pike relative to sprnce standing in the 

.Androscoggin basin : 
BEHLIN, N. H., DECEMBER 9, 1895. 

To Aust in Cary, E8(]., Banyor, J.l[aine: 

E::.;timatc of spruce timber in the Androscoggin basin at 
and above Rumford Falls including saw logs and pulp stock. 

Tlus estimate include:-:1 all that naturally goes to Rumford 
Falb. 

At alld aborn Berlin in l\faine ........... . 

Belo,v Berlin ......................... . 

At and above Berlin in New Hampshire, .. . 

Below Berlin ......................... . 

Total ............................ . 

3,000,000,000 
600,000,000 

3,600,000,000 

700,000,000 
200,000,000 

900,000,000 

4,500,000,000 
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This estimate is based largely upon persona] examination 
and entirely upon personal knowledge of the territory and 
the character of the growth and after consulting notes and 
memoranda extending over a period of more than twenty 
years. Very truly, 

J. A. PIKE. 

Asked to be more explicit as to the standard of cutting, on 
which his estimates were based, nfr. Pike refers to the cut
ting on Grafton and Success, the closest in the country, 
described in the first portion of this Androscoggin report. 

AREA OF ANDROSCOGGIN SPRUCE LANDS IN MAINE. 

Square miles. 

Gross area naturally spruce bearing* ......... . 1,240 
"\Vaste, burnt within thirty years ............. . 21 

burnt more than thirty years ago includ-
ing old second growth in settled towns. 234 

settled ( on very poor data) .......... . G5 
water area::; ........................ . 75 
unproductive mountain land, etc., say .. . 15 410 

Net area spruce-producing land .............. . 830 
Area never cut for spruce, about ............. . 420 

* Including on the south Batchelder's Grant, Gilead, Newry, Andover, Roxbury, 
Weld. 
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CONSUMPTION OF SPRUCE ON TUE ANDROSCOGGIN RIVER FOR 

THE YEAR 1895. 
Sawed. 

At Berlin . 40 millions 

Gorham 10 ,, ............ 
Shelburn • • • • • • • • • • • r, 10 ,, 

Rumford. ....... 
Canton. ....... 2 " 
Jay and Livermore. 

Lewi::,ton ................ *6 ,, 

Lis hon . . ......... 4 " 
Brunswick an<l Topsham. tl-z ,, 

731 

*This item very variable. 
tOf this item abont 1-6 in 1S95 comes from the Samly river. 
tThis comes 1895 from Kennebec river. 
§~early all of this item brought from Canada by rail. 

Useo for pulp 
arnl paper. 

60 millions 

24 

19 

tll 
§9 

123 

" 

" 

" 
" 

A bout ten millions sent from the neigh borhoocl of Berlin to be manufacturell off 
the <lrainage. 

Ac1clitions to mill capacity made in lSflG irnlicate an increase of consumption of 
forty millions. Twenty-five of this is at Berlin, for pulp; the remainrter is about 
equally (livide<l between a saw mill at Rumford, and a new pulp mill plant at 
Peterson's Rips in Livermore. 

Several Androscoggin vulp mills use a small amount of pine ancl poplar. The 
mill of the Poland Paper Company at Canton uses poplar entirely. 
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TOPICAL DISCUSSION. 
In the narrative which precedes, much that might have 

been said has of necessity been omitted. Some of these 
matters, with others related to the main purpose of this report, 
it is now designed to take up in the shape of topical discus
sion. This will be arranged under three major heads-first, 
the distribution of spruce in :Haine and a description of the 
usual stands in which it occlus with some suggestions as to 
their management; second, an examination into current 
methods of measuring lumber; third, I shall endeavor to state 
·what genuine forestry in connection with the spruce resources 
of "i\faine seems to mean. 

DISTRIBUTION AND USUAL STANDS OF SPRUCE IN MAINE. 

~\~'id~t~tfeau The distribution of tree species is related to the 
Maine. topography, soil and climate of a country. \i\T ells' 
"VVater Power of l\iaine,'' several times referred to in this 
report, gives us far better than any maps in existence the 
conformation of the capitol. The ruling topographical feature 
of the State is the -White Mountain Plateau stretching out 
eastward from northern Xew Hampshire, hearing the Range
leys and :Moosehead Lake, and ending at Mars Hill on the 
New Brunswick line close to the St. John river. '(he axis 
of this plateau runs as indicated, in a direction somewhat 
north of east, determining gentle slopes north and south from 
it. It is a broad plateau, not a well-defined watershed. On 
it all the great rivers of the State have their source, their 
head waters interlocking and sometimes interflowing. Thence 
they run north, east and south, to widely separated outlets in 
the ocean. The greatest height of the plateau is at the west, 
near its source in the White .Mountains. Here lie the Range
ley lakes at a height of about 1,400 feet above the sea. 
Moosehead, at the center of the plateau, is called 1,023. The 
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general elevation of the country about Mars Hill 1.-; much 

lower. 

The occmTcnec of s11rucc 0
~ in the State is in dose 1'hi,i the 

home of 
relation to thi:-; topography. In the high and spnwe. 

rough lands of northern New Hampshire stancl probably the 

largest and fincst sprnce trees to he found anywhere in }fow 

Eugland. Heavy and fine stand:-; of spruce timber arc like

,ri:-;e found, the average of the country heing far beyond 

,rh::it it is in central alld ea-;tern ::\Iainc. To thi:-, region the 

country sn1T0tmding the Rangeley lakes naturally joins ibelf. 
Still high and rough, lC'ft too by the continental glacier with 

hut little soil, it is a natural :-;prnce country. ~tand:,, of mixed 

spruce arnl hard wood:-; arc 1110:-;t fre(Jllently seen, hut spruce 

nearly pure covers the monntains arnl the E-peeially rocky 

levels. It is sometines a matter of surprise how little soil 

apparently it takes to maintain a magniticent stand of spruce. 

East of the Rangeleys there never was, the conn try over, 

snch a stand of spruce timber. There is more hard wood in 

the country, and, it appears to me, more swamp land etc., 

land that is wa:-;te iu re.-;ped to all kirnls of timber. Great 

an·as of pure hard wood occur all over the wat0rs of the 

Kennchec and Penobscot, and the mixed land does not have 

on the average so large and even a stand of spruce. Only in 

certain distrids, generally mountain districts, as in the coun

try about Lobster lake or in the mm111b1in land in the neigh

lrnrhood of Ktaadn, do any sueh heavy spruce stands occur 

as on the Androscoggin an(l in N cw Hampshire are plentiful. t 
* By spruce is generally meant in this report the l>lrwk spruce, Picert nigrn. It 

is sl'l<lom that Picen allm forms 1no1·e than a very small proportion of the stan<l in 
our forests. Its frequency alJout towns, on olLl run-out pastures an<l fields, is 
much greater than in the original woods. 

tThe stand of spruce on the Maine plateau incn·ases thus from east to west, 
from the lower to the higher portion of it. A striking- corroboration of the state
ments here rna<le is to bi-i found in tile yiehl whkh in the clifferent, parts of the 
region is consillerell to lw a good one for a spruce town. Lumbermen on the 
ea~;tern Penobscot an<l in the Aroc,stook country as I unllerstan<l consider fifty 
million feet of spruce a large amount for a town to yield. In the neighborhoocl of 
l\loo:;eheiul are townships which have cut 100 million. On the Andro,,coggin the 
rnaxirnum yield is not less than 200. Part of this difference is (lue to clifference in 
scaling arnl cutting meth0tls. l\Iore of it, however, must be tlue to the natural 
stanll, and tlie most general and clearest feature behiml that is the difference in 
vertical height. 
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Still greater decline in respect to spruce is seen as we leave 
the great plateau and go off to its lower and more fertile 
edges. In the lower lying and better soiled portions of the 
Aroostook country stand the finest hard woods anywhere to 
be found in the State. These are mixed, of course, with 
€vergreen. trees to some extent-Aroostook indeed is said 
once to have had some of the very finest pine-but the better 
.and typical portions of Aroostook neither have now nor ever 
did have any large amount of spruce. The soil conditions 
are too generous. Other species are more appropriate to 
them. Similarly on the southern borders of the great plateau. 
The lower towns of the Penobscot and Kennebec gradually 
lose their spruce, while west of the Kennebec where the 
boundary of the elevated land is sharper, the fall-off marks as 
sharply the distribution of spruce as timber. Travellers hy 
rail along the mellow lands of the Androscoggin and Sandy riv
ers, surrounded by pine groves and the familiar hard woods of 
Maine, may yet be assured that hut a few miles away, in the 
mountains of the background, lies some of our finest spruce.
bearing country. 
i~il!~!sbirch Not exactly part of our subject, and yet so closely 
_spruce. related to it thut it :should be here mentioned, is 

the distribution of the white and gray birch, Betula papyrijem 
and Betula populifoli'a. Of these two species, the former in 
the climatic and topographical conditions which it seeks 
follows very closely the spruce. The latter, on the other 
hand, seems somewhat less hardy than pine. The finest 
white birch groves ever seen by the writer stand on the shores 
-0f the Rangeley lakes-exactly the location of the finest spruce 
that the State possesses. Twenty miles south on the other 
hand, on the low and sandy lands of the lower course of the 
Androscoggin, the birch seen is qnite as uniformly the grny. 
Neither of course was a large element in the natural forest, 
but they have come in largely on bumt and ~leared land. The 
dividing line between them, going with the topography of the 
,country, is fairly sharp and clear. 
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Further east too, the relations are s~ch as would be ex
pected. About Moosehead lake, and on the higher parts of 
the plateau in general, the white birch, of these two species, 
is the one far most commonly found. It is in fact one of our 
hardiest species. On elevated sites it distances most of its 
competitors, and climhs, with the spruce, fir and mountain 
ash to the top of the highest peaks ·within the State. On 
l~)\yer .ground in eastern ·Maine, however, white birch like 
spruce gradually gives ·way. In the southeastern counties 
and along tho raihvay enst of the Kennebec the two species 
will be found mixed. Beyond the southwestern angle of 
Maine, white birch, otherwise than botanically speaking, is 
not found. The clo:--e similarity therefore of white birch and 
spruce is plainly to 1,e seen. 

It will be well to mark off rouo-hlv the s1)ruce- Spru.ce-
~ ~ , bcanng 

bearing portion of Maine, meaning now hy that gI~rtf the 

not the botanical dbtrilmtion of spruce, nor even strictly its 
occurrence as lumber, hut rather the district through which 
it is so considerable a portion of the forest growth a:-:; to he a 
prominent feature of the lumber supply. So defined, the 
.area occupied hy the species might he said to he hounded 
on the south as follows: From the west line of the State 
by the Androscoggin river 611 it takes its turn south at 
Rumford; thence by a line drawn to the north line of Bing
ham on the Kennebec river; thence east along the Piscataquis 
Tiver to the main Penobscot. The country east of the last 
named river, including mainly to the south the rough lands 
of vVashington arnl Hancock counties, may he said to he 
practically sprnce-hearing:. All our territory north of this 
line must be so considered, great as the variation is within 
it. Spruce once clothed, too, and does largely yet, a strip of 
.country all along the coast. Of our total area of 31,500 
square miles 22,000 may thus be. classed as spruce-bearing. 

If the <listrihution of spruce within the State has !eAa~~~r to 

been described in relation to the topography, it is ~~::~era-
110 Jess evidently related to soil and climate. The district 
.described embraces the roughest and poorest lands of the 
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State, those with the rockiest and scantiest soil. ·within that 
distribution it is on precisely the most meager soils as a rule· 
that spruce is most prominent in the natural growth, ·while 
the more fertile and better drained regions are turned over to 
predominant hard ·woods. ,vith elevation in vertical height,too, 
goes cold and roughness in climate, and it seems to be pre-· 
cisely that degree of rigor which in our State is secured by 
the highest general elevation of the land that ministers to the 
finest development of sprnce. These elements, of course, 
affect the result in combination, and the cffed of each ,v<mld 
be hard to cfoiengage from that of the rest. In general, how
ever, their weight in the connection i:; clear. Spruce seems 
to love the roughest conditions that our State has to offer. 
The coldest slopes, the highest elevations barring the actual 
mountain tops, the most menger so1b down to those which it 
itself produces and rnaintai ns are conditions on which spruce 
thrives. Herc it is at home. Here it is easiest for it to 
maintain its pre(lominance (ffer other native ~pecies. 

A brief consideration of jnst how spruce stands in our coun
try will be of value. If it is to be a topic in literature a 
nomenclature should, for convenience and accuracy of desig
nation, he established. That ·will not here be attempted. 
For that we Bhuuld wait till more thorough and rounded study 
of our foresfa has been made. 
8
8

tl:
1
ruc1•1~ ()" . 

1 
Little of our s1)ruce is found in pure gToves . 

• , Ill n,,. 11 ,_ 

hal'(l wooch,. l\luch of it indeed stands on what i:::; really hard 

wood land--land, that is, on which deciduous trees form not. 
less than two-thirds or three-fourths of the natural cover. 
Hero, in fact, it is common knowledge among lumbermen, are 
found the largest and finest spruce trees. The usual maximum 
height of spruce in Maine might be fairly set at eighty feet, 
and two feet at breast high is a large diameter. Thm;e dimen
sions are attained as frequently as anywhere in hard wood 
land. 

Fine quality also seems to go along with this situation. 
Cheat length in a tree ensures that it tapers sl(nr!y, and con-
sequently yields well to the saw. Spruce in hard wood. 
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indeed is ~aid to he hard to estimate standing on account of 

the deceptive size of the trees and thefr unusual length of 

hody. lntcmal (ltrnlity of timber, too, in such situations is high. 

Sprnt'e grmrn in Iianl wood is less likely to be racked and 

split hy the ,virnls than that grown on more exposed situations. 

Its wood, too, is more often clean, -white and even in grain, 

,qualitit:s which seem to go :donµ: with the character of the 

soil. On the same fador clepe1Hls the fact that spruce in hard 

wood land are rapid-growing. A good ::,;tand of hard wood is 

a sure indicative of a liheral and well drained soil. This 

advantage th(: spruce also utilizes. 1t grows rapidly. 

Its annual rings of wood are thick. A hard wood 

country that has a liberal mixture of spruce in it is for numer

ous reasons, particularly if there i::; considerable young spruce, 

apt to he valuable property. 
How does such land ad after cuitirw? ,vhat is Future 

c, 111anage~ 

its prospect as a fnture producer of spruce? That ment. 

depends upon the amount of young growth and the way in 

,Yhich the land is treated. 

Pro1mh1y in all stands there is enough young sprnce to keep 

con~tantly replaced uncler natural conditions the stock of 

mature trees. 1t often seems not to be the case, seems as 

if there were not enough trees, say from six to ten inches in 

diameter, on the ground to replace the original crop. Consi(l

eration of the fads, however, convinces us that this must he the 

case. In the 1irst place ,rn must remember that natural stands 

of tim her are the product of forces which are constant or 

nearly so. The place that one species has won for itself it is 
altogether likely it has the power to maintain. Other con

siderations moreover help ns to he lieve it. It takes but ten 

mature trees per acre to make a fair crop on such land, and 

probably as many more between six and twelve inches in 

diumeter--an amount and quality of tim her which on most 

observers "·ould make no impret:ision whatever-are all that 

within those dirnern,ions are required to replace it.* But 

*For the justification of thi,:; view see page 132, note. 
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replacement after cutting it ,vill take time to make. The· 
growth of an inch in diameter means six or eight years. vVith 
clean cutting, the original crop will not he regained rn less 
than forty. 

Neither can we count on the yield of land treated in that 
way being maintained. Continued cutting of spruce, leaving 
its competitors to stand, puts that species at a great disa.dvan
tage. The hard woods in such places spread their crowns, 
shade over the openings, and put a damper on the progress of 
the young growth beneath. Then the new growth in such 
places is not characteristically spruce. Dwarf maples 
are most frequently the fir::;t growth, mixed of course 
with a variety of species, of which yellow birch and maples 
seem to be most common and lasting. Spruce may be 
present, but in competition with the more rapid-growing 
hard woods it i:-:; badly left behind. The fact seems to be that 
by cutting out the mature spruce we have destroyed the bal
ance of seed tmpply on which for one thing the odginal pro
portion of spruce was dependent. Continued cutting must 
have a great effect in this direction and in time it will be felt. 
It is perfectly evident in fact that persistent cutting of a 
species puts that species at a vast disadvantage. 

The earlier effects of this kind of treatment were often 
observed during the summer's travel and some points have 
been spoken of in the narrative. Its final results would he 
best seen in the older timber lands of the State, from extended 
exploration of which I have heen prevented. To counteract 
this tendency of one-sided cutting I propose that an effective 
measure would be to girdle hard wood trees. This will have 
to be done with judgment, because the time may not be far 
off when much of our hard wood will itself be valuable for 
lumher. There are always worthless trees, however, crooked 
and forked specimens that never will be worth anything, and 

I L ' 

these may without harm be destroyed. No harm can be done,. 
that is, if growth is not so open as to be exposed to wind, 
and the advantage which this measure would give to the young 
growth on the ground, and particularly to the start anew of 
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desirable species, it seems to me would be considerable. Such 

a measure, of course, would involve the training of woods

men. 

There is another way in which this clrnracteristic P t t· ro ec 10n 
stand of timber should he considered. That is in again;-;t fire. 

relation to fire. Hard wood 01· mixed land is not ·nearly so 

liable to destruction hy that means as is predominant spruce 

growth, and that fact has a bearing in two directions. In the 

first place it increases the value prnportinnately of hard wood 

land, and in the second place it shows us that that kind of 

land scattered through a country serves the purpose of fire 

protection. Its use in that way, it seems to me, is in the 

future likely to be taken advantage of and extended. Care

ful study of the lay of hard wood ridges and streams might 
show us how, aided hy the laying out of lines of road or other 

belts on which fire could he fought to advantage, a region 

could he broken up into sections with fire--proof lines between. 
Another measure in the same direction would he the breaking 

up of the area cut over on a tract. .. When men start to cut 

over a townshj p, the usual pradicc now fa to begin at one 

point and extend the cut in one body from that center, so 

that, the old choppings being particularly liable to fire, fire if 
on~e started burns through a large area. Now agaim:-t the 
majority of fires, virgin timberland of whatever nature is 

proof. If, then, the cut-over urea instead of being in one 

body were broken up into several, a single fire once started 

would mean probably hut little damage in comparison. The 
principle involved here is one we 11 established in European 

forestry. There, of course, it can be applied on a much finer 

scale. 

All through northern and eastern Maine are con- mack 

siderahle areas of land cleared by the glacier of all growth. 

movable material, or on which it left only a layer of boulders. 

Here, however, vve find to-day in most cases a growth of 

timber. The weathering of centuries has served to wear 

something in the way of soil from all but the most refractory 
rocks. The decay of moss, leaves and wood has served to 
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create a layer of vegetable material which in its turn furnishes 
nutrition and anchorage for present tree growth. Such sites 
as this in Maine are generally wholly or largely occupied by 

spruce. 
Growth· in which spruce is predominant is known among 

,voodsme11 hy the very descriptive name "black growth" or 
"black land." Another feature by which it can be marked is 
the nature of the soil cover. On hard wood land the fallen 
leaves cover the ground, often deeply and unbrnkenly for long 
di:;.;tances. vVhere ~pruce rules, hmvever, the ground is sure 
to he corered with moss. 

Black growth, however, must he divided into two or three 
clas~es. First among the;:;e is a very rapid-growing, thrifty 
kind of land ,vbich I think does not occur in very large tract;:; 
in this state. l\ly impression is that it is oftenest land whose 
hottom is slate. Such rock is friable and porous, and same 
little soil is sure to make and lie upon it. It is generally 
hroken up into ridges and knolls which makes the drainage 
good ancl keeps off standing water. Such land, even with 
extremely little of mineral soil, is favorable to the growth of 
spruce, as the tables for growth given in the appendix will 

show. \Vhen mixed with a proportion of hard woods to 
shield it from ,rind, this land is in best shape to grow spruce 
permanently. Brassua would have been a fine township to 
handle in that way, cutting out the full grown timber and 
leaving the smaller carefully to grow. Some townships indeed 
have as a matter of fact, though undesignedly, !wen treated 
roughly in that way. Tomhegan is probably a case in point, 
the township on the west shore of Moosehead which Mr. 
Oliver Mansell of Greenville has cut on each year for nearly 
thirty years. He has not cut the town over systematically, 
hut each autumn he has located his crew in the best country 
he could find on the tmvnship. He has never cut pulp. Prob
ably he has never cut very clean. ,vhat timber was left has 
not to any great extent blown down. As a result the town
ship, being naturally thrifty land, has produced well and still 
maintains its producing power. Other townships on the other 
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hand of a little different character might by this kind of treat
ment have been robbed of almost all value. 

Black growth land is at certain seasons of the k;.!bl~~Y to 

year liable to fire, and fire on such land works wincl. 

especial damage, because it destroys not merely the timber 
but the soil. Aside from that, the chief problem in its man
agement with a view to growth seems to be protection from 
winds. Such country grows fast and i:f reasonably cut the 
growth is of an amount that is well worth waiting for. Yet 
leaving the land too open may leave it subject to winds which 
may in the course of five years after a cut, without the assist
ance of any unusual gale, knock down more lumber and des
troy more value than the land can grow in the next twenty. 
Every piece of ground is in this connection a problem by 
itself. Most men face to face with it will give it up and take 
what they can get from the land now. 

A second well-defined type of spruce land is much ~P~~hf~l?na. 
slower growing, and the problems relating to its Its marks. 

growth and cut are again quite different. I mean now that 
deep-mossed slow-growing land with which all travelers in 
the Maine woods are familiar. Here again the soil cover 
comes in as a reliable distinguishing mark. The mosses in 
this case are deep and wet, of the genus Sphagnum botani
cally speaking. German foresters know that it is a hard hed 
for tree seeds to start in, while its deep blanket impervious 
to air keeps the soil wet and otherwise damages its capacity. · 
The moss cover of thrifty land on the other hand is not deep 
nor wet. The bulk of it is made up of species belonging to 
the genus Hypnum. 

The characters of this variety of black growth seem to me 
oftenest and in greater part due to the drainage of the land. 
The nature of the rocks has something to do with it. Granite 
and other hard materials weather more slowly than slate, and 
so furnish less of hoth rooting and nourishment to trees. But 
generally the difference seems due to drainage. Water 
stands on the ground and aids the growth of the wet-land 

l1 
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mosses, which assist in creating the condition in their turn. 
Now this is a condition in a way unfavorable to tree growth. 
Spruce may stand thickly in such land, but the growth of the 
trees is slow, and they do not reach their maximum size. 
Such timber, too, is especially liable to damage by winds. 
The trees have poor rooting, and are mainly held up by the 
mutual protection of their neighbors. Thinned out by cut
ting, the greater part of what is left is almost sure to blow 
clown. 

Numerous occurrences of this kind of timber Manage-
ment. have been mentioned in the text. A notable 

imitance is in III IL G, Somerset county. Here is a consid
erable area of heavy timber which has been and still is of 
comparatively small value on account of the roughness of the 
land and its distance from drivable water. These natural 
obstacles it is proposed to meet by a temporary railway to 
transport the lumber to driving water on the Enchanted 
Stream. If that is clone the owners should plan, it seems to 
me, to clean the land. Timber they may leave will be of no 
account. :Most of it will blow down, and if it did not, fifty 
years would not grow enough to pay to build a railroad to it 
again. rrhe best thing that can be done is to strip the land 
and let it come up to a new growth. Should this prove to he 
largely birch, that wm be no calamity. But we can count 
on spruce, seeing what it has done, and considering its known 
biological characteristics, to again some time recover the 
land. Let it be said, however, that fire on such a country 

would be a great set-back. It would burn up not merely the 
timber but the soil, and centuries would intervene before the 
land could again maintain a valuable tree growth. Demon
stration of how much land of that kind is worth after fire has 
run over it is to be seen in the immediate vicinity. Another 
example of the same thing may be seen on W assataquoik 
Stream, which drains the country east of Ktaadn. 

A development of this kind of land remains to be men
tioned, merely an intensification of its features. Rocky, 
clayey or moorish land which is particularly flat and there-
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fore badly drained and wet is frequently covered with thick 
and spindling or well spaced and yet stunted sprnce. There 
are some growths of sprnce that arc too thick, and the trees 
small on that account. Thinning in that cat5e ·would he a 
benefit and followed hy rapid gro\\'th. In many cases, how
CY('l', that is not true. The small size of the trees is due to 
defects of soil and drainage which cannot he overcome. The 
yearly growth upon :·mch land i;-; v<:>r,y small, hardly worth 
c011:-,1<.lering. ,Ylrnn the market j:-, at hand, such growth can 
he cut without scruple on accunnt of any regard for it;-; grow

ing capacity. 

ON SCALING. 

::\Ietl10ds of measming round lumher in this State are so 
unsafr.,factory-cause so much trouble in lrnsi 11e;-;s, aud m 
addition, as it seems to the writer, al'e resp011si ble for so 
much loss-that it has been thought iufrisa 1,lc to look into 
the matter with a view to a:-;certaining and recommending an 
equitable method. 

A man coming to thi:..; subject with fresh mind and from the 
outside would say "'ithout qnc~;tion that what is wanted in a 
measurement of logs is a determination of their cuhic con
tents. This being the case, and cubic feet our standard meas
ure of capacity, what we should need for appliance is some 
simple apparatus to measure diameter and length, and give, 
in form convenient for outdoor use, the contents to he derived 
therefrom. In other words, the simplest and most natural 
measure would appear likely to be also the most satisfactory. 

,vhat we have in use, however, is something quite differ
ent. It is a fact that large quantities of logs are yearly 
bought and sold in this State without being measured at all
that is to say like no other commodity logs are sold on a mere 
judgment as to their amount-hut when a measure is actually 
put on logs it is not generally the natural and simple one that 
an unsophisticated person would expect. It is a measure 
whose readings are in artificial terms. It is a measure, too, 
that mechanically speaking is singularly limited in its use in 
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that, being simply a straight square stick, it 1s on]y adapted 
to measure a log's diameter across the end. 

The Maine No method or instrument for meusuring round 
Jog rule. lumber is prescribed by the State. The log rule in 
general use to-day is the device of Mr. Charles T. Holland. In 
a ]ittle pamphlet copyrighted in 1856, and printed at Bangor 
in 1871, he gives the figures with which the rule was to be 
marked, and describes the manner of their derivation. The foot 
board measure is the unit of the rule. The number of hoard 
feet which a log will sield is supposed to be governed by its 
top diameter, and their actual number is found by plotting. 
Discount for imperfections, crooks and um,ound wood have to 
he left to the judgment of the scaler. The following is taken 
from the pamphlet : 

MAINE LOG RULE. 

This rule has been prepared from full sized accurately drawn diagrams repre
sentin~ the ernl of logs of each inch in diameter from six to forty-eight inclusive. 
The square has first been obtained as near as practicable, for the purpose, allow
ing one inch for each board, with a space of one-fourth of an inch between each 
for saw kerf. The outside boards are reckoned in the same manner as shown in 
the cut on the outside; including all that will work six inches in width and 
upward.3. In reckoning the fractional parts of a foot, all that amount to over 
half are reckoned as a whole foot, and all less than that are thrown away, which 
is the nearest average than can be made. As the rule is applied to the top end, 
the buyer bas the advantage of the increase in size and also the saving in saw 
kerf when the log is sawed into larger dimensions than inch board, and there are 
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The diagrams and the computation 
are the work of a civil engineer of 
established repute and no one ac-

' quainted with his work will doubt its 
' perfect accuracy. 
\ I claim for this rule that it is as per
t feet as it is possible for the science of 
: mathematics to make it, and I also 

I contend that all rules hitherto used in 
·, this State are grossly incorrect, large
/ ly overrating some logs and as far 

underrating others. It will be 
understood thal there is no allowance 
made here for defects, that being left 
entirely to the jmlgment of the 
scaler. CHAS. T. HOLLAND . 

The '' Maine" or ''Holland" rule has thus been in use 
many years in this State. It succeeded a variety of rules 
built on the same principle. At the time when it was 
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put into use pine was the staple of the lumber cut of 
this State. As a rule it was large timber, and only the 
better parts of the tree, the clear trunk lumber, were worth 
taking. These trunks moreover were not driven whole. 
They were sawed into lengths of from twelve to twenty feet, 
just as the pine of the Northwest is now treated. They 
reached their final market for the most part in the form of 
inch hoards. 

The quantity of boards that could be cut out of a log was 
all the buyer \Vanted to knmv in those times, so hoard feet 
came naturally to be the term of measurement. Then since, 
becautie logs were short, the little taper they had could he 
left out of account, the top diameter of a log could fairly 
be m,ed with its length in determining contents. This 
diameter could be very well measured by a straight rule. 
Thus for the times and circumstances, assuming the correct
ness of the figures, I\fr. Holland furnished to the people of 
Maine a convenient and satisfactory measure. So far as I 
know it worked well, just as similar rules, Doyle\; and Scrib
ner's, work to-clay in the pinerics of the "'\Vest and Sonth. 

Conditions in the lnrnher business, however, have ';;'}:; rule 

now greatly changed, and several reasons can be jn:uleqnate. 

shown why the scale rule is now unsatisfactory. In the first 
place, as Judge Buswell has discovered, there are irregular
ities in it:, figures, and these, inconsiderable though they may 
seem to be, arc rendere<l important by the increased value of 
lumhcr. The actual re~ults of plotting, as tTndge Buswell 
says, shpuld have been evened by some method of adjusting 
differences. Secondly, most saws nowadays waste far less 
than the quarter of an inch allowed. Thirdly, a large pro
portion of our lumber cut is now used for pulp, and the scale 
rule, throwing as it does a much larger percentage for waste 
out of small logs than large, is unfair when applied to that 
purpose. Slabs and waste, too, are now of value, while the 
rule leaves them out of account. Lastly, trees are now gen
erally cut whole, and the rule, basing its results on length 
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and top diameter, is utterly inadequate to their measurement. 
The instrument was not devised to do the work which we 
now call on it to do, and its employment for the purpose is 
directly responsible for much waste, and is a prolific source 
of dispute and litigation. 

Every man who has ever had anything to do with lumber
ing has his ideas about the scale rule, and some hints about 
how it works have heen given in the narrative portion of 
this report. vVhat must be done now, is to give some con
crete examples of the injustice and waste wrought by the 
scale rule, also some wholesale figures as to its values in rela
tion to the actual contents of logs. For material for both 
these purposes, I am inbebted to the courtesy of the United 
States Forestry Division which has aJlowed me to make free 
use of the figures colJected by myself in its employ. 

First in this connection are some figures worked 
<mt by Judge Buswell in his study of the subject. 
His purpose was to get at the percentage of true 
contents which is given by the rule. He figures 
first the soli<l. contents of a cylinder of given diame
ter, ascertains next from the rule what the scale is 
for a log having that diameter, and reducing the 
reading from board feet to cubic feet divides that 
figure by the solid contents. The result is the 
percentage of sawed lumber given by the rule of 
cylinders having the stated diameter. 

This does not allow for taper, however. To do 
that, actual contents of Iogs must be figured. This 
I have ample material to do, using the Forestry 
Division's measures of trees before mentioned, of 
which for spruce in our woods I have figures on 
several hundred. 

Percentage 
given by 
.Maine log 
rule of con. 
tents of 
cylirnlers of 
sanie dia1n. 
eter. 
Diam. % 
6 5::1.9 
7 60.6 
8 67.4 
9 61,7 

10 64.9 
11 65.3 
12 69.4 
13 67.9 
14 69,4 
15 68.4 
16 66.7 
17 66.7 
18 68.5 
rn 71.7 
20 72.2 
21 72,7 
22 71.6 
23 72.4 
24 72.9 
25 72.9 
26 71.6 
27 71.6 
28 74,7 
29 74,6 
30 75.0 

Taking first then logs out of the trunks of trees where there 
is least taper, I obtain their actual contents as given by caliper 
measures taken every four feet, then take the scale of the 
log hy the rule. Logs are supposed cut in each ca:;e sixteen 
feet long. They are taken of all sizes which my notes give 
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in numbers sufficient to he safely averaged from-from six to 
sixteen inches inclusive in top diameter. These sizes will 
include most of our marketed spruce. 

The results of this computation should be briefly 16 foot butt 

summarized. Logs from 6 to 9 inches in top 1~~tag~eir 

· f } · d · · d 1 h h eu bic con-d rnmeter, o t 11s escnpt10n an engt , may . e tents given 
by l\Iaine 

said to be given 50 per cent of their contents oy log rule. 
Diam. 

the rule. Logs 12 inches and over are given 60 at top. % 
6 43,3 

per cent. The meaning of this for the buyer of =L~ 49.4 
n 54.6 

logs for pulp will be best seen when it is stated the 1g iti 
other end to. A rn,m buying logs of the smaller U ~t~ 

13 59 1 size gets about a fifth more actual wood per thou- 14 irn:o 
sand of lumber paid for than if he buys the larger i~ ~ti 
sizes of lumber. A minor fi,~ature in this series of figures 

remains to he pointed out. It is the percentage for logs 

of 8 inches in diameter. This figure is greater than its 
neighbors above and below, a relation that is more marked in 

the table of per cents of .Judge Buswell's working earlier 
given. It show::;, what ,Judge Buswell so far as I know was 
the first to discover, that the reading of the rule is here 

irregular and unjust, that logs of 8 inches diameter get a 

larger scale than they are entitled to. This irregularity Mr. 
Buswell himself, while he was keen enough to discover and 

utilize it, is strong in saying should be remedied. 
If the rule amon~r log_ s of different cliame- * Percentage of cubic 

u , , contents given by 

ters is an unfair measure for many purposes, M_ti{,\~, log ru.t~~ngth 

it is no less unsatisfactory among logs of at top. 16ri. 10~~oft. 

different length. A 30-foot log is the i gu !t~ 
10 55.0 45.2 

longest that can be scaled by the rule. n 56.5 48.5 

It scales twice as much as a log half that length, and the 

little table herewith shows how that works in relation to cubic 

capacity. 

typical. 
gives it. 

The relation shown in the two sets of figures is 

The shorter a log is, the better the scale the rule 
The reason for this is perfectly plain. The rule is 

* Logs in both these cases are trunk logs-that is cut off below the limbs of the 
tree. Much greater differences might have been obtained by taking the 30-foot 
log higher in the tree. 
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read with top diameter only, and the swell of a log from the 
top down is far greater proportionally in a long log than it is 
in a short one. All these differences render the rule unsatis-
factory as a measure, liable to abuse, a source of uncertainty 
and dispute among business men. 

So much for the actual scale of figures given by the rule. 
Bark, it should be said, is thrown out of account here in all 
·cases. The per cents represent the proportion of the wood of 
a log which is given by the figures on the rule, or in other 
words supposed to be net lumber at the saw. vVhat has been 
proved so far is the unfitness of the rule by reason of the 
principle of its construction to measure fairly logs that are 
destined for pulp or for any other use which depends simply 
on their cubic capacity. This fact in general, indeed, is more 
or less known among business men. .For instance I was told 
by a paper nrnnufacturnr on the Androscoggin that a thousand 
feet of spruce by Androscoggin survey would pile up, if 
made up of large logs, ahout one and f)$l 
one-half cords, if of small logs one <4 
and three-fourths. That is a difference 60 
amounting to one-sixth of the smaller 

56 
quantity. 

"\Vhat is next to come will he best 61 

understood by aid of the diagram here- 1~ 

with presented. This diagram shows if! 

the shape of the stem of a spruce tree, 40 
multiplied in its horizontal dimensions, 

(36 

from the ground to the top. The figure 
was drawn from caliper measurements B2. 

every four feet of a tree that grew on £Z 

one of the town::;hips in the region of 2.'f 

Moosehead lake. It is, in fact, the same 'lo 

tree that was referred to on page 50 of ..;, 
"" 16 

this report. The stump left by the ..r., 
• • C/2. 

lumbermen who cut 1t was two and one-·: 

___ _.i,_ /0.Sit&. 

half feet high, and they cut a log out 0f f ~ 
the trunk thirty-two feet long with a top -jt:: 1 os,-. 
diameter in8ide hark of 10.5 inches. ,...,,_. ____ --1.-. 
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The main thing to notice in the figure of this f;~~~~ ~~

tree is the way in which it tapers. The lowest limbs ~i:iri;. on 

on the tree were thirty-three feet from the ground; two feet 
below the point where the log was topped off. Up to this 
point the taper of the stem is slow. In the twenty feet from 
the top of the log down, the increase in diameter indeed is 
only two inches. Above that point, however, is is seen soon 
to change. Twenty feet above the log-cut the stem is 5.5 
inches smaller than at that point. Above forty-five feet high 
the tree shrinks at least one and one-half inches every four 
feet. And this tree is in this respect typical. vVe may state 
it as a law holding in general among our forest spruce that at 
about the lower limbs a taper begins which is markedly 
stronger than that found he low. This fact has important 
hearing in consideration of a just method of scaling timber. 

To take the simplest case first, let Proportion of contents given 

us take tvrn sets of logs of the same 
top diameter, one set heing butt logs 
from the trunkH of small spruce, the 
other from the upper portion of trees 
of larger diameter. The little table 
herewith given tells the story. The 
figures for some small logs high up in 

by l\Iaine log rule in butt and 
toplogs. LogslHfeetlong. 
Diam. 
r,t top. a. b. c. 

H 43.,l 2fl.4 23.9 
, 4}).4 37.3 33.0 
~ 54.(i 41.\i 
\I f)).t, 4:!.0 

10 5fJ,0 45.fJ 
(a) in butt of small trcee. 
lh) in lower crown of larger 

trees. 
(c) high up in crown of large 

tree8. 

large trees arc also given. Further, to put the same facts in 
another form which perhaps will still more clearly bring 
out the point, for quantities of wood represented by the 
three upper of these parallel lines we get the same value 
from the scale rule. The actual value g1ven hy the rule, 

reduced to cuhic feet, is given by 

the fourth line, the one beneath. -------
The values denoted by the:::;e lines 
relate to logs (-i inches in diameter 
at the top. Here again we have by -
no means an extreme example. 

The practical effect of this peculiarity of our scale rule must 
he pointed out. It might be thought that it would work well, 
giving to knotty top logs of strong taper a sufficiently less 
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scale so that at an even rate of stumpage their value would be 
approximately truly got at. As a matter of fact, however, 
that is 11ot how it works. It works rather to leave those top 
logs to rot in the woods. Particularly is this the case where 
men are hauling by the thousand or cutting on 1-,tumpage 
permits to sell. They know that they can get no pay for such 
lumber at all commensurate with the expense of its handling,. 
so that methods being as they are and strong competition in 
force, they must leave it or suffer loss. Thus it is that within 
the range of the use of our Maine rule, it is only where the 
owners of land cut for their own use, or where special study 
has devi::,;ed means to counteract the natural tendency of the 
rule,* that any such lumber is hauled. Yet such lumber has 
utility either at the saw or for pulp. If eastern men doubt that, 
they have only to go over to the Androscoggin to see it proved. 
That in most of the ::::ipruce lands of the State it is not now taken, 
seems to me mainly due to the general use of a faulty scale 
rule. Some figures representing the amount of the wastes 
that occur in this direction will be found in the appendix. 

The principle I have tried to make clear is that a log with 
strong taper cannot be fairly measured by taking its top 
diameter only. A diameter at its middle point, which a 
caliper measure only is adapted to take, is the only single 
diameter measurement that can· be called representative and 
fair. An example will help to make that clear. Thus a top 
log with an upper diameter of H inches and 16 feet long 
scales by the rule 20 feet. It might have (j cubic feet in it. 
Experience shows that such a log i,o scaled is almost always 
in our large forest areas left on the gl'Ound. The Blodgett 
rule, however, the caliper rule of New Hampshire soon to be 
mentioned, gives the same log a value of 40 feet, and experi
ence teaches that scaled in this way such logs are generally 
taken and used. The latter figure moreover is not really an 

* A practice of this kinc1 that has worked successfully in one case on the Kenne
bec may be of service to others. The practice in the case of long logs is to measure 
off 36 feet from the butt and scale that portion from the top diameter with the 
usual rise. Whatever is above that, no matter how short, is separately scaled. 
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overvaluation. It simply gives a value proportioned to actual 
cubic contents. 

So a<Yain when as is the usual J)ractice in our Less scale 
~ , ~~re 

woods, trees are not cut into several logs, but the lumber. 

merchantable lumber is driven whole. At this point it will 

be well to turn back to the figure of our sample tree lately 
given. The lumbermen who cut this tree were working on a 
stumpage permit and sold their logs at Bangor. This tree 
they cut off just above the lower limbs, at the lower of the 

two cross lines drawn. Out of a tree with a total height of 

almost 70 feet they took thu::,; a log 32 feet long. \Vhy -was 

that? vYhy was that lum her that any man knows it is a 

shame to waste left on the grnuncl? 

There are several things that come in here, hut the main 

cause is again in the use for measurement of the Maine scale 
rule. As a matter of fact those lumbermen cut that tree off 
just where under current methodf-:l of scaling it W()uld scale 

most. If, for instance, they had cut their log 12 feet longer, 

at the upper cross line, they would in all probability have got 
less for it. And yet they -would have had the expense of 
handling, hauling and driving 22 per cent. more timber. Of 
cour:-;e they cut the log short under those circumstances. 
"\Vho in their place would or could do otherwise? But look 

at the loss to the land owner whose returns might have been 
so much more if just methods of scaling were in vogue. Think 
of the loss to the community, too, which through its working 
men first, and later through the whole circle of its business 
relationships sustains this needless waste. It seems probable 

to me that lumber amounting to not less than $1.00,000 in 
stumpage value is yearly thrown away from just this cause. 

The condition of uncertainty and confusion to ~~hu~~~~r
which current sea lina methods have brourrht tainty. e b 

the lumber business in some quarters is hardly to be believed 
without personal knowledge of the facts. Schemes have been 

devised to make the rule do work it was not designed to do, 

and they have often resulted in greater confusion. There is, 

for instance, the practice varying in details in different 
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regions, that logs over a certain length shall be scaled as two 

pieces of equal length; then since the rule is not well adapted 

to measuring the diameter in the middle, in order also to save 
time and expense, diameter is measured only at the top, and 

a 11rise'' given for the butt log proportioned to the length or 

in accordance with the judgment of the scaler. In the hands 

of experienced and fair men this has worked well, but it does 

not work smoothly. Men can seldom agree in the scale of 
the same logs. Little differences in manipulation too strongly 

affect the result. Too much is left to the judgment of the 
scaler. To failure in either direction, knowledge or disposi
tion, the practice lends itself with peculiar facility. Finally 

the attempt in some quarters has been given up and it is recog

nized as a fact that the judgment of a fair and experienced 

man is as reliable as measurement hy the rule. Men say in 

all candor they had just as lives buy logs that way. Indeed 

many lots of logs are bought of which only a small proportion 

have been measured. It is common report, how true I cannot 

personally say, that of the spruce logs consumed at Bangor but 
a snrnll proportion are actually measured at the final and binding 

scale. The rest are said to be estimated by a man standing 

on a boom and saying as the logs run by how many of them 
,vill make a thousand. This is a kind of measurement which 

we employ, and can afford to employ, on no other commodity. 

It ,vill, finally, be a striking illustration of many things 
that have just been said about scaling, as it might be a text 

for a good deal more, if we take the tree which we have been 
using for illustration, scale it in different ways, and see how the 
results compare. Scale wilt in ead1 case be given full, that 
is to say discount for crooks and unsound wood will be left 
out of view. 
Log as cut, 32 ft. long; contents with bark 31 cu. ft.; scaled as 2 16-ft. logs, 

giving butt log 1 incl1 rise...... .. .. .. ..... . .. . . .. . .. . . . .. . .. . . . .. .. .. . • 169 ft 
Scaled a:; 216-ft. logs, giving butt log actual rise................. ....... .. 185 ft 
A 16 foot log above, that might have been taken, scaled, ............ , . . • 31 ft 

Log if cut 40 ft. long; contents with bark 36 cu. ft.; scalecl as 2 20-ft. logs, 
giving butt log 2 inches rise .. .. . .. . .. . .. . . .. . . . ........ ,. . .. . .. . . .. . .. . . .. 168 ft 
Scaled as 2 20-ft. logs, giving butt log actual rise.... .. .. .. .. . . .... ..... . . 195 ft 
Scale<l as 4 10-ft. logs, using actual top diameter of each . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 216 ft 

,vhole tree, saw eel clown at 1~ ft. from grouncl ancl taken up to fl in. diam.; 
contents 43 cu. ft.; scaled in 16-ft. lengths from butt np with actual diam. 226 ft 

Total content;; of the tree's stem, 46 cu. ft. 
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What is objectionable in the Maine scale rule might be 
summed up as follows : 

1. Its readings are irregular and not based on present 
methods of sawing. 

2. In giving the yield of lumber at the saw, it is made by 
that means an unfair measure of logs destined for use as pulp 
or any other use which looks Rim ply to cubic capacity. 

3. It was not devised for the measurement of long logs 
such as now are generally cut, and cannot without change of 
form and extra labor be conveniently used for that purpose. 

4. The attempt to use the rule to do work which it was not 
designed for has resulted in the building up of complicated 
practices differing among themselves. For this reason the 
scale of one region is unlike that of every other. A busines8 
man moving from one region to another would have to study 
the scaling methods prevailing before he could make a trade in 
lumber. These practices too, with the original limitations of the 
rule, make scaling very uncertain and unsatisfactory. Too 
much is left to the scaler's judgment. Negligence, incompe
tence and interest are given too free a chance to influence the 
result. 

5. The actual working of the rule is such that a larger quan
tity of wood often scales less than a smaller amount. For 
this reason great quantities of lumber are left to rot in the 
woods. The waste of this nature amounts to a considerable 
percentage of our lumber cut. 

Under these circumstances the establi~hment by the State 
of a just system of scaling will be a highly commendable 
action. It will promote the public interests, and those of 
individuals as well. It will be of particular help to the lumber
men themselves, those I mean who do and direct the work in 
the woods. These men have the hard part of the business. 
They take much of the risk, do the hard work, face the cold 
and the wet, and they get as a rule but little for it. These 
are the men on whom the uncertainties of scaling bear particu
larly hard. The proportion of their profit is often within the 
limits of variation in measurements by the scale rule. A new 
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scaler may upset all their calculafoms and change expected 
profit into a Joss. And when that happens it is for them a 
genuine disaster. These men are a part of the sinew of the 
country. From them largely will ifa; next generation come. 
vVhatever will promote their interests, whatever at any rate 
will help to secure to them steady and even-handed justice, is 
well worth the consideration of the law-makers of the State. 

~f'~~~mi!c- A system of scaling cannot here be formulated. 
~~~r. sys- Some of the principles that should guide it, how-
ever, may well be mentioned. It should in the first place be 
simple; as few measurements as possible should be taken to 
get at the contents of a log. This is economical; it prevents 
erron, also, and makes the measurement all round more satis
factory and open. Secondly, quality should be kept distinct 
from quantity. Behind every trade in lm11ber should be a 
recorded measurement, free from complications, of the tree's 
contents. Quality is another 1rn1tter. If it is to be passed 
on by the same man well and good, but the two things should 
not be lumped together. 

Here we get a suggestion as to the measurement of our 
spruce, a large and growing proportion of which is being 
manufactured into pulp. For the pulp mill, cubic contents is 
what we really want to know. vVhy not get that for all lum
ber, and consider its adaptability and yield to the saw as a 
matter of quality? Measure the actual cubic contents of the 
logs in your landing or your boom, and such of them as are to 
be sawed judge of, or measure again if necessary, from that 
point of view. Certainly that is more natural, and will when 
established be more satisfactory, than the reversed practice 
which is now in vogue. 
!:~i~;-a Neither is this suggestion without support, per
caliper rule. sonal or in experience. Some of the most practi-

cal and experienced men with whom I have talked hope to see 
present practice torn up from the bottom and simple cubic 
contents substituted, to be measured with a caliper mle. The 
great advantage of this system is its simplicity, the certainty 
with which it gets at a fairly accurate result. All that is 
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necessary 1s to measure length and mid diameter of a log, the 

figures on the rule giving the cubic contents. The ratio of 
board feet to cu hie feet in logs of different sizes could further 
be had for the convenience of saw mill men. 

Somo will question the accuracy of this method of measure
ment as applied to long 1ogs, ::,;nch for instance as might be 
cut out of our representative tree. On this point tnlrnlations 

could he presented if necrssary. From these it would appear, 

I think, that the accuracy of the method is su-fliciont. \\That

cvcr the length and shape of the log, Hie dopartnro of foe 
values so gained from true fi::nHed volume is hut a snmll per 
cent. No premium, at any rate, is put on timber waste. 

The experience of others, however, is conclusive on thjs 

point. The practice of Europe so far as I know it is of this 

kind. I have myself helped measure timber in the Black 

Fore:'-lt of Germany. Great trees there 3 feet through and 

100 feet or more high, cut off away up at 8 or 10 inches 

diameter, wonlrl have their diameter measured only at the 

mic1d1e point. And lumber there too was worth three times 

as much per volume as at the mills of Maine. 

Finally, as helping to approve the principle of the system 

of measurement here proposed, and perhaps in all its details 

furnishing us with a pattern, I will refer to the practice of the 
state of New Hampshire. Here an artificial cubic foot has 

been made by law, e<-1ual to about 1.4 o:f the standard cubic 
foot. To measure contents a caliper rule has been constructed 
known as the Blodgett rule. As used in practice, it gives the 

contents of a log from length and mid diameter, seven-eighths 
of an inch by the structure of the rule being thrown out for 

bark. The law under which this method of scaling was estab

lished is quoted below. In practice it has so far as I know 

worked very satisfactorily. 
Public Statutes, New Hampshire. 18ill. p. 358. 
Uhap. 128, Sec. 4. All round ship timber shall be measured according to the fol

lowing rule: a stick of timber 16 inches in diameter and 12 inches in length shall 
constitute one cubic foot, and in the same ratio for any other size and quantity; 
forty feet shall constitute one t0n. 

Sec. 5. All round timber, the quantity of which is estimated by the thousand, 
shall be measured according to the following rule: a stick of timber 16 inches in 
diameter and 12 inches in length shall constitute one cubic foot, and the same 
ratio shall apply to any other size and quantity. Each cubic foot shall constitute 
ten feet of a thousand. 
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~~!~~ 0/eet One thing under the head of scaling still remains 
}~e1~bic to be dealt with. That is the ratios of board feet 
to cubic feet used in the earlier portions of this report. A. 
problem was involved there somewhat difficult of solution. 
The settlement of it finally chosen may perhaps not be gen
erally approved of as the best one. 

It is well known that the larger a log is, the better, when 
a board rule is used, does it scale. So it is clearly with trees. 
The larger they are, the longer they are left to grow, the bet
ter they scale in proportion to their cubic contents. But how 
shall we measure the rate of this increase? 

A partial answer to that question given by Judge Bnswell, 
as a result of his study of the scale rule was detailed in the 
last Maine Forest Commissioner's Report. Saw logs, accord
ing to the usual Kennebec standard, are logs that will meas
ure at least 8 inches at 20 feet. Such a log scales, by the 
Maine log rule, 55 feet. A. 6 inch log of the same length scales 
25 feet. Logs of the latter size are salable on the Kennebec 
for pulp. Judge Buswell then, having ascertained approxi
mately the time required for a tree to grow two inches in 
diameter, figured out the increase in percent at compound 
interest, and determined on a policy of cutting governed 
thereby. 

It took a very clear-headed man to solve so neatly and sat
isfactorily this highly practical problem. For the purposes 
of the present work, however, figures so derived do not 
appear to be sufficient. The growth m length is left out of 
account. In the larger tree, part of what is above eight 
inches in diameter is often used. It will be used in the 
future at any rate if not used now. In figures for general 
application, account will have to be made of it. 

An example cited by Mr. Crawford from the records of the 
New York forest commission will throw light on this matter. In 
187 5 there stood in an Adirondack forest a small spruce tree 
ninety-seven years of age, able to yield a log six inches in diame
ter at the top and thirteen feet long. This Mr. Crawford scales 
at 13.5 feet. In the yPn,r named the larger treei; were cut 
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out around this small one, so that from then on it grew rap

idly. In 18H3 it was itself cut. The butt log at that time, cut 
at the standard length of thirteen feet, had a top diameter of 

ten incht>s. It scaled fifty-four feet. But above this two 
otlu~r logs were taken, each of the same length and with a top 

diameter of eight and six inches respectively. The logs taken 

from the tree sea le altogether 108 feet, an increase in eighteen 

years of D4.5 feet or of 700 per cent. 

This tree would not he cited as a typical example of spruce 

growth, though many trees could he chosen that have grown 
as much or more. It Wustrates, however, the point desired, 

the foet that with growth the length of merchantahle timber 
increases as -well as its diameter. .Measurement, however, is 

not always so easy as in this case. Trees do not always cut 

just of the standard length, and where there is no standard 

an<l Sl'.aliug methodi', vary so much as they do in the State of 

}iaine, it is hard to settle on a measurement that will be fair 

and representative. I will only state the solution which after 

some consideration was finally chosen. 

In the tir:--t place growth all the way through was figured in 

cubic feet and not hoar<l feet. Reckoning in those terms was 

easier, and re::-iults will he more widely and longer of value. 
Tree volnmes ,Yere given in cubic fe~t, the percentages of 
growth applie<l were those for inerease in actual cubic con

tents, the resulting volume and the average yearly production 

were both i-itated in the same terms. It remained then simply 

to get at a converting faetor, a ratio between cubic feet and 
ho.1rcl feet which shonlcl convert results into the common busi

ness term. This, as already i ndieated, had to he worked out 

for trees of different :::-izes. 

In the rcl'.on-ls of measurement of hundreds of trees of all 
sizes so many times mentioned there is ample material for 

the purpose. Taking a Rufficient number, and ascertaining 

first the total cuhic contents of each, the stern is supposed to 
he use<l up to six inches in diameter, the stump height allowed 

being ahont two feet. The trunk is then supposed to be 

12 
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scaled in sixteen-foot logs beginning with the butt, the small 
top piece when one remains being given separately a fair 
valuation. On general principles the figures are then redu.ced 

Breast. Diameter. I 
I 

::.:·:::::::·:::::::::::::::::::.::::::::::1-----:-:: _____ :: _____ ::_:_ 
~ ........................................ . 

10 ....•....•••.... · ...• · · .•.••.•... · · •. · 

11. .................................... . 
I 

1::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::1 

12.s 

17 .2 

21. 

25.5 

29.2 

34.3 

41. 

42 

65 

80 

102 

115 

137 

173 

3.2 

3.6 

3.85 

4. 

4.1 

4.2 

4.25 

sixteen and two-thirds per cent. The accompanying table 
gives the results. .First is given for trees, seven, eight, etc., 
inches in breast diameter their average volume as actually 
found. Bark is here included. Next to that is given the 
scale, bark off, as just defined. The one set of figures is 
then divided by the other, giving thus board feet scaled for 
each cubic foot in the tree. This last set of figures has been 
evened by plotting and drawrng a curve. 

Probably these figures represent about the closest cutting 
and most liberal scaling now practiced anywhere in the State. 
A large share of the trees used in this tabulation were cut in 
the Moosehead region by men cutting on stumpage permits 
to sell. The scale by current methods *of the logs they 
actually took, including none from trees less than eleven 
inches in breast diameter, has been figured out. It underrum, 
the figures of the table by nearly twenty-five per cent. 

* That is scaling logs up to 26 feet long as one stick, logs 27 to 35 feet long as two 
sticks allowing one inch rise for the butt, logs longer than 35 feet with two inches 
ri&e. On all there is allowed 10 per cent. discount. Seldom was 40 feet of a tree 
taken. 
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OUR FORESTS f\.ND THE FUTURE. 

Before taking up in detail the measures which seem to 

rnenn forest reform in this State, it will perhaps he well to 

state the attitude toward the ·forests and forest industry which 
study thus far has hrought the writer to take. 

First then flS to waste. Hel'e a line of distinc- Waste: What 1s 

tion must he drawn. :Much waste, we know, can- avoiclable. 

not he avoided. It is forced into our methods by the almn

dance of our resources and the cheapness of wood material in 

proportion to labor. Those who hold up before us the 

standard of European economy, without recognizing that in 

.America it must he greatly slackened and modified, can have 
little eomprchension of real American conditions. 

On the other hand against other wastes strong condemna

tion can justly he made. The destruction of timber hy fires 

has been already considerably ventilated. Not so well known, 
bnt a~ I believe in our _'Maine spruce forests greater in amount, 

is the destruction ·wrought hy win<l. :Much of this as 1t occurs 

j:-; again irremedial,le. A considerable proportion, however, 

as large it seems to me a::i of the lmi~ caused by fire, is ,vithin 
the power of managerl'i of timberland to prevent. 

Then there arc the wa:c;tcs of actual lumbering. Trees arc 

killed that are not utilized. Stumps are cut high and valua
ble lumber left in the shape of long tops to rot in the woods. 
A prnportion of tho;-:;e wastes comes under the unavoidable 
li.-,t. \Vith a certain distanee from market, and a certain 
ratio of lumher value to labm· cost, these g·oes a corresponding 

degree of economy ,vhich is the most that can he reached. 
;\/Inch, however, it-\ not to be 80 excu:-iecL l\luch j:,,; clnc to 

mere force of habit in our lumbermen. In the old day:-:; they 

learnt wasteful habits, and in the slack conduGt of the !urn her 

husine:::iti in some quarters they have never been compelled to 

learn better. Here observation in different sections of the 
State teaches us a great deal. vVe learn by that means thatl' 
the form in whieh business is organized has much to do with 
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it. ·where the owner8 of timberland are at the same time 

its cutters, particularly if they cut to stock their own mills, 
there the greatest rlegree of economy is secured. On the 
other hand where the stumpage system is in vogue, where, 
that is, the owner of land doe8 not cut it, but permits its cut
ting to another who may or may not manufacture the lumher 
also, there great wastes are sure to occur. 

Lastly in the connection are the wastes that arise from our 
method of measuring lumber. If there is any excuse for 
longer endurance of this, if after the facts are known there is 

reason for hesitation in establishing by law a rational, just 
and uniform system of meaimring lumber, that reason has not 
occurred to the present writer. 

Next as to exhaustion of our forests. On this theme we 
have in recent years heard very much. Some practical men 
believe it. Othen, dispute it. What is the fact r 
Exham;tion On the general subject I cannot refrain from 
of fore>1t~. registering the opinion that the best indication we 

yet have is the judgment, evidenced in price of lumber, of 
business men. If official statistics and predictions are more 
reliable, there are at least many in the country who are 
unconvinced of it. How should it be otherwise indeed? 
vVhere is the volume of detail study from which alone reliable 
scientific conclusions can be drawn as to the resources of the 
country? 

And if the judgment of practical men is still to count, we 
have, to say the least, no need to fear an impending timber 
famine. Prices show no ·tendency to panic. Great natural 
stores still remain, and the enterprise of American business 
men, exercised particularly in the development of transpor
tntion, is gradually bringing them into use. 

li~i~;e1l~s Corning back to our own proper field, the timber 
expect. resources of the State of Maine, a similar conserva-
tive attitude must in general be maintained. By far the 
greater portion of the State is covered with trees, and it is 
perfectly certain that it will remain so. The poor soil assures _ 
us that the greater portion of the surface of the State never 
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will he put to agricultural use. The topography and the 
c]imate assure us that all uncared-for areas will stay tree

covered. 
~fore definitely a8 to the particular problem of tim her 

supply there are numerous thing:;; to be said. Exhau~tion in 
one sense is a reality. Of that we have had demonstration. 
The pine that once was the staple of our ct.: of lumber i:::i now 
practically gone, and none of like quality j:::; coming on to 
replace it. Of spruce we know we have not to fear such com
plete cle::-truction ; yet partial exhaustion in this direction is 
known to be pm;:;;ihle. ,Ye can strip a country of the best 
part of its original timber. The Kennebec, as may he seen 
by looking over the logs to be seen from the cars, has already 
yielded up the hulk of its old and heavy timber. Tha small 
rivers of -,vashington and Hancock counties are further along 
011 the same road. Y earM ago due to lurnberin~ and ship
building there were located here many prosperous, busy com
munities. Now times have greatly changed. Ship building 
has gone altogether. The original stock of soft wood timber 
hm, hcen practically used up, and the people are reduced to 
handVing that amount of timber whieh the country, crippled 

hy fire and heedless cutting, can f:lupply by growth. This is 
bnt a fraction of the former cut and far inferior 111 quality, 
made up mostly of hemlock, fir, small spruce and second 
growth pine. And yet dmvn to a very recent date the men 
in control of the lmsine:ss thought ::supplies were inexhaustible. 
Ahout thirty years ago, for in::sttmce, a great fire raged on the 
East )Iachias river, and rn0n let it burn without hindrance or 
thinking tntH:h about it hel'ause they thought however much 

mi~J1t he destroyed they stiil had enough. A careful study 
of rhe history and resources of these eastern rivers would be 
a very in:-;tructive matter. 

Exhaustion of the original stock i:s a reality and it is cer
tain that in time our larger rivers will reach it. This is, how

ever, in itself nothing to he deprecated, nothing even to 
lament. That timber standing there ,ve believe we have a 
right to, a right to use it with all the other resources and 
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capabilities of the land. What m:;e indeed has it to stand 
there? An acre of virgin timber produces nothing, because 
as much yearly rots as grows. It is only when it has been 
cut through, when the mature timber has been taken out, that 
the yearly production begins to store up. This indiscrimi
nate prejudice against cutting, consideration must remove. 
It is only hy means of the ax that forest land can provide us. 
with the most evident of its benefits, useful wood material. 

When the original stock of timber is gone, then we shall 
have to depend on growth. That ie a condition that is sure 
to come if our people thrive and multiply and fill up the 
country. It is not a regrettable condition if fairly met. It 
is the normal condition of old countries. Within our own 
State in most quarters it is gradually coming in force. In 
some regions indeed it has long been here. Southwestern 
Maine for instance is doing a considerable business on lumber 
which is entirely the product of recent growth, and the busi
ness is hut the more settled and regular on account of the 
character of its supply. 
our great In recognizing.·, however, that exhaustion of the re1naining ._., ,_., 

stocks. original stock is a possibility, that it is sure indeed 
at some time to come, we must not neglect to carefully limit 
it in accordance with the facts of this particular case. 
Exhaustion as it may now he spoken of in connection with 
the great forests areas of Maine-I mean those bodies of 
rough poor land des ti necl al ways to he forest, which make 
up a half to two-thirds of the area of the Stnte-is not 
exhaustion of wood material. It is not even exhaustion of 
all timber. It is merely exhaustion of some particular quali
ties and kinds. The shortage that need be .looked forward to 
in any portion of these forests to-day is that of spruce only, 
and while that is a serious matter, while spmce formed on 
these areas the great bulk of the coniferous timber, neverthe
less just as the former generation did with pine, so ncn\· we 
shall gradually ]earn the extent and value of our other 
resources. These cannot be entered into in detail. :Fir, 
cedar and hemlock have always been classed as inferior lum-
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her, and in many localities and conditions of hrisiness been 
passed entirely by. ,vhile neither of these items amounts 

to very much in comparison with spruce, yet in the aggregate 

they will appreciably swell the returns from our forest lands. 
Our great natural stoek of hard woods, however, i:- the 

main thing. The disadvantages which hold of these as com

pared with our soft wooch; in regard to transportation and 

,vaste in cutting are well understood. Railroad 1 umbering, 

however, will largely meet the one, and new developments of 
industry possibly will surmount the othe1:,~ The small demand 
too for such lumber must sometime mend. Our own people 
will uot al ways go to the most distant countries for their hard 
wooos. Fashion indeed may sometime work our way. It is 
said that the fashion for hlaek walnut a fmr years ago, which 

all of us rernernher and most of us helped to feed, was created 
hy lumber dealers who kept it up as long as there was timher 

to supply it. ,Yho will say that om· cnvn birch and maple 

arc incapahle of the :-;ame kind of manipulation? 

I must rerwat that I am rn,t :--peaking of the Outlook for 

wooded land along the rail ways and about towns, s1H·uce. 

hut of the great permanent forest areas of the State. On 

these lands it is only in connection with spruce that exhaus

tion need to he looked forward to, and for spruce indeed 

only in t:iome regions or in certain sizes and qualities of 

-timber. The districts reported on in the body of this 
work are those where the question is most critical, chosen 

for that very n'ason. There the situation can hardly he 

called a dark one. On the other large river:-; the outlook is 

no doubt much dearer. The ~t. ,John still has large t-1tores 

of virgin timber. The upper waters of the Penobscot have 
been only very lightly cut. Jfon have not yet begun to snm 
up their resourees. 

Taking the State as a whole, I doubt if the yearly produc
tion of spruce i::-i yet o\rcrcnt. Assnming the amount of the 

yearly cut at (WO millions hoard measure, that amounh; only 

to 30 feet per acre on the gross area of the State, perhaps 60 

feet on -·what is aetually spruce-hearing land. These general 
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fiO'ures are verv instructive. Bv the side of what scientific b ~ J 

forestry could do with the land, these amounts are utterly 

insignificant. To one like the writer who believes that mere 

care in lumbering-stopping of the needless wastes that occur, 

and cutting with some reference to wind destruction and the 
future production of the country-would both piece out our 

resources considerably and multiply the volume of future 

growth, these fi:rnres are very encouraging. \Vith things 
going on as they are the State can long maintain the present 

volume of the spruce cut. The production of the land we 

have it in our power to increatie whenever ,ve find it necessary 

to do so. 
A subordinate matter here, and vet one that is of The paper J 

business. prime importance, I wish here briefly to treat of. 

That is the pulp and paper business. This is one of the most 

valuable industries that the State has. It is a substantial and 
lasting thing. Its worst poss1 ble enemy seems to he itself, 
acting in the ,v~ty of overstocking the trade, increasing pro
duction beyond a natural and wholesome demand. Spruce is 
the staple of the raw material of the paper mills. Their proM
perity seems bound up in its abundant and continued ::;upply. 

Now while there seems to he nowhere a cause for immediate 
fear in this respect as long as the pulp and paper mill::; can 
command the output of the land, there does seem to be the 
feeling in some quarten, that the upper limit for price of 
wood has been nearly reached. I have in mind an Andros

coggin manufacturer who made the statement that in hi:::i judg

ment the advance in price of pulp wood by one dollar per 

thousand could not be stood hy the business-that the mills 

would have to go out of business or find other sources of sup
ply. 

·what there may be outside of the State and its forests that 

may be available for the supply of Maine paper mills I have 

no means of knowing. \Vhat there is within those limits 

adequate to the stocking of a great industry seems, however, 
pretty clear. There is first our stock of hard woocfa. Any 
manufaeture which wouhl employ wood of this kind, using 
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especially the cull and waste of our probable future lumber
ing operations, ·would have an almost limitless source of sup
ply. I do not now mean poplar, which was the first \Vood to 
be used for paper manufacture in the State. Our resources 
of that nature I do not believe are sufficient to maintain an 
industry of great volume. I refer to the staple old-growth 
hard woods of the State which have not so far been consid
ered available for any such purpose. 

There is another resource, however, to which ·we might in 
case of emergency turn. It is in the direction of pine. Pine, 
those who have tried it say, has a good fibre. --what has kept 
it out of use till the present is the large amount of pityh in 
the wood ·which increases cost of reduction. Now if through 
new methods of manufacture reduction could be cheapened, 
or if our mills hy a scarcity of spruce should ever be driven 
to ~eek ·other sources of supply, we could cover the ·whole 
southwestern portion of the State over with this species. 
Pine i:,,; almost a weed in that section now. It propagates 
freely, and grows often in thick gmves of great producing 
power. The production of these could he vastly increased by 
a little simple manipulation in accordance with scientific for
estry pi-inciples. Study in this direction by the State, even 
in advance of any pointed demand for it, would be a very 
promising thing. 

The feeling then which study of the forests of ;;~1it1;:i;~-
the State thus far has induced is a thoroughly fnl. 

hopeful one. The volume of husiness based on lumber has 
room for many years yet to gTow. Shrinkage in some regions 
and lines of lmsi ness wi 11 doubtless he largely offset by devel

opments in new directions and by the nrnnufacture of raw 
material into forms that require more labor. In general, we 
may feel hopeful, feel that we may use freely the resources 
stored up on the land. 

The things that need correction, too, it seems ~ii~ait~~; 
that in most cases enlig:htened self-interest can he <lo: 

depended ~m in time without legal regulation to correct. ~ ot 
that there is nothing for the State to do. Self-internst is not 
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now always ~nlightened, and the State can save the cost of 
the work hundreds of times over by simply spreading effec
tively pmtinent information. For instance, to teach to-day 
in one section of the State the economies arrived at in others 
would he an immensely paying matter. The State moreover 
can study questions in a way that individuals cannot afford to 
do. It can study timber ·supply in a broader way. It can 
get at the fundamental facts, get at them once for all, and put 
them in the possession of every man who can use them. 

Particularly in the new development that seems likely 
to come upon us, the handling of forest land with• real 
knowledge and forethought, should the State direct and lead. 
The actual practice of the matter mnst he left to private 
hands, for the State has no timberland worth practieing on. 
The State, however, can encourage and aid in the matter. 
There are great established principles relating to t1:ees and 
thefr growth which our people may well be taught. There 
are bodies of information collateral to correct forest manage
ment which scientific men only, not men of business, are 
equipped to obtain. There are needful things which one man 
cannot do because they cost too much in proportion to his 
in<li viclual interest in the matter, whilP for the community to 
<lo them is a highly paying thing. lt looks as if a revolution 
·were impending, a development in methods of handling forest 
lnnd which means much to the business prosperity of the State. 
The State can by its support and countenance mightily forward 
it. 

Here again I have in mind mainly the spruce in those great 
areas of permanent forest commonly called ''the woods of 
Maine." In the discussion of better cutting for these lands 
in the body of this report, great emphasis was laid on one 
idea-the value of conservative cutting, of leaving young 
timber on the land to grow. In fact, except for wind <lestrnc
tion, very little in the connection was said about anything 
else. This it was thought would best meet the needs of the 
situation, hest answer the qne~tions in the minds of practical 
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men. These questions, relating to the immediate management 

of timberland, had finit to he answered. 

To follow that lead, howeve~·, is not for this ·work enough. 

There are ways of viewing the forest which the people of this 

Stntc have not arrived at, way;::; of handling forest land of 

which our lumbermen have no idea. The idea jw·-t stated 

furnishes us with an illustration. \Vith lumbermen this prin

ciple of conserv!-lfrve cutting seems to embrace the whole 

matter of forest economy. '· Leave the young timber to 

grow," is a formula that has long passecl among us as contain

ing the sum and substance of right forest management. 

How weak this formula is face to face ,vith the What is 

real facts of the woods, readers of this report have E'oreHtry? 

often seen pointed out. .Many, probably, were already a ware 

of its weakness. How puerile it is in comparison with the 

pos:-;ihilities of the ca:'-e, in comparison with the achievements 

of genuine forestry, only those who ha,re given the matter 

study can know. One question will shmv the inadequacy of 

the formula-where are yon going to get the young ::-.tuff to 

let grow? 

1n pntting forth what I wish in this direction to Maine 

readers I shall have to begin at the heginning, shall lmvo to 

take them to a new standpoint from which to view tho forest. 

I have not, indeed, to point out the place of the forc;,;t in 

human history, the manifold ways in ,d1ich it has influenced 

the health, the prosperity and the permanence of nations and 

rnces, valuable in it" place as that woul<l he. ::\fost of thet-ie 

matters make no pressing call on ns. Our agriculture and 

climate can hardl.Y as yet he affected hy our lumbering; the 

flow of our rivers has not been so seriously affocted at any 

rate that a pointed demand has come for its investigation. 

Forestry as it comes now to ns is the production of useful 

wood material. In this direction, however, we have every

thing to learn. The conditions of tree growth, the means of 

producing the most and the best timber, the conditions fiwora

ble to the germination of tree seeds and the growth of 

young plants, tree diseases and enemies-all these things are 
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left out of our sight. \Ve do not even know that there is 
anything there to learn.* 

'"' t . It is my 11urpose ,here to try to give some little -" ores ry 111 • - '--' 

Germany. idea of German forestry. Germany is au old 

country. Centuries ago what we might call its virgin timber 
was exhausted, and the country found itself with a dense pop
ulation dependent on a limited area of land to supply its 
needs for wood material. What should they do? Should 
they stint their use in this direction to a niggardly amount? 
Should they exploit new territory and call on the stocks of 
newer countries for their supply? They did neither of these 
things. They went to work rather on their own soil to 
develop fully the resources and capabilities of their own land. 
The states and the nobles supported the work. Scientists 
labored and managers experimented. Forest schools were 
established to spread through the land the knowledge of wlrnt had 
been gained. Finally they piled up a mass of exact information 
about trees and everything related to their life, and established 
a system of fore:-it management based thereon, that is one of 
the finest 1nonuments of the thoroughness, the conservatism 
and the patience of the German race. And today the forest 
stands as one of the prime ohject:-3 of the people's regard, a 
source of health, wealth and national independence. 

This report is concluded after several months' study on the 
ground of the fornsts of South Germany. As illustration:--; of 
what seientific forestry can do I wish to tell of a few repre
sentative fact:, that came under my own observation. 

:~~~~~it i{~1
<1 The first forest of which I gained any knowledge 

money. was the property of the city of Freudenstadt in 
,vu:·ttemlmrg. I remember thinking as I rode up to the 

* It is worth while, perhaps, to point rea<1crs to the best available sources of 
information. Of the::ie, the publications of the Forestry Division of the United 
States Department of Agriculture come first. They are largely contained in the 
reports of the Departrnent. Most cau be Juul free on application. The American 
Forestry Association <li,;;tributes literature to its membcr::i, to whose number 
additions are very welcome. The secretary of the Association is l\Ir. F. IL 
Newell, Unite(l States Geological Survey, \Vashington, D. C. The best manual of 
European forestry in tlle English language is a Heries of volume-; published in 
Lonllon ealletl Sclllich's l\fanual of Forestry. 
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place by mil and found it a city of 6,000 inhabitants, that it 
wouldn't do for a man like myself, who wished to see nothinrr 

:-, 

but woods from morning till night to live in the city. I 
would get off into the woods themselves and live. How 
great was my mistake l The forest was all about us. In 
five minutes' walk from the center of the city one could step 
into such fine woods as cannot he found in the whole State 
of ~VIaine. Spruce and fir trees two to three feet through and 
all the way up to 100 feet hiµ.·h stood on the ground as thickly 
as they could :-;tand. There were acres there that would cut 
more than 100,000 M. The previous summer I had crui::;ed 
all through the sprnce lands of the Kennebec, and here on 
single square miles was more timber than on whole townships 
on tlrnt river. And the hest of it was that this was no new 
or exceptional thi 11g. The whole area of the forest was doing 
it. If it hadn't old timber it dicl have young, which is quite 
as essential to the result. They were growing that timber 
right along because they knew how to <lo it and hecause they 
were patient enough to wait fo1· results. 

The financial return~.; from this forest will he of interest. 
Tho yearly net revenue derived from its 5,950 acres had 
amounted in the last few years to from $20,000 to $2,5,000. 
The yearly yield of wood had been lOH cubic feet per acre. 
The revenue pai<1 all the municipal expenses of a city of l-l,000 
people, relieving the citizens from local faxation and paying 
a honus to each voter besides. 

Baden Baden is another good illustrntion. The city owns 
10,000 acres of forest land in its immediate vicinity kept 
under the hest of management, just ahout the equivalent of 
half a township of our Maine timberland and in much the 
same kind of trees. The yearly net revenue from thb; tract 
as an average from 1881 to 18Hl was nearly $3.;'">0 per acre. 
That is about the total valuation, timber, land and all, of a 

pretty good Maine township. A yearly net income of $35,000 
has here, it ca11 readily he understood, a significnncc in con
nection -·with municipal expenses. 
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These two instances are by no means exceptional. The 
Black Forest in which both these tracts are included is a region 
of high and rough land about a million acres in extent partly 
in Baden and partly in vVlirttemburg. It is well cut up with 
railroads and turnpikes; it has towns and villages scattered 
all through it, but much the greater portion of its area is cov
ered with trees. It is divided in ownership between the 
states, cities and towns, and private individuals, of which the 
publicly owned forests are uniformly well managed. The 
State forests throughout this district yjeld a net yearly 
revenue of $2.50 per acre. Tracts of unusual productiveness 
have yielded ten dollars. The best feuture of the situation 
is the certainty and regularity of the supply. The manage
ment is splendid in its conservatism. Timber is never cut 
till it is ripfl. Managers take a pride in never making a false 
show by overcutting. The yearly growth on these forest 
areas is closely known. Mills and markets have adjusted 
themselves to their output, and business in consequence is 
regular and certain .. 

In speaking of these results of German forestry we must not 
mistake the conditions to ·which they are in part due. Ger
man forest land in the first place is superior to ours. The 
soil is deeper and better as a rule because the country was 
never glaciated in any such way. Some of their tree species 
moreover are faster growers than our own, though they have 
nothing equal to the American white pine. Then wood mate
rial in German forests is worth much more than in our woods 
becau:;e it is close to a dense population which needs it. Ger
man forest management, however, is in itself a noble achieve
ment. Wit.bout it, favorable natural conditions would be of 
little avail. By its means, Germany devoting a third of its 
territory permanently to forest-that third which is of small
est value for agricultural and commercial use-has been able 
not only to supply all her own demands for most kinds of 
wood material, but to furnish large amounts to less provident 
neighbors. 
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vVith these facts in mind as to the results of German forest 
management, the m1y i::,; perhaps prepared for a statement of 
how they have been attained. Here we must be extremely 
brief. I propose as that hit of Gennan forestry which seems 
to have most help in it for us in studying hmv to make the 
most of the woods of Maine to give in outline the hi::,tory of 
a stand of spruce and fir h1 the Black Forest as it works out 
under the guiding hand of an Oberforster of the Baden State.* 

First of all how does it start? How <lo the young ~~~~16fof a 

trees come there? Most readers probably will think timber. 

they are planted, but t:mch is not the case. The man who has 
a big hill for nurseries and planting in his accounts is marked 
as a poor manager, and another may be found to take his 
place. .No. It is rather by understanding the conditions 
which seed::,; require to germinate and young trees to thrive 
in, and making u::,;e of thi1', knowledge in clearing off the old 
crop, that the young stand is founded. Let us, however, 
omit this for the present, and taking the young stand when 
it fir::,;t has posse::,;sion of the ground, trace through its history. 

A 20-year-old starnl of spruce and fir in the Black Forest 
looks like one of our thickets that we say is a::, thick as the 
hair on a dog's, back. The little trees stand closely together, 
their foliage is high up, and the limbs on the lower trunk 
killed off. Many of them hy force of competition die every 
year and when big enough the dead ones are taken out for 
fuel. And this dense condition is desired and promoted. 
The unbroken cover of leaves keeps the soil moist in summer 
so that growth is more rapid than it would otherwise be; the 
dense crowding cleans the lower trunk of limhs so that the 
heart lumber of the mature tree will be nearly clear. The 
trees on an acre of German forest are of approximately the 
same age. Experience has shown that more lumber and 
better lumber in the long run can be grown in that way than 
if trees of all sizes are kept on the ground at the same time. 

* Scientific readers must not hold me to strict accuracy here. 
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Such is the condition of things up to forty years of age. 
The young stand is practically allowed to take care of itself, 
and this it does to entirely good advantage. 

At forty years of age, however, at which time the young 
trees might be 4 to 8 inches in diameter and ,50 feet high, a 
strong thinning is made. Poor and deformed trees are taken 
out, those that are dis~ased as well, and such also as are over
crowded and seem destined to an early death. By this means the 
stand is much improved. Every tree left standing is one that 
is straight and good, and it has a good chance to grow. The 
stand by this treatment may he left pretty open in places, but 
in the next few years it closes up again. The trees stand as 
thickly on the ground as they can stand. The dense foliage 
shields the soil from drying out, and prevents the encroach
ment of bothersome weeds. The density of a middle-aged 
stand in :t German forest, the completeness with which it 
occupies the ground, is something hardly to he conceived till 
one sees it. Second gmwth pine groves are all we have in 
this country that approaches it. The 6hade of the foliage is 
so dense and complete that not a young tree or hush will be 
seen for rods. All that covers the soil is a fine, even coating 
of moss. 

So the thing stands for forty years more. Only the trees 
that are crowded out are removed from the ground. These 
have a value to sell but none to grow. Most of them go into 
the manufacture of paper. 

At eighty or one hundred years of age, however, another 
condition of things begins. Spruce and fir at this age will no 
longer stand densely together. They open of their own 
accorrl. Through blowdown or disease, also, little openings 
in the cover occur, and under these openings. where the sun
light gets down to the ground, a '5trange thing happens. Little 
seedlings, which up to this time may have been absolutely 
lacking, though the ground was showered with seed, begin 
to appear on the ground. Sometimes there is a pel'fect 
mat of them, and the forest manager, remembering that 
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the time is not far distant now when his timoer will be 

mature, when he will have to cnt it and will want to 

replace it with another of the same kind, welcomes 

their appearance and care::; for their welfarn. As they gro,v 

larger and require more light and air, he opens up the old 

stand around them. "Tith that, too, the patch of young trees 

spreads. )lore thinning out a3sist:-; jt; different regions of 

thinning run into onP another. Finally the whole area of the 

stand has been lighted up, young trees have followed the 

fan>ring treatment and a dense crop of them covers nearly 

every square ro<l of the ground. l\luch of the old stand has 

in the mean time hecn. reapC"d. "That remains tu he clone i:-, 

simply to clear off the balance with due regard for the welfare 

of the succeeding stand. By these measure::; and on these 

principles the land, in the course of 120 years, handled, of 
course, meanwhile hy many individual managers, hut always 

with regard for its productiveness in the long nrn, has pro

duced a magnifkent crop of timber, has yielded in the thin

nings material much more than paying for the labor of its 

cutting and it has afforded steady labor at about the rate of 

one man per 100 acres to tour generations of men. During 

the last thirty or forty years of that time, simply by gradual 

rPmoval of the crop and care for the young growth which 
succeeds correct handling of the condition8 of light and soil, 

a new crop has been Rtarted ready to carry on the same 

process in its turn. 

How mnch of the German practice may he foP~~~~ton 

adopted here to advantage, how much of it is condition8
. 

possible under onr business conditions, can only he told after 

trial. ,vhatever we do adopt will be gradually taken up. 

l\!Iany of the measures that are recommended from that source 

are the same that hu ve been suggested to us already hy the facts 

of our own woods. 

Something we mu::;ttake, however, from the general attitude 

of the German people to the forest. The facts of the situation, 

indeed, will compel Ui3. The forest will have to he regarded 

13 
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as a field rather than a mine. Having attained that, ,ve shall 
have further to learn corn,ervatism and patience. Patience is 
an essential in successful fore::,t management. Trees grow 

but slowly to a mature condition. If they arc cut before they 

are fit, the best results, the greatest aggregate returns, cannot 

be reaped. 

Where shall That brings us to the inquiry where will forestry 
we 1Jegin? with us begin? '\Vhere are the interests of parties 

so related to one another and to the land that self interest 
prompts to a consenative treatment r Herc the observations 
recorded in the hody of tl1is report help.us. It is where the 
cutter of land i::-; also its owner, and has ther<dore, an interest 

in its future productiveness and value. That interest heightens, 
howen~r, when the chief investment of the owner is not in 
land, but in mills which require the product of the land for 

their :·mpply. It is our expensive plants for pulp and paper 

manufacture dependent for their raw material of spruce wood 
on the output of restricted districts, that will furnish motive 
for the introduction of productive forestry into the woods of 
Maine. Among the different regions of the State, it is on the 
Androscoggin where mostfavorahle conditions subsist. There 
much of the land is held hy the owners of costly mills. Natural 
conditions too are there most favorable. The possibi Ii ties 
are greater. The natural stand of spruce is heavier than 
elsewhere; the possible production of the land is more 

considerable. 

Here, it will be seen, we gain a view of the pulp and paper 

industry quite at variance with that entertained generally by 
our people. That it is the right view, a priori considerations 

and the actual facts of the case as well leave little room to 

doubt. The paper mill man with his costly plant is the man 
most interested in steady spruce supply. As a matter of fact 
he is the man who is most pointedly considering it. 

There are many things in the German system of forest 

management which we certainly cannot adopt. Thus purely 
cultural operations such as planting, trimming, and thinning 
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except in well grown stands, will in our great forest areas 

have to go hy the hoard. They cost too much in proportion 

to present wood values. Neither can we cut through our 

lands every four or five years as is there often done. vY e 

shall have to take more lumber at a cut to pay for the costs 

of the operation. Neither shall we, at fin,t at any rate, grow 

sprncc in even-agecl stands. First trials in forest manage

ment should bani the virgin wood:-i to start with, not he con

fronte<l at the start with the re-stocking of valuelcst:-i land. 

Now in the normal virgin forest of spruce there are trees 

of i::~very :--ize a1Hl age, down to thm,c :--tanding but a few foct 

or a fow inches alHffC the ground. These trees h:nre 

cost rnany year.-; of growth, and to clean off completely the 

ol<l ~tand and aim at a full rcgeiwrntion would he to throw 

amty the time which thm,e trees represent. Such a course 

po~-tpones to a lmndrnd years the time at which another har

ve:c-t may be expected. So far ahead as that, mdividnals and 

hmdness corporations cannot, in the changing business coudi

tions of America, ho fairly expected to look. 

On mo:--t ::-;itcs then the first 1winci11le of forest :\Iain 1.1 rinei-
- · 1ile of rnan-

managemen t as it nrn:-;t come here is that principle t~i~tent 
so often referred to a,.; heing already in the minds of our 

practical men-sparing the small trees. This pol icy is ren

dered all the more de.sirable by the fact that has often been 

pointed out in the course of this work, the vitality of spruce 

under shade, its ability to thicken up and grow after long and 

severe suppression. This policy as often indicated i11 this 

work will have to be applied with discrimination. The prob

lem of wind throw will be a most troublesome one. The man 

who has to decide whether timber can be 8afely left, or whether 

if left it would merely be condemned to blow down, will have 

set him oftentimes a very difficult problem. 

One great object of conservative forest management, how

ever, will he the preservation of the small trees. ··with this 

in view many changes in our pre8ent lumbering methods will 

doubtless in time he made. In some directions the detail of 

the German practice may help us. Thus the Gernrnns avoid 
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cutting in the coldest weather when wood is brittle. On the 
other hand they like to cut when there h, deep snow. That 
saves the little trees from destmction in felling. 

A cardinal principle of the German practice, having value 
in this as well as in other connections, is never to clear off 
the whole or the bulk of a stand at any one time. This treat
ment greatly helps the young trees. Comparatively few are 
killed when hut. a portion of the overgrowth is taken, and 
injuries received they have opportunity to repair. ,Vb ere a 
whole stand is cleared off at once little in the way of young 
growth will survive it. 
Probable H f l l ] t ~ 11 tl l changes in ow ar we may >e a) e o o ow ie examp e 

· methods. set us it is impossible without trial to say. Per-

haps it will he possible in the not distant future to leave half 
the merchantable timber in a virgin stand for further growth. 
Such a course would ensure a great volume growth on the 
land; it would allow each tree to be kept till it reaches its 
finest development; it would help to maintain the proportion 
of spruce seed supply needed to keep possession of the land. 
In the discussions in the body of this work it was taken for 
granted that such se1f-<lenial of present profit on the part of 
business men could not now he expected. Encouragement to 
think that it may soon be considered as practicable from a, 

business point of view is given hy the fact that Mr. Crawford 
in the quotations later given proposes and advocates it. 

Transpor- One great matter that WP shall have to thoroughly 
tation. consider is that of transportation. Some phases of 

it have importance in the present connection. The Germans 
care so studiously for young tree8 that horses are seldom 
taken into the forest, but timber i8 moved out to the roads by 
hand. This we cannot <lo. It costs too much in our condi
tions. Their idea, however, we certainly can with advantage 
apply. Yarding with one horse it seems should largely 
replace yarding with two. "Then logs a~ e to he used for 
paper and can in consequence he cut into the shortest lengths 
desired, there is no reason apparently why this change can-
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not he made. The saving it would cause in young growth 

certainly would he grent. 

Change in our ways of lmilding main roads will certainly 

ah,o come. If we are to cut sy::;;tematically over land every 

fifteen or twenty years there is good reason for the laying out 

of well-planned, permanent road systems. A better road 

conl<l then he lmilt than nm,·, more on the ground and less 

dependent on 8now. The timber in succeeding cuts would 

come out 011 the same lines. No new cutting would he 

required except to hush out the roads. Such road systems 

must come when we get to handling land for steady returns. 

It not only helps the young growth, hut jn the conditions 

named wil 1 be a measure of :~imple financi,ll economy. 

It seerrn, certain further that railway lumbering is likely to 

greatly increase in thi:-, State. This will certainly introduce 

Pc01rnm,\' in the utilization of timher. Perhaps it will also 

help to bring ahont tlw hamlling of land from the long-run 

point of view. For information on thiH head the quotation 

from ~Ir. Crawford is referred to. 

Finally it must he noic{l that in the futurn Forestrv 

dPYPlopmcnt the per ..... om1el will he important. and lab.or. 

1Tndcr tlw new regime the office of the head man in a 1umber 

operation will he important. Aside from his lmsiness 11 ual i
fieat ions, he will han~ to be a rnan of disposition ancl capacity 

to ..... tndy and elwose among treeti. Simple setting of a si,m 

limit which common work1uen are trusted to carry out is not 

rnoLtgh. That (loes not µ:ct the mo;-;t out of the material, nor 

<loes it snffieiently rcganl the future. Each piece of ground 

must be deilt with by its(·lf. The trees to be cut mw-;t be 

marked, and their taking out in the proper manner secnrecl. 

~h11y of thP men now engaged in lumbering are capable of 

doing that when once they get the idea. They plan now to 

the best pos:-,ihle advantag:e their road lines and the felling of 

their tim her. The same good judgment will he shown in this 

other direction when there is any call for its exercise. The 
most difficult problem which these men will have to settle is 

that of prntection from wind throw. European practice here 
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will not much serve us. vY e have got to work on a big scale. 

The question~ that hang about this subject-when can timber 
he left to stand with confidence that it will not blow down, 

and how shall we fix things to get out the blown timber we 

are sure to have, are the most delicate problems the pioneers 

of the new movement will have to settle. 

The common workmen themselves, too, must not be left out 

of consideration. "\Vhen a crew of tramps and criminals is taken 
into the woods nothing can he expected but wasteful, irres

ponsible labor. "\Vith poor men the best output from the 
forest never can he obtained. On the other hand the intro

duction of practfoal forestry means very much to labor. 
In Germany the workmen in the foresb, are trained, almost 

skilled, laborers. They work all thefr lives at their business; 

they are well paid as labor goes in that country; living with 
their families in the forest, they are put in no such social 

conditions as arc the men in our woods. The German forest 

laborer is a steBdy, well-conditioned, contented mun, who 
takes a pride in the forest in which he works. 

vYe can expect no revolution in our mvn arrangement of 
things. Doubtless the same class of men will continue to do 
the work of our woods. Neither does there seem to he from 
the pofr1t of view of the new movement any necessity for 
radical change. A large share of our present woodsmen are 
capable of fitting into the new conditions if they are only 
rightly handled. Steady employment, fair and certain pay, 

instruction and t:-iupervision in whatever is ne-w in the work 

required will in a few years greatly change the habits of our 

careless and wasteful choppers. 

ffi:\c;;~w- Now as throwing light on sevend of the <1uestions 
f~.f~;;1; 1

, andthat have been dealt with, as containing besides 

the views of a practical and experienced as well as a progres

sive man, I will print some extracts from correspondence 
with Mr. George T. Crawford. l\fr. Crawford's estimatc·f.. of 

growth seem to he, eonditions considered, in suhstantial har
mony with the results of thi8 work. ·what he says ahout 

reform in lumbering methods should have much more '.vcight 
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as to adual practicability than anything that could he ~ai<l by 
the present writer. 

The first extract, from a letter of \Ir. Crawford datr!l at 

Ilostcm, .July G, 18~)!> is as follows: 

Tl1e question of the reproduction of spruce hy gl'(mth in 
X('W Ern.da11d :m<l the Prnvinces is a verv difficult one to 
settle 011° account of the varion,;; conditions lmncl. The prin
ciple rstimates of grc,wth that I have made arc in the forests 
of ~ova Scotia and X0w Hampshire. In the former the 
ori~_,:inal grnwth wa:-; <mite <lPnsc;, the conditions of soil and 
cli1°11nk V~'l'Y favorable: and the fir:,,;t cutting· called for no trees 
less than el~\·pn inclws in (liametcr at tl;E' small end to be 
taken. Thi:-; mothocl of cutting- necessarily leaves :-;taucling 
m01·p tree.-; in number to grow than ,yere taken. F nclcr these 
conditions, I have e:;.;timated that the annual growth mi<rht he 
200 feet boa rd mf'asnre per acr<~. The increa~c will he g~·eater 
the tenth year than the fir:,,;t, a1H1 "·ill he in an arithmetieal ratio, 
hut in ten years there will he an increase of 2,000 feet per 
aern. Bnt this depellcls lnrge1y on the density of the ol'ig'inal 
stand arnl the nnmhcr of tree:-; ld't after the ti1-..;t cuttini.t. 

In connection \Yith a Nc,v l1:1111pshirc forest of 50,000 
acre.; where th<:· original :-;tan cl wa:-; 8 ,()()() ft. hoard measure per 
acre, I haYe c:-;timated that should 4,0UO he cut leaving i,ooo 
to ~!TO\\' (and, if carefnlly cut, the growing trees l~llt-it be 
much greater in 1mmhcr than tl10::,;e taken) barring windfalls 
and tires, tlw annual growth must he at l('a:-;t four per eent 
on the -1,000 left, componn(le<l. That is lGO feet the first 
year and so 011. I know not Ii ing of tlw spnice forests of 
::.\fai nc from pcrsonal examination, except a slight examination 
in the .Andrn:,,;co~·gin valley, in which arc some vcrv fine 
::.;tarnb, but l hav~ \.,epn noti1ing there <·qual to the la1;cb in 
the ~\mmonoo:·mc v:dle\· and those south of the ,Yhite ::\lmrn
tains. In these disiTic:t:-: it is diflicnlt to find any lnrµ:e tmet 
that ha:-- hcen cnt with a view to perpetuate the growth. No 
such s,r,-;tem will ho generally adoptecl until it is too late. 

The following, written to Mr. Crawford, may he worth 

printing for its own :-;ake a:-; well as to introduce Mr. Cra,v

ford's ideas : 

Yonr letter sngge:--ts a11 importa11t topic. You speak of the 
prndieahility of eutting a stand of timber at several cuttings 
instead of one. I wou Id like to know how much more it will 
cot-it to lumher in that way-like to have you discuss all the 
difficulties and changes that will :uise in adopting suc·h a 
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metbo(l of lumbering. Suppose, for instance, you have a 
stand of 10 ,000 feet and cut 5 ,UOO at the first cutting. Then 
in ten to twenty years come in for another cut and so on. 
vVe understand the advantage in the added growth-hut how 
much greater will the expense be? 

"\Yi 11 it not be better to employ smaller crews than now, 
and what about the lasting power:-, of camp buildings? "Would 
it he at all practicable to adopt the German sy::-;tem of settled, 
"all the year round" workmen on a township? That would 
enable you to train men to the improved method better. I 
have thou.Q:ht of this organization when cutting lightly in this 
way on a ~onsiderahle district; you could cut in ~un;mer and 
fali, Lh,in()' small crevvs and havi;12· li<rhtlv built cam1)s where b Ll ~ J 

convenient over the district. Hauling to he done hy the same 
crews in winter and the main carn1~ to he at th~ landing. 
Some such arnm:.!:cment might prove to be nece:c-sary if, 
instead of stripping land, you are cutting it lightly for 
growth. 

Tiwre is, too, another important question, that of roads. 
'The Germans have fine permanent road sy:::;terns, and when we 
change the purpose of our cutting, we shall lutv0 to adopt 
something of the same kind. That is, if we am going over 
Janel eve1'.y twenty years 01' oftener WC will Want t;> pJ~n OUl' 

main road Ii nes from the iw!.dnning, and build Q:ood roads on 
them. Isn't this uecessary ':rnd }ll'~1ctica hle? .1\11othcr reason 
has also appealed to me for this change. As we change our 
system of cuttiug we shall doubtless have damage from wind, 
a con::::iderable amount, which in the coming valuei:l of lumber 
we onght to get at. A good and pernuwen-t road would allow 
this to be brought out on the light snows without much 
special swamping or road-making. 

I make these t4ugge::::tions to you hoping that they will elicit 
valuable ideas in return. I should be .£dad of a statement 
from you on the matter. ', 

It is possible yon do not quite see all that is involved in 
successfully handling land for continued growth. You say 
cut a part only of the stand at any time, leaving the smaller 
trees to grnw. That takes for granted a steady supply of 
young trees-they should he there of nll ages from the smallest 
up, and in sufficient numbers. If sprnce does not so come 
on, the land is gradually losing its stock-being turned over 
to other kinds of growth. Now cutting ought to have that 
particularly in view, and prepare the conditions for the com-
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ing on of young· sprnce. * Those conditions we do not fully 
understand, ancl vdth the vanety of our species their control 
is mnch harder than the similar problem in Europe. Our 
dwarf maples particularly are a great hughear. 

My point here is simply that cutting out the big trees is 
hanlly enough. lt should he done with reference to the 
young, clear down to the smallest sizes, otherwise the stock 
of spmcc will in many cases begin to run out. 

l\Ir. C1mvford'f.i reply to that communication was as fol

lows: 

1 folly agree with yon in the belief that the time has come 
when the prevailing system of logging shonlcl he radieally 
changed. Too nmch is trusted to ignorant chopper:-; who 
ham no other interest than to get in their time. If the fon
hcdand owner, whether he he a lumherman or pulp mill 
owner, could ho educated up to the fact that the prevailing 
method of cntting is not economy, it \Vould he of gTcat bene-
fit to the countr/ ., c 

[n the Androscoggin district there is now more spruce nsed 
for pulp than for lumhPr, and the pulp mills ,vill increase their 
output until in a very short time the saw mills must ::,;hut 
down. Xow careful and exhaustive trials made by one 
of the Jnrge:-.t pulp an<l paper mills on the Connecticut river 
:-;how that a cord of wood peeled in the woocl:;, in the summer 
time will make 450 pounds more pnlp than a cord of wood 
measun.'ll with the 1lark on arnl pcele(l on a barking machine 
in the mill. Thi:-s diffore1H:c, w·ith pulp at $12.00 per ton, 
shows $:2. 70 pc1· cord in favor of peeling in the woods. It 
"·ill not do to drive pePled wood down the rivers on aeconnt 
of gravel gettiug i11to the cmeb. Consequently it must be 
railed, and the time is soon <·oming when all the pulp mills 
Oll the Androscoggin will he supplied with their stock hy rail. 
Experience has shmvn that the dangers anu expense of driY
ing and the co:-;t of pulling out of the river will go a long way 
towards building rnilroads to the trees, thereby lessening the 
cost of logging. Peeled wood can he logged, loaded on cars 
and hauled to the mills for enough less money to pay for the 

'' s\ sub.iect i,-; toueheil here, as it has been touched several times before in this 
report, that has not been elucidatm1 for the goo(1 renson that it eoulu not be. The 
exact conditions requirell for the germination and early grmvth of spruce, com-
pnre<1 as they mtBt be with those of competing species, have not so far as I know 
been studied by anyone. They sllonl(\ be stmliet1, however. When the facts are 
in hnrH1 it is vo,:,silile that we shall be al)le to make use of them in tl1e harnlling of 
timberlam1. 
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cost of peeling. If you will watch the operations of a hark
ing machine, you will readily see where the 450 pounds of 
pulp goes to. 1Vith this system of raiiroa<ls, the sawing 
down, peeling, yarding to small yards, sawing into four foot 
logs, and piied ready for hauling to the track, and a large 
part of it yarded directly to the track, could all he done in 
the summer when the men can live in tents, thereby saving a 
large part of the cost of log camps. The winter's operations 
would be confined to hauling, when the men and teams could 
live at the track, in cheap f~~ame shanties covered with tarred 
paper. 

In this system of railrnad Jogging aH above indicated, I 
,vould work small crews, say about twenty men, for whom 
one man could cook, with a foreman who has some knowledge 
of true forestry. If something like this method could Y>e 
adopted, I think the cost of operating could be reduced to the 
minimum, even if• done with the idea of reaping the maxi
mum profit in a reproduction hy growth. 

No arbitrary rnlc can be adopted as to the minimum cfoun
eter at which trees should he taken from a vin:rin forest. The 
man who has charge of the cutting should ~tucly the condi
tions of the growth in which he is at work. 

Here the ease mm,t he rested. How much ,vc cun actm1Ily 
improve our !um 1>ering methods remains to be seen. How 
much of European forest practice can he transplante<l here in a 
new country and among democmtic institutions only trial can 

tell. Changes must be slow and well considered, proceeding 

in accordance with the circum::.tances of each ca:-;e. How 

much these vary within the limits of the State it is hard to 
believe. It is trne for some sections that the ideas that have 

been lately discussed are hardly at all applicable. Those 

sections are not for enough along to receive it. Merely to stop 

needless wa:-;tes that occur, catching np in the direction of sim
ple economy with the standard of other sections, is all that for 
years can be expected. Elsewhere the situation is different. 

Men have come to value the forest higher, to use it with con

siderable economy and some foresight. Fixed investments 

of large size are dependent on the forests. 
Herc it seems as if the way -were opened for genuine forestry. 

This indeed we cannot copy after the German model-the lines 
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of our practice must he of our own devising. The purpose of 

it, how(wer, must he the f-;Hme, the obtaining of a steady yield 

of valnahlc wood from land: the principles of it cannot he 

different hccause both alike mrn-;t look for guidance to rea:-:ion 

arnl nature. 

How much we may he able to reap from larnl un<ler mn· 

lmsiness conditions, only trial again can tell. It seems, how

ever, judging from the fact:-:i embodied in this report, that 

carefully studied cutting, cutting that is economical and has 

a distinct view to f'utnrn growth, n system, however, that is 

pract1eahle from a lmsincss point of view, might <louhlo or 

treble the growth that can now he expected from the country. 

That indeed wonld he n striking advance. It would mean 

much to the future prosperity of the State. One accomplished 

suece::-s in that line, one wild town:-:-hip tmecessfully handled 

for steacly yield, ,vonld he a valuable object le:'-ison not alone 

to the State of :\Iainc, hut to the whole country whose areas 

of forest land must some time come to he handled on the 

same principle. 

Herc> this long lnhor mn:--t he brought to a close. That is 

done with a knowledge of its imperfections, a strong sense of 

its limitation in comparison with what might he. Xatnre 

calls to her study so invitingly, the possihi Ii tics so open in 

every direction, the promise of nsefulness is so great to one 
who has looked over this ticld, that one work ended enu be 

satisfaetori1y Yl{'wccl only as a stepping stone to further results, 

of greater scope arnl value. To the forC>st co11m1i:-:.sioner of the 

State, with th:m ks for the opportnnity to do this work, 

with thanks abo for encmuagemcnt arnl co-operation during 

its execution, the re:-:-ult:-; arc rc:-3pectfully submitted. 

AUSTIX CARY. 
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CONCLUSION OF MR. OAK. 

There Reems to be no necessity of remarking to the reader 

of :Mr. Cary's report that the field of study he has opened 

and outlined is full of most important facts and problems that 

directly concern our commercial interests. 

The subject is so fruitful with ideas for practical investiga

tion that it sf'cms difficult to select which ones to give ~Tcat

est prominence. 
To those who read and study the resnlt of hi~ labors, I 

think the question will naturally arise, to whi1t extent is it advisa
ble to search further for the facts in order to solve the prob
lems? 

In this connection I ,\ ish to say that only by means of a 

much larger appropriation can we continue the work. 
No man in the State has had the opportunities for studying 

the snhjcct that Mr. Cary has enjoyed and no man, in my 
judgment, is so well qualified to co11ti11ue the "·ork; but unless 
we have larger means to secure his further services, we shall 
loEle the benefit of his experience and be obliged to wait some 
yeart:i until greater internst is arnnse(l and some other man 

has reached his standard before the work can progress. 
In other words the department will be obliged to stop all 

work of investigation regarding forestry nrntters unless larger 
means are provided. 

Heferring to his report I wi:;h to call attention to what he 

find:-; the condition of lands said to he stripped of lumber. 

It is rare indeed that it has ever occurred, yet very many 

think so, and thcil' belief has given ri:-:,e to the erroneous idea 

tlrnt it is possible to take off a crop of lumber every few years 

from comparatively worthless land,-a cmidition that is clearly 
impossible. 

Furthermore this loose cutting has created a false notion 

in the minds of many that our lumber supply is inexhaustahle 

-that annual growth it:i much more rapid than it actually is, 
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in other words that we can follow the policy heretofore 
pursued in cuttrng our forests with perfect safety. 

-\i\"hile I do not care to pose as an alarmist, I have no hesi
tation in saying that the idea is all wrong. 1Ve think it fully 

demonstrated that it is possible to exhaust our forest ::mpply 
of spruce hy present methods in the course of the next century 
at least, and also think it possible by adopting: wise methods 
to cut even larger amounts than arc being taken at present 
and still have l umhcr for generations to come . 

.As before stated, the lm;s from waste in the aggregate i:, 
something enormous. It varies a great deal in different 
localities, being fully twenty-five per cent greater in some 
regions than in other:-;, a fact that seems to have escaped the 
notice of many irnlividnal owners, yet a fact that it seems 
ought to concern them very much. 

Each cutting is accompanied by great waste, not only in 
- leaving to mt large portions of the trees actually ta ken, hut 

in the destruction of young grmvth, and whether or not this 
potential loss is much greater in the frequent indiscriminate 
cuttings than by systematic well defined methods ()f operating 
is yet to he determined. "Now certainly in localities where 
growth has already hecome the key to the situation, where the 
amount of young growth determines the growing power of 
the land, this potential l0t,s seems to deserve careful study. 

To correct these wastes, to learn what, from a,ll points of view, 
is the best method of handling our forest land, we must study 
previous cuttings, study methods comparatively with their 
effects, and guide our future course thereby. In a word, ,ve 
have hut to use in this important matter some of the strong 
common sense which in other lines of busin_ess is uniformly 

employed. 
Before we can go very far on that line, hmvever, it seems 

that one definite measure must be taken. This is a change 
in our methods of scaling lumber. Everybody understands 
fully what a thommnd feet of manufactured lumber means. 
Any school boy can ea:::;ily scale a pile of manufactured lum-
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ber. But if any mun,-and I mean to include our best and 

largest lumber dealer::-; in the fo,t,-can tell me what is meant 

by a thousand feet of logs, as the term is commonly used, I 
woul<l like to hear from him. It certainly means one thing on 

the Andro::,;coggin, another on the Kennebec, and another on 

the Penobscot. 
Owing to this irregularity I venture to assert, and think I 

am fully warranted in the assertion, that if woods operators 

from certain sections of the State should contract to get lum

ber in certain other sections without knowing the chfference 

in scaling, unless they were persons of large means, they 

would he ndned in any large operation. The same scale 

rule would be used in each instance, but the rewlts would be 

vastly different. 
Every lumber dealer ::-hould know exactly what I mean. 

To those who do not I will say that I very recently heard a 

large manufacturer state, ''that he would be glad at all times 
to sell his manufactured lumber for a less price than he paid 

for the logs, on account of the overrun in ::-;cale." From my 
own personal experience I know that it is about as satisfactory 

to guess at the contents of logs as to measure them. Indeed, 
in many surveys of lumber the scale rule cuts very little 

figure. The use of it seems often to be to give a hollow appear
ance of painstaking and accuracy. 

All this considered-the inadequacy of the rule as a meas

ure, its liability to abuse, and the waste directly caused, the 
question comes home to us pointedly, why not establish a 

uniform and reliable method under which all parties can feel 

confident and safe? The adoption of such a system is strongly 
recommended. 

One further idea suggested to us, growing out of the work 
already done, is the great utility of what might be ci:tlled a 
topographical and timber survey of all the wild portion of the 
State. The results of it should be a full knowledge of our 

resources in timber. Tributary to that must be knowledge 

~f topography and the growing power of the land. Methods 
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must be rough and resulb only approximate. That, however, 

will not practically decrease their value. 

Knowledge of this kind mm,t he some time gained for the 

whole country. It can only be got hy work that is loeal in 

scope and that deals strongly with details. Its value for the 

State of ~Jaine cannot he too highly set. \Yithout it no 

intelligent public policy toward the forests and lumher busi

ness can be estahlislwd. Without it individuals cannot 

manage to best :1<lvantagc their own possessions. 

we are in complete laek of any such information. 

At present 

Without 

appreciation of it a/"I a pnhlie work and reasonably generous 

support by the peop1e of the State of those who arc ready to 

lead in the matter, the acq n isition of it, must he long post

poned. 

This department has done what it could with the means at 

hand, more, indeed, than could fairly he expected of it. \Ye 

ha.Ye shown what there is to gain, and have shown further 
how it is to be gained. "Tithout more liberal ::;upport, how

ever, the work rnn::;t stop. 

The results of onr efforts are given to the State hopeful of 

approval as reganh, hoth matter and spirit. As the final 

result of our labor and eon~i<lcrntion we commend to the peo

ple of the State the care of the forest, believing that in its 

preservation and intelligent handling is one help to our future 

prosperity. 
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A-Statistics Relating to the Kennebec. 

APPROXIMATE SETTLED DEMAND :FOR SOFT WOOD LUMBER ON THE KENNEBEC AS 

INDICATED BY THE CONSUMPTION OF 1895 AND MJLL CAPACITY AT THE END 

OF THE YEAR. IN MILLION FEET B. M. 

Towns. 

At Ma<lison ....... . 10 

At Solon ....................................................... . 

At SkO"whegan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2; 

At Fairfield* .... 

At ,vinslow .......................................... . 

At Augusta ............................................. . 
8 I 
3! 

At liallowell t· .................... , ........................ · · · · · · ···········! 
At Gardiner ............. .. 6! I 

At Bowdoinham . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 
I 

·····i 
! 

At ,vh,cassct ............................. . ............................. 1 

I 

22 

9 

+40 

6 

5 

At Bath ................... . ····························1-~ 
Total ...................... . ml 109 

* A fiber mill here making ten tons per clay uses spruce saw mill waste. Two 
saw 111ills burned here in 1895. 

t Not running in 189G. 

t Not so much by fifteen millions consume<l in 1895. 

'l'he ahove figures are for mills on the main river, getting their logs 
from it. 'l'heir output is almost entirely for export from the State. Of 
the total cut, 80 to 85 per cent is spruce. All of the lumber consumed 
for pulp is spruce. 

A little of the above demand has in recent years been satisfietl from 
other than Kennebec sources. A little pulp wood has come in by rail 
from the drainage of the Penobscot and elsewhere. Some Canadian 
spruce has been floated down the river, from the crossing of the Canadian 
Pacific below ~loosehead. Of the main river drive, about five millions in 
18\H and nine millions in 1805 were brought from the Penobscot at North
east Carry. 
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Additional spruce consumption on the drainage of the Kennebec is 
about as follows: At Benton is a pulp mill using poplar and spruce 
mainly. 2,000 to 2,500 cords of spruce are generally used, obtained from 
the Sebasticook river. At Reddington is a mill that has within the last 
few years nearly cleaned the spruce off the township tributary to it. At 
Lowelltown are three saw mills, shipping their product by the Canadian 
Pacific Railway. Several small mills shipping by rail are located on the 
Sandy river. All these items together, as near as I can learn, amount to 
nearly thirty millions. 

The consumption of small mills on the Kennebec for local use has not 
been ascertained. The aggregate of these items would be a considerable 
amount, no doubt. A great percentage of it, however, would probably be 
other wood than spruce. Pulp wood is frequently shipped from the 
Sandy river to the mills on the Androscoggin. 

RECORD OF SOF'I' WOOD LUMBER CUT AND DRIVEN ON THE KENNEBEC SINCE 1852. 

From the books of the Kennebec Log Driving Company. 

1853,, ....•......•......•••.. 

1854 ......•....•........•... 

1855. . .......... , .•..•. , 

1856 ...... , , , ..........•.... 

1857 ............ , , , , · · ·,, · 

1858 ......•................. 

1859 .......... . 

1860 ...................... .. 

1861. • .•..............••••. 

1862 •.•....•••..•.•.•..•.... 

1863 . , , , , , .• , • , , ••. , , • , 

1864, ••••...... · · •.. · 

1865 ............•..•... 

1866 .....•.........•.••. 

1867 ....• •·•···•·•• .•.... 

1868. •.•... ..•.• ••• • •••• 

1869 ·••··•· •••.••••••••..••.. 

1870 .•..••.••••.•..•••.•••• 

1871 ..•..•.•.••.••... , •••• 

1872 .•...•.•••..•.....•...•.. 

1873 .....••.•••••••••••••• 

1874 . .. .. .. .. .. .. ......... . 

64,086,000 

68,533,000 

64,131,000 

38,!l03,000 

55,498,000 

22,646,000 

3\'l,3:32,000 

44,196,000 

46,134,000 

41,112,000 

43,331,000 

40,212,000 

42,864,000 

47,035,000 

75,636,000 

52,045,000 

91,436,000 

80,882,000 

81,702,000 

119,518,000 

128,695,000 

97,427,000 

1875 ........ ·, · · · • ·. • ·, • ·, · · · 

1876 •....•. , , ..•.••••.....•. 

1877 ...... , ..•••.•.•...•..... 

1878 ....•••.....•......•••.•. 

1879 .... ,, •.•.. , ......•..... 

1880 ...................... . 

}88} • • e • • • o, o o O ,,,, •., , 0 , 

lf<82., •...•.•.•. , ••••.••.. 

1883 , . 

1884. 

105,479,000 

113,647,000 

50,6!'l8,000 

93,500,000 

82,667,000 

77,045,000 

144,380,000 

127,332,000 

124,'M7,000 

106,187 ,000 

1885 • .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . . 105,703,000 

1886 ...•..•..• , •... , , , .•• , • . . l03,4!l0,000 

1887 .. . .. .. .. • .. • .. . .. .. . 160,797,000 

18~8 ..... , •........ , • • . • • • . . . 132,764,000 

1889 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 144,586,000 

1890 • .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. 15\'l,441,000 

18\'ll .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. . 148,855,000 

1892 ............. ~..... .. • 144,755,000 

1893 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 171,428,000 

1894 .. . • .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. 105,699,000 

1895 . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • • 104,360,000 

Total . .. • .. • • .. . .. . 3,892,!14,000 
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RECORD OF SOFT WOOD LUMBER CUT AND DIUVEN ON DEAD RIVER SINCE lt<66. 

From the books of the Deall River Log Driving Company. 

1867 .. , · · • • 

1868 ....... 

186£) ........ , .. • ·. · • · • · · · · 

1870 .•.. · · •. · · .. · · · · · · · · · · · 

11:171 ...........•.••...•. 

1872 .... 

11:173 .... 

1874 ... 

1875 ...•.........•.. · ...• • · 

187H ......... . 

1877 •...•••.....•.•......• 

1878. 

lti7£J • 

.. ........ 1: 

... .. ... . 
1880. 

1881 ............ . 

li,874,000 

'23,58(),000 

24,7fi2,000 

, 15,\!25,000 

20,orn,000 

34,385,000 

4H,ll02.000 

23,7:W,OOO 

rn,3rn,ooo 

40,200,000 

11,389,000 

24,446,000 

l5,2B5,000 

Hl,801,000 

38,275,000 

1882 ...... .. 

1883 ....... 

1884 ..•..•..••.••.•....... 

1885 .... 

188(; .•........•..••..••..... 

1887 ...•.•...•.•.••... · 

1888 ...•........•.........•.. 

188H •.•••.•.•••.•..•.•.•... 

18£)0 ........•••...•••..•... 

lS!U ......................... 1 

18\!2 .............. · .......... ! 

l:-IB3 ..................... ·····1 
l8B4 ........................ 

1 

18\)5 ..•.....••• ~· ....•.••.•. · 1 

Total ............. . 

34,110,000 

3B,286,000 

31-,4§5,000 

32,(i64,000 

5\J,()54,000 

()4,408,000 

H,311,000 

48,5ll,OOO 

51,2lfi,OOO 

47,876,000 

43,489,000 

54,318,000 

36,2()(J,OOO 

30,fli2,000 

1,004,381,000 

RECORD OF LOGS CUT AND DRIVEN ON 1\1001,rn RIVER SINCE 1878. 

From the books of the l\loose River Log Driving Company. 

1879 .•••.•••.•••..••..•..••.. 

1880 ................•• , .. 

1881 ........•.•.....•....••. 

1882 . . • . . . . . • . . • • • • . • • • .. 

1883 ..........•••••... , .. · · • 

1884 .........•.•...•......•.. 

1885 ....... . 

lf-1"ifi • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • ••••. 

188, . . . . . . . ..... : . ~ : . . . . .. I 
I 

33,387,000 

44,513,000 

56,216,000 

4 7,(i72,000 

42,fi79,000 

34,451,000 

44,126,000 

51,175,000 

40,215,000 

1888 ..••..•.... , •..• • • • · • • • • · 

1889 ..•.••..... , · • · · • · · · · · 

18110 ......•..•••. 

18!'!1 .....•••••••• 

]l:192 ...................... .. 

1893 •.....••....•.•. • • · • • • , 

18\)4 .........•.... · .. ·. · • · 

189f, .....•...•..••.....••.... 

Total ................ · .. 

36,320,000 

34,404,000 

31,513,000 

29,351,000 

36,630,000 

45,'.:!'!5,000 

32,110,000 

30,643,000 

670, 700,000 
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RECORD OF LOGS SCALED ON DEAD RIVER FROM 1886 TO 1894 BY ISAAC MORSE, ESQ., 

OF SKOWHEGAN . 

.... 
0 

Spruce. Pinc. Cedar. Hemlock. 

1886 ...... .... . ... 102,176 16,528,727 6,278 1,848,400 25,612 2,108,235 963 
1888 .••. ........... 141,147 21,325,746 ll,76G 3,2fl9,520 46,300 3,880,415 
1889 ................ 79,606 10,720,482 10,fi04 2,319,fi50 34,449 2,826,860 
1890 .... ...... . .... 91,258 13,010,975 5,858 l,451,fifl5 16,748 1,315,439 1,425 
1891 .............. 

1 

!'!0,373 12,363,535 7,021 1,351,350 IW,497 l,530,4GO 371 
1892 .•....•••••••••• 84,018 10,!'!94,052 2,770 628,l'l80 26,902 2,500,115 
1893 .••..•••••••... · 1 208,0G4 26,712,169 6,67() 1,927,807 71,781 fi,078,672 
1894 .••..•••.•••••. 115,645 16,507 ,910 2,837 649,470 4,171 330,655 

S'otal ......•. -1912,281 12S,16.'l,591r 6.'l,600 13,476,6721246,460 
---

19,570,851 2,759 

Average per stick - 140.5 - 2511 - 79,5 

Spruce ........... ....... : .......... ........................... . 128, 163,596 
rn,47(,,672 
19,570,851 

371.513 

Pine ................ ········· ··················· ······ ········ 
Cedar ............................................................ . 
He1nlock ........................................................ . 

Total • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • . • . • . • • • • . . . • • . . . . • . • • . . . . . . . • • • . . . • 161,582,632 

159,738 

168,770 
43,005 

371,513 

135 

79.3% 
8.4 

12.1 
.2 

COST OF LOGS AND FACTS ABOUT PULP AND PAPER MANUFACTURE ON THE 

KENNEBEC RIVER. 

Facts under this head have not been systematically collected. The 
following derived from the statements of a representative concern will 
be of value for their own sake and in connection with some of the ideas 
advanced in this report. 'l'he date of gaining this information was 
December 1895. 

'l'he price of stumpage on pulp logs is $1.25 to $1.50 per thousand full 
scale. (Standard stumpage price for saw logs is about $2.) Cost of cut
ting and hauling to water $4. 75 to $6. Logs cost usually from $7 .50 to 
$8 full scale delivered at the mill. 

A thousand feet of logs full scale will average about one and five-eighths 
cords. It will make about 3,413 pounds of ground pulp. 'l'he labor cost 
for manufacturing is about $3.07 per ton, including machinists, etc. 

A first-class pulp mill plant making 40 to 50 tons of pulp per day might 
cost complete, including development of power, $200,000 to $250,000. It 
requires about 75 men to operate it, excluding work about booms and 
log piles. A plant to manufacture 40 to 50 tons of paper per day would 
require from $350,000 to $400,000. It would 'require 175 to 200 hands all 
the year round to run it. Such a plant means the consumption of about 
7 millions of spruce per year. 
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B--Lumber Cut on Penobscot River, Since 1831, from the Books 
of the Surveyor-General. In Feet B. M • 

1832 ............... ,, , . , •• 
1833 .••••..•••••• , ••.••• 
183( ........... . 
1835...... •.••.• ••••• • •. 
1836 ...................... . 
1837 .•..••.•.•....••..••. 
1838 ••...••.•.•••••••.. 
1839 .••.......••••.••. , •• 
1840 ..•. , •••••••·· •.. • .. 
1841 •••••••••..•..• 
1842 .••.•••..••.•••..... 
1843 ........ . 
1844 .•.........••...•.... 
hl4fi •..••.••..•..••.... 
184(; .••..• , .•••.•.•.•• 
1847, ......•...•.•...•• 
1848 .••• , '• •••..•.•••...• 
18t9 .................... . 
l8fi0 ..••••.•••••.•.••..• 
18iil.. • •. . . • • ....... . 
18ii'!. ....•.••••......•...•. 
Ji:<53 ..................... . 
1854 .... , .• ••·•·•· .•.•••. 
1855 .••..•••••••••........ 
1856 ......••• 
1857 . •• •. •• • ....•.•••• 
18ii8 ............. , ..•••• 
18ii9 .................... • 
1860 ••.......••••• ·····,, 
1861 .....• , ... ,.,,,. 
1862 ••...•••.. , ..• 
1863 .••.•••. , , . , , .. , ..... 
1864 ........•..•....•.... , 
1865 .................... . 
18!l6 ••..••... , , , , , , , • , , • 
18!l7 .........• , ••......•. 
18!l8 •••..•••.....•...... 
186!1 .••..•..... , ..•....• , 
1870 .••.....•..•....••.. 
1871. .•...•....•.•........ 
l8i2 ..•.....••.•••.•.• · 
1873 .............. , .. · · • · 
1874 ........••.••...•..... 
1875 ..•.•. , ••• , .•• , , .... 
187(i ...••.••...••••.•••• ,. 
18i7.: .....•. ,.,. · · · · 
1878 ..••. , ••..•....•.•• 
187H ....••••.•.. , .•..•. 
1880 ••••....•...•••.•• 
1881 .•..•.•••.• , •.. , . • . 
1882: .................... . 
1883 ••• ,, ••. , .•••...... , •. 
1884, .•.•• , .• , ..••.. • •• · · · 
1885 .•..•.•..•••••••... , 
1886 .••...••••.•••. • , · · • 
1887 .. , •••.•••...• · • •••• 
1888 • ., .... , ••••••.•• , • 
1889 ••••••.••••• , .•..•• 
1890 .•••••••••••••...••.•• 
1891 ..•..••..•.....• , .•• 
1892 •••.•••••.... ·•, ..•• 
1893 .•.•..•....•••.••.••• 
18!M ................... . 
l89fi .•..•...•.•••........ 

Total since 1850 . . . 
1832-1850 (mostly pine) I 

Total cut since 1831 

c5 
i:. 

~ 

143,586,200 
124,399,73tl 
92,484,711 
\13,446,799 

123,026,157 
102,411,667 
75,81H,045 
!l9,453,844 
84,704,700 
\l8,401,67(i 
~s.~118,~~z 
fll, 4 25, 18, I 

B3,544,438I 
54,846,.50!il 
48,2!J(i,222' 
63,i'i75,41. ll 
51,207,174 
50,3(.l\l,39f)l 
40,D80,!Jl1 
30,080,000 
42,3t,;-l,OOO 
46,150,000 
32,fi8fi,848 
24,178,309 
22,33i'i,84\J 
l!J,fil5,572 
14,704,152 
l!l,479,4117 
17,!Ji'i!J,415 
17 ,ll68,(i51 
33,732, 101 
33,40:-\035 
W,522,485 
24,718,itii 
30,480,H37 
28,608,783 
2\l,108,725 
30,H42,!l87 
27,885,3H4 
28,255,23(i 
23,114,771 
2G,8HG,802 
22,42ii,H74 
2.5,.'rn!l,89B 
27, 18\J,OfiO 

2,l!)G,201,773 

~ 
0 
::I 
;.... 
~ 
(f) 

47,567,682 
63,85\'l,929 
78,087,096 
53,564,1!)6 
78,337,283 
66,526,983 
5G,735,2b4, 
62,045,!i96 
78,066,187 
88,285,040 
72,H28,910 
B0,865,804 

110,304,4tii 
106,774.~)36 
107 ,50,5,867 
154,H71,243 
13\l,445,471'< 
152,fl31,455 
133,75G,757 
14!J,103,l!l2 
163,121,(i'i5 
lifi,fl33,649 
1Z!l,277,\l08 
135,226,015 
J}(l,fi(l4,487 
82,087,\J87 
flii,480,14\l 
81,3i'it3,05G 
!ll,!l07,627 
Hl,573,Wl 

104,704,1537 
122,548,230 
115,348,484 

84,425,303 
94,446,522 

100,\!0!5,443 
102,74(i,234 
114,348,1.53 
121,65H,Ot36 
l 2H,54 l,485 
118,205,741 
105,044,377 

81,400,(312 
11 G, !l(i9, 6G4 
!lI,488,448 

4,649,07(3,506 

.!i 
0 
0 

'§. 
Q) 0 

~~ 

10,851,948 
11,129,757 
12,370,477 
12,580,342 
10,305,71\3 
11,328,580 
12,557,680 
rn,166,\!07 
15,275,5531. 
14,(ifl2,811 

9,874,824 
7 ,471,3921 

16,823,8fl4 
12,S14,8.'301 
)4,078,\!341 
rn,000,952 
15,830,70ll, 
77,55:3,!ll21 
16,108,2401 
22,881,oool 
21,H87,000I 
2,3,370,000 

,- •• - - 9 l 1 ,3.~, ,n!l-

1~,~~~·~f~I lu,fiG~,, .l.~ 
13,417,(;32 
17,683,44-1 
21,302,775 
12,61)5,220 
14,208,737 
15, !)] 2, 15(1 
rn,154,s2n 
rn,392,223 
lf5,l(iD,27G 
17,8G7,104 
17,055,420 
17, 7!l2,ii7ii 
1H,4i3,HH5 
20,b6:5,\l03 
21,310,006 
23 (i64 844 
28:4i'i3:o,9 
25,447,mn 
18,934,467 
25,5JH,H(j(l 

758,iil3,273 

3 
0 
E..; 

*37,556,093 
44,000,845 
30,756,558 
67,431,699 
50,841,756 
61,97H,832 
74,020,409 
90,7()7,789 
70,717,421 
82,338,H39 

112,341,566 
120,187,12(i 
116,788,121 
154,884,849 
140,084,864 
llll,l3fi,272 
218,051,235 
rno,418,808 
203,,M,201 
202,00fi,830 
19H,38!J,422 
182,!142,284 
15B,i'i!ll,837 
211,mm, um 
180,2(i2,230 
l4i'i,l09,009 
147,(io(i,447 
178,04(i,440 
201,:l4!l,527 
1:H,042,6\ll 
1GO,Ofi2,!183 
Hl0,f172,2GH 
174,4.'lH,272 
rnH,881,0:m 
2;3,,i'i4i,(i011 
'.!OG,48:l,:358 
220, i!l+, j(i(i 
l!J0,840,\lOS 
202,ou,rn2 
227,4!Jl,(i75 
24H,453,(i4H 
179, 202,348 
l 7fi,78fi,!132 
lii4,mi:l,i2H 
llfi,121,1\ll 
117,Sfii,745 
122, 140,328 
1~2,f>ti:!,2(}2 
128,4i'i0,537 
li'i4,34:'<,7\17 
172, 111,m14 
HH,2H:l,1!12 
12:\,:IJ:-l,Mli 
li2, 7!14,:)li:3 
14fi,.~fi±,?i~ 
14H,h!, ,:>'" 
Hi4,7H4,535 
110.210,mi:3 
17!), I O!i,727 
Hi4,H8.'i,35G 
Hi0,3!13,758 
1:W,27 4,517 
161,274,024 
144, HJ l,4!l4 

7,603,7Hl,fi52 
2,023, lOi'i,083 

*The totals to 1851 are mostly 11ine. 
9,fl2G,S\J6,fi35 

No record previous to 1851. 
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C-Method of Computing Growth, and Yield of Second 

Growth in Spruce and Pine. 

Each of the two previous Maine forestry reports contained a descrip
tion of the method of tree measurement adopted by the United States 
Forestry Divisi.on for the use of its field agents. Few, perhaps, will 
take interest in ·this matter on its own account, but work of this nature 
is so fundamental to the results of this report that it mmt be once more 
explained. 

The schedule of field measurements annexed careful attention will, 
I think, make perfectly plain. 'rhe figures refer to a spruce tree that 
grew up on a very old burn on township I, R. XIV, just east of Moose
head Lake. In getting these data an ax, a foot rule, a four-foot stick and 
caliper measure are the tools used. 'rhe tree desired is looked over 
standing, note being taken of its thrift and relation to other trees. Then 
it is felled and measurements taken of main features,-breast diameter, 
height, and relative length of trunk and crown. 'fhe diameter of the 
tree at every four feet is also measured, which gives its shape and vol
ume. 'rhe tree next, if it is at the observer's disposal, is cut into desired 
lengths for the detail count and measurement of its yearly rings. This 
gives, as will be seen, a clew to the history of its development and 
grow.th. 

In order to understand these detail measures it is necessary to hold in 
mind one principle. 'l'he yearly wood gro,vth of a tree is deposited imme
diately under the bark. A thin layer is thus formed each year over the old 
wood and reaching out beyond it at the top of the tree. Now supposing 
that the deposit of rings is entirely regular-that one ring and only one 
ring is grown each year-which is for practical purposes the case,-it is 
seen that the number of rings at the stump of a tree gives its age, 
while the rings at any section above tells how many years were taken to 
grow the height that is above the point selected. Subtraction of one 
from the other therefore tells how many years the tree took in growing 
from the height of the stump to the height of the section. 

POSITION: CROWN l'ARTLY FREE; SURROUNDING SPECIES: SPRUCE, PINE, 

BIRCH AND POPLAR . 

... 
Q;. 

STUMP. re oo 
c ~~ 

.:::: :: =~ ~.~ 'o ... 0 ..... ... 
2~ il.)'-< 0 OlQ .3 ~;.; ...,i:., ,... . 5~ ...; 
il.)...;, +Oil.) il.) ~ :;:;.::; .c il.). 

::;oo o.o..o ~.s bl)~ 0.11<:ii 0.0 s g. c.i ;§ ~ i::::::: ::: 0 :::~ -~ <:ii..., 8.s il.),-< •'"'il.) c.i,... ~~ A~ 
Q( 

H~ A..o ..:lo ~ ~ 

in. ft. in. in. ft. in. 
r 

in. in. in. yrs. 

9.5 32 33 [ 32 20 10.5 10 

00 
0.0. 
.::; Pt ·;:: s 

..... ~ o...a 
.oo 

0::: 
Zo 

98 



;..: 
Cl 
,::, 
.; 
5 
z 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

Age of 
tree. 

Years. 

10 
31 
42 
f>i'i 
70 
!J2 

108 

APPENDIX. 

DETAIL OF SECTIONS. 

...., 
s c . 

~ ,i 00~ 

J:: 00 .µ 

~r:: c;, .8 Diameter in inches from bark ]~ .=.::: .::: through ring. c.c~ .§ 
;.. o~ ·s 9 0 .-;.. 

.=:~ 
~Sn ;:. :,-; E-P 

ft. in. in. 
I 

10 I 20 :rn 40 50 fiO 70 in. 

rn 
2(1 
37 
47 
58 

--~ 

7 .R 77 .2 .4 .(l 1. 1.5 2.3 3.3 
(j 6.8 fj(j ,'2 .f, . L5 1.1 1.7 2,7 
3 5.7 f,!) .3;5 .. 1.1 1.7 2.6 
9 4.2 ,lt,i ,:{fi .t,i 1 .5 
(i Hi 

Diameter at......... . . . . . . .. .. . . . . 4 feet, 9.5 inches. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... 8 9.3 

.......................... 12 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . lfj 

...................... 20 

24 
• • . • • • . . . . . . • • • . • . • • . • • . . 28 

....................... 32 

. . . . . . . .. . .. .. . .• .. . .. . 36 

........................ 40 

....................... 44 
•.•.•.••...•••••••••••••• 48 

•......•.•.••.....•••.... 52 

56 
...................... GO 

64 

8.9 

S.!l 

S.4 
8 . 
7 .(i 

7 . 
6.5 
5.i".I 

5.4 
4 5 

3.5 

AGE (H' T1n;E, 108 YEARS; TOTAL HEIGHT, 65 FEET. 

Height 

,4 
.3 
.3 
,25 

from the 

To illustrate-this tree was cut leaving a stump 20 
inches high. [u the stump were !)8 rings. 14 feet 
and 4 inches higher, or 16 feet from the ground, the 
tree wtis cut oft and 77 rings counted. ,ve kncnv, 
therefore, that the tree in growing from 20 inches 
high to Hi feet occupied 21 years. The next 10 1-2 
feet in a similar \vay are found to have been grown 
in 11 years. Adding to the 98, 10 years for the age 
of the stump: the tree when cut is ascertained to be 
108 years old. It is now 65 feet high. All these 
facts relating to height growth are gathered iuto the 
accompanying table. 

ground. 

Ft. In. 

1 8 
16 
2fi 6 
37 3 
47 9 
58 6 
65 
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There is a graphical way of placing these facts before the eye, one 
that is especially useful when comparison is nece,;sary. Let us, for 
instance, take a 1:<heet of paper that has been ruled oft into squares. Our 

zero point is at the lower left 
Height curve of a spruce gr°',ni on open 

lanrl. hand corner. Along the hori-

I I t--· ., 
/ r--,-·,---i- V' .· I ! ! I . I/ ,pii:-µ . )' 

+-l-h-HSf' I 
~ . . ' . I •. 

0 I Ii 
5 

.' ' 

0 / 
/$ I 

0 I 
v 

5 
/ -0 /0 .2.0 '30 ',,O ~· t O 70 10 ,o 

Year;, of age. 

/ 
,J 

I 

'"',,.. 

zontal line running from that 
we will place at regular inter
vals the numbers 10, ~o, 30, 40, 
etc., representing years of the 
tree's life. Height on the other 
hand will be spaced off on the 
vertical line, each space repre
senting a height of 5 feet. Now 
from the table just given the 
tree at 31 years of age is found 
to have attained a height of 16 
feet; so just to the right of the 
vertical line up from 30 and just 
above the horizontal line across 
the page from li5 we will put a 
dot. Again at 42 years of age 
the tree was 26 1-2 feet high. 
Another dot, therefore, is put 
in where lines up from 42 and 

across from 28 1-2 intenect. 80 with each point given in the table, 
including the stump and the present height and age. 'rhe points then 
may for clearness' sake be connected by a curve, the rise in which shows 
at a glance the height growth of the tree. 'rhe slow growth of the young 
seedling is indicated by the slow rise of the first end of the curve. Along 
at 10 to 15 feet the height growth reaches its maximum rapidity. It does 
not begin to slack much till it has reached 40 to 50 feet. 

The value of this method of representation will be best brought out by 
comparison. 'l'he tree so far dealt with grew up on a piece of ground 
that was burnt something over 100 years ago. It has had therefore 
throughout its life the benefit of unobstructed sunlight. It grew more·
over out of a liberal soil, favorable conditions in general being indicated 
by the large and thriving pines which stood in its immediate neighbor
hood. Now a short distance away, on the same area of second growth, 
was flat and very rooky ground, with hardly any soil except the mold 
formed from the decaying sticks and leaves. 'l'his had seeded to the 
same kinds of trees as the other ground, hut thP, trees though close 
together were much smaller and far less thrifty. 'rhe pines had been 
specially affected. 'l'hey were small and spindling, and plainly never 
would reach the size of practicable lumber. 

Now note the effect of the poor soil conditions on the height growth 
of the spruce. A tree cut here measuring 7 1-4 inches in diameter and 
49 feet high bears about the same relation to its neighbors as did the 
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other tree to those in its immediate vicinity. It is found to be of the 
same age as well. :Now note in the figure next given how plainly the 
diffrrence iu thrift is shown. Curve 1 is the same one that was given 
befon\. 2 is the height cnn·p of the tree on poorer soil. 'I'he shrinkage 
is striking; in amou11t, and persists through the life of the tree. 'l'he 
efl:eet of soil conditio11s on the height ,growth of the tree is thus illus
trated and proved. Diagrams like this might be used as a measure of 
such effects. 

0 

'IS 

90 ~ I 
II~ 

/v 
ro / I , 

I 16 ) 

'I I/ 

1 

I I 6' ~ 

'I ..... v 1.3/ V-4 
£.t I / 

I V" v v // ~ / 
I /" .,v /J kt, 

I 
., 

V"" v // l.i / 
I v /v v v fa>. 9, J ,I 

) I/ /v I v ) R'" 
!l 

I/ I /~ 
v I le. J 

6 J 

I 
.,. v ;:: .. J / J ::r 

9.D I I/' .,,v / r:: 
I 1/' / J IJ /!. 

I I v v ~ ,,/:/ J ::::::.-
10 

I v ~!./ 
~ 

-----
~ I/ L' ,I --/ #'_ ~ -~ 

0. --- :.- i-- i...-,,'"" 

.... 0 , 0 o e·o. ~.., 10 10 <;'0 IOO /JO 1-..0 /130 I O /OJ , ,., 1 0 ••IJ I,., J.lf 

Height curves, showing eomparative growth of spruce an<l pine nncl of spruce 
under different co1Hlition~. 

1. Curve of spruce on good soil-lnn<l cleared by fire. 
2. Curve of spruce on very poor soil-lallll cleared by fire. 
;) an(l 4-. Curve of spruces grown up in mixecl lancl uncler shade. 
5. Pine on same site as No. 1. 

'l'heRe trees, it was stated, grew up on cleared land where they had the 
advantage of unobstructed sunlight throughout life. They might be 
called normal trees, sho,ving for the climate and site what the species 
will do. But a small proportion, however, of the trees that make up our 
spruce lumber have grown up in any such way. Most have grown up 
under a shade, often a dense and overpowering one, and the effect of this 
limitation, uo less plainly than of the other, is shown by the height curves. 
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No. 3 for instance is the curve of a tree 13 inches in diameter that stood 
in hard wood land on the town of Brassua on Moose River. At 108 years 
of age it was only 25 feet high. Cleal'ly it had up to that time been 
densely shaded. Some time not long after that, however, the growth 
must have opened up around it, for the line at that point begins to rise 
fast. Probably surrounding trees rotted or blew down. The tree at any 
rate by some means got access to light and air, and it quickly proved 
proved itself able to use them to good advantage. So with the next one, 
:N"o. 4, from 5 R. 3 on the Magalloway River. This tree in early life was 
long and hard suppnissed. At 125 years of age it was only 15 feet high 
and contained probahly not more than 1 cubic foot of wood, yet even by 
that treatment the vitality was not crushed out of it. Getting finally 
free from suppression, it at once hegan a height gro,vth equal to that of 
young trees of the same size that had al ways been open. In the last 80 
years 50 feet has betJn added to its height, while vigorous growth is Rtill 
maintained. In such ways docs a curve of this kind give us at a glance 
a fair idea of the history of a tree. As to maximum height, it is plain 
that the trees whose height growth is here plotted have not yet reached 
it. Perhaps it would have been gained at 80 feet, when the curve would 
become nearly horizontal. 

A comparison of different species in the same manner would be well 
worth while. Curve :N"o. !5, for white pine, may be compared with No.1, 
for spruce in the sam~ conditions. No pines were cut at this point, but 
numerous trees had reached the height here represented, and the course 
of the curve I am able to put in from figures gathered elsewhere. Good 
pines on this soil reached in 100 years a breast diameter of twelve to 18 
inches and a height of 90 feet. Spruce in the same conditions gained :t 

size of 8-12 inches and height of 60 feet. Both were grown in strong 
competition with neighbors. Open grown trees of whatever species are, 
of course, quite a different matter. 

The further question arises-how much supression will pine stand and 
still survive it? Evel'yone who is familiar with our northern woods 
knows that it will not stand any such treatment as spruce. It can, in fact 
as near as I have been able to learn be kept down to about half its normal 
height development, crowded down say to a height of 40 or 50 feet at 100 
years, without being killed by the process. 'l1hat height growth would 
be represented by a curve about like No. 2 in the figure. 

·what for practical purposes we most want to know about trees is the 
amount of wood they contain and the history of its deposition. Turning 
back to our tree schedule it is plain that on the former point the caliper 
measurements give us full information. These were taken 4 feet apart 
along the tree up to the point where it, was 3 1-2 inches in diameter. 'l'o 
get the volume of the tree, cylinders of the right size and number and 
each 4 feet long must be added together and a fair allowance made for 
stump and top. For this work a table of contents of cylinders is very 
handy. This not being commonly found in books, an extract frorn it 
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sutticient for figuring on our comtuon :Maine trees is given for the con
venience of any who may ,vish to nse it. 

In this connection it will be well to explain CONTENTS OJ<' CYLINDERS FOUR 

a mode of reckoning which, itself a result of FEET L<rnG wITH ANY GIVEN 

1ong: study by the most accurate methods, DIAc\IETER. 

====================~ gives us a short cut to approximate results. 8 . i 8 . t 
Thts is the use of the so-called form number "'c!ii ~~ 'c)iJ ~~ 

or factor of shnpe. This is based on the §~ .§] ~~ .§] 
trei~·s height nnd breast diameter. Breast o.S ~ s i:5.S ~ s 
diameter, or the diameter at about four and- -------1

---~

1

--~--

one-half feet from the ground, is the standard 2 I .OH ; 16.5 5.94 
· · d l h G 2.5 .14 17 I G.31 of diameter 111easure use lY t e ermans; 3 .20 17 .5 I G.GS 

it has also IJeen adopted by the United Statt~s !·5 :~~ 1 ?t5 ! U? 
Division of Forestry, and it will IJe well if 4.5 .44 : rn 1 7 .ss 

. . "ll d 5 .55 Ul.5 t-.:{O 
all "ho study trees m tlns way ,n a opt 5.5 .6G 20 s. 73 

the same practice. Diameter four and one- t5 j~ I ~r5 lU~ 
half feet from the ground is easier to take 7 1.0; 21.5 ' 10.08 

than a stump diameter, and it is also much i· 5 ~Jz ~f 5 I i~:g~ 
more reliable and satisfactory. ri· 5 L?~ ~~- 5 U:~~ 

Ou the height and breast diameter of a tree H.5 I.Hi 24 12.57 

then is based -its factor of shape. Let us sup- rn.5 2"18
1 §g· 5 N:l,2 

PO'-C a cylinder equal in height to the tree n.5 t~l 1 ~J- 5 U}~ 
and having a base equal in diameter to the g_ 5 Ui ~~- 5 ~~:ii 
<liameter of the tree breast high. 'l'hen the rn ').rm 27 .f, rn.5o 
factor of f-lhape is the percentage of this cylin
der which the acLUal contents of the tree 
constitutes. Thu-i the total contents of the 
tree recently scheduled was 17 cubic feet. 
Its dianwter breast high was 0 1-2 inches and 

18.5 3.98 28 17.10 
14 4.28 28.[i ' 17 .72 
14.5 4.5\l 2\l '1 18.35 
15 4.91. I 29.5 18.\l}l 
15.5 5.24 30 I rn.fi3 
lfi 5.5H j 

' 

its total height Gi'i feet. A cylinder of those dimensions contains 32 
cu hie feet. Now as 17 is 53 per cent. of 32, the factor of shape of this 
tt"PP is .53. 

1Inch might be said on this topic if it were desirable. When based on 
many nwasurements, limited as to size, species and conditions, this 
method of reckoning is for general averages a very handy and satisfactory 
oni~. I<'urther than to explain it I wish to speak of it in only one connec
tion. The factor of shape for small spruce trees in our woods, thos1~ say 
up to 12 or 14 inches diameter, and for the young pines also on our second 
growth lands is uear enough for practical purposes .5. 'l'hat is~ if you 
know the height of a tree and its diam_eter 4 1-2 feet from the ground, the 
volume of the treP will he half the contents of a cylinder of the same 
dinwnsions. 

Tree volumes for scientific purposec, are usually reckoned bark on, but 
the tree schedules provide data for determining the net wood volume. 
Herc again a rou~h an<l ready fig-m· · for our spruce and pine of ordinary 
sizes is 1-6 or 16 2-il per cent. That is, to get the net wood volume of a 
tree from the volume derived from measures taken outside the bark 1-G 
m11r,,t be deducted. 
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One section of the tree schedule has nut yet bPen referred to. That is 
the detail of Rections. The tree under discussion was cut oft at 5 points 
between 10 and 1l feet apart, one kerf of each cut being squared. The 
diameter of this ,vas measured inside the bark, a pencil line drawn from 
the heart to the bark at some point where it equalled the average radius 
of the section, and then the rings of yearly growth were counted, begin
ning with the bark and marking every tenth one. Finally the breadth 
of these groups of rings is measured, or what amounts to the same thing, 
the distance of each mark made from the bark end of the line. 

'l'hus turn to section 1 io the schedule. It was put in at 16 feet from 
the ground, and the diameter of the wood at. that height was found to be 
7 .8 inches. Au average radius then is 3.9 inches and this was drawn on 
the kerf in pencil. Count of the yearly rings along this line shows there 
are 77 of them. The outer 10 rings are together only .2 inches thick, the 
next 10 rings are of the same thickness, and so with the third group. 
Inside that 1 the rings are thicker. Similarly with the second and higher 
sections. Those who are willing to give the matter a liUle close attention 
will find themselves amply repaid for carefully comparing these measure
ments. This tree I may say seems to be for its conditions a very typical 
and regular one. 

Now since we know from the c:tlip21· measures and the mr~asurcd thick
ness of hark what the true wood volume of the tree is, siuct~, as just uoted, 
we know also how thick a layer at different heights in the tree the wood 
growu in the last ]0 years amounts to, we have, it will be seen, the uwans 
of calculating how much wood has grown in th3 last 10 ~·ears, or, what 
amounts to the same thing", how big the tree was 10 years ago. The 
process of calculation [ need not explain. A man who knows enough 
mathematics to figure out the problem if told how will be able to plan 
his owu solution. I will refer, however, to pages 85-92 of the last Maine 
report and the diagrams there given as perhaps throwing light, on the 
whole subject. 

And if 10 years back, then 20, 30 and 40. The diameter of the tree at 
any age at different heights, and consequently data for determining its 
volume. are all contained in these measurements. The more sections 
there are, the more accurate will the results be. 

Let me now give a little table showing as the result of calculation the 
hfstory of this tree's growth. All volumes include bark. Under 50 years 
of age it must be said we have not sufficient data for calculating the vol
ume of the tree. 'l'his part of the table was put in largely by guess. 
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Here again, to show the gain in volume, the graphic HISTORY OF A TREE'S 

method may with advantage be brought in. We will G-ROWTH. 

briug forward here the curve for height grcnvth 
which was first plotted, and draw on the same piece 
of cross section paper the curve for volume, cubic 
feet of contents being indicated on the right hand 
vertical line. ln comparison with height growth the 
early growth in volume is seen to he extl'<~mely slo,v. 
At fifty years of age, this tree is gro,ving ahout as 
much wood as it does any time later. ~o appreciable 
shriuk in its volume growth, however, is indicated, 
as was thf> case in regard to height. 

The tree, in fact, might go on to :WU or 300 years of 

IOi 
20 
:rn 
401 
fiO (i(ll 
70 
1'0 
HO] 

1001 
10sl 

age with an equal or greater volume increase. This __________ _ 
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would be gained mostly through growth in diameter. Comparitively 
little gain in height would be made during the time. 

Gro-wth in height an(1 volume. 

'I~ 
I 1: to 

I 

This tree, it will he remem
bered,grew up on cleared land, 
in fairly dense growth, among 
competitors of equal strength. 
Its history in respect to vol
ume, as well as height, might 
be considered normal for the 
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species. A spruce starting in 
shade grows wood for many 
years at an extremely slow . 

rate. Becoming free at length, ~ 
a trPe in natural woods very "§ 
often is never aftenn1nls ~ 
crowded,so its volume growth t 
not only accelerates, but it~ 
keeps on accelerating. 'l'hat 
is, :lt grows more wood whPn 
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it was 15 or JG inches in 
diameter than it did when it 
"·as 12 or 13. Its curve in 
consequence, keeps on mount
ing at a faster and faster rate. 
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looking at the second set of Years of nge. 

curves that were given. For 
tree Xo. 4, both height and volume curves were llrawn. 
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A book of 1000 pages could be filled with facts of thi-1 description. 
'J'he present purpose is only to exemplify them and show how they 

might be handled. There is, however, auother set of relations which I 

wish to develop from the original figures. 
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Let us bring forward the figures showing the 
volume of our sample tree at different ages from ten 
years by decades np to 100. Then subtracting vol
umes from one another in turn and dividing by 10 
gives the average yearly growth for the period. A 
look at these figures shows that they increase very 
rapidly at first, at 60 to 70 years reach in this tree 
.25 of a cubic foot and remain there practically 
stationary up to 100. This last relation can hardly 
be called fortunate. Our sample tree would have 
better represented the vigorous trees of the stand if 
its gro\vth in these later <lecades had kept on 
steauily but slovdy increasing. 

Let us now look at the figures from the point of 
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Oll 0 
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10 .001 
20 .03 
30 .4 
40 1.1 
50 '1..7 
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.23 4.6 

.25 3.3 

.27 2.6 

.25 2.0 

I 
.24 1.6 

view of percentage. At 50 years the sapling contains 2.7 cubic feet. 
'.rhe average yearly growth for the last decade was .16 cubic feet, 6 per 
cent. of the stated volume. At 60 years .23 of a cubic foot is 4.6 per 
cent. of 5 cubic feet, the volume of the tree at the time. So on down the 
list a shrinking rate is seen. At 100 the yearly growth is .24 cubic foot, 
almost exactly the same as at 60 years, but the ratio this bears to the volume 
of the tree at the time is only 1.6 per cent. 'l'he course of these percentages 
in this simple and typical instance is well worth careful consideration. 
'l'he same thing has been often referred to in the body of this report, for 
ii is a very practical and oft-recurring matter. What is trne of one tree 
is true of thousands. A piece of timberland may be growing a big per
centage on the small growth that stands on it, and yet be producing but 
a small amount of wood; while on the other hand land stocked with trees 
of good size, though it may be gaining but a small interest on the value 
of the timber, may be growing in fact a very large amount. 'l'his is a 
fact very important for managers of timberland to understand. 

'l'tlere are a dozen directions in which the current of what has so far 
been said could be turned. Perhaps it, will be best to take the tree which 
has so far been used as an illustration of method, assemble the facts 
determined in regard to it, as well as for two or three of its immediate 
neighbors, and proceed with their aid to the solution of a larger problem 
-the history of the growth of wood upon the ground on which these 
trees stood. 

'l'lle first thing to do is to ascertain what is now standing on the land. 
This piece of ground was visited by the writer in August, 1895, it being 
the same piece of second growth that was referred to on page 67 of this 
report. Iu a regiou of dominant spruce, when~ the ground was well and 
evenly covered, a fair sample quarter acre was run out, which was found 
to be coverecl with trees as follows: 
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QUARTER ACRE ON TOWNSHIP J, R. XIV, PISCATAQUIS COUNTY. 

Land burnt over about 108 years ago. Ground uneven, without strong slope. Soil 
stony, sandy loam covered with mold. 

~.=:-=-======c========================================= 

Diameter of 
trees. 

SPRUCE. i 

t I ~i i 

i I~] I 

____ ~_,_! ~ s I 

14 
12-14 
10-12 
f;--10 
(j-S 

3-6 

Diarnetei· of 
trees. 

24 
lli-1.S 
14-16 
1:!-14 
lU-12 
8-10 
H-8 
3-6 

Under 3 

* Inelu,1ing- one white spruce in each class. 
t 1\Iultitur\e, up to three inches <1iameter. 

OTHER SPECIES. 

Average height of dominant spruce about 60 feet. Tallest pine 100 feet. Usual 
pine,:;, lJircbes an<l poplars from GO to \JO. 

Some lleaL1 spruce, 11oplar anll lJircb stan<ling. 
PER Aum~-Spruce, 2B2 trees, 3,480 volume cubic feet:, pine, 60 trees, 2,550 volume 

cn1Jic feet; all speeies exeept fir, 4:_w tn\e8, 7,GSO volume cubic feet. 

Iu ex,trni.uing the stand of this quarter acre it is note-worthy that the 
pine, poplar and bi.rch together contain more wood than the spruce. 
'l'hese species, i.n fact, form an imperfect overgrowth, higher than the 
spruce, to which the slower-growing spruce might be looked on as an 
undergrowth. The spruce, however, is what we are concerned with. 
There i:,;'more of it than of any other speeit>s, not so Yery much less prob
ably than if there had beeu no other species on the ground. Let us 
bring the spruce forwa,rd again, condensing the table somewhat for rea
sons that will soon ue seen. We will also note for each group of trees 
into which the whole nnrnher h; divided, the average volume per tree. 

This division on the basis of size has a cor-
rec,pondence in the surroundings and con
dition of the trees. The largest trees are 
those with largest crowns and most room, 
advantages which were very likely gained in 
the first place by an early start. Medium 
sized trees generally resemble one another in 
having a compressed or somewhat thin crmvn. 
'fhe smallest trees have small and thin crowns 
and i.n height are often greatly overborne. 
Size then goes along with present condition 

and ,vith past history. 

*2 

10 and over. 
8-10 ......... . 
6--8 •••••••••• , 
3--6 .• , ••••••.• 

12 
23 
18 
18 

275 
345 
145 
55 

71 820 

23 
15.2 

8 
3 
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'l'he 71 trees on the area have been divided into 4 classes according to 
size. The average volume of trees of the first class is 23 cubic feet, of 
the second 15.2, of the third 8, of the fourth 3. Now if out of the grove 
as it stands, 'we should choose trees of just these volumes, trees too that 
fairly represent their classes in regard to height, condition and crown 
development, if we should cut these 4 sample or model trees down, 
measure them in the way recently illustrated, and from these schedules 
by computation get at their history, these 4 trees it will be see 11, if good 
judgment and good luck both accompanied the selection, might stand for 
their respective groups. This again is a method of figuring used by the 
Germans in reckoning with their forests, but over and above any ques
tion of authority it is a method both convenient a~1d satisfactory, one 
approved in other words by common sense. 

In order to fill the requirements exactly, 4 model trees are called for, 
representative of their classes in respeet to height and crown develop
ment, and of size and volume as follows: 

1 tree over 10 inches in uiameter, with volume of 23 cubic foet. 
1 ,, 8-10 ,, '' " 15.2 " 

1 ' ' 6- S " " " " 8 " 
1 ,, 3- 6 '' ,, '' '' 3 

In filling this bill I had cut in the woods and subjected to detail meas
urement. 

1 tree l 1 inches in diameter, with a volume of 23 cubic foet. 
1 ,, 9.5 " " " " 17 ,, 

" 7 .2 ,, 8 

Two of these fit the requirements perfectly. The third can be made to 
do so by the use of a converting factor. ~one of the small, suppressed 
trees were cut, so the data for that class we shall have to put in by guess. 

X ow from "·hat has gone brfore it will be s<~en at once what facts are 
,vantrd in the history of these trees, and it will be ·quite as evident how 
they are obtained. It is necrssary only to state the principal dimensions 
of the three trees, and to show their dPvelopment in height and volume. 
'l'he two largest trees appear to be of the same ;lge-lOS years. 'l'his we 
will assume as the age of the grove as well. The size of the trees meas
ured is given at 10-year periods, at the end of ench decade from the 5th 
to the 10th. Back of 50 years some of the facts desired cannot, from data 
in hand, be accurately obtained. A suppositious 5 inch tree, representa
tive of the smallest class into which the stand was divided, we will at the 
same time put in by guess. 
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\Yith tlwse facts in hand, facts which are put before the eye again in 
the shape of height and volume curves drawn on the same scale as before, 
it is only necesRary, in order to get the stand on the area at any given 
tinw, to multiply through the contents of each of the model trees at that 
time by the number of trees which in the present stand it was made to 
represent. Thus at 60 years of age the larger trees in the stand are seen 
to have been about 40 feet high. From data not here given they are 
found to have been about 7 inches in diameter as well. {Number 1 at that 
time contained 6 rubic feet, aml to get the stand of the quarter acre it is 
to be multiplied by 12, the number of trees in the present stand of which 
it is the representative. Numbers 3 and 4 have similarly to be multiplied 
by 18,each, while number 2, representing 23 trees in the original stand 
has to be multiplied only by 20. 7. This tree, it ·will be remembered, was 
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a fraction too big to represent its class exactl.r, and the relation may be 
supposed to steadily hold. The stand of the quarter acre at 60 years of 
age then adds up as shown-232 cubic feet. 
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So much for the method, which is better 
than this illustration of it might lead oue to 
expect. 'l'ree number 3 was not a good sample 
of its class. Early figures based on it are, there 
is little doubt, too low, and the quarter acre at 
60 years consequently is not given a big enough 
stand. One thing, moreover, is omitted that 
would be necessary to make the thing exact 
and perfect. 'l'hat is the trees that in course 
of time and under the po,ver of competition 
have died. There is enough of that in such a 
case to make a large difference in the yield of 

the land. 'fhe German in his carefully tended forests uRes this material. 
In our own woods it falls down and rots. In order to ascertain the correct 
full stock of our spruce for given land at any age, a matter indeed which 
has for us at the present time only a theoretical interest, the history of a 
grove would have to be watched for a long period, or different groves 
found for comparison, in the same conditions but of different age. Some 
time not far distant perhaps our timber trees will come to be studied in 
this way. If so, what has been written here may prepare the way for 
comprehension of the results. 

In digging out and piling up these complicated relations the plain and 
practical bearings of the facts presented must not be covered up out of 
sight. Here is a well soiled piece of ground, burnt over something like 
108 years ago, on which there came up a thick stand of spruce associated 
with quicker growing birch and pine. At the end of the time stated the 
larger spruce are 10 to 13 inches in diameter and 60 to 70 feet high. An 
acre stocked like our sample would yield about 30 cords of spruce pulp 
wood counting in considerable of the knotty tops. Without the birch 
and pine the spruce alone would have yielded 45 cords, let us say. This 
is for thickly stocked land. Scattering trees, while at the same age they 
are of much larger size, while at a much lower age they come to 
merchantable dimensions, produce neither clear lumber, nor a large yield 
of wood per acre on the land. 

Now while this yield after 108 years of an average of 45 cubic feet, or 
about two-fifths of a cord of pulp wood, per acre and year is a very 
respectable one, while it is several times as much as the figures for 
growth of spruce which in the body of this report have been attached to 
most areas of cut-over old growth land (a fact which shows by the way 
that stripping off spruce land would be no calamity if it only reseeded to 
spruce and the succeeding growth shoulrt be protected to maturity)-yet 
compare the yield of this area of spruce with that of a piece of ground 
of the same size in pine. The figures here given were gathered at Saco 
in a pine grove which was apparently 50 to 55 years old, standfng on 
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sandy land. The spruce fignl'es are brought forwal'd and placed along:
side for comparison. They have, however, been raise<l 50 per cent all 
thro11gh in order to allow for the iutluence of the bil'ch and pine which 
stood ovt·r the spruce on this sample ai ea. 

CO'.\IPARATIVE YIELD OF SPRUUE AND PINE GRO"WN UP THICKLY ON OPEN L.AND. 

~~~~·· =========:;:====:=================================== 
SPRUCE AT 108 YEARS. PINE AT 54 YEARS. 

Diameter. 
;... iJ I ..... I 

il) il) 
~ il) s +; 

ll)rn .:: ,..., 0 ..o~ a~ ,:: ;... .i~ s .... -...., :0 d ic .::.., o· 
.... 0 Zo :, g 

10 inches aml over .................... . 18 412 21 380 
8-10 inches. . ........................ . 34- 517 2:'i 300 
6-1'.i inehes ............................ . 27 218 35 250 
3-6 inebes .......................... . 27 82 40 100 

'I'otal ............................. . 106 L229 121 1,030 

Xow, on page 185 of this report it was said if our spruce eve!' gare out 
and we wanted to grow timber to supply our pulp mills, that if the pulp 
mill men would content themselves with pine lumber we could cover a 
large section of the State owr with thick pine groves producing great 
amounts and values. These figures will help justify a part of that state
ment. They will show at any rate why it is to pine and not to spruce 
that we shouhl prohauly look in any such emergency. Such compara
tive figures of course would not hold in all conditions true. So far as I 
can juclge, ho,Yever, these figures are somewhere near representative of 

their respective spel'ii->s. 

D-Growth on Spruce in Cut-Over Lands in Per Cent and 

Amount. 

On pages 26 :o ~8 of this report Pressler's tables for determining the 
perc,~utage of growth of trees were explained, and illustration given of 
their use. Later, on pages 56 and 123, ·were given some of the general 
results arrived at by this means. It remains now to record the results 
in full awl to state or restate the most important inferences derivetl there-

from. 
The observations made were all on sprnce trees, on those of small and 

nwdium size. When notes of this kind were taken note vrns also made of 
the :-oil, nature of growth, etc., aml the tree observations have been 
divide<l in accordance therewith. Thus the figures obtained on the Ken
nebec wen~ diYided into 3 groups, for spruce in hard wood or mixed land, 
and in thrifty and unthrifty black growth re.spectively. 
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The followi11g:·table embraces the resnlts ohtaincd for spruce iu hard 
wood land, land, that is, in which hard woods form half 01: more than half 
the stand. The trees have been grouped according to diameters--that is 
observations on all trees of thf~ same diameter breast high ,vere averaged 
together to obtain the figures here given. T,.e recorded or actual com
puted results are arranged in the first five columns. By plotting the 
values there given for volume and per cent. and drawing a smooth curve 
following their coursP, irregularities have been taken out anct the true 
relation made clearer. These corrected values are in the last four 
columns. 

SPRUCE ON WELL SOILED AND \YELL DRAINED LAND. SOIL COVER LEAVES. 

7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 

HARD \Yoon HALF OR MORE THAN HALF THE GROWTH. 

COlllPUTED RESULTS, ' !SA)IE EVENED BY D_RAWING CURVES 
I l,-OR VOLUl\IE AND PER CENT. 

1---,------------ I 

I

I GRff\VTH LAST I 

4.6 
7 .6 

10.9 
12.7 
18.3 
21.8 
26.4 
31 

TEN YEARS. 1 
~ ii 

~ I t II 

C). 

;! ~<;:;s1 ~.::'l)-~o: Ill - C)<.\,i ~~ I'""""--, 

;s~ °'~=;;; 2:: 111 ~·T ~ ~ 2.S z.~ 

.7 
J.26 
1 26 
1.52 
1.5 
1.4 
1.3 
1.2 

2.7 
4.3 
3.9 
4.1 

3.1 
2.6 
2.5 

X.7

1 

4-.5 
7 .5 

10.5 
14-
18 
22 
21:;.5 
31 

GROWTH LAST 
TEN YEAHS. 

1.2 
1.35 
1.4 
1.42 
1.42 
Ulo i.:n[ 

,.... 

~§1 
~ d ~~ I p..~ :::.:5 
~ t 2.s 

4-.2 
4.1 
3.H 
3.55 
3.2 
2.S 
2.5 

.315 

.43 
,55 
.64 
.70 
,74 
,78 

121 trees observed in all, one-thinl of which stoorl on Dennis, Somerset county; 
the remainder on various Kennebec townships between Hobbstown ancl Roach 
River. Average height ubove sea about 1,200 feet. 

There are certain relations running throug·h these figures that are of 
the greatest practical importance. First let us examine the fignres for 
the amount of yearly growth. According to the table a tree 8 inches in 
diameter produces yearly about .3 of a cubic foot. At 9 inches it 
grows half as much more, at 11 inches twice as much, and beyond that 
point the increase though at a smaller rate steadily goes on. The cause 
of this is easy to understand. It is twofold. In the first place the larger 
a tree the larger as a rule is its crown-the greater, that is, the area 
of its leaf surface and its consequent power to grow wood. The other 
reason is in the tree's sunoundings. A small tree as a rule is more 
shaded than a tall one. Only when a tree reaches a considerable size 
does it in ordinary circumstances have room and light for vigorous 
growth. 

Now the practical point in this, if the tree is cut while it is still small, 
all the period. of its rapid volume growth is lost. That is to cut off its 
life just as it is beginning to produce something. 
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Now how long can a tree be profitably left to grow? How long does 
this increase in its yearly production continue? The same column of 
figures answers this question. For fine points it could hardly be trusted, 
but in regard to the general tendency there can be no mistake. There is 
no slack in the rise of the ~:rowing power of the tree as far as it has been 
observed. A tree 1-i inches in diameter grows on the average more wood 
per year than one 13 or 12. The longer it stands, up at least to this 
point, the greater the production of the tree and the land. 

Entirely different is the course of the percentages. These are, to be 
exact, the rate of gro,vth of the tree at compound interest during the 
last 10 years. These, it will be seen, have been steadily shrinking. As 
growth adds to the volume of the tree, the addition of each year though 
gTeater in actual volume hears a less ratio to the volume of the tree at 
the time. Thus while at 8 iuches in diameter a tree may grow .315 cubic 
foot which is 4.2 per cent of its vulurne at the time, at lJ inches in dfo me
ter a yearly growth of 78 cubic foot is only 2.5 per cent of the volume at 
that time. Consideration of the actual amount of growth will in most 
cases incline one toward conservatism in the handling of timberland 
more than that of percents. 

SPRUCE ON SPRUCE LAXD OF FIRST QUALITY. LAND UNEVEN AND WELL DRAINED. 

SOIL GENERALLY Sl\lALL IN QUANTITY, COVERED WITH l\loss. 

=--~-~ ----=======-:-1,=S=A=l\I=E=E="=I:=:N=.E=D=B=,=. =D=R=A=W=I=N=G=C=,= .• R=,=.E='S 

COMPUTED RESULTS. ' , .., 

7\ 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 

5.9 
7,6 

10.3 
14.2 
17 .7 
21.6 
25.8 
31 

GROWTH LAST 
'l'EN YEARS. 

1,18 4.5 
1.14 3.\l 
1.22 3.7 
1.10 3 
1.3 3.1 
1.2 2.6 
1.26 2,6 
1.17 2.2 

7 
31 
4(j 

6(1 
61 
56 
46 
33 

I FOR YOLUME AND l'ER CENT. 

I 

I 
I 

6 I 8 
10.5 
14 
17.5 
21.5 
2fi 
31 

GROWTH LAST 
'_rEN YEAHS. 

1.1 4.3 
1.15 4.1 
1.2 3. 7 
1.23 3.:Ui 
1.23 2.!~ ].23, 2.(l 
1.22 2.4 
1.2 2.2 

.26 

.1\3 

.39 

.45 

.51 

.56 

.62 

.68 

Three humlrecl and forty trees observecl in all, mostly from l>ennis, Brassua, 
I, R. XIV, and A and I, R. XII on Rooch River. l\lostly unaerlaid by slates. 
Average height above sea about 1,200 feet. 
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SPRUCE ON SLOW-GROWING SPRUCE LAND. LAND FLAT AND POORLY DRAINED, 

ROCKY, WITH VERY LITTLE l\fINERAL SOIL. DEEPLY MOSSED. 

7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 

COMPUTED RESULTS. 

5 
7.4 

10.2 
12.4 
16.5 
19-6 
23 
28.6 

GROWTH LAS'l' 
TEN YEARS. 

1 
.95 
.9 
.97 
.s 
.97 
.9 
.65 

4 
3.3 
2.6 
2.(l 
Ul 
2.1 
l.b 
1.2 

2 
lfi 
13 
14 
11 
11 
9 
Si 

I 

SAME EVENED BY DRAWING CURVES 
}'OR VOLUME AND !'ER CENT. 

fl 
7.5 

10.5 
13.5 
lfi.5 
rn.5 
23 
27 

GROWTH LAST 
TEN YEARS. 

.95 

.97 

.96 

.93 

.ss 
8'> 

.75 

3.25 
2.9 
2.55 
2.2 
Ul 
1.(15 
1.4 

.24 

.30 

.34 

.36 

.37 

.38 

.3g 

Eighty-three trees observed in all, on Hobbstown, No. IV, R. VII and No. 
I, R XIV. Average height above sea about 1,400 feet. 

Examine now the compani.on tables, for spruce land of best and of 
poorer quality. 'l'he better spruce land is seen to grow at a rate nearly 
equal to the spruce of the better soiled hard wood land-nearl}'. but not 
quite. The amounts of yerirly growth follow the same law, showing 
that trees may be left to a good size with the assurance that the income 
they are bringing in is steadily increasing. 

Note the difference when the last table is reached, for trees on poorer 
land of slow growth. A tree 8 inches in diameter is shown to grow yt>arly 
.:24 cubic foot. At 11 inehes the growth is .:36, half as much more. But 
here it has reached its limit. That seems to he about as much as the 
soil conditions will allow it to grow, so there it hangs. 'l'hese facts sho," 
what a difference there will be in the policy maintained toward different 
tracts when timberlands come to handled to best advantage. 

l\Iost striking however is the actual difference in the producing power 
of trees on these 2 grades of spruce land. Trees on one produce on the 
average just about twice as much as on the other. Of course finer grnd
ing of the sites might have been made. Conditions run into one another. 
Some timber grows more slowly than anything here recorded. 

All these facts are clearest seen when they are graphically represented. 
Let us take for instance the growth in volume. Taking a sheet of paper 
ruled into squares we will put on the .horizontal line at the bottom the 
numbers 7, 8, 0, 10, 11, 12, 1:3 and 14, the diameters of our clas,-es of trees. 
In the same way 'on the vertical line at the left we will put at regular 
intervals the numbers .1, .2, .3, etc., representing the amount of yearly 
growth in parts of a cubic foot. Now in our tables for hard wood land 
12 inch trees were shown to grow .7 of a cubic foot yearly. We will 
therefore mark a point where the line up from 12 and the line across from 
7 intersect. In the same way, at 11 inches diameter trees in the same 
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kind of land produce .64: of a cubic foot. On the line up from: 11~ 
therefore, we will mark another point, nearly half way up between the 
lines across from 6 and 7. In the same way the volume of the yearly 
growth at all sizes of the tree is plotted, when the points may for clear
ness· sake be connected by a curve. The rise in this curve then shows 

_/ 
../ l\Iixed land . 

,/ / / 

Spruce land-quality I. 

_/ ,/ 
/ / 

,,~ 
/ 

J~ - -_.... /' Spruce land-quality II. 

Vj, I/ 
I I 
I If 9 I() // /l, /3 I I 

Diameter of tree-inches. 

at a glance gain in the yt>arly accretion. Rapid along to about 11 inches 
in diameter, its rise there is less rapid, but it still continues to rise, never
theless, throughout its length as here dnt\vn. Plotting the facts for the 
spruce land of first quality shows much the same thing. When, however, 
we come to the land of poor quality the relation of things is quite differ
ent. 'fhe curve falls in the first place much below that characteristic of 
the better Roils. But further than that it is to be noted that the last of 
the line is horizontal. Growth then1 as was seen in the tables, has ceased 
to increase and iR holding its own. 

One more fact about these cun'es remains to be pointed out. The 
curve for mixed land is sPen to cross the other two, which means that 
while for trees 10 inches and upwards the volume growth is greatest 
on mixed land, for trees 7 inches and smaller it is greater on the spruce 
larnl. This is perhaps more appan~nt than true, and if true more interest
ing than valuable. But it does look reasonable. These trees stood in 
land that had been cut through, and in hard wood land far more would 
be left to shatle the small trees than in pure or nearly pure spruce timber. 

1Vith ,vhat has gone before a diagram representing the percenta~;e 
growth of the same stands and sizes of trees will perhaps be understood 
,Yithout explanation. 

Diameter of tree-inches. 

5 
7 o II I~ 

s 4.l--f",..--1~--+-+--+-
;.., 
':J) 

~ ~·t---t---'---+----1--.+--+--t 
3 
0 

s 
~ t..___.__.._ ________ _ 

.Mixed land. 
Spruce land-quality I. 

Spruce land-quality II. 
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The larger use which is made of these figures in this work has been 
previously referred to and illustrated. By them has been estimated the 
growth upon particular tracts of land, and upon the ,Y110le extent of 
territory over which exploration has been carried. 

Thus on No. IV, R. VII, a country of rocks and moss with slow-gro,v
ing spruce upon it, we got the annual yield on the cut-over land by using 
a factor of 2 per cent on the amount of wood ·which was thought to be 
standing. 2 per cent it i:S seen stands in the table of growth for such 
land as the percentage for trees between 11 and U inches in diameter. 

Again on the )Ioose river say a township covered with mixed growth 
ha8 been closely cut for saw logs, and as a result of exploration it is 
determined that 300 or 400 cubic feet of small spruce are still standing on 
the land per acre. Looking into the table of growth fo1· such land, 3 and 
one-half per cent will be found to be a fair percentage to apply to it to 
ascertain its annual increase. That was, in fact, just what we did in the 
case of Dennis. So with Brassua, a township of black growth on most 
of which the accretion is rather rapid. As a result of exploration it was 
judged that an average of about 400 cubic feet of spruce was standing on 
the land. To this we applied 3 per cent as a factor, getting thus a yearly 
growth of 12 cubic feet or 48 board feet per acre. With these results in 
hand and putting together all that had been learned about the drainag·e, 
we set the yearly growth of the Moose river basin at not le~s than 18 
million feet. A similar computation can be made for a region of larger 
Bxtent, the degree of its proximity to the truth depending on the accuracy 
of our knowledge of its topography, its stand of timber, and the history 
of its cut. 

The following table, embracing; the results of observation on about 50 
spruce standing in high mountain land on the Kennebec, \Vill be worth 
recording. Poor sites of whatever nature have a small growth, alike 
in a volume and percentage. Less thrifty trees than these might readily 
have been found. 

l\IOUNTAIN SPRUCE, FROl\1 STEEP, ROCKY LAND WITH LITTLE SOIL-1\IT, BIGELOW 

AND HOBBSTOWN. 

Two-tllircls of trees from 2,000 to 2,500 feet above sea. 

GROWTH LAST 10 YEARS. 
5 0 [1J 

;8 ;... ~ 0 
Q) 

;... re~ s ,,:::; 0 • .0 . Q) 0 .: So] Q) 
...,Q) 

0 .:i...; ~re 
.;.., . s ai Q.)r:,1 ~ 15 -..;JC rn P>""' O Q) 

~al .§ .::..; .~ ~ ~ Os?' "="" 0 
p;. 

~.g re~ ~gE c=J ;8 so 
A.S 

t;c Q .::.:: o.:i .:: > 
[;i;l;,.~ ,..., ..... ,.:;:;,;i.S >, 0 z.S 

7 4-3 .9 3.6 .15 8 
8 6,7 .83 2.8 .rn 3 
9 8.6 H4 2.8 ,24 8 

IO 11.4 .54 1.4 .16 9 
11 13.7 .65 1.55 .21 ]2 
12 17,2 .8 1.9 ,33 9 
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The observations hehinrl the above tables were recorded with a view to 
.g-en-eral result:;,. In onler that they mig·ht thus serve, the observations 
had to be freed from the dangers attending selection. It was desired to 
find the actual production of the country rather than to determine any 
possible ideal. Therefore. when such notes were taken i.t was the usual 
practice to take all trees come to. In starting in, however, there was some 
variation in this practice, and throughout the work on th<~ Kennebec [ 
did allow m_vself some leeway. That is, very unthrifty trees were avoicl
ed, and an occasional very heavy crowned one as well. The results so 
un(lcrstood, however, are thought to be representative. They cannot be 
much if any above the actual average of the country. They are doutltless 
less than hy careful handling could be obtained. 

-when exploring on the Androscoggin I put myself under a strieter 
rule. ,vhen notes were taken only very seldom was a tree of the size 
desired passed by, i.n those few cases where a tree was evideutly diseased 
or very badly crippled by suppression. The fact probably accounts for 
the differeuce in scale between the figures from the Kennebec and those 
from the Androscoggin. The accompanying table of growth for spruce 
on cut-over lands on the Androscoggin is based on observations on about 
300 trees. The stands most often represented are mixed sprnce and hard 
woorl. 

One other thing may account for the diffel'ence spoken of in part. The 
Androscoggin lands traversed were on the average some .JOO feet higher 
than those explored on the Kenneb,~c. If the cliffereuce is due to this 
fact, a striking relation is here found. That i.s, the region of the heaviest 
stands and the largest and finest trees has yet a slower growth in diam
eter, volume and per cent. I can only state this suggestion and hope for 
further light. 

The subject of the representative character of these figures was dis
cussed on page 12-L 

==-==-~--=== =----- ---:--:-~---------~--------_-__ ---------=---=-------~-=---=========-=-=~=--=-=-=----==-
i 

I 
Di.a meter of trees breast high. I 

GROWTH DumNG LAST 
'rEN YEARS. 

. 
-~~~~~~-~----~~~~~~~ 

~ ::: ·:: :: : :: ·:: :::::: :: :: : :: .: : : :.1 
9 ............................... . 

10 .............................. . 
11 .. , .. , .... , .............. -.... , 
12 ............................. . 
13 ..... .. .. .. . . . . . . . ..... -·· ... . 

5,5 
8 

11.5 
15.5 
20. 
24.5 
;!8.5 

.68 

.mi 

.93 

.m 
1.04 

.98 

.92 

2.9 
3.1 
:Ul 
2.(i5 
2,4 
2.15 
1,9 

.15 

.25 

.33 

.41 
48 

.52 

.54-

Coun,e of values for Yolume, per cent and yearly growth in volume evened by 
c1rawing cnrves. 
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E-Waste of Lumber in Top and Stump. 
A Kennebec paper mill company, owning a township which they 

intended to cut, wished for information as to the probable amount to be 
saved if instead of letting the work out to jobbers they cut it themselves. 
They were thinking of the loss at the top principally. 'l'hey thought 
they could ui;;e the lumber in most trees down to a diameter of about 5 
inches. 

As a partial ans,ver to their inquiry, the following table was got 
together. I took my notes of trees measured in the works of a represen
tative Kennebec lumberman (notes such as were explained in section C of 
this appendix) and for each tree ascertained these three things-first the 
volume of the tree entire from the ground to the very top; second, the 
volume of the log cut; third, the volume that would have been obtained 
had the stem been taken up to a diam
eter of five inches. The individuul fig-

EcoNmIY IN CUTTING, 

l\Ioosebeiul region. l\faine 
ures given in the accompanying ta blc may :;cale rule. cutting by a 
be summed up as follows: The lumberman in man who buys stumpage 

arnl sells his logs. 
this case actually took away 70 per cent. of 
the trees cut down. Had he cut them longer, 
up to where the t.rees were 5 inches in diam
eter, he would have got 26 per cent more 
wood. This is saying nothing about possible 
saving in the stump. Had the trees been 
sawed down at a uniform height of 15 inches 
from the ground, there would have been 
gained, as near as I can get at it, 1 3-4 cuhic 
feet per tree more, adding 7 per eeut. more 
to the actual cut. 'l'he saving in both direc
tion,; amouuts to an average of 8 cubil· feet 
per tree in this moderate sized timber. In 
board measure that would be, if fairly sealed, 
somewhere about 4o feet per tree. ,Just a 
third in volume under the snppositions made, 
coul<l have been added to the cut. 

Iii> 
15 
18 
ll 
]ii 
1.'i 
Hi 
HJ 
13.5 
13.5 
13 

I 
YOLUJ\IE IN CUBIC 

.i<'EET OF 

30.5: 
33 
30. 7 
22 

20,7 
21.3 
24 
1(j 

4:) 30 
35 24 
50 30.7 
li5' 48,3 
40 31 
37 .2 29 
29.3 22,5 

12.5 26 lS,4 

27,5 
30 
27 ,5, 
l!l.6 
41 
31.3-
44.8 
ii7 
37,3 
33.2 
26,2 
22.7 
2~ 11.2 24.5 17 

1:2.ri 33 ., 21.6 ,rn.4-
11. 31 __ 2_3 ___ 1_6_. 5 __ 2_1._4 

The actual practice in this case is good practice for the ::\foosehead 
region. Stumps averaged about 2 feet in height, and choppers won't cut 
lower than that unless und~'I' strict rule and supervision. As for the top 
lumber, it can be said that if these logs had been cut longer they would 
not have brought so much unless the usual rules of scaling had been mod
ified. Such logs would have been hard to sell, too, partly because lum
ber reaches the market usually in the other shape, partly because Ken
nebec manufactures have not got round to the idea that they can profit
ably use knotty top lumber. From this point of view comparsion will be 
interesting with the logs of a couceru cutting on their own land to stock 
their O\vn mill. 'l1his set of figures gives the diameter at which the logs 
were topped off and the percentage of the total contents of the trees 
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saved, for each tree and for the ,vho1e. About 71 per cent of the total 
contents is hete saved, a somewhat larger per cent in trees over 14 inches 
in diameter than in those below. I expected to find mnch more difference 
in the economy of the two cuts. 

ECONO)IY IN CUTTING. 

l\Iooseheacl region. Maine scale rule. Cutting by owners of la11d for their 
own mill,~. 

Average .. 

I
ll, 

TREES UP TO FOURTEEN 
1:1\CHES DIA)lETER. I 

1-~~1 
I ~ . Q I +a 1

1 

1

12 
H 
12.5 
12 
18 
11 
1:3 

I 

s~ !! 
1

1 ~~ II 

~ Q ,-,, 0 Q.) 

Con o~ S~ 
I ~,S E-<i ~ Tl : 

25 [ IS I 8 .fi 72 I 

~? I' ~~ I' ~-5 ::;; : 
23.5 rn 9 m, I 

2() I 23 I S ';\l I 

~t I i!:~1 t5; t~ j 

········[····- 1 •••••• 69.8 \Average .. 
I ' 1' 

TREES OVER FOURTEEN 
INCHES DIAMETER. 

l ]fj I 
U.5 
Hi 
15 

39,11 27 .5! 
(i5 47 
40, 2fl..5 

!) 

12 
l(J 

11 
ltl.5 :ii ti 

5 

• • •., ••••••I.••••. • • • • • 

I 

71 
72 
74 
77 
,0 

Next are given tvvo sets of figures from the lumber of stumpage cutters 
on the Penobscot river. (f anyone thinks the mention of loca1ity irrele
vant, he has only to compare these with the preceding figures. Our 

ECONO'.\IY IN CUTTING. 

Penobscot river, Maine scale rule. Cutting llone by it man who buys stumpage and 
sells hi8 logs. 

TREES UP TO 14 lNCHNS DLUIETEU. 

12 
12 
11 
13 
13.5 
12 
14 
11.5 
10 

25 
27 
23 
34 
35 
27 
37 
26 
18 

16.6:1 14 
14 
22 
17 .51 
~g-51 
rn 
9.5; 

Average ............. . 

ll.5 
H.5 
1l 

10.5 
11 
8.5 

10 
9 
s 

64 
5:! 
61 
65 
50 
.57 
54 
61 
53 

57.3 

TREES OVER 14 INCHES DIAMETER. 

27 
16 
15 
18.5 
21 
16 
16.5 
17 
15 

162 
48 
44 
69 
114 
52 
51 
46 
36 

121 
29 
25 
44 
68 
30 
30 
31 
22 

Average ........... . 

20 
12.5 
ll.5 
rn.5 
15 
12 
12 
11.5 
11 

73 
60 
57 
6! 
73 
58 
59 
67 
Hl 

G6.4 
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Kennebec representatives saved on the avn·age 70 per rent of the total 
wood contents of their trees. Here the average is rather less than 6() 

per cent. The last lot of figures is especially crncmrsTANCEs & LocALITY 
noteworthy. These were for large trees in SAME AS LAST. 
virgin timber, trees that should cut with -~-----
small waste, yet there was taken out of the 
woods only 57 per cent of the lumber cut 
down. Large logs were frequentl.v cut less 
than 30 feet long, no top logs being taken. 
Trees as large as 11 inches in diameter breast 
high, cut in the roads, were left on the ground -------------'---'----
to rot. And this was by no means on very rn I 72 

distant or difficult land. 18 62 14.5 37 
When I started in to make these tabula- 22.5 111 

tions it was with a view to demonstrating it5! 1~ 
l · b h f t d 3~ I 1in t 1e waste catwec1 }~ t e use o a op-en 20 .5 i 1.1 1 

scale rule. There is too much of it here, it" 5
,l
1 ii~ 

however, to be accounted for in that way. 21 \JO 
H I 37 

Such cutting as this is an heirloom from 15 I 45 

4.5 
33 
22 
57 
25 
22 
'j\) 

8::l 
24 
3.'i 
50 
:!l 
30 

15 63 
14 53 
11 5\) 
17 51 
11.5 58 
11 58 
HJ 53 
20.5 55 
12 56 
14 fi6 
1(,.5 fl(j 
11 57 

ti7 12 

ancient times. 2\len were brought up to cut 
that way, they never lrnve been elsewhere to 

A yernge.............. 5ti.9 

get any new ideas, they keep on com;equently in the same old fashion. 
Such logs of course sell well. They are clear and fine. Many mill men 
think they cant use top lumber, and their hand-down ideas aid those of 
the lumberman in maiutaining the fashion. 

It may have been the case, too, that these lumbermen were so situated 
that they had to cut in this wasteful way. Sometimes stumpage is held so 
high that a man can take only the cream of the timber, such as will 
scale best. and bring the very topmost piece. I am reminded in this con
nection of a conversation between an acquaintance of mine who is a 
thorough and progressive ,voodsman, and a prominent land-owner of the 
Kennebec. 'l'he o,vner was speaking of the great returns den\'ed from a 
certain town. Fm some of the lumber he said he had collected $4 a 
thousand stumpage. 

The woodsman had reeently explored the tract in question and answered 
at once that in his judgment the owner didn't get $1.50. That ,vas a 
startling statement, but it may readily have been perfectly true.:-When 
men pay $-1 stumpage, they take only $4 lumber. They take the largest 
trees only, and only the clear parts of them. They slash through the 
country with their roads and suffer nothing to stand that is)n their way. 
And in the situation they are put, they can't do otherwise. Cut in that 
way it is very easy to understand that not half the timber killed by the 
lumbermen may be taken from the land. This says nothing of the \Vind
fall which so often enters on their departure. 
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ECONO)ff IN CUTTING. 

Lumber cut on west slope of l\It. Washington in Sew Hampshire. 
Blo<1gett scale rule (calipers). 
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Finally, as sho\\'ing what may be tlone if men ouly think so, and if 
through their business orga11ization anu scaling metho\ls they put no 
ob:~tacle in the way, these last tigures are presented, of timber cut on the 
·west side of l\It. Washington in Xew Hampshire. In this case eighty-six 
ver cent of the trees cut was actually taken from the grounu. This high 
clegn'e of econom,\" I bclieYe is reached in a good <.leal of present An(lro
sl'oggin cutting. 

\re lrnYe now opportunit_\· to make an interesting comparison. All these 
tigmes were taken from lots of logs as they ran. Each group so far as I 
can jUtlge is approximately r, presentative of much of the cutting· in its 
region. Leaving ont of aecount now the various causes which go to 
eanse the difforence, putting our figures for the ditforent rivers together 
as n'presenting; the Llt·gree of economy attained, ,ve have the following 
striking- result: 

0£ trees cut for logs GO per cent. is utilized on the Penobscot. 
70 1

• 
11 

" 
11 Kennebec. 

SG " " • • " Androscoggin. 




